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SUBJECT: ARIZONA HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMENT SYSTEM 

Title 9, Chapter 22, Article 3, General Eligibility Requirements 
 

Amend: R9-22-303 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

This regular rulemaking from AHCCCS seeks to repeal and amend rules regarding prior             
quarter coverage eligibility as required in 42 CFR 435.915. The prior quarter coverage eligibility              
requirement provides applicants for Medicaid with medical coverage beginning with the date of             
application and going back up to three (3) months as long as the applicant was eligible for                 
coverage.  
 

AHCCCS’s rules regarding prior quarter coverage eligibility are in R9-22-303. The           
agency is currently in the process of seeking a waiver from the Center for Medicare and                
Medicaid Services (CMS) from this requirement. In anticipation of approval of that waiver, the              
agency seeks to repeal and amend its rules regarding prior quarter coverage eligibility with an               
immediate effective date. The Agency’s proposal would still provide for prior quarter coverage             
for applicants (1) under the age of 19; (2) pregnant; or (3) in the 60-day post-partum period                 
beginning with the last day of the pregnancy. 
 

According to the agency, repealing this requirement will further the goals of the Medicaid              
program by incentivizing applicants to maintain health care coverage even when they are             
healthy. The Agency states that this requirement is resource intensive and by repealing it, it               
could make better use of its resources.  
 
1. Are the rules legal, consistent with legislative intent, and within the agency’s  

statutory authority? 
 

Yes. The Agency cites to both general and specific authority for the rules. 
 

 



2. Do the rules establish a new fee or contain a fee increase? 
 

No. The rules do not establish a new fee or contain a fee increase. 
 
3. Summary of the agency’s economic impact analysis: 
 

In this rulemaking, the Administration is proposing to eliminate prior quarter coverage            
(PQC) eligibility for claimants eligible for coverage through AHCCCS. Under PQC, an            
individual is eligible for coverage up to three months prior to the application date if all                
other eligibility requirements are met during this period. Under the proposed rulemaking,            
claimants would only be eligible for coverage in the month of the application. 
 
Since PQC was implemented in January of 2014, the following number of claimants have              
used these provisions in each subsequent state fiscal year (SFY): 
 

SFY 2014 - 4,396 
SFY 2015 - 13,596 
SFY 2016 - 15,316 
SFY 2017 - 17,382 

 
Total payment amounts under PQC were as follows: 
 

SFY 2014 - $7,831,015 
SFY 2015 - $23,480,029 
SFY 2016 - $21,298,697 
SFY 2017 - $25,509,534 

 
Payments under PQC are made to a variety of different medical providers. The three              
largest recipients of these payments are Hospitals, MD-Physicians, and Emergency          
Transportation Services. The distribution of payments by providers for SFY 2017 is as             
follows: 
 

Hospital - $17,954,802 (70.4%) 
MD-Physician - $3,465,061 (13.6%) 
Emergency Transportation - $1,126,140 (4.4%) 
All Other Providers - $2,963,531 (11.6%) 

 
PQC payments can also be categorized by the type of service provided. The five largest               
categories are Inpatient Hospital, Outpatient Facility Fees, Medicine, Emergency         



Transportation, and Surgery. These five categories account for over 95% of expenditures.            
The distribution of payments by type of service for SFY 2017 is as follows: 
 

Inpatient Hospital - $10,248,394 (40.2%) 
Outpatient Facility Fees - $8,752,365 (34.3%) 
Medicine - $2,846,198 (11.2%) 
Emergency Transportation - $1,419,477 (5.6%) 
Surgery - $1,125,879 (4.4%) 
All Other Services - $1,117,221 (4.4%) 
 

PQC expenditures are shared between state and federal sources. The federal share differs             
depending on the eligibility group; however, the Administration notes that on average,            
PQC expenditures receive 15% of their funding from state sources and 85% of their              
funding from federal sources. 

 
4. Has the agency analyzed the costs and benefits of the rulemaking and determined             

that the rules impose the least burden and costs to those who are regulated? 
 

The Administration will benefit from eliminating a labor-intensive workload, and the           
state general fund will benefit because 15% of the PQC expenditures will be saved.              
Hospitals and other health care providers will bear the burdens associated with            
uncompensated care for eligible individuals who do not expeditiously file for coverage            
and experience a medical emergency. 

 
5. What are the economic impacts on stakeholders? 
 

Key stakeholders are the Administration, hospitals, other health care providers,          
individuals eligible for health care coverage from AHCCCS, and the general fund. 
 
The Administration will benefit from this rulemaking because PQC determinations are a            
labor-intensive process. Eliminating PQC will reduce the administrative burden for the           
Administration. 
 
The Administration also believes that eliminating PQC will encourage eligible Arizonans           
to apply for coverage through AHCCCS while healthy. Ensuring that all eligible            
claimants are covered can improve health care outcomes for Arizonans. 
 
Hospitals are the businesses that will bear most of the costs associated with this              
rulemaking. In SFY 2017, hospitals received 70% of the payments ($18.0 million)            
associated with PQC. If claimants can no longer receive PQC, then hospitals will be              



responsible for the costs of emergency care for individuals who are eligible for coverage              
but not entitled. The Administration notes that if all eligible individuals apply for             
coverage expeditiously, then there would not be any additional uncompensated health           
care costs borne by hospitals. 
 
Other health care providers will also be burdened with uncompensated health care costs.             
In SFY 2017, other health care providers received 30% of the payments ($7.6 million).              
The impacts for other health care providers will be similar to the impacts for hospitals               
listed above. 
 
Individuals who are eligible for AHCCCS coverage but not covered will be impacted by              
this rulemaking. In SFY 2017, 17,382 eligible individuals incurred medical costs before            
filing their applications for coverage. Without PQC, this population will still require            
emergency health care, but they will be responsible for the costs. Since the income              
eligibility for AHCCCS coverage is 133% of the Federal Poverty Level for adults under              
the age of 65, it is reasonable to assume that eligible individuals lack the financial means                
to pay large emergency health care bills. The Administration notes that any potential             
costs can be avoided by eligible individuals if they apply for coverage expeditiously             
when they are healthy. 
 
The general fund will save costs due to this rulemaking. In SFY 2017, there were $25.5                
million PQC expenditures. The Administration estimates that 15% ($3.8 million) of these            
expenditures were paid from the state’s general fund and 85% ($21.7 million) were paid              
from federal sources. These general fund savings would not be realized if all eligible              
individuals file for coverage expeditiously, even when healthy. 

 
6. Does the agency adequately address the comments on the proposed rules and any  

supplemental proposals? 
 

Yes. The Agency received a number of public comments from various stakeholders about             
this proposed amendment. The comments received were either in opposition to this            
proposal or expressed significant concern about the proposal. The Agency has adequately            
responded to the specific concerns raised in each comment that was received.  
 

7. Are the final rules a substantial change, considered as a whole, from the proposed              
rules and any supplemental proposals? 
 
No, there were no changes between the proposed rulemaking and the final rulemaking.  

 



8. Are the rules more stringent than corresponding federal law and, if so, is there              
statutory authority to exceed the requirements of federal law? 

 
No, this rule was previously updated to meet CMS’s requirement that AHCCCS            
implement the prior quarter coverage eligibility rules at 42 CFR 435.915. This federal             
regulation requires Arizona to provide PQC eligibility. However, the administration is           
submitting a waiver request to CMS to exempt AHCCCS from the PQC eligibility    
requirement (a waiver which has been approved for other states and which was             
previously approved for Arizona). Thus, the rulemaking will only occur if the waiver is              
granted.  

 
9. Do the rules require a permit or license and, if so, does the agency comply with                

A.R.S. § 41-1037? 
 

This proposed rulemaking does not require a permit.  
 
10. Does the preamble disclose a reference to any study relevant to the rules that the               

agency reviewed and either did or did not rely upon? 
 

No, AHCCCS did not reference or rely on a study for this rulemaking.  
 
11. Conclusion 
 

AHCCCS requests an immediate effective date in anticipation of CMS’s approval of its 
waiver request. AHCCCS relies on A.R.S. § 41-1032(A)(2) as justification for an 
immediate effective date. Council staff believes A.R.S. § 41-1032(A)(2) provides proper 
justification, as the rulemaking is intended to become effective if the CMS waiver is 
granted, thus preventing AHCCCS from violating federal regulations. Council staff 
recommends approval of this rulemaking.  

 







NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING 

TITLE 9. HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 22. ARIZONA HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMENT SYSTEM 

ADMINISTRATION – ADMINISTRATION 

PREAMBLE 

1. Article, Part, or Section Affected (as applicable) Rulemaking Action: 

R9-22-303 Amend 

 

2. Citations to the agency’s statutory rulemaking authority to include both the authorizing statute (general)              

and the implementing statute (specific): 

Authorizing statute: A.R.S. §§ 36-2903.01, 36-2903, 36-2932 

Implementing statutes: A.R.S. §§ 36-2904, 36-2933 

 

3. The effective date of the rule: 

AHCCCS requests an immediate effective date under A.R.S. § 41-1032(A)(2). Since the change in rule would                

be precipitated by CMS granting AHCCCS’s waiver request, the rule would need to change as expeditiously as                 

possible in order to align with CMS’s record of the AHCCCS program in the waiver documentation. 

 

4. Citations to all related notices published in the Register to include the Register as specified in                

R1-1-409(A) that pertain to the record of the final rulemaking package: 

Notice of Rulemaking Docket Opening: 24 A.A.R. 2703, September 28, 2018 

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 24 A.A.R. 2663, September 28, 2018 

 

5. The agency’s contact person who can answer questions about the rulemaking: 

Name: Nicole Fries 

Address: AHCCCS 

Office of Administrative Legal Services 

701 E. Jefferson, Mail Drop 6200 

Phoenix, AZ  85034 

Telephone: (602) 417-4232 

Fax: (602) 253-9115 

E-mail: AHCCCSRules@azahcccs.gov 

Web site: www.azahcccs.gov 
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6. An agency’s justification and reason why a rule should be made, amended, repealed or renumbered, to                

include an explanation about the rulemaking: 

The Administration is in the process of requesting a waiver from CMS from implementing the federal prior quarter 

coverage eligibility requirement specified in 42 CFR 435.915.   Therefore, AHCCCS is requesting authorization 

to initiate the process of repealing and amending rules regarding prior quarter coverage so that the repeal can be 

implemented expeditiously upon federal approval. CMS has recently approved similar prior quarter coverage 

waiver requests submitted by several other State Medicaid Agencies. Failure to amend and repeal AHCCCS 

prior quarter coverage to conform to an approved waiver will impair the Agency’s ability to further the 

objectives of the Medicaid Act and will also result in continued expenditures by AHCCCS for the substantial 

administrative and operational costs associated with implementation of the prior quarter coverage eligibility 

process for the low percentage of AHCCCS members who qualify for prior quarter coverage eligibility.  

 

More specifically, 42 CFR 435.915 requires the Administration to provide Prior Quarter (PQ) eligibility for persons 

who qualify for Title XIX eligibility in any one of the three previous months prior to application. While A.R.S. 

§ 36-2903(A) provides that the system’s reimbursement responsibility is prospective from the date of the 

eligibility determination, AHCCCS has implemented prior quarter coverage to ensure federal financial 

participation for Arizona’s Medicaid Program.  Although AHCCCS had previously obtained federal approval 

waiving compliance from prior quarter coverage eligibility, as of January 1, 2014, AHCCCS was required by 

CMS to implement prior quarter eligibility. However, the Administration is seeking a new waiver from CMS so 

that the Administration is not required to provide Title XIX eligibility for any of the three previous months prior 

to the month of application. 

 

Repealing quarter coverage promotes the objectives of title XIX by encouraging beneficiaries to obtain and maintain 

health coverage, even when healthy. Incentivizing members to retain health care coverage will increase 

continuity of care by reducing gaps in coverage for Medicaid beneficiaries who subsequently lose coverage or 

who sign up for Medicaid only when sick. Additionally, AHCCCS is requesting an exemption from the waiver 

for children under age 19, individuals who are pregnant and those in the 60-day post-partum period beginning 

with the last day of pregnancy. Because the prior quarter coverage eligibility process is resource-intensive, 

repealing prior quarter coverage eligibility will allow the Agency to utilize resources more effectively and 

efficiently.  

 

7. A reference to any study relevant to the rule that the agency reviewed and either relied on or did not rely                     

on in its evaluation of or justification for the rule, where the public may obtain or review each study, all                    

data underlying each study, and any analysis of each study and other supporting material: 

A study was not referenced or relied upon when revising these regulations.  
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8. A showing of good cause why the rulemaking is necessary to promote a statewide interest if the                 

rulemaking will diminish a previous grant of authority of a political subdivision of this state: 

The rulemaking will not diminish a previous grant of authority of a political subdivision. 

 

9. A summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact: 

In fiscal year 2017, AHCCCS reimbursed providers for member expenses that met the qualification of prior 

quarter coverage to the cost of $21, 347,700. A large portion of those funds are received from the federal 

government as federal financial participation. If the rulemaking changes are made, the savings would be 

beneficial to the state as well as other political subdivisions that contribute to these funds. 

 

10. A description of any changes between the proposed rulemaking, to include supplemental notices, and the               

final rulemaking: 

There were no changes between the proposed and final rulemaking. 

 

11. An agency’s summary of the public or stakeholder comments made about the rulemaking and the agency                

response to the comments: 

Comment 
From and 
Date rec’d.  

Comment Agency Response 

Ellen Sue 
Katz 

03/15/18 
On behalf of 

Arizona 
Center for 
Disability 

Law, 
Arizona 

Center for 
Law in the 

Public 
Interest, and 
the William 
E. Morris 

Institute for 
Justice  

Dear Office of Administrative Legal Services: 
 
The Arizona Center for Disability Law ("ACDL"), Arizona Center 
for Law in the Public Interest ("Center") and William E. Morris 
Institute for Justice ("Institute") submit these comments to the 
Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System ("AHCCCS") 
rulemaking to eliminate prior quarter coverage as required by 42 
C.F.R. § 435.915 from the state Medicaid program, the Arizona 
Long Term Care System ("ALTCS") and the Medicare Cost Sharing 
Program. The ACDL is the protection and advocacy program in 
Arizona and works on issues concerning access to health care for 
persons with disabilities. The, Center is a public interest law firm 
that has a major focus on access to health care issues. The Institute is 
a non-profit program that advocates on behalf of low income 
Arizonans. As part of our work, we focus on public benefit 
programs, such as Medicaid. 
 
The ACDL, Center and Institute strongly supported Arizona's 
decision to restore Medicaid services to the Proposition 204 adults 
and to expand Medicaid to all persons with incomes up to 138% of 
the federal poverty level, with income disregard of 5%. Arizona's 
restoration and expansion have been highly successful. 
Approximately 1.9 million persons are on AHCCCS as of January 
2018. 
www.azahcccs.gov/Resources/Downloads/PopulationStatistics/2018/
Jan/AHCCCS _Populations_ by_ Category.pdf. Of this number, 

AHCCCS thanks Ms. 
Katz for her comments 
and her ongoing 
involvement with 
AHCCCS’ member 
populations. AHCCCS 
has requested a waiver 
to make changes to its 
Title XIX program. 
The purpose of the 
waiver from prior 
quarter coverage, and 
the corresponding 
repeal of the prior 
quarter coverage rules, 
are to further the 
objectives of the 
Medicaid Act. 
Although, the approval 
of the prior quarter 
coverage waiver will 
result in decreased cost 
to the State, the 
request was not 
submitted exclusively 
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313,000 are the Proposition 204 population (0-100% of federal 
poverty level) and 80,300 are the adult expansion (100-133% of the 
federal poverty level). 
 
AHCCCS' rulemaking proposes to eliminate prior quarter coverage 
required by 42 U.S.C. § 1396a(a)(34) and 42 C.F.R. § 435.915. Prior 
quarter coverage provides applicants for medical coverage with 
eligibility starting the date of application and going back up to three, 
months as long as the person was eligible for coverage. The agency's 
justification for the proposed rulemaking is that it has requested a 
waiver of this requirement from the federal government pursuant to 
42 U.S.C. § 1315(a), and on the assumption that if the waiver is 
granted, AHCCCS wants to implement the change without any 
delay. 
 
AHCCCS' sole reason for the rulemaking is to save money. In fiscal 
year 2017, AHCCCS states it reimbursed medical providers 
$21,347,700 for prior quarter coverage. Of this amount only 9% 
($1,983,800) came from the state funds because of the high 
reimbursement rate provided by the federal government. 
 
AHCCCS proposes to repeal Prior Quarter Eligibility from the state 
Medicaid program in R9-22-303 and R9-22-19 l O (Freedom to 
Work) and amend by deletion the requirement or a reference to the 
requirement from R9-22-202 (F)(4), R9-22-703(H), R22-1202(D)(l) 
and R9-22-1501(F). For the ALTCS program, AHCCCS proposes to 
amend R9-28-401.0l(D)(l). Finally, for the Medicare Cost Sharing 
Program, AHCCCS proposes to ame11d R9-29-210(C) 
 
For the reasons below, the ACDL, Center and the Institute request 
that the proposed rulemaking not be approved. 
 
I. Prior Quarter Coverage is an Important Part of the Medicaid, 
ALTCS and Medicare Cost Sharing Programs 
 
When the Medicaid retroactive coverage guarantee was established 
in 1972, the Senate Finance Committee noted that the provision 
would "protect[] persons who are eligible for [M]edicaid but do not 
apply for assistance until after they have received care, either 
because they did not know about the [M]edicaid eligibility 
requirements or because the sudden nature of their illness prevented 
their applying." Senate Report No. 92-1230 at 209 (Discussing 
Section 255 of H.R. 1) (Sept. 26, 1972). This statement is just as true 
now as it was 45 'years ago. A person in need of health care cannot 
be expected to make instantaneous applications for Medicaid 
coverage. She may be hospitalized after an accident or unforeseen 
medical emergency. She may also be unfamiliar with Medicaid, or 
unsure about' when her declining financial resources might fall 
within the Medicaid eligibility threshold. The three-month 
retroactivity window is a rational and humane response to these 
concerns. Retroactive eligibility is only available to persons who 
meet Medicaid eligibility standards for the month[s] in question. The 

as a cost-saving 
measure. 
 
The waiver 
amendment is intended 
to promote the 
objectives of Title XIX 
by encouraging 
beneficiaries to obtain 
and maintain health 
coverage, even when 
healthy. The 
Administration 
believes this will 
improve continuity of 
care by reducing gaps 
in coverage when 
beneficiaries 
previously would 
transition often on and 
off Medicaid or sign 
up for Medicaid only 
when sick. 
Specifically, for those 
who are aged, blind or 
disabled, or who may 
need long-term 
services and supports 
through Medicaid, this 
waiver will encourage 
beneficiaries to apply 
for Medicaid when 
they believe they meet 
the criteria for 
eligibility to ensure 
primary or secondary 
coverage through 
Medicaid to receive 
these services when 
the need arises. This 
waiver amendment 
will improve the 
alignment between 
Medicaid and 
commercial coverage 
to facilitate smoother 
beneficiary transition. 
Because the prior 
quarter coverage 
eligibility process is 
resource-intensive, 
repealing prior quarter 
coverage eligibility 
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same arguments apply to the AL TCS and Medicare Cost Sharing 
programs. 
 
Because all the affected persons are low-income and Medicaid 
eligible, elimination of the prior quarter coverage will simply shift 
the cost of care to medical facilities who with reduced funding for 
uncompensated care, may not be able to obtain reimbursement. With 
the expansion of Medicaid coverage to more persons, the 
Affordable Care· Act ("ACA") intended to reduce the number of 
persons who were uninsured. Correspondingly, the ACA also 
reduced the Disproportionate Share Hospital Program ("DSH") that 
provided additional funds to hospitals for uncompensated care under 
Medicaid and Medicare. See "Q and A: Disproportionate Share 
Hospital Payments and the Medicaid Expansion." 
https://www.healthlaw.org/issues/medicaid/qadisporpotionate-share-
hospital-payinents-and-the-medicaid-expansion. This proposed 
rulemaking conflicts with that intent to provide coverage directly on 
behalf of the uninsured and, instead, will result in more medical 
facilities providing uncompensated care with no available federal 
funds to cover their costs. 
 
Finally, this proposal is very short-sighted. While in one year, the 
state may save $1,983,800, it will forgo approximately 20 million 
dollars in federal payments that could provide medical care for 
persons all over the state. To spend one dollar and get nine dollars 
back is a great return on the use of state funds in general and in this 
case the funds go to provide much needed medical care for our most 
vulnerable Arizonans. As these numbers show, prior quarter 
coverage is truly a win-win situation. 
 
II. AHCCCS' Request for a Waiver under 42 U.S.C. § 1315 Must 
Promote the Objectives of the Medicaid Act and Test 
Experimental Goals 
 
AHCCCS predicates its proposed rulemaking on the waiver request 
it submitted to the federal government that it be allowed to not 
provide prior quarter coverage. A waiver request must meet very 
specific criteria. The Social Security Act grants the Secretary of the 
United States Department of Health and Human Services limited 
authority to waive the requirements of the Medicaid Act. The Social 
Security Act allows the Secretary grant a "[w]aiver of State plan 
requirements" in 42 U.S.C. § 1396a in the case of an "experimental, 
pilot, or demonstration project." 42 U.S.C. § 1315(a) ("section 
1315"). The Secretary may only approve a project which is "likely to 
assist in promoting the objectives" of the Title XIX and may only 
"waive compliance with any of the requirements [of the act] ... to the 
extent and for the period necessary" for the state to carry out the 
project. Id. AHCCCS' waiver amendment requests would impede 
rather than promote the objectives of the Medicaid program by 
creating unnecessary barriers to enrollment and access to care. 
 
Legislative history confirms that Congress meant for section 1315 
projects to test experimental ideas. According to Congress, section 

will allow the Agency 
to utilize resources 
more effectively and 
efficiently. 
 
The federal funds Ms. 
Katz is concerned will 
no longer be available 
to the Administration 
following this repeal, 
were funds exclusively 
available for the prior 
quarter coverage 
requirement. 
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1315 was intended to allow only for "experimental projects designed 
to test out new ideas and ways of dealing with the problems of public 
welfare recipients" that are "to be selectively approved," "designed 
to improve the techniques of administering assistance and related 
rehabilitative services," and "usually cannot be statewide in 
operation." S. Rep. No. 87-1589, at 19-20, as reprinted in 1962 
U.S.C.C.A.N. 1943, 1961-62, 1962 WL 4692 (1962). See also H. R. 
Rep. No. 3982, pt. 2 at 307-08 (1981) ("States can apply to HHS for 
a waiver of existing law in order to test a unique approach to the 
delivery and financing of services to Medicaid beneficiaries."). 
 
In addition, the Secretary is bound by the Ninth Circuit's precedent 
for any waiver requests under 42 U.S.C. § 1315. The Ninth Circuit 
described section 1315's application to "experimental; pilot or 
demonstration" projects as follows: 
“The statute was not enacted to enable states to save money or to 
evade federal requirements but to 'test out new ideas and ways of 
dealing with the problems of public welfare recipients'. [Citation 
omitted] . . . A simple benefits cut, which might save money, but has 
no research or experimental goal, would not satisfy this 
requirement.” Beno v. Shalala, 30 F.3d 1057, 1069 (9th Cir. 1994). 
 
AHCCCS' waiver request must meet these requirements. As 
explained below, AHCCCS' waiver request fails to establish any 
demonstration value and instead is a cost saving proposal only. 
 
III. AHCCCS’ Waiver Request Serves No Experimental 
Purpose, Creates Barriers to Health Care and Will Impede, Not 
Further, the Objectives of the Medicaid Act 
 
The only reason for the proposed rulemaking is AHCCCS' pending 
waiver request. The waiver request does not serve any valid 
experimental purpose and, moreover, represents bad policy for 
low-income Arizonans and working Arizonans with disabilities who 
need coverage. Such a limit on access to Medicaid only creates a 
barrier to access to care and does not promote the objectives of the 
Medicaid Act. Moreover, AHCCCS proposes to limit prior quarter 
coverage solely to save money. AHCCCS concedes this is solely a 
request to save money. As explained above, a proposal to save 
money, is not a valid reason for a Section 1315 waiver. See Beno, 30 
F.3d at 1069. 
 
The waiver request has no evidentiary or experimental basis and will 
impede not further access to care and the objectives of the Medicaid 
Act. Therefore, the proposed rulemaking based on the flawed waiver 
request should not be approved. 
 
Conclusion 
 
For all the above reasons, the proposed rulemaking should not be 
approved. 
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed 
rulemaking. If you have any questions concerning this letter, please 
contact Ellen Katz at (602) 252-3432 or at eskatz@qwestoffice.net 
or Rose Daly-Rooney at 520-327-9547, ext. 323. 

Jennifer A. 
Carusetta 
03/16/18 
Executive 
Director, 
Health 
System 

Alliance of 
Arizona 

The purpose of this letter is to provide comment on the Notice of 
Proposed Rule-Making: Prior Quarter Coverage. 
 
As stated in previous correspondence on the proposed Waiver 
Amendment, prior quarter coverage has proven to be a critical source 
of reimbursement for hospital systems, who are required to provide 
care to patients in emergencies, regardless of whether they have 
healthcare coverage or not. Despite the decreasing rate of uninsured 
in our communities, we still see uninsured in our emergency 
departments. Prior quarter coverage, which provides reimbursement 
for medical bills incurred during months of eligibility in the quarter 
prior to AHCCCS enrollment, provides a critical opportunity for 
hospitals to obtain reimbursement for what would otherwise be 
uncompensated care. 
 
As noted previously, behavior between the Medicaid and 
commercially insured populations does tend to be aligned in most 
instances. However, one critical difference is that we do tend to see 
more “churn” in coverage in the Medicaid population, who are more 
frequently engaged in part-time and seasonal employment, than in 
the commercially insured population. For this reason, coverage for 
individuals in the Medicaid population will be more inconsistent 
than it is for those in the commercial market. Prior quarter coverage 
provides an important “stopgap” in coverage for those Medicaid 
enrollees who may move in and out of employment throughout the 
year. The availability of prior quarter coverage assures that eligible 
expenses incurred during a period of employment when a person 
may not have access to healthcare coverage will be covered and will 
not become an incurred medical debt or uncompensated cost to our 
healthcare delivery system. 
 
Finally, when commenting on the Proposed Waiver Amendment, we 
made the request that fiscal analysis be conducted on the impact of 
eliminating prior quarter coverage on our hospital systems in 
Arizona. While we understand that an analysis was conducted on the 
impact of this repeal on the entire healthcare industry, this analysis 
was not specific to hospital systems, who as the safety net providers 
charged with providing emergency care for the uninsured regardless 
of coverage, will bear the majority of this impact. We find it 
concerning that this rule is being promulgated absent a full 
understanding of what economic impact this policy change will have 
on this critical network of care. 
 
I sincerely appreciate your consideration and am happy to answer 
any questions or provide additional information. 

AHCCCS thanks Ms. 
Carusetta for her 
comments. The waiver 
amendment is intended 
to promote the 
objectives of Title XIX 
by encouraging 
beneficiaries to obtain 
and maintain health 
coverage, even when 
healthy. The 
Administration 
believes this will 
improve continuity of 
care by reducing gaps 
in coverage when 
beneficiaries 
previously would 
transition often on and 
off Medicaid or sign 
up for Medicaid only 
when sick. 
Specifically, for those 
who are aged, blind or 
disabled, or who may 
need long-term 
services and supports 
through Medicaid, this 
waiver will encourage 
beneficiaries to apply 
for Medicaid when 
they believe they meet 
the criteria for 
eligibility to ensure 
primary or secondary 
coverage through 
Medicaid to receive 
these services when 
the need arises. Those 
beneficiaries who 
obtain coverage, either 
through Medicaid or 
commercial insurance, 
will then have existing 
resources available to 
pay for the medical 
services they receive, 
whether emergent or 
non-emergent. 
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Jason 

Barraza 
10/29/18 
Senior 

Associate 
Director – 
Veridus 

LLC;  
On behalf of 
N.J. Ebten, 
CEO – Palo 

Verde 
Behavioral 

Health, 
Randy Rios, 

CEO – 
Valley 

Hospital 
Mental 

Health and 
Chemical 

Dependency 
Care, and 

David 
Carnahan, 

CEO – Quail 
Run 

Behavioral 
Health 

As healthcare leaders representing three Arizona behavioral Health 
hospitals, we are writing to express our concern regarding 
AHCCCS’s request to waive prior quarter coverage of Medicaid for 
those patients in need of inpatient psychiatric treatment. The current 
proposal provides retroactive coverage back to the beginning of the 
month in which the application was filed. This change will create 
significant gaps in AHCCCS enrollees’ coverage.  
 
This proposal will have a unique impact on enrollees’ needing 
inpatient psychiatric treatment. Patients admitted to a behavioral 
health hospital are typically suicidal, homicidal or experiencing 
severe psychiatric symptoms which include hallucinations, delusions 
or paranoia. These patients may not have had Medicaid coverage, or 
they may be unaware that their coverage has lapsed.  
 
Our business office meets with all uninsured patients within 24 hours 
of admission. At that time, we assist the patient with submitting their 
Medicaid application. However, due to the severity of their illness 
there are many instances whereby patients may be uncooperative or 
unable to provide the necessary information. However, in several 
days with treatment, their symptoms typically improve to a point 
whereby they are able to assist us in submitting their application.  
 
If the proposed waiver is granted there will be patients admitted at 
the end of one month but unable to assist us in submitting an 
application until on or after the first day of the next month. This 
circumstance will undoubtedly leave AHCCCS enrollees uninsured 
for a portion of their stay for which they would be legally 
responsible. While I believe this was not the intended outcome, this 
is obviously unfair to AHCCCS enrollees as well as this hospital.  
 
I respectfully request that you consider an alternative waiver plan. 
This plan would permit clients in need of psychiatric inpatient 
hospitalization a retroactive period of 30 days from the date the 
application was filed. I believe that this change would allow your 
members and our hospital the necessary time to gather the 
information needed to submit a Medicaid application.  
 
I believe that this alternative waiver plan will improve your members 
adherence to the objectives of the Medicaid program by (1) 
encouraging them to obtain and maintain health coverage, even 
when healthy; (2) encouraging them to apply for Medicaid without 
delay, to promote continuity of eligibility and enrollment for 
improved health status; and (3) containing Medicaid costs. I also 
believe that our proposal will continue to support your goal of 
sustainability of the Medicaid program and focus resources on 
providing accessible and high-quality health care while still limiting 
the resource-intensive process associated with prior quarter coverage 
eligibility. 

AHCCCS thanks Mr. 
Barraza for his 
comments and those of 
his clients. The waiver 
amendment is intended 
to promote the 
objectives of Title XIX 
by encouraging 
beneficiaries to obtain 
and maintain health 
coverage, even when 
healthy. The 
Administration 
believes this will 
improve continuity of 
care by reducing gaps 
in coverage when 
beneficiaries 
previously would 
transition often on and 
off Medicaid or sign 
up for Medicaid only 
when sick.  
 
While the language of 
the rule is the same as 
that in the CMS 
waiver request, 
AHCCCS is in 
continued conversation 
with these providers to 
determine a path 
forward that is best for 
all parties, with the 
health of AHCCCS 
Members as a priority 
for the Administration. 
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12. All agencies shall list other matters prescribed by statute applicable to the specific agency or to any                  

specific rule or class of rules. Additionally, an agency subject to Council review under A.R.S. §§ 41-1052                 

and 41-1055 shall respond to the following questions: 

No other matters have been prescribed. 

 

a. Whether the rule requires a permit, whether a general permit is used and if not, the reasons why a general                     

permit is not used: 

The rule does not require a permit. 

 

b. Whether a federal law is applicable to the subject of the rule, whether the rule is more stringent than                    

federal law and if so, citation to the statutory authority to exceed the requirements of federal law: 

The rules were updated to align with CMS’s requirement that AHCCCS implement prior quarter coverage eligibility 

rules found at 42 CFR 435.915. This regulation requires the Administration to provide Prior Quarter (PQ) 

eligibility. However, the Administration is submitting a new waiver amendment whereby AHCCCS would be 

exempted from the prior quarter coverage eligibility requirement similar to the waivers recently approved by 

CMS for other States and similar to the waiver previously approved for Arizona. This rulemaking will proceed 

only if the waiver amendment is approved by CMS. 

 

c. Whether a person submitted an analysis to the agency that compares the rule’s impact of the                 

competitiveness of business in this state to the impact on business in other states: 

No analysis was submitted. 

 

13. A list of any incorporated by reference material as specified in A.R.S. § 41-1028 and its location in the                   

rule: 

No material is incorporated by reference. 

 

14. Whether the rule was previously made, amended or repealed as an emergency rule. If so, cite the notice                  

published in the Register as specified in R1-1-409(A). Also, the agency shall state where the text was                 

changed between the emergency and the final rulemaking packages: 

The rule was not made, amended or repealed as an emergency rule. 

 

15. The full text of the rules follows: 
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TITLE 9. HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 22. ARIZONA HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMENT SYSTEM - ADMINISTRATION 

ARTICLE 3. GENERAL ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Section 

R9-22-303. Prior Quarter Eligibility   
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ARTICLE 3. GENERAL ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

R9-22-303. Prior Quarter Eligibility Repealed 

A. Prior Quarter eligibility shall be effective no earlier than January 1, 2014. An applicant may be eligible                 

during any of the three months prior to application if the applicant:Subject to CMS approval, prior quarter                 

coverage eligibility shall be limited to applicants who meet the requirements in B and who also: 

1. Received one or more covered services described in 9 A.A.C. 22, Article 2 and Article 12, and 9                  

A.A.C. 28, Article 2 during the monthAre eligible during any of the three months prior to                

application; and 

2. Would have qualified for Medicaid at the time services were received if the person had applied                

regardless of whether the person is alive when the application is made.Received one or more               

covered services described in 9A.A.C. 22, Article 2 and Article 12, and 9 A.A.C. 28, Article 2                 

during the month; and 

3. Would have qualified for Medicaid at the time services were received if the person had applied                

regardless of whether the person is alive when the application is made. 

B. The Prior Quarter requirements do not apply toPrior quarter coverage eligibility is limited to applicants               

who are: 

1. Qualified Medicare BeneficiariesUnder the age of 19, or 

2. KidsCarePregnant, or 

3. In the 60 day post-partum period beginning with the last day of the pregnancy. 
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ECONOMIC, SMALL BUSINESS, AND CONSUMER IMPACT STATEMENT 

TITLE 9. HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 22. ARIZONA HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMENT SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION 

 

Introduction: 

The Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System (AHCCCS) is promulgating this rulemaking due to the               

Administration requesting a waiver of the requirement to provide three months of retroactive coverage to new                

AHCCCS members. AHCCCS is seeking the flexibility to limit retroactive coverage to the first day of the month of                   

application, consistent with Arizona’s policy prior to passage of the Affordable Care Act. Accordingly, AHCCCS is                

requesting that the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) waive Section 1902(a)(34) of the Social                

Security Act (the Act) and 42 CFR 435.915 to the extent necessary to enable the State not to provide medical                    

coverage for any of the three month prior to the month in which the member’s Medicaid application was filed.                   

Additionally, AHCCCS is requesting an exemption from the waiver for children under age 19, individuals who are                 

pregnant and those in the 60-day post-partum period beginning with the last day of pregnancy. 

 

The waiver of Prior Quarter Coverage and the corresponding repeal of the rules promote the objectives of the 

Medicaid program by (1) creating efficiencies that ensure Medicaid’s sustainability for members over the long term; 

(2) encouraging members to obtain and maintain health coverage, even when healthy; and (3) encouraging members 

to apply for Medicaid expeditiously when they believe they meet the criteria for eligibility. Repealing quarter 

coverage promotes the objectives of title XIX by encouraging beneficiaries to obtain and maintain health coverage, 

even when healthy. Incentivizing members to retain health care coverage will increase continuity of care by 

reducing gaps in coverage for Medicaid beneficiaries who subsequently lose coverage or who sign up for Medicaid 

only when sick. Specifically, for those who are aged, blind or disabled, or who may need long-term services and 

supports through Medicaid, a waiver from prior quarter coverage will encourage beneficiaries to apply for Medicaid 

expeditiously when they believe they meet the criteria for eligibility to ensure primary or secondary coverage 

through Medicaid to receive these services if the need arises. Also, a waiver from prior quarter coverage and the 

corresponding repeal of these rules promote alignment between Medicaid and commercial coverage to facilitate 

smoother beneficiary transition. Because the prior quarter coverage eligibility process is resource-intensive, 

repealing prior quarter coverage eligibility will allow the Agency to utilize resources more effectively and 

efficiently. Arizona will increase efforts to educate and encourage Arizona residents to apply for AHCCCS 

coverage. 

 

Subject to CMS approval of the prior quarter eligibility waiver, the rulemaking will be necessary to comply with the 

waiver and to relieve AHCCCS from the financial inefficiencies associated with the administrative and operational 

costs of implementing prior quarter coverage. In addition, the rulemaking will decrease State expenditures and 

improve the fiscal health of the State by not extending Title XIX eligibility earlier than the first day of the month in 
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which the individual applies for Title XIX eligibility. Failure to amend and repeal these rules to conform to an 

approved waiver will result in continued expenditures by AHCCCS for the substantial administrative and 

operational costs associated with implementation of the prior quarter coverage eligibility process for the low 

percentage of AHCCCS members who qualify for prior quarter coverage eligibility. Because the prior quarter 

coverage eligibility process is resource-intensive, repealing prior quarter coverage eligibility will allow the Agency 

to utilize resources more effectively and efficiently. 

 

Purpose of Rule: 

Under current regulation, if a new AHCCCS member would have qualified for AHCCCS coverage during any 

portion of three months immediately preceding the month in which the member applied for AHCCCS coverage, 

AHCCCS is required to reimburse providers for any AHCCCS-covered service received by the member during that 

period. As explained above, AHCCCS is seeking the flexibility to limit retroactive coverage to the month of 

application, consistent with Arizona’s policy prior to passage of the Affordable Care Act. Under the proposed 

policy, individuals will continue to receive retroactive coverage effective as of the first day of the month in which 

the Medicaid application was filed. 

 

1. Identification of rulemaking. 

The Administration is in the process of requesting a waiver from the federal prior quarter coverage eligibility 

requirement, specified in 42 CFR 435.915.  Therefore, AHCCCS is requesting authorization to initiate the 

process of repealing and amending rules regarding prior quarter coverage so that the repeal can be implemented 

expeditiously upon federal approval. 

 

More specifically, 42 CFR 435.915 requires the Administration to provide Prior Quarter (PQ) eligibility. Prior 

quarter eligibility is when a person who applies for AHCCCS may also qualify for Title XIX eligibility in any 

one of the three previous months prior to application. While A.R.S. § 36-2903(A) provides that the system’s 

reimbursement responsibility is prospective from the date of the eligibility determination, AHCCCS has 

implemented prior quarter coverage to ensure federal financial participation for Arizona’s Medicaid Program. 

Although AHCCCS had previously obtained federal approval waiving compliance from prior quarter coverage 

eligibility, as of January 1, 2014, AHCCCS was required by CMS to implement prior quarter eligibility. 

However, the Administration is seeking a new waiver from CMS so that the Administration is not required to 

provide Title XIX eligibility for any of the three previous months prior to the month of application. 

 

Arizona is proposing to limit retroactive coverage to the month of application for all Title XIX AHCCCS members. 

Since its implementation in 2014, the Prior Quarter Coverage policy has resulted in a cost of $69,955,595 (total 

funds). This Proposal to Waive Prior Quarter Coverage would result in an estimated savings of $39,431,100 

(total funds) in State Fiscal Year (SFY) 2019.  
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Prior Quarter Coverage Historical Expenditures 

State Fiscal Year Total Funds 

2014 $19,809  

2015 $15,743,139  

2016 $21,708,207  

2017 $21,347,704  

2018 (partial year actual expenditures of 7/1 to11/30/17) $11,136,736  

Total $69,955,595  

The Administration’s proposed rulemaking would repeal rules R9-22-202(F)(4), 303, 703(H), and 1910 because 

these rules refer exclusively to prior quarter eligibility. The proposed rulemaking would also amend rules 

R9-22-502(A), 1202(D)(1), 1407(B), 1501(F), R9-28-401.01, and R9-29-210 because these rules refer in part to 

prior quarter eligibility and coverage and those portions of the rule will be removed or amended back to the text 

of the rule prior to January 1, 2014. 

 

a. The conduct and its frequency of occurrence that the rule is designed to change:  

The changes to these rules will cease coverage of eligible medical expenses, up to the allowable limit, in the months                    

up to the prior quarter, and will instead cover eligible medical expenses incurred only in the month of                  

eligibility. 

 

b. The harm resulting from the conduct the rule is designed to change and the likelihood it will continue 

to occur if the rule is not changed: 

The expenses incurred by the Administration related to determining eligibility for prior quarter coverage and 

determining what medical expenses can be covered are greater than the benefit to members.  

 

c. The estimated change in frequency of the targeted conduct expected from the rule change: 

The Administration does not anticipate a change in frequency in conduct with the rulemaking. 

 

2. Identification of the persons who will be directly affected by, bear the costs of, or directly benefit from                  

the rule making. 

The Administration and State General Fund will benefit from this rulemaking due to the costs saved, as outlined                  

above. An unknown, but low, number of members will bear the costs of this rulemaking if they would have                   

previously been considered eligible for prior quarter coverage and will now only have eligible medical expenses                

covered, up to the allowable limit, in the month they are found eligible, instead of any of the three months prior                     

to the month of application. 
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3. Cost-benefit analysis. 

a. Probable costs and benefits to the implementing agency and other agencies directly affected by the               

implementation and enforcement of the proposed rulemaking including the number of new full-time             

employees necessary to implement and enforce the proposed rule: 

i. Cost: 

The Administration anticipates no increase in cost to the implementing agency. 

 

ii. Benefit: 

The Administration anticipates a benefit to the implementing agency as a cost saving due to a decrease in                  

employee hours previously required to calculate the prior quarter coverage costs of newly eligible              

members. It is not possible to calculate the specific number of hours that will be saved until the rule has                    

been implemented since it is not possible to calculate how many members would be eligible for this                 

coverage in advance. 

  

iii.  Need for additional Full-time Employees: 

The Administration does not anticipate the need to hire full-time employees as a result of this rulemaking.  

 

b. Probable costs and benefits to political subdivision of this state directly affected by the implementation               

and enforcement of the proposed rulemaking. 

This rulemaking does not directly affect political subdivisions. 

 

4. General description of the probable impact on private and public employment in businesses, agencies,              

and political subdivisions of this state directly affected by the rulemaking. 

The Administration anticipates that public and private employment will not be impacted by the changes. 

 

5. Statement of probable impact of the proposed rule on small businesses. The statement shall include: 

a. Identification of the small businesses subject to the proposed rulemaking. 

The Administration anticipates there may be a marginal fiscal impact on small businesses inasmuch as they are                 

providers of services to members who would previously have been eligible for prior quarter coverage.               

However, since the number of members who may qualify for prior quarter coverage and the medical                

expenses which would be covered Title XIX expenses cannot be quantified, the fiscal impact is anticipated                

to be limited. 

 

b. Administrative and other costs required for compliance with the proposed rulemaking. 

The Administration anticipates no impact on the administrative expenses of these small businesses because              

the proposed rule does not require a change in claim submission coding or procedure. 
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c. Description of methods prescribed in section A.R.S. § 41-1035 that the agency may use to reduce the                 

impact on small businesses, with reasons for the agency’s decision to use or not use each method: 

i. Establishing less stringent compliance or reporting requirements in the rule for small businesses; 

This rule does not impose compliance or reporting requirements on small businesses beyond those              

already necessary to comply with federal law and state statute. 

 

ii. Establishing less stringent schedules deadlines in the rule for compliance or reporting            

requirements for small businesses; 

This rule does not impose compliance or reporting requirements on small businesses beyond those              

requirements that are necessary to comply with federal law and state statute. 

 

iii. Consolidate or simplify the rule’s compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses; 

This rule does not impose compliance or reporting requirements on small businesses beyond those requirements that                

are necessary to comply with federal law and state statute. 

 

iv. Establish performance standards for small businesses to replace design or operational standards            

in the rule; and 

This rule does not establish performance standards for small businesses beyond those requirements that are               

necessary to comply with federal law and state statute. 

 

v. Exempting small businesses from any or all requirements of the rule. 

Exempting small businesses is not applicable to this rule. 

 

d. The probable cost and benefit to private persons and consumers who are directly affected by the                

proposed rulemaking. 

The effect of the rule on private persons cannot be quantified because the number of individuals who qualify for                   

prior quarter coverage fluctuates, as do the extent of healthcare services which qualify for coverage.               

However, any change is not anticipated to be a great amount based on the averaged, aggregated state                 

general fund savings calculated. 

 

6. Statement of the probable effect on state revenues. 

It is anticipated that the rule will have a result in an estimated savings of $39,431,100 (total funds) in State                    

Fiscal Year (SFY) 2019. 
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7. Description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of the                

proposed rulemaking, including the monetizing of the costs and benefits for each option and              

providing the rationale for not using nonselected alternatives.  

The Administration did not consider other alternatives because the revisions to the rule are the most cost effective                  

and efficient method of complying with federal law and state law. 

 

8. A description of any data on which a rule is based with a detailed explanation of how the data was                    

obtained and why the data is acceptable data. 

The Administration did not consider any specific data to base the rule upon. 
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (R-19-0306) 
Title 18, Chapter 2, Article 2, Air Pollution Control 

 
Amend: R18-2-220 
 



GOVERNOR’S REGULATORY REVIEW COUNCIL 
 

STAFF MEMORANDUM - REGULAR RULEMAKING 
 
 
MEETING DATE:  March 5, 2019  
 
TO: Members of the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council (Council) 
 
FROM: Council Staff 
 
DATE: February 4, 2019 
 
SUBJECT: DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (R-19-0306) 

Title 18, Chapter 2, Article 2, Air Pollution Control 
 

Amend: R18-2-220 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

This proposed rulemaking from the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality          
(ADEQ) is an amendment to Arizona Administrative Code (A.A.C.) Title 18, Chapter 2, Article              
2, relating to an air pollution alert system. Specifically, this proposed rulemaking will update              
Arizona’s rules to include the air pollution emergency episode levels for PM2.5, or fine              
particulate matter. ADEQ indicates that fine particulate matter can travel deep into the             
respiratory tract and cause significant adverse health effects. ADEQ references studies which            
demonstrate links between continued exposure to fine particulate matter and a number of serious              
health conditions.  
 

Due to the danger that fine particulate matter poses, the U.S. Environmental Protection             
Agency (EPA) sets National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for six (6) criteria             
pollutants, including particulate matter. This information is required for the EPA to approve             
Arizona’s infrastructure State Implementation Plan (I-SIP or SIP) for PM2.5. Under the federal             
Clean Air Act (CAA) Section 110(a)(2)(G), states must provide for authority to address activities              
causing imminent and substantial endangerment to public health, including contingency plans to            
implement the emergency episode provisions in their SIPs, which are contained in A.A.C.             
R18-2-220. At this time, A.A.C. R18-2-220 does not contain the averaging time and emergency              
episode concentrations for PM2.5 as is required under federal law and regulation. 
 

To comply with federal requirements and to obtain approval of the SIP, and to avoid the                
imposition of a federal implementation plan (FIP), ADEQ has proposed a rulemaking which             
provides a sequence of emission reduction priorities and criteria used to determine air pollution              
emergency episodes. The proposed rule utilizes a tiered approach for emissions control and             
advisory procedures for three episode stages: alert, warning, and emergency. ADEQ obtained            
an exemption from the rulemaking moratorium from the Governor’s office on January 4, 2018. 



1. Are the rules legal, consistent with legislative intent, and within the agency’s            
statutory authority? 

 
Yes. The Board cites to both general and specific authority for the rules. 
 

2. Do the rules establish a new fee or contain a fee increase? 
 

No. The rules do not establish a new fee or contain a fee increase. 
 
3. Summary of the agency’s economic impact analysis: 
 

In this rulemaking, the Department is amending R18-2-220, Air Pollution Emergency           
Episodes, to include fine particulate matter (PM2.5) in the sequence of emission reduction             
priorities and criteria used to determine air pollution emergency episodes. The rule is             
based on a tiered approach – alert, warning, and emergency – to address emissions              
control and implement phased mitigation advisory procedures. The proposed amendment          

would incorporate PM2.5 as a pollutant that is monitored to protect human health and is               
required to maintain compliance with federal requirements for the infrastructure State           
Implementation Plan (I-SIP).  

 
The Department indicates that the economic impact of the proposed rule amendment will             
be minor due the low potential for an air pollution emergency to occur. Any impact that                
does occur will depend on the stage of the air pollution episode and the specific area of                 
the state impacted. The beneficiaries of the proposed rulemaking are the residents of             
Arizona who will receive critical information about how to limit their exposure to air              
pollution in the event of an emergency. Specifically, this amendment will result in the              
public receiving information regarding PM2.5, which is small enough to be breathed deep             
into the lungs. Children, people over 65, pregnant women and people with existing heart              
or lung conditions (including asthma) are more sensitive to the effects of breathing in fine               
particles. Symptoms may include wheezing, chest tightness and difficulty breathing. The           
State of Arizona will also benefit from the rule amendment because is it needed to avoid                
disapproval of the Arizona I-SIP and accompanying EPA sanctions.  

 
4. Has the agency analyzed the costs and benefits of the rulemaking and determined             

that the rules impose the least burden and costs to those who are regulated? 
 

The amendments to include PM2.5 will result in minimal costs to the Department, political 
subdivisions, and businesses due to the low potential for an air pollution emergency to 
occur. In the event of an air pollution emergency, potential costs to businesses would be 
temporary and extend only through the duration of the episode. Populations sensitive to 
air pollution will greatly benefit from this rulemaking because they will have additional 
information about air pollution emergencies. The benefits outweigh the costs. 

 
 



5. What are the economic impacts on stakeholders? 
 

The Department reports that their costs to implement the amendments to R18-2-220,            
which adds PM2.5 to the current list of 5 air pollutants (carbon monoxide, nitrogen              
dioxide, ozone, PM10, and sulfur dioxide) monitored for emergency episodes will be            
minimal. The Department notes that failure to adopt these rules will result in the EPA               
disapproving sections of the I-SIP. 

 
Costs to political subdivisions will also be minimal as it is unlikely that they are a                
primary source of any of the gaseous precursors to PM2.5 pollution (i.e., sulfur dioxide,              
volatile organic compounds). Therefore, the impact to political subdivisions, in the event            
of an air pollution emergency episode, would involve implementing strategies such as            
reducing vehicular traffic from their operations and incentivizing alternative modes of           
travel for employees. 

 
Currently businesses that emit any of the 5 currently regulated air pollutants are subject to               
R18-2-220 and include coal-fired electric steam generating facilities, oil-fired electric          
steam generating facilities, primary metals, secondary metals, petroleum refining,         
chemical processing, mineral processing, and glass processing. The proposed         
amendments subject businesses that emit PM2.5 to the rule. PM2.5 particles result from the              
burning of fossil fuels, organic matter (such as wood and grass), and most other materials               
(such as rubber and plastic.) Motor vehicles, power plant emissions, and bushfires are all              
major sources of PM2.5. 
 

6. Does the agency adequately address the comments on the proposed rules and any  
supplemental proposals? 

 
DEQ indicates that it received no oral or written comments. 

 
7. Are the final rules a substantial change, considered as a whole, from the proposed              

rules and any supplemental proposals? 
 

No changes were made to the rules between the proposed rulemaking and the final              
rulemaking.  

 
8. Are the rules more stringent than corresponding federal law and, if so, is there              

statutory authority to exceed the requirements of federal law?\ 
 

This rulemaking allows Arizona to comply with Sections 110(a)(1) and (2) of the federal              
Clean Air Act (CAA). DEQ indicates that the rule incorporates federal regulations but is              
not more stringent than federal law. 

 



9. Do the rules require a permit or license and, if so, does the agency comply with                
A.R.S. § 41-1037? 

 
No, this rulemaking does not require a permit. Any facility that requires a permit is               
already obligated to obtain one pursuant to Title V of the CAA and ADEQ’s permitting               
program. 

 
10. Does the preamble disclose a reference to any study relevant to the rules that the               

agency reviewed and either did or did not rely upon? 
 

No, DEQ did not review or rely on any study for this rulemaking. 
 
11. Conclusion 
 

The Board accepts the usual 60-day delayed effective date for the rulemaking. Council 
staff recommends approval of the rulemaking. 
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NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING 

TITLE 18. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

CHAPTER 2. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL 

 

PREAMBLE 

1. Article, Part, or Section Affected (as applicable)  Rulemaking Action 

R18-2-220           Amend 

 

2. Citations to the agency’s statutory rulemaking authority to include both the authorizing statute 

(general) and the implementing statute (specific): 

Authorizing statute: A.R.S. §§ 49-104(A)(10) and 49-404(A) 

Implementing statute: A.R.S. §§ 49-425(A) 

3. The effective date of the rule: 

The Agency requests an effective date 60 days after a certified original and two copies of the rule and 

preamble are filed in the Office of the Secretary of State and the time and date are affixed as provided in 

A.R.S. § 41-1031(A). 

a. If the agency selected a date earlier than the 60 day effective date as specified in A.R.S. § 41-

1032(A), include the earlier date and state the reason or reasons the agency selected the earlier 

effective date as provided in A.R.S. § 41-1032(A)(1) through (5): 

Not applicable. 

b. If the agency selected a date later than the 60 day effective date as specified in A.R.S. § 41-1032(A), 

include the later date and state the reason or reasons the agency selected the later effective date as 

provided in A.R.S. § 41-1032(B): 

Not applicable.  

 

4. Citations to all related notices published in the Register as specified in R1-1-409(A) that pertain to the 

record of the final rulemaking package: 

Notice of Rulemaking Docket Opening: 24 A.A.R. 2637, September 21, 2018 

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: 24 A.A.R. 2615, September 21, 2018 

5. The agency’s contact person who can answer questions about the rulemaking: 

Name: Lisa Tomczak 

Address: 1110 W. Washington Street 

 Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Telephone: (602) 771-4450; (This number may be reached in-state by dialing 1-800-234-5677 and 

entering the seven digit number.) 

E-mail: tomczak.lisa@azdeq.gov 

 

mailto:tomczak.lisa@azdeq.gov
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6. An agency’s justification and reason why a rule should be made, amended, repealed or renumbered, to 

include an explanation about the rulemaking: 

Summary.  

The Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) is amending Arizona Administrative Code 

(A.A.C.) R18-2-220, Air Pollution Emergency Episodes. This rule provides a sequence of emission 

reduction priorities and criteria used to determine air pollution emergency episodes. The rule utilizes a 

tiered approach for emissions control and advisory procedures for three episode stages: alert, warning, 

and emergency. 

During a Stage I air pollution alert, a news release is issued indicating that an air pollution alert has been 

declared and requests that the general public restrict vehicle use as much as possible. For alerts regarding 

industrial pollutants, ADEQ will request that applicable sources under state jurisdiction reduce emissions. 

Delegated authorities will make a similar request for sources under their jurisdiction. 

An air pollution Stage II warning will be declared in the event that air pollution warning levels occur and 

are expected to continue or recur within 24 hours. ADEQ will also declare a warning stage if air pollution 

alert levels persist for 48 hours with no improvement in air quality. For automotive related pollutants, 

ADEQ will request that schools, industry, businesses, and government facilities restrict motor vehicle 

traffic as much as possible. For other pollutants, ADEQ will request that applicable sources further reduce 

emissions of the pollutant that is subject to the warning. Delegated authorities will make a similar request 

for sources under their jurisdiction.  

For Stage III, if exceedances at the emergency air pollution level occur and are expected to continue or 

recur within 24 hours, or if warning levels persist for 48 hours and conditions are not expected to 

improve, an air pollution emergency will be declared. At the emergency air pollution level, ADEQ will 

notify the Governor’s Office. The Governor may request that all industrial, construction, commercial, 

governmental, and institutional facilities be closed. The use of motor vehicles may be prohibited except 

for emergency situations that have been approved by law enforcement. 

This rule incorporates by reference the August 2018 Final Procedures Manual titled “Procedures for 

Prevention of Emergency Episodes”, which is on file at ADEQ. The procedures manual is being revised 

as part of this rulemaking; however, the manual is not included in the rule language. The procedures 

manual contains the processes that ADEQ must follow in the event of an air pollution emergency episode. 

These processes outline the preparations and response techniques for public notification and informing 

emission sources of relevant information regarding the pollutant of a given air pollution emergency 

episode. These preplanned strategies are designed to minimize the cost and effort required of regulated 

entities, while simultaneously curtailing emissions. Successful implementation of the strategies according 

to the episode stages outlined in the rule expedite emission curtailment and prevent pollution 

concentrations from reaching levels that may cause significant harm to public health. 

Background. 

Fine particulate matter (PM2.5) is able to travel deep into the respiratory tract, reaching the lungs. 

Exposure to PM2.5 can cause short-term health effects such as eye, nose, throat and lung irritation, 

coughing, sneezing, runny nose and shortness of breath. Exposure can also affect lung function and 

worsen medical conditions such as asthma and heart disease. Scientific studies have linked increases in 

daily PM2.5 exposure with increased respiratory and cardiovascular hospital admissions, emergency 

department visits and deaths. Studies suggest that long-term exposure to fine particulate matter may be 

associated with increased rates of chronic bronchitis, reduced lung function and increased mortality from 

lung cancer and heart disease. People with breathing and heart problems, children and the elderly may be 

particularly sensitive to PM2.5. To protect human health, EPA sets National Ambient Air Quality 

Standards (NAAQS) for six criteria pollutants, including particulate matter (PM). 
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In July 1997 EPA promulgated revisions to the PM NAAQS by adding a new standard for PM2.5. Due to 

the potential health effects associated with long- and short-term exposure to PM2.5, EPA set an annual and 

a 24-hour PM2.5 standard. The 1997 primary annual PM2.5 standard was set as the annual arithmetic mean, 

averaged over 3 years, at 15 micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m3). The primary 24-hour standard was set 

at 65 µg/m3, the annual 98th percentile of daily (24-hour) values, averaged over three years (62 FR 38652, 

July 18, 1997).  

In 2006 EPA revised the PM2.5 NAAQS and lowered the 24-hour average standard from 65 to 35 µg/m3 

and retained the level of the annual primary standard (71 FR 61144, October 17, 2006).  

On January 15, 2013 EPA again revised the NAAQS for PM2.5, this time lowering the annual standard to 

12.0 µg/m3 in order to provide increased protection against health effects associated with long- and short-

term exposures (78 FR 3086, January 15, 2013). EPA retained the 24-hour PM2.5 standard at a level of 35 

µg/m3.  

Within three years following the promulgation of new or revised NAAQS, Clean Air Act (CAA) Section 

110(a)(1) requires states to submit State Implementation Plans (SIPs) that provide for implementation, 

maintenance, and enforcement of the standards. These SIPs, also called infrastructure SIPs (I-SIP), must 

address certain basic elements of its air quality management programs under CAA Section 110(a)(2). 

These elements, detailed in CAA Sections 110(a)(2)(A) through (M), include provisions for monitoring, 

emissions inventories, and modeling designed to ensure attainment and maintenance of the NAAQS. 

On December 11, 2015 ADEQ submitted the 2012 PM2.5 NAAQS I-SIP to EPA to satisfy requirements 

for CAA Sections 110(a)(1) and 110(a)(2). The SIP fulfills most of the requirements; however, EPA 

indicated that CAA Section 110(a)(2)(G) was not approvable. CAA Section 110(a)(2)(G) requires states 

to provide for authority to address activities causing imminent and substantial endangerment to public 

health, including contingency plans to implement the emergency episode provisions in their SIPs, which 

are contained in A.A.C. R18-2-220.  

Currently, A.A.C. R18-2-220 does not contain the averaging time and emergency episode concentrations 

for PM2.5. If ADEQ does not revise A.A.C R18-2-220 to include PM2.5, EPA will take formal action to 

disapprove those portions of the I-SIP, which can lead to the promulgation of a federal implementation 

plan (FIP) by the EPA under CAA Section 110(c)(1). A FIP contains requirements that are dictated and 

enforced by EPA, which can include prohibition of highway funds and emission offset requirements for 

certain emission sources. 

Section by Section Explanation of Proposed Rules: 

This proposed rulemaking will amend A.A.C. R18-2-220, Air Pollution Emergency Episodes, to update 

the State rule to include the air pollution emergency episode levels for PM2.5. This rulemaking will bring 

Arizona's standards into conformity with federal rules and is required under Section 110(a)(2) of the 

Clean Air Act (CAA). 

R18-2-220(A) This section provides the requirement for procedures to be implemented by the 

ADEQ Director that will prevent the occurrence of levels of pollution that would 

cause significant harm to the public. It provides the incorporation by reference to 

ADEQ’s “Procedures for Prevention of Emergency Episodes.” The change revises 

the date of the Procedures Manual to incorporate by reference the revised manual. 

R18-2-220(B)(4) This subsection provides the summary of the emergency episode and significant harm 

levels (in tabular format) for the pollutants subject to this rule. The changes add 

PM2.5 to the table, which includes the averaging time as well as the concentrations for 

the alert, warning, emergency, and significant harm levels. 
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7. A reference to any study relevant to the rule that the agency reviewed and either relied on or did not 

rely on in its evaluation of or justification for the rule, where the public may obtain or review each 

study, all data underlying each study, and any analysis of each study and other supporting material: 

Not applicable 

 

8. A showing of good cause why the rulemaking is necessary to promote a statewide interest if the 

rulemaking will diminish a previous grant of authority of a political subdivision of this state: 

Not applicable 

 

9. A summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact: 

The following discussion addresses each of the elements required for an economic, small business and 

consumer impact statement (ESBCIS) under A.R.S. § 41-1055. 

An identification of the rule making. 

The rulemaking addressed by this ESBCIS amends A.A.C. R18-2-220, Air Pollution Emergency 

Episodes. This rulemaking will adopt language identifying the pollutant, averaging time, as well as the 

emergency episode and significant harm levels for fine particulate matter, as revised and adopted by EPA.  

An identification of the persons who will be directly affected by, bear the costs of or directly benefit 

from the rule making.  

The persons who will be directly affected by and bear the costs of this rulemaking are the governmental 

agencies responsible for the declaration and public and industry notification of air pollution episodes. 

Companies and/or activities that emit pollutants subject to A.A.C. R18-2-220 would also be affected by 

this rulemaking. These include (but may not be limited to): burn permits, power plants, smelters, 

manufacturing facilities, building construction, and highway construction. 

The persons who will benefit from this rulemaking are the residents of Arizona as a result of the 

notifications that would occur in the event of an air quality emergency episode and receive critical 

information regarding actions to take in order to limit their exposure to air pollution. 

A cost benefit analysis of the following: 

(a)  The probable costs and benefits to the implementing agency and other agencies directly 

affected by the implementation and enforcement of the rule making.  

ADEQ estimates that the current number of full-time employees assigned in the Air Quality Division at 

ADEQ are adequate to implement and enforce the notifications, air quality monitoring, and forecasting 

for air pollution emergency episodes. The cost of the rule to the implementing agency will therefore be 

minimal. 

ADEQ has jurisdiction for air quality planning, permitting, monitoring and forecasting in most areas of 

Arizona. Maricopa County will be revising its emergency episodes rule and will conduct rulemakings to 

incorporate the new standards for PM2.5. The costs and benefits will be similar for Maricopa County as for 

ADEQ. 

Pima and Pinal Counties are delegated air quality planning authorities for areas within their jurisdictions. 

The West Central Pinal Moderate PM2.5 Nonattainment Area was designated under the 2006 PM2.5 

NAAQS but was designated as unclassifiable/attainment for the 2012 PM2.5 NAAQS along with the rest 

of the state.  

Air quality monitoring in Pima and Pinal Counties shows that there have been no exceedances of the 2012 

PM2.5 NAAQS. At this time, EPA is not requiring Pima and Pinal Counties to revise their emergency 

episodes rules to comply with infrastructure requirements for the 2012 PM2.5 NAAQS. However, EPA has 
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recommended that the counties revise their emergency episodes rules to align with the 2012 PM2.5 

NAAQS. 

(b)  The probable costs and benefits to a political subdivision of this state directly affected by 

the implementation and enforcement of the rule making. 

In the event of an air pollution emergency episode, ADEQ expects overall costs to vary by the air 

pollution episode stage due to the level of preparation for each of the stage and the specific political 

subdivisions affected, which includes counties with air pollution control programs (as noted in previous 

section). Political subdivisions that may be affected include (but are not limited to) metropolitan planning 

organizations, irrigation districts, and school districts. Any costs borne by these entities would likely 

result from implementation of emission reduction strategies. It is unlikely that any of these entities are 

primary sources of any of the gaseous (i.e. sulfur dioxide, VOCs) precursors to PM2.5 pollution. As a 

result they may implement minor yet effective strategies, such as reducing vehicular traffic from their 

operations or through alternative modes of travel for employees. As a result, the costs borne by these 

entities would be minimal.   

This rulemaking will provide public health protection from temporary high levels of PM2.5 pollution. 

Additionally, this rulemaking prevents the State from being susceptible to a FIP enforced by EPA under 

the CAA. 

 (c)  The probable costs and benefits to businesses directly affected by the rule making, including 

any anticipated effect on the revenues or payroll expenditures of employers who are subject to 

the rule making. 

The rules being amended are necessary to comply with federal requirements under Section 110(a)(2) of 

the CAA. These revisions are necessary to avoid disapproval of the Infrastructure State Implementation 

Plan (I-SIP) for the 2012 PM2.5 NAAQS. Disapproval of the I-SIP will result in the issuance of a FIP by 

the EPA under Section 110(c)(1) of the CAA, which can include prohibition of highway funds and 

emission offset requirements for certain emission sources.  

Pollutants currently regulated by A.A.C. R18-2-220 include carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide 

(NO2), ozone (O3), coarse particulate matter (PM10), and sulfur dioxide (SO2). Businesses that emit these 

pollutants that are already subject to this rule may include (but are not limited to) coal- and oil-fired 

electric and steam power generating facilities, primary and secondary metals, petroleum refining, 

chemical processing, mineral processing, and glass processing. This rulemaking incorporates PM2.5 to the 

air pollution emergency episodes rule; subsequently, businesses that emit PM2.5 will be subject to the rule.  

Potential costs will vary according to the level of the pollution episode and the pollutant. Any costs 

incurred by a business (such as reducing or prohibiting vehicular traffic, reducing production, or closing 

facilities) would be temporary and extend only through the duration of the episode. 

A general description of the probable impact on private and public employment in businesses, 

agencies and political subdivisions of this state directly affected by the rule making. 

ADEQ anticipates that employment impacts will be minor. Because the low potential for an air pollution 

emergency to occur, ADEQ does not expect short- or long-term employment, production, or industrial 

growth in Arizona to be negatively impacted by this rulemaking. No sources are expected to close from 

the implementation of this rulemaking. Any reductions in production would occur only during the term of 

the air pollution emergency episode. 

A statement of the probable impact of the rule making on small businesses. 

(a)  An identification of the small businesses subject to the rule making. 

Under A.R.S. § 41-1001(21): “Small business” means a concern, including its affiliates, which is [1] 

independently owned and operated, which is [2] not dominant in its field and which [3] employs fewer 
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than one hundred full-time employees or which had gross annual receipts of less than four million dollars 

in its last fiscal year. 

Only businesses emitting pollutants subject to this rule would be directly affected by the declaration of an 

air pollution emergency episode. It is unlikely that small businesses would emit enough pollutants to 

contribute to a PM2.5 emergency episode and therefore will likely not be requested to limit or cease 

production.  

(b)  The administrative and other costs required for compliance with the rule making. 

Not applicable. 

(c)  A description of the methods that the agency may use to reduce the impact on small 

businesses.  

(i) Establishing less costly compliance requirements in the rule making for small businesses. 

Not applicable. 

(ii) Establishing less costly schedules or less stringent deadlines for compliance in the rule 

making. 

 Not applicable.   

(iii) Exempting small businesses from any or all requirements of the rule making. 

 Not applicable.  

(d)  The probable cost and benefit to private persons and consumers who are directly affected 

by the rule making. 

Any costs that would be borne by private persons and consumers (i.e. the general public) would be 

potentially the result of an employer limiting production to reduce emissions or shutting down during the 

term of the air pollution emergency episode. Because of the extreme unlikelihood of the declaration of an 

air pollution episode, it is unlikely that the general public will be affected.  

The general public will benefit from this rulemaking through the avoidance of or reductions in air 

pollution resulting from a declared air pollution emergency episode. Air quality regulations that lower 

concentrations of pollutants have the potential to reduce adverse health effects ranging from missed 

school and work days to premature mortality. Persons with compromised health (physiological, 

morphological, and biochemical) are more susceptible to the harmful effects of air pollutants. In the event 

that an air pollution episode is declared, the public will be notified and will be informed of the episode 

level and information will be provided actions to take that will minimize exposure to the pollutant that is 

subject to the episode. 

A statement of the probable effect on state revenues. 

Due to the low probability for an air pollution emergency episode to be declared, ADEQ does not expect 

any effects on state revenues. 

A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of the 

rule making. 

ADEQ was not able to identify any less intrusive or costly alternative methods for achieving the purpose 

of the rulemaking, which is compliance with the federal requirements for Sections 110(a)(1) and (2) of 

the CAA and federal Guidance for SIP Elements under the aforementioned CAA Sections. As a result, the 

amendments to A.A.C. R18-2-220 are required as a part of Arizona’s PM2.5 Infrastructure State 

Implementation Plan.  

A description of any data on which a rule is based with a detailed explanation of how the data was 
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obtained and why the data is acceptable data. An agency advocating that any data is acceptable 

data has the burden of proving that the data is acceptable. For the purposes of this paragraph, 

"acceptable data" means empirical, replicable and testable data as evidenced in supporting 

documentation, statistics, reports, studies or research. 

Not applicable. 

 

10. A description of any changes between the proposed rulemaking, to include supplemental notices, and 

the final rulemaking: 

No changes were made to the rules between the proposed rulemaking and the final rulemaking. 

 

11. An agency’s summary of the public or stakeholder comments made about the rulemaking and the 

agency response to the comments: 

No oral or written comments were received. 

 

12. All shall list other matters prescribed by statute applicable to the specific agency or to any specific 

agencies rule or class of rules. Additionally, an agency subject to Council review under A.R.S. §§ 41-

1052 and 41-1055 shall respond to the following questions: 

There are no matters prescribed by Arizona statute applicable specifically to ADEQ or this specific 

rulemaking. 

a. Whether the rule requires a permit, whether a general permit is used and if not, the reasons why a 

general permit is not used: 

The rule does not inherently require a permit. Any facility subject to a permit is already covered 

under Title V of the Clean Air Act and ADEQ’s permitting program. 

b. Whether a federal law is applicable to the subject of the rule, whether the rule is more stringent 

than federal law and if so, citation to the statutory authority to exceed the requirements of federal 

law: 

This rule allows Arizona to comply with CAA Sections 110(a)(1) and (2). The rule incorporates 

federal regulations but is not more stringent than federal law. The revisions are necessary in order 

for Arizona to avoid disapproval of the 2012 PM2.5 I-SIP and imposition of a FIP. 

c. Whether a person submitted an analysis to the agency that compares the rule’s impact of the 

competitiveness of business in this state to the impact on business in other states: 

No person submitted an analysis to ADEQ. 

 

13. A list of any incorporated by reference material as specified in A.R.S. § 41-1028 and its location in the 

rule: 

Not applicable 

 

14. Whether the rule was previously made, amended or repealed as an emergency rule. If so, cite the notice 

published in the Register as specified in R1-1-409(A). Also, the agency shall state where the text was 

changed between the emergency and the final rulemaking packages: 

Not applicable 

 

15. The full text of the rules follows: 
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TITLE 18. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

CHAPTER 2. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY| 

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL 

ARTICLE 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS; AREA DESIGNATIONS; CLASSIFICATIONS  

Section 

R18-2-220.  Air pollution Pollution emergency Emergency episodes Episodes  

 

ARTICLE 2. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS; AREA DESIGNATIONS; CLASSIFICATIONS  

R18-2-220. Air pollution Pollution emergency Emergency episodes Episodes 

A. Procedures shall be implemented by the Director in order to prevent the occurrence of ambient air pollutant 

concentrations which would cause significant harm to the health of persons, as specified in subsection (B)(4). 

The procedures and actions required for each stage are described in the Department’s “Procedures for 

Prevention of Emergency Episodes,” amended as of October 18, 1988 August 2018 (and no future edition), 

which is incorporated herein by reference and on file with the Office of the Secretary of State Department. 

B. No change 

1. No change 

2. No change 

3. No change 
4. Summary of emergency episode and significant harm levels: 

Pollutant 
Averaging 

Time 
Alert Warning Emergency 

Significant 

Harm 

Carbon monoxide 

(mg/m3) 

1-hr -- -- -- 144 

4-hr -- -- -- 86.3 

8-hr 17 34 46 57.5 

Nitrogen dioxide 

(µg/m3) 

1-hr 1,130 2,260 3,000 3,750 

24-hr 282 565 750 938 

Ozone (ppm) 1-hr .2 .4 .5 .6 

PM2.5 (µg/m3) 24-hr 140.5 210.5 280.5 350.5 

PM10  (µg/m3) 24-hr 350 420 500 600 

Sulfur dioxide (µg/m3) 24-hr 800 1,600 2,100 2,620 
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  NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING 

TITLE 18. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

CHAPTER 2. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL 

 

A summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact: 

The following discussion addresses each of the elements required for an economic, small business 

and consumer impact statement (ESBCIS) under A.R.S. § 41-1055. 

An identification of the rule making. 

The rulemaking addressed by this ESBCIS amends A.A.C. R18-2-220, Air Pollution Emergency 

Episodes. This rulemaking will adopt language identifying the pollutant, averaging time, as well 

as the emergency episode and significant harm levels for fine particulate matter, as revised and 

adopted by EPA.  

An identification of the persons who will be directly affected by, bear the costs of or directly benefit 

from the rule making.  

The persons who will be directly affected by and bear the costs of this rulemaking are the 

governmental agencies responsible for the declaration and public and industry notification of air 

pollution episodes. Companies and/or activities that emit pollutants subject to A.A.C. R18-2-220 

would also be affected by this rulemaking. These include (but may not be limited to): burn 

permits, power plants, smelters, manufacturing facilities, building construction, and highway 

construction. 

The persons who will benefit from this rulemaking are the residents of Arizona as a result of the 

notifications that would occur in the event of an air quality emergency episode and receive 

critical information regarding actions to take in order to limit their exposure to air pollution. 

A cost benefit analysis of the following: 

(a)  The probable costs and benefits to the implementing agency and other agencies directly 

affected by the implementation and enforcement of the rule making.  

ADEQ estimates that the current number of full-time employees assigned in the Air Quality 

Division at ADEQ are adequate to implement and enforce the notifications, air quality 

monitoring, and forecasting for air pollution emergency episodes. The cost of the rule to the 
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implementing agency will therefore be minimal. 

ADEQ has jurisdiction for air quality planning, permitting, monitoring and forecasting in most 

areas of Arizona. Maricopa County will be revising its emergency episodes rule and will conduct 

rulemakings to incorporate the new standards for PM2.5. The costs and benefits will be similar for 

Maricopa County as for ADEQ. 

Pima and Pinal Counties are delegated air quality planning authorities for areas within their 

jurisdictions. The West Central Pinal Moderate PM2.5 Nonattainment Area was designated under 

the 2006 PM2.5 NAAQS but was designated as unclassifiable/attainment for the 2012 PM2.5 

NAAQS along with the rest of the state. 

Air quality monitoring in Pima and Pinal Counties shows that there have been no exceedances of 

the 2012 PM2.5 NAAQS. At this time, EPA is not requiring Pima and Pinal Counties to revise 

their emergency episodes rules to comply with infrastructure requirements for the 2012 PM2.5 

NAAQS. However, EPA has recommended that the counties revise their emergency episodes 

rules to align with the 2012 PM2.5 NAAQS. 

(b)  The probable costs and benefits to a political subdivision of this state directly affected 

by the implementation and enforcement of the rule making. 

In the event of an air pollution emergency episode, ADEQ expects overall costs to vary by the air 

pollution episode stage due to the level of preparation for each of the stage and the specific 

political subdivisions affected, which includes counties with air pollution control programs (as 

noted in previous section). Political subdivisions that may be affected include (but are not limited 

to) metropolitan planning organizations, irrigation districts, and school districts. Any costs borne 

by these entities would likely result from implementation of emission reduction strategies. It is 

unlikely that any of these entities are primary sources of any of the gaseous (i.e. sulfur dioxide, 

VOCs) precursors to PM2.5 pollution. As a result they may implement minor yet effective 

strategies, such as reducing vehicular traffic from their operations or through alternative modes of 

travel for employees. As a result, the costs borne by these entities would be minimal.   

This rulemaking will provide public health protection from temporary high levels of PM2.5 

pollution. Additionally, this rulemaking prevents the State from being susceptible to a FIP 

enforced by EPA under the CAA. 
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 (c)  The probable costs and benefits to businesses directly affected by the rule making, 

including any anticipated effect on the revenues or payroll expenditures of employers 

who are subject to the rule making. 

The rules being amended are necessary to comply with federal requirements under Section 

110(a)(2) of the CAA. These revisions are necessary to avoid disapproval of the Infrastructure 

State Implementation Plan (I-SIP) for the 2012 PM2.5 NAAQS. Disapproval of the I-SIP will 

result in the issuance of a FIP by the EPA under Section 110(c)(1) of the CAA, which can include 

prohibition of highway funds and emission offset requirements for certain emission sources.  

Pollutants currently regulated by A.A.C. R18-2-220 include carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen 

dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3), coarse particulate matter (PM10), and sulfur dioxide (SO2). Businesses 

that emit these pollutants that are already subject to this rule may include (but are not limited to) 

coal- and oil-fired electric and steam power generating facilities, primary and secondary metals, 

petroleum refining, chemical processing, mineral processing, and glass processing. This 

rulemaking incorporates PM2.5 to the air pollution emergency episodes rule; subsequently, 

businesses that emit PM2.5 will be subject to the rule.  

Potential costs will vary according to the level of the pollution episode and the pollutant. Any 

costs incurred by a business (such as reducing or prohibiting vehicular traffic, reducing 

production, or closing facilities) would be temporary and extend only through the duration of the 

episode. 

A general description of the probable impact on private and public employment in businesses, 

agencies and political subdivisions of this state directly affected by the rule making. 

ADEQ anticipates that employment impacts will be minor. Because the low potential for an air 

pollution emergency to occur, ADEQ does not expect short- or long-term employment, 

production, or industrial growth in Arizona to be negatively impacted by this rulemaking. No 

sources are expected to close from the implementation of this rulemaking. Any reductions in 

production would occur only during the term of the air pollution emergency episode. 

A statement of the probable impact of the rule making on small businesses. 

(a)  An identification of the small businesses subject to the rule making. 

Under A.R.S. § 41-1001(21): “Small business” means a concern, including its affiliates, which is 

[1] independently owned and operated, which is [2] not dominant in its field and which [3] 

employs fewer than one hundred full-time employees or which had gross annual receipts of less 
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than four million dollars in its last fiscal year. 

Only businesses emitting pollutants subject to this rule would be directly affected by the 

declaration of an air pollution emergency episode. It is unlikely that small businesses would emit 

enough pollutants to contribute to a PM2.5 emergency episode and therefore will likely not be 

requested to limit or cease production.  

(b)  The administrative and other costs required for compliance with the rule making. 

Not applicable. 

(c)  A description of the methods that the agency may use to reduce the impact on small 

businesses.  

(i) Establishing less costly compliance requirements in the rule making for small 

businesses. 

Not applicable. 

(ii) Establishing less costly schedules or less stringent deadlines for compliance in the rule 

making. 

 Not applicable.   

(iii) Exempting small businesses from any or all requirements of the rule making. 

 Not applicable.  

(d)  The probable cost and benefit to private persons and consumers who are directly 

affected by the rule making. 

Any costs that would be borne by private persons and consumers (i.e. the general public) would 

be potentially the result of an employer limiting production to reduce emissions or shutting down 

during the term of the air pollution emergency episode. Because of the extreme unlikelihood of 

the declaration of an air pollution episode, it is unlikely that the general public will be affected.  

The general public will benefit from this rulemaking through the avoidance of or reductions in air 

pollution resulting from a declared air pollution emergency episode. Air quality regulations that 

lower concentrations of pollutants have the potential to reduce adverse health effects ranging 

from missed school and work days to premature mortality. Persons with compromised health 

(physiological, morphological, and biochemical) are more susceptible to the harmful effects of air 

pollutants. In the event that an air pollution episode is declared, the public will be notified and 

will be informed of the episode level and information will be provided actions to take that will 
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minimize exposure to the pollutant that is subject to the episode. 

A statement of the probable effect on state revenues. 

Due to the low probability for an air pollution emergency episode to be declared, ADEQ does not 

expect any effects on state revenues. 

A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of the 

rule making. 

ADEQ was not able to identify any less intrusive or costly alternative methods for achieving the 

purpose of the rulemaking, which is compliance with the federal requirements for Sections 

110(a)(1) and (2) of the CAA and federal Guidance for SIP Elements under the aforementioned 

CAA Sections. As a result, the amendments to A.A.C. R18-2-220 are required as a part of 

Arizona’s PM2.5 Infrastructure State Implementation Plan.  

A description of any data on which a rule is based with a detailed explanation of how the data was 

obtained and why the data is acceptable data. An agency advocating that any data is acceptable 

data has the burden of proving that the data is acceptable. For the purposes of this paragraph, 

"acceptable data" means empirical, replicable and testable data as evidenced in supporting 

documentation, statistics, reports, studies or research. 

Not applicable. 





 
 

Authorizing Statute 
A.R.S. § 49-104  

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A.R.S. § 49-104. Powers and duties of the department and director 
 
A. The department shall: 

1. Formulate policies, plans and programs to implement this title to protect the environment. 
2. Stimulate and encourage all local, state, regional and federal governmental agencies and all 
private persons and enterprises that have similar and related objectives and purposes, 
cooperate with those agencies, persons and enterprises and correlate department plans, 
programs and operations with those of the agencies, persons and enterprises. 
3. Conduct research on its own initiative or at the request of the governor, the legislature or 
state or local agencies pertaining to any department objectives. 
4. Provide information and advice on request of any local, state or federal agencies and private 
persons and business enterprises on matters within the scope of the department. 
5. Consult with and make recommendations to the governor and the legislature on all matters 
concerning department objectives. 
6. Promote and coordinate the management of air resources to assure their protection, 
enhancement and balanced utilization consistent with the environmental policy of this state. 
7. Promote and coordinate the protection and enhancement of the quality of water resources 
consistent with the environmental policy of this state. 
8. Encourage industrial, commercial, residential and community development that maximizes 
environmental benefits and minimizes the effects of less desirable environmental conditions. 
9. Assure the preservation and enhancement of natural beauty and man-made scenic qualities. 
10. Provide for the prevention and abatement of all water and air pollution including that 
related to particulates, gases, dust, vapors, noise, radiation, odor, nutrients and heated liquids 
in accordance with article 3 of this chapter and chapters 2 and 3 of this title. 
11. Promote and recommend methods for the recovery, recycling and reuse or, if recycling is 
not possible, the disposal of solid wastes consistent with sound health, scenic and 
environmental quality policies. Beginning in 2014, the department shall report annually on its 
revenues and expenditures relating to the solid and hazardous waste programs overseen or 
administered by the department. 
12. Prevent pollution through the regulation of the storage, handling and transportation of 
solids, liquids and gases that may cause or contribute to pollution. 
13. Promote the restoration and reclamation of degraded or despoiled areas and natural 
resources. 
14. Assist the department of health services in recruiting and training state, local and district 
health department personnel. 
15. Participate in the state civil defense program and develop the necessary organization and 
facilities to meet wartime or other disasters. 
16. Cooperate with the Arizona-Mexico commission in the governor's office and with 
researchers at universities in this state to collect data and conduct projects in the United States 
and Mexico on issues that are within the scope of the department's duties and that relate to 
quality of life, trade and economic development in this state in a manner that will help the 
Arizona-Mexico commission to assess and enhance the economic competitiveness of this state 
and of the Arizona-Mexico region. 
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17. Unless specifically authorized by the legislature, ensure that state laws, rules, standards, 
permits, variances and orders are adopted and construed to be consistent with and no more 
stringent than the corresponding federal law that addresses the same subject matter. This 
provision shall not be construed to adversely affect standards adopted by an Indian tribe under 
federal law. 
 

B. The department, through the director, shall: 
1. Contract for the services of outside advisers, consultants and aides reasonably necessary or 
desirable to enable the department to adequately perform its duties. 
2. Contract and incur obligations reasonably necessary or desirable within the general scope of 
department activities and operations to enable the department to adequately perform its 
duties. 
3. Utilize any medium of communication, publication and exhibition when disseminating 
information, advertising and publicity in any field of its purposes, objectives or duties. 
4. Adopt procedural rules that are necessary to implement the authority granted under this title, 
but that are not inconsistent with other provisions of this title. 
5. Contract with other agencies, including laboratories, in furthering any department program. 
6. Use monies, facilities or services to provide matching contributions under federal or other 
programs that further the objectives and programs of the department. 
7. Accept gifts, grants, matching monies or direct payments from public or private agencies or 
private persons and enterprises for department services and publications and to conduct 
programs that are consistent with the general purposes and objectives of this chapter. Monies 
received pursuant to this paragraph shall be deposited in the department fund corresponding to 
the service, publication or program provided. 
8. Provide for the examination of any premises if the director has reasonable cause to believe 
that a violation of any environmental law or rule exists or is being committed on the premises. 
The director shall give the owner or operator the opportunity for its representative to 
accompany the director on an examination of those premises. Within forty-five days after the 
date of the examination, the department shall provide to the owner or operator a copy of any 
report produced as a result of any examination of the premises. 
9. Supervise sanitary engineering facilities and projects in this state, authority for which is 
vested in the department, and own or lease land on which sanitary engineering facilities are 
located, and operate the facilities, if the director determines that owning, leasing or operating is 
necessary for the public health, safety or welfare. 
10. Adopt and enforce rules relating to approving design documents for constructing, improving 
and operating sanitary engineering and other facilities for disposing of solid, liquid or gaseous 
deleterious matter. 
11. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary rules regarding the water supply, sewage 
disposal and garbage collection and disposal for subdivisions. The rules shall: 

(a) Provide for minimum sanitary facilities to be installed in the subdivision and may 
require that water systems plan for future needs and be of adequate size and capacity 
to deliver specified minimum quantities of drinking water and to treat all sewage. 
(b) Provide that the design documents showing or describing the water supply, sewage 
disposal and garbage collection facilities be submitted with a fee to the department for 
review and that no lots in any subdivision be offered for sale before compliance with the 
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standards and rules has been demonstrated by approval of the design documents by the 
department. 

12. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures to prevent pollution of water used in public or 
semipublic swimming pools and bathing places and to prevent deleterious conditions at such 
places. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for the design of and for sanitary conditions 
at any public or semipublic swimming pool or bathing place and provide for abatement as public 
nuisances of premises and facilities that do not comply with the minimum standards. The rules 
shall be developed in cooperation with the director of the department of health services and 
shall be consistent with the rules adopted by the director of the department of health services 
pursuant to section 36-136, subsection H, paragraph 10. 
13. Prescribe reasonable rules regarding sewage collection, treatment, disposal and reclamation 
systems to prevent the transmission of sewage borne or insect borne diseases. The rules shall: 

(a) Prescribe minimum standards for the design of sewage collection systems and 
treatment, disposal and reclamation systems and for operating the systems. 
(b) Provide for inspecting the premises, systems and installations and for abating as a 
public nuisance any collection system, process, treatment plant, disposal system or 
reclamation system that does not comply with the minimum standards. 
(c) Require that design documents for all sewage collection systems, sewage collection 
system extensions, treatment plants, processes, devices, equipment, disposal systems, 
on-site wastewater treatment facilities and reclamation systems be submitted with a 
fee for review to the department and may require that the design documents anticipate 
and provide for future sewage treatment needs. 
(d) Require that construction, reconstruction, installation or initiation of any sewage 
collection system, sewage collection system extension, treatment plant, process, device, 
equipment, disposal system, on-site wastewater treatment facility or reclamation 
system conform with applicable requirements. 

14. Prescribe reasonably necessary rules regarding excreta storage, handling, treatment, 
transportation and disposal. The rules shall: 

(a) Prescribe minimum standards for human excreta storage, handling, treatment, 
transportation and disposal and shall provide for inspection of premises, processes and 
vehicles and for abating as public nuisances any premises, processes or vehicles that do 
not comply with the minimum standards. 
(b) Provide that vehicles transporting human excreta from privies, septic tanks, 
cesspools and other treatment processes shall be licensed by the department subject to 
compliance with the rules. The department may require payment of a fee as a condition 
of licensure. After July 20, 2011, the department shall establish by rule a fee as a 
condition of licensure, including a maximum fee. As part of the rule making process, 
there must be public notice and comment and a review of the rule by the joint 
legislative budget committee. After September 30, 2013, the department shall not 
increase that fee by rule without specific statutory authority for the increase. The fees 
shall be deposited, pursuant to sections 35-146 and 35-147, in the solid waste fee fund 
established by section 49-881. 

15. Perform the responsibilities of implementing and maintaining a data automation 
management system to support the reporting requirements of title III of the superfund 
amendments and reauthorization act of 1986 (P.L. 99-499) and article 2 of this chapter. 
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16. Approve remediation levels pursuant to article 4 of this chapter. 
17. Establish or revise fees by rule pursuant to the authority granted under title 44, chapter 9, 
article 8 and chapters 4 and 5 of this title for the department to adequately perform its duties. 
All fees shall be fairly assessed and impose the least burden and cost to the parties subject to 
the fees. In establishing or revising fees, the department shall base the fees on: 

(a) The direct and indirect costs of the department's relevant duties, including employee 
salaries and benefits, professional and outside services, equipment, in-state travel and 
other necessary operational expenses directly related to issuing licenses as defined in 
title 41, chapter 6 and enforcing the requirements of the applicable regulatory program. 
(b) The availability of other funds for the duties performed. 
(c) The impact of the fees on the parties subject to the fees. 
(d) The fees charged for similar duties performed by the department, other agencies 
and the private sector. 
 

C. The department may: 
1. Charge fees to cover the costs of all permits and inspections it performs to ensure compliance 
with rules adopted under section 49-203, except that state agencies are exempt from paying the 
fees. Monies collected pursuant to this subsection shall be deposited, pursuant to sections 35-
146 and 35-147, in the water quality fee fund established by section 49-210.  
2. Contract with private consultants for the purposes of assisting the department in reviewing 
applications for licenses, permits or other authorizations to determine whether an applicant 
meets the criteria for issuance of the license, permit or other authorization. If the department 
contracts with a consultant under this paragraph, an applicant may request that the department 
expedite the application review by requesting that the department use the services of the 
consultant and by agreeing to pay the department the costs of the consultant's services. 
Notwithstanding any other law, monies paid by applicants for expedited reviews pursuant to 
this paragraph are appropriated to the department for use in paying consultants for services. 
 

D. The director may: 
1. If the director has reasonable cause to believe that a violation of any environmental law or 
rule exists or is being committed, inspect any person or property in transit through this state 
and any vehicle in which the person or property is being transported and detain or disinfect the 
person, property or vehicle as reasonably necessary to protect the environment if a violation 
exists. 
2. Authorize in writing any qualified officer or employee in the department to perform any act 
that the director is authorized or required to do by law.  
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A.R.S. § 49-404. State implementation plan 
 
A. The director shall maintain a state implementation plan that provides for implementation, 
maintenance and enforcement of national ambient air quality standards and protection of visibility as 
required by the clean air act. 
 
B. The director may adopt rules that describe procedures for adoption of revisions to the state 
implementation plan. 
 
C. The state implementation plan and all revisions adopted before September 30, 1992 remain in effect 
according to their terms, except to the extent otherwise provided by the clean air act, inconsistent with 
any provision of the clean air act, or revised by the administrator. No control requirement in effect, or 
required to be adopted by an order, settlement agreement or plan in effect, before the enactment of 
the clean air act in any area which is a nonattainment or maintenance area for any air pollutant may be 
modified after enactment in any manner unless the modification insures equivalent or greater emission 
reductions of the air pollutant. The director shall evaluate and adopt revisions to the plan in conformity 
with federal regulations and guidelines promulgated by the administrator for those purposes until the 
rules required by subsection B are effective.  
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A.R.S. § 49-425. Rules; hearing 
 
A. The director shall adopt such rules as he determines are necessary and feasible to reduce the release 
into the atmosphere of air contaminants originating within the territorial limits of the state or any 
portion thereof and shall adopt, modify, and amend reasonable standards for the quality of, and 
emissions into, the ambient air of the state for the prevention, control and abatement of air pollution. 
Additional standards shall be established for particulate matter emissions, sulfur dioxide emissions, and 
other air contaminant emissions determined to be necessary and feasible for the prevention, control 
and abatement of air pollution. In fixing such ambient air quality standards, emission standards or 
standards of performance, the director shall give consideration but shall not be limited to the relevant 
factors prescribed by the clean air act.  
 
B. No rule may be enacted or amended except after the director first holds a public hearing after twenty 
days' notice of such hearing. The proposed rule, or any proposed amendment of a rule, shall be made 
available to the public at the time of notice of such hearing. 
 
C. The department shall enforce the rules adopted by the director. 
 
D. All rules enacted pursuant to this section shall be made available to the public at a reasonable charge 
upon request.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In Arizona, air quality monitoring is maintained by the Arizona Department of Environmental 
Quality (ADEQ), local agencies and some private industries. Monitoring air quality conditions 
helps to ensure compliance with air quality regulations, air quality standards, and detect 
potential episodes of increased pollutant concentrations. Complaints from the general public 
that report poor air quality will also be used as an indicator of possible episodes. 

Meteorological conditions will be monitored continuously by the National Weather Service 
(NWS) and ADEQ to detect potential episodes caused by atmospheric stagnation conditions. 

When there are indications that pollutant concentrations will increase, or have increased to 
harmful levels, certain actions will be taken by ADEQ or local pollution control agencies to 
alleviate conditions and inform the public. Narrative descriptions of these actions are included in 
the following sections. These actions are implemented through Arizona Administrative Code 
(A.A.C.) R18-2-220, Air Pollution Emergency Episodes. Air Pollution Emergency Episodes are 
defined as an occurrence of high concentrations for any of the pollutants listed in R18-2-220. 
Furthermore, the pollutant(s) must meet additional criteria (averaging time and ambient air 
concentrations) in order to be defined under the air pollution emergency episode stages as 
described in this manual and R18-2-220. 
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2 AIR QUALITY ADVISORY 

Air quality advisories will be issued to the public when pollutant concentrations are significantly 
elevated. Advisories shall include information regarding the affected areas, pollutant 
concentrations, sources of the pollutant, meteorology, and a warning that sensitive persons 
should avoid unnecessary exposure. There are two types of air quality advisories, urban and 
rural/industrial.   

The advisories described in this manual are not the same as a High Pollution Advisory (HPA) or 
Health Watch (HW) that are issued by ADEQ. An HPA or HW are issued in areas that are 
designated either nonattainment or attainment for a federal air quality standard. For these areas, 
ADEQ also issues a HW when air pollution levels are expected to approach the federal health 
standard or a HPA when air pollution levels are expected to exceed the federal health standard. 
The federal air quality standards are lower than the levels used as the thresholds for the episode 
stages as described in this manual.  

2.1 Urban 

An urban advisory will be issued when concentrations are expected to be near but below alert 
level in an urban area. This advisory will be prepared by the local pollution control agencies in 
consultation with ADEQ. 

2.2 Rural/Industrial 

A rural/industrial advisory will be declared when exceedances of an alert level occur in rural areas 
as a result of industrial emissions and are not expected to recur due to expected emissions 
reductions. A rural/industrial advisory will be issued by ADEQ in consultation with local air 
pollution control agencies, health departments, and industries. 
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3 ALERT STAGE 

When exceedances of an alert level occur and are expected to continue or recur within 24 hours, 
the Director of ADEQ will be advised that an alert stage exists. 

The ADEQ Director will prepare a news release that describes the affected area, pollutant 
concentrations, emissions, and meteorological conditions. Persons sensitive to air pollution will 
be warned to remain indoors as much as possible and all persons will be warned to avoid 
prolonged or strenuous exertion while outside. The news release will be issued by ADEQ’s Public 
Information Officer (PIO). 

In the case of automotive-related pollutants, the ADEQ Director will request that the general 
public restrict motor vehicle use as much as possible. For industrial pollutants, the Director will 
request emission reduction by applicable sources under State jurisdiction. The Director will 
contact local control agencies and health departments in the affected area(s) to inform them of 
the situation and request emission reduction by applicable sources under their jurisdiction. 

ADEQ meteorologists will evaluate air quality and meteorological data to determine the 
effectiveness of initial control actions and to forecast air quality. 
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4 WARNING STAGE 

When exceedances of a warning level occur and are expected to continue or recur within 24 
hours, the ADEQ Director will be advised that a warning stage exists. 

The ADEQ Director will prepare a news release that describes the affected area, pollutant 
concentrations, emissions, and meteorology. The general public will be urged to remain indoors 
whenever possible and avoid prolonged or strenuous exertion. The news release will include a 
statement that the applicable sources have been asked to further curtail their emissions. 

In the case of automotive-related pollutants the ADEQ Director will request that schools as well 
as industrial, business, and government facilities limit activities as much as possible to restrict 
motor vehicle traffic. The Director will request that athletic events such as football and basketball 
games be postponed. For other pollutants, the Director will request increased emission reduction 
by applicable sources under State jurisdiction. The Director will also contact local control agencies 
and health departments in the affected area and request increased emission reductions by the 
applicable sources under their jurisdiction. 

Warning stage control actions shall also be implemented when an alert stage has persisted for 
48 hours with no improvement in air quality or meteorology. A news release will be prepared by 
the ADEQ Director and released by the PIO. 

ADEQ meteorologists will evaluate air quality and meteorological data to evaluate the 
effectiveness of additional control actions and to forecast air quality. 
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5 EMERGENCY STAGE 

The ADEQ Director will be advised that an emergency stage exists if any the following conditions 
occur: 

 Exceedances of an emergency level occur and are expected to continue, 
 Exceedances of an emergency level recur within 24 hours, or  
 If 48 hours after a warning has been declared, air pollution concentrations and 

meteorological conditions do not improve. 

The ADEQ Director will notify the Office of the Governor that an emergency stage has been 
reached. Once notified, all control directives and press releases shall come from the Office of the 
Governor. As directed by the Governor all industrial, construction, commercial, governmental 
and institutional facilities and activities may be closed, except those necessary for public safety, 
health, and welfare. The use of motor vehicles may be prohibited except in emergency situations 
that have been approved by local law enforcement officials. 

The ADEQ Air Quality Division will provide the necessary information regarding air quality, 
emissions, meteorology, and health effects to the Office of the Governor. 
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6 EPISODE TERMINATION 

ADEQ meteorologists will notify the ADEQ Director when monitoring data show that conditions 
have improved and are expected to continue, leading to the indication that a declared episode 
stage no longer exists. At this time, the ADEQ Director will issue an episode termination notice. 
The Director will notify the Office of the Governor, local air quality control agencies, health 
departments, and the general public that the episode has been terminated. Industries and other 
emission sources will also be informed of the episode termination and that normal operations 
can be resumed. 

A report describing the episode will be prepared by ADEQ and forwarded to the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES (R-19-0303) 
Title 9, Chapter 8, Article 5, Food, Recreational, and Institutional Sanitation 

 
New Section: R9-8-501, R9-8-502, R9-8-503, R9-8-504, R9-8-505, R9-8-506, R9-8-507 

 
New Table: Table 5.1, Table 5.2,  

 
Repeal: R9-8-512, R9-8-521, R9-8-522, R9-8-523, R9-8-531, R9-8-533, R9-8-541, R9-8-542, 
R9-8-543, R9-8-544, R9-8-551 



GOVERNOR’S REGULATORY REVIEW COUNCIL 
 

STAFF MEMORANDUM - REGULAR RULEMAKING 
 
 
MEETING DATE:  March 5, 2019  
 
TO: Members of the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council (Council) 
 
FROM: Council Staff 
 
DATE: February 6, 2019 
 
SUBJECT: DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES (R-19-0303) 

Title 9, Chapter 8, Article 5, Food, Recreational, and Institutional Sanitation, Trailer 
Coach Parks 
 
New Section: R9-8-501, R9-8-502, R9-8-503, R9-8-504, R9-8-505, R9-8-506, 
R9-8-507 
 
New Table: Table 5.1, Table 5.2,  
 
Repeal: R9-8-512, R9-8-521, R9-8-522, R9-8-523, R9-8-531, R9-8-533, 
R9-8-541, R9-8-542, R9-8-543, R9-8-544, R9-8-551 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

This rulemaking from the Department of Health Services (Department) is intended to            
implement A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8). This statute requires the Department to create rules regarding             
health and sanitation in trailer coach parks. This includes food preparation in community             
kitchens, trash collection, storage and disposal, sewage and excreta disposal, and water supply.  
 

In this rulemaking, the Department seeks to amend Article 5 to address the issues detailed               
in the Agency’s March 2017 five year review report (5YRR). In the 5YRR, the Department               
indicated that it found the rules to be necessary and effective to achieve their regulatory               
objectives. However, the rules contain vague and undefined language and incorrect references to             
the Arizona Administrative Code (A.A.C.) which affects their clarity and conciseness. The            
Department indicated in the 5YRR that it would submit a rulemaking by June 2019. In this                
rulemaking, the Department renames Article 5 from “Trailer Coach Parks” to “Recreational            
Vehicles and Parks”. The Department proposes to add new sections in the place of previously               
reserved sections and repeal the eleven sections that are the current rules.  
 

The Governor’s office granted an exemption from the rulemaking moratorium to the 
Department on November 20, 2017.  
 



1. Are the rules legal, consistent with legislative intent, and within the agency’s  
statutory authority? 

 
Yes, the Department cites to both general and specific authority for the rules.  

 
2. Do the rules establish a new fee or contain a fee increase? 
 

No, the rules do not establish a new fee or contain a fee increase.  
 
3. Summary of the agency’s economic impact analysis: 
 

The Department is required by statute to create rules that govern the health and sanitation               
of recreational vehicle parks. These rules ensure that recreational vehicle parks have            
minimum standards for the preparation of food in community kitchens, the disposal of             
sewage, the disposal of solid waste, and the supply of water. The Department delegates              
the enforcement of these rules to county agencies. In fiscal year (FY) 2018, county              
agencies reported that there are 1,823 recreational vehicle parks in Arizona. In FY 2018,              
county agencies conducted the following activities: 
 

● 1,888 routine inspections ; 
● 100 complaint inspections ; and 
● 43 enforcement actions . 

 
4. Has the agency analyzed the costs and benefits of the rulemaking and determined             

that the rules impose the least burden and costs to those who are regulated? 
 

The Department concludes that this rulemaking addresses the deficiencies that were           
identified in the last 5YRR. The rulemaking increases clarity and improves the rules. The              
Department does not anticipate that this rulemaking will impose any significant costs on             
stakeholders. The benefits outweigh the costs. 

 
5. What are the economic impacts on stakeholders? 
 

Key stakeholders are the Department, county agencies, recreational vehicle park owners,           
and the general public. 
 
The Department incurred minimal costs to complete this rulemaking through multiple           
stakeholder meetings. The Department will receive significant benefits from rules that are            
more effective, clear, and understandable. This rulemaking rectifies the issues that the            
Department identified in its last 5YRR. 
 



County agencies are responsible for the enforcement of these rules. The Department            
anticipates that these agencies may incur minimal costs in the form of providing technical              
assistance for these rule changes to other stakeholders. The Department notes that county             
agencies will receive significant benefits since these rules eliminate outdated references,           
increase the general clarity of the rules, and simplify requirements. 

 
The owners of recreational vehicle parks will receive significant benefits from these            
rules. The rules simplify the requirements for common areas like community kitchens,            
toilets, lavatories, and showers. These rules also eliminate requirements for service           
buildings and recreational facilities. Owners will also benefit from this rulemaking           
because it eliminates antiquated terms and outdated citations. 
 
The general public may receive minimal benefits from recreational vehicle park rules that             
are more clear, concise, and understandable. 
 

6. Does the agency adequately address the comments on the proposed rules and any  
supplemental proposals? 

 
Yes. During the December 27, 2018 oral proceeding, the Department received a comment             
from two owners of RV parks who are members of the National/Arizona Associations of              
RV Parks and Campgrounds. They expressed concerns about a proposed requirement in            
R9-8-507(3) that would have required RV parks to make additional refuse containers            
available. Specifically, the rule stated that a responsible party had to ensure that “[n]o              
dwelling space is more than 200 feet from a refuse container.” The members indicated              
that this requirement would have increased owners’ costs and could potentially increase            
the campers’ health risks. They also noted that their RV parks have never been cited for                
issues relating to refuse containers.  

 
In response to this comment, the Department deleted R9-8-507(3) and clarified in            
R9-8-507(1) that a responsible party has “conspicuously located refuse containers          
capable of adequately servicing all dwelling spaces.”  

 
7. Are the final rules a substantial change, considered as a whole, from the proposed              

rules and any supplemental proposals? 
 

As indicated above, in response to the comment the Department received in the             
December 27, 2018 oral proceeding, it deleted R9-8-507(3) and clarified language in            
R9-8-507(1). 

 
This change is permitted under A.R.S. § 41-1025(B)(3) because the rules are not             
“substantially different” from the proposed published rules.  

 



8. Are the rules more stringent than corresponding federal law and, if so, is there              
statutory authority to exceed the requirements of federal law? 

 
Not applicable.  

 
9. Do the rules require a permit or license and, if so, does the agency comply with                

A.R.S. § 41-1037? 
 
The rules do not require a permit or license.  

 
10. Does the preamble disclose a reference to any study relevant to the rules that the               

agency reviewed and either did or did not rely upon? 
 

No. The Department did not review or rely on any study for this rulemaking.  
 
11. Conclusion 
 

Council staff finds that this rulemaking is consistent with the proposed course of action in 
the Department’s March 2017 5YRR. The Department is requesting an immediate 
effective date pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1032 (A)(4) and (5). Council staff finds that the 
statute provides an appropriate justification for an immediate effective date because (1) 
the rules are intended to provide a benefit to the public and a penalty is not associated 
with a violation of the rule; and (2) the rule is less stringent than the rule that is currently 
in effect and that it does not have an impact on the public health, safety, welfare or 
environment, and does not affect the public involvement and public participation process.  

 
 







 

NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING 

TITLE 9.  HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 8.  DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES  

FOOD, RECREATIONAL, AND INSTITUTIONAL SANITATION 

 

PREAMBLE 

 

1. Articles, Part, and Sections Affected (as applicable) Rulemaking Action 

R9-8-501 New Section  

R9-8-502 New Section 

R9-8-503 New Section 

  Table 5.1 New Section 

  Table 5.2 New Section 

R9-8-504 New Section 

R9-8-505 New Section 

R9-8-506 New Section 

R9-8-507 New Section 

R9-8-512 Repeal 

R9-8-521 Repeal 

R9-8-522 Repeal 

R9-8-523 Repeal 

R9-8-531 Repeal 

R9-8-533 Repeal 

R9-8-541 Repeal 

R9-8-542 Repeal 

R9-8-543 Repeal 

R9-8-544 Repeal 

R9-8-551 Repeal 

2. Citations to the agency’s statutory rulemaking authority to include the authorizing statute 

(general) and the implementing statute (specific): 

Authorizing statute: A.R.S. §§ 36-136(A)(4) through (7) and (G) 

Implementing statutes: A.R.S. §§ 36-136(I)(8) and 36-601 

3. The effective date of the rules: 

1 
 



 

The Arizona Department of Health Services (Department) requests an immediate effective date for the 

new rules under A.R.S. § 41-1032 (A)(4) and (5).  By prescribing measures necessary to ensure 

that recreational vehicle parks are operated and maintained in a sanitary manner in 9 A.A.C. 8, 

Article 5, the rules are less burdensome than current rules; provide greater benefits to the 

Department, counties, and public; and have no public impact on public health and safety and do 

not affect public involvement or public participation process. 

4. Citations to all related notices published in the Register as specified in R1-1-409(A) that 

pertain to the record of the proposed rulemaking: 

Notice of Rulemaking Docket Opening: 24 A.A.R. 510, March 9, 2018 

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: 24 A.A.R. 3217, November 16, 2018 

5. The agency’s contact person who can answer questions about the rulemaking: 

Name: Eric Thomas, Chief 

Address: Arizona Department of Health Services 

Division of Public Health Services, Public Health Preparedness, 

Office of Environmental Health 

150 N. 18th Ave., Suite 140 

Phoenix, AZ  85007-3248 

Telephone: (602) 364-0929 

Fax: (602) 364-3146 

E-mail: Eric.Thomas@azdhs.gov 

or 

Name: Robert Lane, Chief 

Address: Arizona Department of Health Services 

Administrative Counsel and Rules 

150 N. 18th Ave., Suite 200 

Phoenix, AZ  85007-3248 

Telephone: (602) 542-1020 

Fax: (602) 364-1150 

E-mail: Robert.Lane@azdhs.gov 

6. An agency’s justification and reason why a rule should be made, amended, repealed or 

renumbered, to include an explanation about the rulemaking: 

A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) requires the Department to create rules related to health and sanitation for various 

specific aspects of trailer coach parks, including food preparation in community kitchens;  sewage 
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and excreta disposal; garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal; and water supply.  A.R.S. 

§ 36-601 requires the Department to take action in response to “any person who is maintaining a 

nuisance or engaging in any practice contrary to the health laws of the state.”  To implement 

A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) for trailer coach parks, the Department adopted rules at 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 

5. The 11 rules in Article 5 prescribe measures necessary to ensure that trailer coach parks are 

built, operated, and maintained in a sanitary manner, and specifically provide minimum standards 

for application, park plan, water supply, sewage disposal, sanitation facilities, services buildings, 

community kitchens, and waste disposal. The Department received an exception from the 

Governor’s rulemaking moratorium, established by Executive Order 2017-02, and is proposing to 

amend the Article to address matters identified in its 2017 five-year-review report for the trailer 

coach parks rules and make other changes to improve efficiency and effectiveness of the rules. 

During the regular rulemaking process, the Department solicited comments from stakeholders 

about how the rules may be improved. The proposed rules conform to rulemaking format and 

style requirements of the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council and the Office of the Secretary 

of State. 

7. A reference to any study relevant to the rule that the agency reviewed and proposes either 

to rely on or not to rely on in its evaluation of or justification for the rule, where the public 

may obtain or review each study, all data underlying each study, and any analysis of each 

study and other supporting material: 

The Department did not review or rely on any study for this rulemaking. 

8. A showing of good cause why the rulemaking is necessary to promote a statewide interest if 

the rulemaking will diminish a previous grant of authority of a political subdivision of this 

state. 

Not applicable. 

9. A summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact: 

The trailer coach park rules were adopted by regular rulemaking in 1980, and at that time, an economic, 

small business, and consumer statement (EIS) was not required. The rules have not been amended 

and there is no EIS on file. The Article 5 title has been changed and the new Article 5 title is 

“Recreational Vehicles and Parks.” The Department believes that affected persons include the 

Department, county agencies acting as regulatory authorities, owners of recreational vehicles and 

parks, and the public. The annual costs and revenues are designated as minimal when less than 

$1,000, moderate when between $1,000 and $10,000, and substantial when greater than $10,000. 
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Costs and benefits are listed as significant when meaningful or important, but not readily subject 

to quantification. 

The Department, according to A.R.S. § 36-136(D), has delegated its recreational vehicles and parks 

inspection and abatement authority under A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) to the local health departments 

and environmental service departments, except for Gila County.  These departments use the rules 

while conducting annual and complaint inspections of recreational vehicles and parks. Arizona 

recreational vehicles and parks are inspected for general sanitation practices including, but not 

limited to, garbage and trash removal, sewage connections, and water and wastewater.  During 

fiscal year 2018, 1,823 trailer coach parks (aka: recreational vehicles and parks) were operating in 

Arizona. County sanitarians conducted 1,888 regular inspections, 100 complaint-based 

inspections, and 43 enforcement actions in these trailer coach parks. Additionally in fiscal year 

2018, the Department did not conduct any trailer coach park   inspections or complaint-based 

inspections. 

After reviewing the new rules, the Department anticipates that the Department could incur up to a 

moderate cost to complete the 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 5 rulemaking and for providing technical 

assistance to counties and owners of recreational vehicle parks related to the rulemaking. The 

Department believes county agencies may incur up to a moderate cost to provide training and 

technical support to employees and owners of recreational vehicle parks. Owners of recreational 

vehicle parks are not expected to incur additional cost and rather, are expected to receive a 

significant benefit for having fewer requirements to comply with and rules that are simplified, 

clearer, and more effective. For example, requirements for application park plans, and sanitation 

faculties have been repealed. The Department does not anticipate that the public will incur any 

cost as a result of the new rules. The Department expects that the new rules will significantly 

benefit counties and owners of recreational vehicle parks because they are more effective, 

understandable and reduce regulatory burdens. The Department believes the new rules are 

consistent with other state statutes and rules and increase public health and safety for all 

Arizonians. Lastly, the Department believes the benefits of having the new recreational vehicle 

parks rules outweigh any costs incurred by the Department and counties. 

10. A description of any changes between the proposed rulemaking, including supplemental 

notices, and the final rulemaking: 

During the December 27, 2018 oral proceeding, the Department received a request to delete R9-13-507(3) 

requiring a responsible party to ensure that “No dwelling space is more than 200 feet from a 
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refuse container.” The Department deleted the requirement, and instead, clarified in R9-13-507(1) 

that refuse containers provided by a recreational vehicle park are capable of adequately serving 

all dwelling spaces.  The Department, in compliance with A.R.S. § 41.1025(B), has determined 

that the rules are not “substantially different” from the published proposed rules.  

11. Agency's summary of the pubic or stakeholder comments or objections made about the 

rulemaking and the agency response to the comments: 

The Department received comments from two members of the public during the December 27, 2018 oral 

proceeding. Both public members are owners of recreational vehicle parks and members of the 

National/Arizona Associations of RV Parks and Campgrounds. The members expressed concerns 

regarding a new requirement in R9-8-507(3) for recreational vehicle parks to make available 

additional refuse containers. The members stated that the new requirement would increase 

owners' costs to add additional refuse containers and increase campers' health risks from vermin 

infestations. Members also mentioned that their parks have never been cited for matters related to 

refuse containers. The requirement, “No dwelling space is located more than 200 feet from a 

refuse container,” is not in current Article 5 rules. The Department changed R9-8-507 as stated in 

paragraph 10 and believes deleting R9-8-507(3) makes the rule less burdensome and has no 

public impact on public health and safety. 

12. Any agencies shall list other matters prescribed by statute applicalbe to the specific agency 

or to any specific rules or class of rules. Additionally, an agency subject to Council review 

under A.R.S. §§ 41-1052 and 41-1055 shall respond to the following questions: 

There are no other matters prescribed by statutes applicable specifically to the Department or this specific 

rulemaking. 

a. Whether the rule requires a permit, whether a general permit is used and if not, the 

reasons why a general permit is not used: 

The rule does not require issuance of a general permit. 

b. Whether a federal law is applicable to the subject of the rule, whether the rule is 

more stringent than federal law and if so, citation to the statutory authority to 

exceed the requirements of federal law: 

Not applicable. 

c. Whether a person submitted an analysis to the agency that compares the rule’s 

impact of the competitiveness of business in this state to the impact on business in 

other states: 

No business competitiveness analysis was received by the Department. 
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13. Incorporations by reference and their location in the rules: 

Not applicable. 

14. Whether the rule was previously made, amended, or repealed as an emergency rules. If so, 

cite the notice published in the Register as specified in R1-1-409(A). Also, the agency shall 

state where the text was changed between the emergency and the final rulemaking 

packages: 

The rule was not previously made as an emergency rule. 

15. The full text of the rule follows: 
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TITLE 9. HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 8. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES 

FOOD, RECREATIONAL, AND INSTIUTIONAL SANITATION 

ARTICLE 5.  TRAILER COACH PARKS RECREATIONAL VEHICLES AND PARKS 

 

R9-8-501. Reserved Definitions 

R9-8-502. Reserved General Provisions 

R9-8-503. Reserved Bathroom, Toilet Alternative, and Shower Room Management 

  Table 5.1 Toilet or Toilet Alternative Requirements 

  Table 5.2 Bathroom, Toilet Alternative, and Shower Room Management 

R9-8-504. Reserved Common Area Management 

R9-8-505. Reserved Water Supply 

R9-8-506. Reserved Sewage Disposal 

R9-8-507. Reserved Refuse Management 

R9-8-512. Definitions Repealed 

R9-8-521. Plans and specifications Repealed 

R9-8-522. Application Repealed 

R9-8-523. Park plan Repealed 

R9-8-531. Water supply Repealed 

R9-8-533. Sewage disposal system Repealed 

R9-8-541. Sanitation facilities Repealed 

R9-8-542. Service buildings Repealed 

R9-8-543. Toilet facilities Repealed 

R9-8-544. Community kitchens; recreational facilities Repealed 

R9-8-551. Waste disposal Repealed 
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ARTICLE 5.  TRAILER COACH PARKS RECREATIONAL VEHCILES AND PARKS 

 

R9-8-501. Reserved Definitions 

In this Article, unless otherwise specified: 

1. “Bathroom” means a structure or room that contains at least one toilet and lavatory. 

2. “Bedding” has the same meaning as in A.R.S. § 36-796. 

3. “Clean” means free from dirt or debris. 

4. “Common area” means an area of a recreational vehicle park, excluding areas within 

dwelling spaces, that is provided by the recreational vehicle park for general use. 

5. “Community kitchen” means a structure or room in a common area that is provided by a 

recreational vehicle park for preparing food. 

6. “Compensation” means money or other consideration, including goods, services, 

vouchers, time, government or public expenditures, government or public funding, or 

another benefit that is received as payment. 

7. “Dependent recreational vehicle” means a recreational vehicle that does not have a toilet, 

bathtub, or shower room. 

8. “Distribution system” has the same meaning as in A.A.C. R18-4-103(B). 

9. “Dwelling space” means a plot of ground designated to accommodate one recreational 

vehicle for dwelling or sleeping purposes for more than 30 days, and does not include a 

plot of ground that is: 

a. Designated to accommodate one recreational vehicle and is occupied by the 

owner of the plot of ground; or 

b. Exclusively designated to: 

i. Accommodate a recreational vehicle specified in A.R.S. § 33-2102, and 

ii. Remains on the plot of ground for dwelling for more than 180 

consecutive days specified in A.R.S. § 33-2101. 

10. “Easily cleanable” means a characteristic of a surface that allows effective removal of dirt 

and debris by normal cleaning methods based on the material, design, construction, and 

installation of the surface. 

11. “Faucet” means a fixture connected to a distribution system that provides and regulates 

the flow of potable water. 

12. “Fixture” means an attachment to a structure. 
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13. "Food" means a raw, cooked, or processed edible substance, ice, beverage, or ingredient 

used or intended for human consumption. 

14. “Human excreta” means fecal and urinary discharges and includes any waste that 

contains this material. 

15. “Independent recreational vehicle” means a vehicular type that has a toilet, bathtub, or 

shower room. 

16. “Lavatory” means a sink or a basin with a faucet that supplies potable water and with a 

drain connected to a sewage collection system. 

17. “Non-absorbent” means incapable of being penetrated by liquid, such as a material coated 

or treated with rubber, plastic, or other sealing substance. 

18. “Owns” means to have the right to possess, use, and convey the interest. 

19. “Person” means an individual, partnership, corporation, association, governmental 

subdivision or unit of a governmental subdivision, a public or private organization of any 

character or another agency. 

20. “Political subdivision” means the same as in A.R.S. § 38-382. 

21. “Potable water” means water safe for human consumption that meets the requirements of 

18 A.A.C. 4 or satisfies the requirements in R9-8-505(6). 

22. “Public health nuisance” means the activities or conditions dangerous to public health 

that are subject to A.R.S. § 36-601. 

23. “Recreational vehicle” has the same meaning as in A.R.S. § 33-2102. 

24. “Recreational vehicle park” or “trailer coach park” specified in A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) is 

defined in this Article to mean a  place or portion of a place that offers two or more 

dwelling spaces for recreational vehicles to use overnight, regardless of whether or not 

compensation is exchanged. 

25. “Refuse” has the same meaning as in A.A.C. R18-13-302. 

26. “Refuse container” means a receptacle that is capable of being moved and is used for 

refuse storage. 

27. “Regulatory authority” means 

a. The Department; or 

b. Under delegation, the following entities as specified in A.R.S. § 36-136(E): 

i. A local health department, 

ii. A county environmental department, or 

iii. A public health services district. 
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28. “Responsible party” means a person who owns a recreational vehicle park or a designee 

of the person who owns the recreational vehicle park. 

29. “Sanitary” means free from filth, bacteria, viruses, mold, and fungi. 

30. “Sewage” has the same meaning as in A.A.C. R18-9-101. 

31. “Sewage collection system” has the same meaning as in A.A.C. R18-9-101. 

32. “Shower head” means a fixture connected to a distribution system that allows potable 

water to fall on a user’s body. 

33. “Shower room” means a structure or room that contains at least one shower head and at 

least one floor drain. 

34. “Stored” means holding refuse before the refuse is disposed of according to A.A.C. 

R18-13-311 and R18-13-312. 

35. “Toilet” means a water-flushed, chemical-flushed, or no-flush bowl for the disposal of 

human excreta. 

36. “Toilet alternative” means any system other than a toilet that: 

a. Is designed or used for the purpose of collecting human excreta; and 

b. Has a process for waste treatment, such as composting, incinerating, chemical 

flushing, oil flushing, or a privy system. 

37. “Utensil” means a food-contact implement or container used in the storage, preparation, 

transportation, dispensing, sale, or service of food, such as kitchenware or tableware. 

R9-8-502. Reserved General Provisions 

A. This Article does not apply: 

1. To a recreational vehicle park located on federal or tribal land within the state; 

2. If an agency of the state or federal government or a political subdivision of the state 

provides land for overnight parking and restrictions for use of such areas are posted; or 

3. To recreational vehicles exempt under A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8). 

B. A violation of this Article is a public health nuisance and may be subject to abatement pursuant to 

A.R.S. § 36-602. 

C. Inspections of recreational vehicle parks shall be conducted in accordance with A.R.S. § 

36-136(I)(8) by the regulatory authority. 

R9-8-503. Reserved Bathroom, Toilet Alternative, and Shower Room Management 

A. A responsible party shall ensure that a recreational vehicle park provides a bathroom or toilet 

alternative if it accommodates a recreational vehicle that does not have a toilet. 

B. A responsible party shall ensure that: 
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1. No dwelling space offered for use by a recreational vehicle is more than 400 feet from a 

bathroom or toilet alternative; 

2. Signs plainly indicate the locations of bathrooms, toilet alternatives, and shower rooms 

provided by the recreational vehicle park; and 

3. The recreational vehicle park has a sufficient number of bathrooms or toilet alternatives 

according to Table 5.1. 

C. A responsible party shall ensure that each bathroom, toilet alternative, and shower room provided 

by the recreational vehicle park meets the requirements listed in Table 5.2. 

 
Table 5.1 Bathroom or Toilet Alternative Requirements 
 

Number of Dependent Recreational Vehicles 
Occupying the Recreational Vehicle Park 

Number of Bathrooms or Toilet Alternatives 

1-25 1 

26-50 2 

51-75 3 

Every additional 1-25 +1 additional 

 
Table 5.2 Bathroom, Toilet Alternative, and Shower Room Management 
 

Requirement Bathroom Toilet 
Alternative 

Shower Room 

Is clean and sanitary X X X 

Is ventilated by an openable window, air 
conditioning, or other mechanical device  X X X 

Has toilet paper X X  

Is maintained free from public health nuisance and 
free from insect and vermin infestation X X X 

Has refuse containers as specified in R9-8-507(1) X X X 

Has surfaces that are easily cleanable, sanitary and 
free from gaps other than ventilation X X X 

Has single-use soap or soap inside a dispenser at 
each provided lavatory X  X 

Has single-use paper towels or air hand dryers at 
each provided lavatory X  X 
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Has a floor drain connected to a sewage collection 
system and, if built after the effective date of this 
Article, has floors that slope to the drain.  

  X 

Has potable water from all shower heads   X 

Has floors and walls of a non-absorbent material  X  X 

R9-8-504. Reserved Common Area Management 

A responsible party shall ensure that the following requirements are met: 

1. Each common area: 

a. Is clean and sanitary, 

b. Is ventilated by an openable window, air conditioning, or other mechanical device, 

c. Is maintained free from public health nuisance and free from insect and vermin infestations, and 

d. Has refuse containers as specified in R9-8-507(1). 

2. Bedding and cloth towels provided by the recreational vehicle park are: 

a. Maintained in good-repair; 

b. Clean and sanitary; and 

c. Kept free of ectoparasites including bedbugs, lice, and mites. 

3. A community kitchen provided by a recreational vehicle park: 

a. Is maintained in a clean and sanitary condition; and 

b. Complies with 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 1 if operating as a food establishment. 

4. Any multi-use utensils and equipment provided by a recreational vehicle park in a 

common areas or community kitchen are easily cleanable and either: 

a. Are washed, rinsed, and made sanitary before use by each separate individual; or 

b. A conspicuously located sign identifies which multi-use utensils and equipment 

provided by the recreational vehicle park are not washed, rinsed, and made 

sanitary before use by each separate individual. 

5. A recreational vehicle park shall comply with 9 A.A.C. 8 Article 8, if within a common 

area, the recreational vehicle park provides a: 

a. Natural bathing place as defined in A.A.C. R18-5-201, 

b. Semi-artificial bathing place as defined in R9-8-801, 

c. Spa as defined in A.A.C. R18-5-201, or 

d. Swimming pool as defined in A.A.C. R18-5-201. 

R9-8-505. Reserved Water Supply 

A responsible party shall ensure that the following requirements are met: 
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1. All water provided by the recreational vehicle park for human consumption is potable water. 

2. Any source of water provided by the recreational vehicle park that is not potable is 

clearly identified with “not for human consumption” signage at each access point. 

3. The potable water supply and distribution system provided by the recreational vehicle 

park is designed to provide sufficient quantity at a minimum pressure of 20 pounds per 

square inch at ground level at each bathroom, shower room, and permanent water fixture 

provided at by the recreational vehicle park. 

4. No dwelling space is more than 300 feet from a potable water source. 

5. If water is hauled to the recreational vehicle park as a potable water supply, the water and 

transport shall meet the requirements of A.A.C. R18-4-214. 

6. If potable water provided by the recreational vehicle park is not from a public water system as 

defined by 18 A.A.C. 4: 

a. The potable water provided is tested prior to use with results of: 

i. No coliform bacteria or other fecal indicator present, and 

ii. Nitrate (as N) no greater than 10 mg/l. 

b. The potable water provided is routinely monitored to determine: 

i. The presence or absence of total coliform bacteria at least once every 

month of operation, and 

ii. The concentration of nitrates at least once every 3 months. 

c. Water samples collected in accordance with this section shall be analyzed by a 

laboratory that is licensed according to 9 A.A.C. 14, Article 6. 

d. Records of water sample results analyzed in accordance with this section shall 

be: 

i. Maintained at the recreational vehicle park for at least 12 months, and 

ii. Made available to the regulatory authority upon request. 

e. Written notification must be provided to the regulatory authority within 24 hours 

when any water quality requirement listed in subsection (a) out-of-compliance. 

R9-8-506. Reserved Sewage Disposal 

A responsible party shall ensure that sewage and human excreta produced within the recreational vehicle 

park: 

1. Does not create a public health nuisance, and 

2. Is collected and disposed of by systems designed, constructed and operated in compliance 

with the requirements in 18 A.A.C. 9, Articles 3 and 7. 
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R9-8-507. Reserved Refuse Management 

A responsible party shall ensure that the following requirements are met: 

1. The recreational vehicle park has conspicuously located refuse containers capable of 

adequately servicing all dwelling spaces that are: 

a. Constructed of non-absorbent material that is capable of withstanding expected 

use and remaining easily cleanable, and 

b. Covered. 

2. Signs plainly indicate the locations of refuse containers. 

3. Refuse produced within the recreational vehicle park: 

a. Does not create a public health nuisance; and 

b. Is collected, stored, and disposed of according to 18 A.A.C. 13, Article 3. 

R9-8-512. Definitions Repealed 

A. “Department” means the Arizona Department of Health Services. 

B. “Dependent trailer coach” means a trailer coach which does not have a flush toilet, bathtub, or 

shower. 

C. “Independent trailer coach” means a trailer which has a flush toilet, bathtub or shower, and lavatory. 

D. “Park” means a trailer coach park. 

E. “Person” means any individual, firm, trust, partnership, company, society, association, corporation, or 

political subdivision. 

F. “Trailer coach” means any vehicle including mobile homes having no foundation other than wheels, 

jacks, or skirtings, and so designed or constructed as to permit occupancy for dwelling or sleeping 

purposes. Removal of the wheels shall not change the meaning of the term. 

G. “Trailer coach park” means any plot of ground upon which two or more trailer coaches, occupied for 

dwelling or sleeping purposes, are located regardless of whether or not a charge is made for such 

accommodation. This does not apply where all trailers are occupied by the owner of the plot and 

his immediate family, nor does it include areas provided for recreational purposes or overnight 

parking by agencies of the local, state and federal governments, where posted restrictions for use 

of such areas are provided. 

H. “Trailer coach space” means a plot of ground within a trailer coach park designed for the 

accommodation of one trailer coach. 

R9-8-521. Plans and specifications Repealed 

A. No construction on or at a trailer coach park shall commence until the Department has approved the 

plans and specifications for the public water supply and sewage disposal system. 
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B. No person shall maintain or operate a trailer coach park without the written approval of the local 

health department. 

C. A park plan showing all building locations and trailer coach spaces shall be provided as part of the 

plans and specifications. 

D. No change or modification of water supply or sewage disposal in any existing trailer coach park shall 

be made until plans and specifications have been submitted to and approved by the Department. 

E. All plans and specifications shall be submitted to the Department in quadruplicate. 

R9-8-522. Application Repealed 

A. An application for approval by the Department, prepared in duplicate on forms furnished by the 

Department, shall be filed at the time the plans are submitted for approval. The form shall be 

completely filled out unless otherwise indicated. 

B. The distance to the nearest public water supply main and to a sewer main of a municipal or 

community system shall be given. 

R9-8-523. Park plan Repealed 

A. The minimum size of trailer coach spaces shall be in compliance with regulations of local planning 

boards and other official agencies. 

B. The park shall be located on a site which is properly graded to ensure rapid drainage and the 

elimination of standing pools of water. 

R9-8-531. Water supply Repealed 

A. The public water supply and distribution systems to the trailer spaces and service building shall 

comply with all provisions of Article 2 of this Chapter. 

B. The water supply system shall be so designed, constructed and maintained to provide a minimum 

supply demand of six fixture units at a residual pressure of not less than twenty pounds per square 

inch at each trailer site requiring water in addition to the water requirements of the service 

building. 

C. Each independent trailer coach space shall be provided with a cold water tap at least four inches 

above the ground. 

D. Hot water, a minimum of 120° F, shall be provided at all times in the service building for all bathing, 

washing, cleaning and laundry facilities. 

R9-8-533. Sewage disposal system Repealed 

A. The sewage disposal system shall comply with all provisions of Article 3 of this Chapter. 

B. Where a public sewerage system is to be used and is already in existence, or if sewers are proposed 

and have been approved by the Department, it will only be necessary to show the location and 
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size of the sewer lines within the park. Approval to construct the sewers serving the trailer park 

will not be given unless the capacity of the receiving sewers and the treatment facility which will 

receive the wastes is determined to have adequate capacity for the increased load resulting from 

the installation of the trailer park. 

R9-8-541. Sanitation facilities Repealed 

Toilets, bathing, laundry and other sanitation facilities shall be housed in a service building which shall 

present easy access from all trailer coach spaces by means of walkways or roadways. 

R9-8-542. Service buildings Repealed 

A. Service buildings shall be permanent structures, complying with all applicable ordinances and statutes 

regulating building construction. 

B. Service buildings shall meet the following requirements: 

1. All facilities shall be well lighted. 

2. They shall be ventilated with screened openings. 

3. They shall be constructed of such moisture-proof material, including painted woodwork, as 

shall permit repeated cleaning and washing. 

4. Properly vented heating facilities shall be provided. 

5. The floors of the service buildings shall be of water-impervious material and sloped to 

properly located floor drains. 

C. Service buildings containing toilet and bathing facilities shall not be located farther than 200 feet 

from any dependent trailer coach space. 

D. Existing parks serving dependent trailer coaches shall meet the requirements of this Section within six 

months from the effective date. 

R9-8-543. Toilet facilities Repealed 

A. All parks accommodating dependent trailer coaches shall be provided with the following number of 

toilets, showers and other sanitation facilities: 

 
*Number of 
Trailer  
Parking 
Spaces 

NUMBER OF FACILITIES REQUIRED IN SERVICE BUILDINGS  

TOILETS URINALS LAVATORIES SHOWERS **Other  

Men Women Men Men Women Men Women 
  

1-15 
16-30 
31-45  
46-60 
61-80 
81-100 

1 

1 
2 

1 

2 

2

1 
1
 

1  
2
 

1 
2 
3 
3 
4 

1 

2
 

1 
1

 

1

1 
1

 
1

 

1 
service sink 
with a 
flushing rim 
 

1 
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2
 

3 

3
 

 
3 

4
 

4
 

2  
2 4

 

3 

3
 

4
 

4 

 
2 
2 
3

 

2 

2 
3 

utility sink 

For parking areas having more than 100 trailer spaces there shall be provided: one additional toilet and lavatory for 
each sex per each additional 30 trailer spaces; one additional shower for each sex per each additional 40 trailer 
spaces; and one additional men’s urinal per each additional 100 trailer spaces. 

*Parking spaces for dependent trailers, i.e., number of facilities required per number of dependent parking trailer 
spaces. 

**Additional fixtures including laundry trays, clothes washing machines (one for every 30 sites) and an ice making 
machine may be provided. 

 
B. Where a trailer coach park is designed for and exclusively limited to use by independent trailers, 

emergency sanitary facilities are not required. 

C. When a park requiring a service building is operated in connection with a resort or other business 

establishment, the number of sanitary facilities for such business establishment shall be in excess 

of those required by the schedule for trailer spaces and shall be based on the total number of 

persons using such facilities. 

R9-8-544. Community kitchens; recreational facilities Repealed 

Trailer coach parks which provide a community kitchen or other recreational facilities shall comply with 

these rules and regulations relating to campgrounds and Article 2 of this Chapter relating to eating and 

drinking establishments. 

R9-8-551. Waste disposal Repealed 

A. The storage, collection, transportation and disposal of garbage, trash, rubbish, manure and other 

objectionable wastes shall be in accordance with the provisions of Article 4 of this Chapter. 

B. Each trailer coach space shall be provided with a trapped sewer, at least three inches in diameter, 

which shall be connected to receive all liquid waste from the trailer coach located in such space. 

Except that a trapped sewer is not required in parks restricted to trailer coaches in which all 

fixtures discharge through a trap located in the trailer plumbing system. 
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ECONOMIC, SMALL BUSINESS, AND CONSUMER IMPACT STATEMENT 

TITLE 9.   HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 8: FOOD, RECREATIONAL, AND INSTITUTIONAL SANITATION 

ARTICLE 5.   RECREATIONAL VEHICLES AND PARKS 

 

1. An identification of the rulemaking: 

The rules in Arizona Administrative Code (A.A.C.) Title 9, Chapter 8, Article 5 were adopted in 1980 and                  

the rules have not been amended. In June 2002, sections R9-8-511 and R9-8-561 were allowed to                

expire. An economic, small business, and consumer impact statement (EIS) was not required and no               

EIS exists for the Article 5 rules. Except for renumbering, the statutory authorities for the rules have                 

not changed since adopted. A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) requires the Department to create rules related to               

health and sanitation for various-specific aspects of recreational vehicle parks, including food            

preparation in community kitchens; sewage disposal; garbage and trash collection, storage and           

disposal; water supply, and inspections.  Additionally, A.R.S. § 36-601 requires the Department to             

take action in response to “any person who is maintaining a nuisance or engaging in any practice                 

contrary to the health laws of the state.”  

To implement A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) for trailer coach parks, the Department adopted rules at 9 A.A.C. 8,                 

Article 5. The 11 rules in Article 5 prescribe measures necessary to ensure that recreational vehicle                

parks are operated and maintained in a sanitary manner, and specifically provide minimum standards              

for water supply, sewage disposal, refuse management, community kitchens, and plans and            

specifications. The Department received an exception from the Governor’s rulemaking moratorium,           

established by Executive Order 2017-02, and amended the rules to address the matters identified in               

the 2017 five-year-review report for the trailer coach parks and to make other changes to improve                

efficiency and effectiveness of the rules. During the regular rulemaking process, the Department             

solicited comments from stakeholders on how the rules may be improved. The Department retitled              

Article 5 to “Recreational Vehicles and Parks.” The amendments will conform to rulemaking format              

and style requirements of the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council and the Office of the Secretary               

of State. 

2. Identification of the persons, who will be directly affected by, bears the costs of, or directly 

benefits from the rules: 

a. The Department, 

b. County agencies,  
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c. Owners of recreational vehicles parks, and  

d. The public.  

3. Cost/benefit analysis: 

This analysis covers costs and benefits associated with the rule changes and no new FTEs are required due to                   

this rulemaking. The annual costs and revenues are designated as minimal when less than $1,000,               

moderate when between $1,000 and $10,000, and substantial when greater than $10,000. Costs and              

benefits are listed as significant when meaningful or important, but not readily subject to              

quantification. 

Description of Affected 
Groups 

Description of Effect Increased Cost/ 
Decreased Benefit 

Decreased Cost/ 
Increased Benefit 

A.  State and Local Government Agencies 
Department 
 

Requires resources to amend 
and promulgate new rules  

Requires administrative support 
to provide technical assistance  

Increases effectiveness and 
clarity of the rules by:  

− Removing/amending 
antiquated terms and 
outdated citations; 

− Adding requirements for 
exemptions and inspections;  

− Removing requirements for 
applications, park plan,  and 
plans and specifications; and 

− Simplifying requirements for 
sanitation facilities and 
service building 

Minimal-to-moderate 
 
Minimal-to-moderate 
 

None 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

None 
 
None 
 

Significant 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

County agencies  
 

Increases effectiveness and 
clarity of the rules 

− Removing/amending 
antiquated terms and 
outdated citations; 

− Removing requirements for 
applications, park plan,  and 
plans and specifications; and 

− Simplifying requirements for 
sanitation facilities and 
service building 

Requires administrative support 
to provide technical assistance 

None 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Minimal-to-moderate 
 

Significant 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

none 
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Deceases the number of permits 
issued by clarifying recreational 
vehicle park definition 

Provides for inspections 

None 
 
 
None  

Significant  
 
 
None 

B.  Privately Owned Businesses 

Owners  
 

Adds exemption from 
recreational vehicle park rules  

Removes requirements for 
applications, park plan, plans 
and specifications 

Simplifies requirements for 
common areas, including 
community kitchens, in place of 
sanitation facilities and service 
building 

Adds requirements for 
swimming pools and spas  

Adds requirement for testing 
water if potable water is not 
provided by a public water 
system  

Increases effectiveness and 
clarity of the rules by 
removing/amending antiquated 
terms and outdated citations 

None 
 
None 
 
 
None 
 
 
 
 
None 
 
Minimal 

 

None 

Significant 
 
Significant 
 
 
Significant 
 
 
 
 
None-to-moderate  
 
Significant 

 

Significant 

C.  Consumers 
The public  Increases effectiveness and 

clarity of the rules  
None 

 

Significant 
 

 

Through delegation agreements with Arizona’s counties, the Department and county agencies ensure minimum             

standards for the preparation of food in community kitchens, adequacy of sewage disposal, garbage and trash                

collection, storage and disposal, and water supply for recreational vehicle parks; and provide for inspection               

of recreational vehicle park premises; and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises or facilities that                 

do not comply with the rules. The Department and county agencies’ environmental health sanitarians use the                

rules in 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 5, in conjunction with county codes and ordinances, while conducting inspections                 

of trailer coach parks to ensure minimum standards are met. 

The Department 
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The Department anticipates incurring a minimal-to-moderate cost for resources utilized to complete the             

Article 5 rulemaking; for providing multiple stakeholder meetings during the rulemaking process to ensure              

awareness and participation from affected persons; and for providing technical assistance to others related to               

inquiries about the new Article 5 rules. The Department also anticipates receiving a significant benefit from                

rules that are more effective, clear, and understandable. The new rules were amended to change and remove                 

passive, outdated, and ambiguous language; update citations; remove requirements for application, park plan,             

and plans and specifications; and simplify requirements for common areas and community kitchens in place               

of sanitation facilities and service buildings. The new rules also provide exemptions for those who the rules                 

do not apply and adds requirement for inspections. Additionally, the rules were consolidated and amended to                

make consistent with rules in other Chapter 8 Articles. The changes made are consistent with the matters                 

identified in the 2017 Five-year-review Report. The Department believes the benefit provided by the              

rulemaking is greater than the Department’s cost.  

County agencies 

As mentioned previously, the Department delegates authority for regulating trailer coach parks (aka: recreational              

vehicles and parks) within their jurisdictions to the counties. County agencies permitted 1,823 trailer coach               

parks in fiscal year 2018; an increase of 20 trailer coach parks compared to previous 2017 fiscal year. County                   

agencies also conducted 1,888 routine inspections, 100 complaint inspections, and initiated 43 enforcement             

actions. The Department anticipates that county agencies will receive a significant benefit from having new               

rules that are more effective, clear, and understandable. The new rules increase clarity and understandability               

by simplifying old requirements for sanitation facilities, service buildings, community kitchens, and            

recreational facilities, and instead, add new simplified requirements for common areas that include             

community kitchens. Likewise, removing antiquated language and amending outdated citations increases the            

rules effectiveness and county agencies’ benefits. For example, in R9-8-533, the sewage system rule requires               

approval from the Department “to construct the sewers serving the trailer park.” The “approval” requirement               

is antiquated and now regulated by the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ). Also, the water supply                

rule in R9-8-531 contains an outdated citation to 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 2. The Department expects that deleting                  

requirements for application, park plan, and plans and specifications will benefit county agencies by allowing               

county agencies to comply with ordinances, regulations, and codes adopted by their County Board of               

Supervisors. 

Additionally, the Department expects most county agencies, depending on the county, may incur a              

minimal-to-moderate increase in costs for administrative support to provide technical assistance to            
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employees and possible recreational vehicle park owners. However, the Department also anticipates county             

agencies could receive a significant benefit for new rules that specify which recreational vehicle parks the                

rules do not apply too, as well as new “recreational vehicle park” definition that clarifies a “recreational                 

vehicle park” does not include mobile homes, also known as manufacture homes, used for residential               

purposes. The distinction between recreational vehicles and residential mobile homes is expected to decrease              

the number of recreational vehicle parks that are currently permitted and inspected. Hence, environmental              

health sanitarians employed by county agencies may see a decrease in the number of recreational vehicle                

parks requiring inspection, and county administrators may experience a decrease in the number of permits               

issued to recreational vehicle parks now that they will not have to permit mobile home parks. Lastly, the                  

Department anticipates that adding a new requirement for recreational vehicle park inspections will not              

increase county agencies’ cost or benefit. In the July 2017 Apache County and Gila County delegation                

agreements, the counties elected not to include trailer coach parks; and for that reason are not affected by this                   

rulemaking. 

Owners  

The Department believes that owners of recreational vehicle parks will receive a significant benefit from changes                

made by this rulemaking. The Department anticipates that owners, whose recreational vehicle parks as              

defined in R9-8-501 are no longer classified as a trailer coach park or as specified in R9-8-502 are exempt                   

for Article 5, may receive a significant benefit. The benefit includes cost savings of monies used to pay                  

permit fees and expenses incurred to maintain standards required by the rules. Additionally, the Department               

believes that other recreational vehicle park owners required to comply with the new rules will also receive a                  

significant benefit. The Department expects these owners will receive a cost savings for not having to                

comply with old requirements to provide plans and specifications, application, and park plan or maintain               

specific standards for service buildings and sanitation facilities. Deleting these requirements, as well as              

others, reduces regulatory burden.  

The Department believes that owners of recreational vehicle parks that are currently permitted by a county agency                 

will receive a significant benefit due to clarifying requirements for common areas, including community              

kitchens; deleting requirements for service buildings and recreational facilities; and removing requirements            

for toilet facilities to provide a specified number of toilets, lavatories, and showers based on the number of                  

recreational vehicle park spaces and “for each sex per additional 30 trailer spaces…” The Department               

believes the new requirement for recreational vehicle parks that provide a swimming pool and spa for                

dwellers’ use will most likely experience no affect, since the rule requires owners to ensure compliance with                 
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9 A.A.C. 18, Article 8, and 9 A.A.C. 18, Article 8 has been mostly effective since 1984 and last revised in                     

2015. A county agency inspecting a recreational vehicle park that has a swimming pool or spa would include                  

verification that the swimming pool or spa complies with 9 A.A.C. 18, Article 8. The Department added a                  

requirement for swimming pools and spas to be consistent with other state rules. Lastly, the Department                

believes the new rules that no longer contains antiquated terms and outdated citations increases effectiveness               

of the rules and will increase owners’ ability to read, understand, and apply the rules. 

The public 

The Department believes that the public will not incur any costs as a result of this rulemaking and may receive a 

significant benefit from the Department, county agencies, and recreational vehicle park owners for having 

more effective, clear, and understandable rules.  The Department believes the public could receive a 

significant monetary saving if the park owners, whose costs decrease as a result of the rules, pass some their 

saving along to dwellers.  

Overall, the Department believes that the rulemaking provides a substantial benefit to affected persons compared to 

any increased costs affected persons may incur.  

4. A general description of the probable impact on private and public employment in business, 

agencies, and political subdivisions of this state directly affected by the rulemaking: 

The Department does not expect public or private employment in the state to be affected by the rulemaking. 

5. A statement of the probable impact of the rules on small businesses: 

a. An identification of the small business subject to the rules: 

Small businesses include recreational vehicle park owners. 

b. The administrative and other costs required for compliance with the rules: 

A summary of the administrative effects of the rulemaking is given in the cost/benefit analysis in Paragraph 

(3). 

c. A description of the methods that the agency may use to reduce the impact on small 

businesses: 

The Department knows of no other methods to further reduce the impact on small businesses.  

d. The probable costs and benefits to private persons and consumers who are directly 

affected by the rules: 

A summary of the effects of the rulemaking to private persons and consumers is given in the cost and benefit 

analysis in Paragraph (3). 

6. A statement of the probable effect on state revenues: 
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The Department does not expect the rules to have an effect on state revenues. 

7. A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of 

the rulemaking: 

The Department has determined that there are no less intrusive or less costly alternatives for achieving the 

purpose of the rule.  

8. A description of any data on which the rule is based with a detailed explanation of how the 

data was obtained and why the data is acceptable data: 

Not applicable. 
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Article 5 - Oral Proceeding held December 27, 2018 – Comments 

 

Comment Summary:  Two public members attend, both of whom are owners of R.V. parks and members 

of the National/Arizona Associations of RV Parks and Campgrounds. The members expressed concerns 

regarding Articles 5 (RV Parks) and 6 (Campgrounds).  After some discussion and clarification of the 

rules, the members, in agreement, requested the Department delete requirement in R9-8-507(3), 

below.  The members believe the new requirement will increase owners' costs to add additional refuse 

containers and increase campers' health risks from vermin infestations. The members also stated that 

their parks have never been cited for matters related to refuse containers. The "200 feet" requirement is 

not specified in current Article 5 rules.  

 

Department Response:   The Department revised R9-8-507 to remove subsection (3) and clarified in 

subsection (1) that refuse containers provided by a recreational vehicle park are capable of adequately 

serving all dwelling spaces. 

 
R9-8-507.         Refuse Management 

A responsible party shall ensure that the following requirements are met: 

1.         The recreational vehicle park has conspicuously located refuse containers capable of 

adequately servicing all dwelling spaces that are: 

a.         Constructed of non-absorbent material that is capable of withstanding expected 

use and remaining easily cleanable, and 

b.         Covered. 

2.         Signs plainly indicate the locations of refuse containers. 

3.         No dwelling space is more than 200 feet from a refuse container. 

4.3.      Refuse produced within the recreational vehicle park: 

a.         Does not create a public health nuisance; and 

b.         Is collected, stored, and disposed of according to 18 A.A.C. 13, Article 3. 
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36-136. Powers and duties of director; compensation of personnel; rules; definitions 

A. The director shall: 

1. Be the executive officer of the department of health services and the state registrar of vital 
statistics but shall not receive compensation for services as registrar. 

2. Perform all duties necessary to carry out the functions and responsibilities of the department. 

3. Prescribe the organization of the department. The director shall appoint or remove personnel as 
necessary for the efficient work of the department and shall prescribe the duties of all personnel. The 
director may abolish any office or position in the department that the director believes is 
unnecessary. 

4. Administer and enforce the laws relating to health and sanitation and the rules of the department. 

5. Provide for the examination of any premises if the director has reasonable cause to believe that 
on the premises there exists a violation of any health law or rule of this state. 

6. Exercise general supervision over all matters relating to sanitation and health throughout this 
state. When in the opinion of the director it is necessary or advisable, a sanitary survey of the whole 
or of any part of this state shall be made. The director may enter, examine and survey any source 
and means of water supply, sewage disposal plant, sewerage system, prison, public or private place 
of detention, asylum, hospital, school, public building, private institution, factory, workshop, 
tenement, public washroom, public restroom, public toilet and toilet facility, public eating room and 
restaurant, dairy, milk plant or food manufacturing or processing plant, and any premises in which 
the director has reason to believe there exists a violation of any health law or rule of this state that 
the director has the duty to administer. 

7. Prepare sanitary and public health rules. 

8. Perform other duties prescribed by law. 

B. If the director has reasonable cause to believe that there exists a violation of any health law or 
rule of this state, the director may inspect any person or property in transportation through this state, 
and any car, boat, train, trailer, airplane or other vehicle in which that person or property is 
transported, and may enforce detention or disinfection as reasonably necessary for the public health 
if there exists a violation of any health law or rule. 

C. The director, after consultation with the department of administration, may take all necessary 
steps to enhance the highest and best use of the state hospital property, including contracting with 
third parties to provide services, entering into short-term lease agreements with third parties to 
occupy or renovate existing buildings and entering into long-term lease agreements to develop the 
land and buildings. The director shall deposit any monies collected from contracts and lease 
agreements entered into pursuant to this subsection in the Arizona state hospital charitable trust 
fund established by section 36-218.  At least thirty days before issuing a request for proposals 
pursuant to this subsection, the department of health services shall hold a public hearing to receive 
community and provider input regarding the highest and best use of the state hospital property 
related to the request for proposals. The department shall report to the joint committee on capital 
review on the terms, conditions and purpose of any lease or sublease agreement entered into 
pursuant to this subsection relating to state hospital lands or buildings or the disposition of real 
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property pursuant to this subsection, including state hospital lands or buildings, and the fiscal impact 
on the department and any revenues generated by the agreement.  Any lease or sublease 
agreement entered into pursuant to this subsection relating to state hospital lands or buildings or the 
disposition of real property pursuant to this subsection, including state hospital lands or buildings, 
must be reviewed by the joint committee on capital review. 

D. The director may deputize, in writing, any qualified officer or employee in the department to do or 
perform on the director's behalf any act the director is by law empowered to do or charged with the 
responsibility of doing. 

E. The director may delegate to a local health department, county environmental department or 
public health services district any functions, powers or duties that the director believes can be 
competently, efficiently and properly performed by the local health department, county environmental 
department or public health services district if: 

1. The director or superintendent of the local health agency, environmental agency or public health 
services district is willing to accept the delegation and agrees to perform or exercise the functions, 
powers and duties conferred in accordance with the standards of performance established by the 
director of the department of health services. 

2. Monies appropriated or otherwise made available to the department for distribution to or division 
among counties or public health services districts for local health work may be allocated or 
reallocated in a manner designed to ensure the accomplishment of recognized local public health 
activities and delegated functions, powers and duties in accordance with applicable standards of 
performance. Whenever in the director's opinion there is cause, the director may terminate all or a 
part of any delegation and may reallocate all or a part of any funds that may have been conditioned 
on the further performance of the functions, powers or duties conferred. 

F. The compensation of all personnel shall be as determined pursuant to section 38-611. 

G. The director may make and amend rules necessary for the proper administration and 
enforcement of the laws relating to the public health. 

H. Notwithstanding subsection I, paragraph 1 of this section, the director may define and prescribe 
emergency measures for detecting, reporting, preventing and controlling communicable or infectious 
diseases or conditions if the director has reasonable cause to believe that a serious threat to public 
health and welfare exists.  Emergency measures are effective for no longer than eighteen months. 

I. The director, by rule, shall: 

1. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures for detecting, reporting, preventing and 
controlling communicable and preventable diseases. The rules shall declare certain diseases 
reportable. The rules shall prescribe measures, including isolation or quarantine, that are reasonably 
required to prevent the occurrence of, or to seek early detection and alleviation of, disability, insofar 
as possible, from communicable or preventable diseases. The rules shall include reasonably 
necessary measures to control animal diseases transmittable to humans. 

2. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures, in addition to those prescribed by law, 
regarding the preparation, embalming, cremation, interment, disinterment and transportation of dead 
human bodies and the conduct of funerals, relating to and restricted to communicable diseases and 
regarding the removal, transportation, cremation, interment or disinterment of any dead human body. 
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3. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary procedures that are not inconsistent with law in 
regard to the use and accessibility of vital records, delayed birth registration and the completion, 
change and amendment of vital records. 

4. Except as relating to the beneficial use of wildlife meat by public institutions and charitable 
organizations pursuant to title 17, prescribe reasonably necessary measures to ensure that all food 
or drink, including meat and meat products and milk and milk products sold at the retail level, 
provided for human consumption is free from unwholesome, poisonous or other foreign substances 
and filth, insects or disease-causing organisms. The rules shall prescribe reasonably necessary 
measures governing the production, processing, labeling, storing, handling, serving and 
transportation of these products. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for the sanitary 
facilities and conditions that shall be maintained in any warehouse, restaurant or other premises, 
except a meat packing plant, slaughterhouse, wholesale meat processing plant, dairy product 
manufacturing plant or trade product manufacturing plant.  The rules shall prescribe minimum 
standards for any truck or other vehicle in which food or drink is produced, processed, stored, 
handled, served or transported. The rules shall provide for the inspection and licensing of premises 
and vehicles so used, and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises or vehicles that do not 
comply with the rules and minimum standards. The rules shall provide an exemption relating to food 
or drink that is: 

(a) Served at a noncommercial social event such as a potluck. 

(b) Prepared at a cooking school that is conducted in an owner-occupied home. 

(c) Not potentially hazardous and prepared in a kitchen of a private home for occasional sale or 
distribution for noncommercial purposes. 

(d) Prepared or served at an employee-conducted function that lasts less than four hours and is not 
regularly scheduled, such as an employee recognition, an employee fund-raising or an employee 
social event. 

(e) Offered at a child care facility and limited to commercially prepackaged food that is not potentially 
hazardous and whole fruits and vegetables that are washed and cut on-site for immediate 
consumption. 

(f) Offered at locations that sell only commercially prepackaged food or drink that is not potentially 
hazardous. 

(g) A cottage food product that is not potentially hazardous or a time or temperature control for 
safety food and that is prepared in a kitchen of a private home for commercial purposes, including 
fruit jams and jellies, dry mixes made with ingredients from approved sources, honey, dry pasta and 
roasted nuts. Cottage food products must be packaged at home with an attached label that clearly 
states the name and registration number of the food preparer, lists all the ingredients in the product 
and the product's production date and includes the following statement:  "This product was produced 
in a home kitchen that may process common food allergens and is not subject to public health 
inspection." If the product was made in a facility for individuals with developmental disabilities, the 
label must also disclose that fact. The person preparing the food or supervising the food preparation 
must complete a food handler training course from an accredited program and maintain active 
certification. The food preparer must register with an online registry established by the department 
pursuant to paragraph 13 of this subsection. The food preparer must display the preparer's 
certificate of registration when operating as a temporary food establishment.  For the purposes of 
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this subdivision, "not potentially hazardous" means cottage food products that meet the requirements 
of the food code published by the United States food and drug administration, as modified and 
incorporated by reference by the department by rule. 

(h) A whole fruit or vegetable grown in a public school garden that is washed and cut on-site for 
immediate consumption. 

(i) Produce in a packing or holding facility that is subject to the United States food and drug 
administration produce safety rule (21 Code of Federal Regulations part 112) as administered by the 
Arizona department of agriculture pursuant to title 3, chapter 3, article 4.1.  For the purposes of this 
subdivision, "holding", "packing" and "produce" have the same meanings prescribed in section 3-
525. 

5. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures to ensure that all meat and meat products for human 
consumption handled at the retail level are delivered in a manner and from sources approved by the 
Arizona department of agriculture and are free from unwholesome, poisonous or other foreign 
substances and filth, insects or disease-causing organisms. The rules shall prescribe standards for 
sanitary facilities to be used in identity, storage, handling and sale of all meat and meat products 
sold at the retail level. 

6. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures regarding production, processing, labeling, handling, 
serving and transportation of bottled water to ensure that all bottled drinking water distributed for 
human consumption is free from unwholesome, poisonous, deleterious or other foreign substances 
and filth or disease-causing organisms. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for the sanitary 
facilities and conditions that shall be maintained at any source of water, bottling plant and truck or 
vehicle in which bottled water is produced, processed, stored or transported and shall provide for 
inspection and certification of bottled drinking water sources, plants, processes and transportation 
and for abatement as a public nuisance of any water supply, label, premises, equipment, process or 
vehicle that does not comply with the minimum standards. The rules shall prescribe minimum 
standards for bacteriological, physical and chemical quality for bottled water and for the submission 
of samples at intervals prescribed in the standards. 

7. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures governing ice production, handling, storing 
and distribution to ensure that all ice sold or distributed for human consumption or for the 
preservation or storage of food for human consumption is free from unwholesome, poisonous, 
deleterious or other foreign substances and filth or disease-causing organisms. The rules shall 
prescribe minimum standards for the sanitary facilities and conditions and the quality of ice that shall 
be maintained at any ice plant, storage and truck or vehicle in which ice is produced, stored, handled 
or transported and shall provide for inspection and licensing of the premises and vehicles, and for 
abatement as public nuisances of ice, premises, equipment, processes or vehicles that do not 
comply with the minimum standards. 

8. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures concerning sewage and excreta disposal, 
garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal, and water supply for recreational and summer 
camps, campgrounds, motels, tourist courts, trailer coach parks and hotels. The rules shall prescribe 
minimum standards for preparation of food in community kitchens, adequacy of excreta disposal, 
garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal and water supply for recreational and summer 
camps, campgrounds, motels, tourist courts, trailer coach parks and hotels and shall provide for 
inspection of these premises and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises or facilities that 
do not comply with the rules.  Primitive camp and picnic grounds offered by this state or a political 
subdivision of this state are exempt from rules adopted pursuant to this paragraph but are subject to 
approval by a county health department under sanitary regulations adopted pursuant to section 36-
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183.02. Rules adopted pursuant to this paragraph do not apply to two or fewer recreational vehicles 
as defined in section 33-2102 that are not park models or park trailers, that are parked on owner-
occupied residential property for less than sixty days and for which no rent or other compensation is 
paid.  For the purposes of this paragraph, "primitive camp and picnic grounds" means camp and 
picnic grounds that are remote in nature and without accessibility to public infrastructure such as 
water, electricity and sewer. 

9. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures concerning the sewage and excreta 
disposal, garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal, water supply and food preparation of 
all public schools. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for sanitary conditions that shall be 
maintained in any public school and shall provide for inspection of these premises and facilities and 
for abatement as public nuisances of any premises that do not comply with the minimum standards. 

10. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures to prevent pollution of water used in public or 
semipublic swimming pools and bathing places and to prevent deleterious health conditions at these 
places. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for sanitary conditions that shall be maintained 
at any public or semipublic swimming pool or bathing place and shall provide for inspection of these 
premises and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises and facilities that do not comply 
with the minimum standards.  The rules shall be developed in cooperation with the director of the 
department of environmental quality and shall be consistent with the rules adopted by the director of 
the department of environmental quality pursuant to section 49-104, subsection B, paragraph 12. 

11. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures to keep confidential information relating to diagnostic 
findings and treatment of patients, as well as information relating to contacts, suspects and 
associates of communicable disease patients.  In no event shall confidential information be made 
available for political or commercial purposes. 

12. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures regarding human immunodeficiency virus testing as a 
means to control the transmission of that virus, including the designation of anonymous test sites as 
dictated by current epidemiologic and scientific evidence. 

13. Establish an online registry of food preparers that are authorized to prepare cottage food 
products for commercial purposes pursuant to paragraph 4 of this subsection.  A registered food 
preparer shall renew the registration every three years and shall provide to the department updated 
registration information within thirty days after any change. 

14. Prescribe an exclusion for fetal demise cases from the standardized survey known as "the 
hospital consumer assessment of healthcare providers and systems". 

J. The rules adopted under the authority conferred by this section shall be observed throughout the 
state and shall be enforced by each local board of health or public health services district, but this 
section does not limit the right of any local board of health or county board of supervisors to adopt 
ordinances and rules as authorized by law within its jurisdiction, provided that the ordinances and 
rules do not conflict with state law and are equal to or more restrictive than the rules of the director. 

K. The powers and duties prescribed by this section do not apply in instances in which regulatory 
powers and duties relating to public health are vested by the legislature in any other state board, 
commission, agency or instrumentality, except that with regard to the regulation of meat and meat 
products, the department of health services and the Arizona department of agriculture within the 
area delegated to each shall adopt rules that are not in conflict. 
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L. The director, in establishing fees authorized by this section, shall comply with title 41, chapter 6. 
The department shall not set a fee at more than the department's cost of providing the service for 
which the fee is charged. State agencies are exempt from all fees imposed pursuant to this section. 

M. After consultation with the state superintendent of public instruction, the director shall prescribe 
the criteria the department shall use in deciding whether or not to notify a local school district that a 
pupil in the district has tested positive for the human immunodeficiency virus antibody. The director 
shall prescribe the procedure by which the department shall notify a school district if, pursuant to 
these criteria, the department determines that notification is warranted in a particular situation. This 
procedure shall include a requirement that before notification the department shall determine to its 
satisfaction that the district has an appropriate policy relating to nondiscrimination of the infected 
pupil and confidentiality of test results and that proper educational counseling has been or will be 
provided to staff and pupils. 

N. Until the department adopts exemptions by rule as required by subsection I, paragraph 4, 
subdivision (f) of this section, food and drink are exempt from the rules prescribed in subsection I of 
this section if offered at locations that sell only commercially prepackaged food or drink that is not 
potentially hazardous, without a limitation on its display area. 

O. Until the department adopts exemptions by rule as required by subsection I, paragraph 4, 
subdivision (h) of this section, a whole fruit or vegetable grown in a public school garden that is 
washed and cut on-site for immediate consumption is exempt from the rules prescribed in 
subsection I of this section. 

P. Until the department adopts an exclusion by rule as required by subsection I, paragraph 14 of this 
section, the standardized survey known as "the hospital consumer assessment of healthcare 
providers and systems" may not include patients who experience a fetal demise. 

Q. For the purposes of this section: 

1. "Cottage food product": 

(a) Means a food that is not potentially hazardous or a time or temperature control for safety food as 
defined by the department in rule and that is prepared in a home kitchen by an individual who is 
registered with the department. 

(b) Does not include foods that require refrigeration, perishable baked goods, salsas, sauces, 
fermented and pickled foods, meat, fish and shellfish products, beverages, acidified food products, 
nut butters or other reduced-oxygen packaged products. 

2. "Fetal demise" means a fetal death that occurs or is confirmed in a licensed hospital. Fetal demise 
does not include an abortion as defined in section 36-2151. 

36-601. Public nuisances dangerous to public health 

A. The following conditions are specifically declared public nuisances dangerous to the public health: 

1. Any condition or place in populous areas that constitutes a breeding place for flies, rodents, 
mosquitoes and other insects that are capable of carrying and transmitting disease-causing 
organisms to any person or persons or any condition or place that constitutes a feral colony of 
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honeybees that is not currently maintained by a beekeeper and that poses a health or safety hazard 
to the public. 

2. Any spoiled or contaminated food or drink intended for human consumption. 

3. Any restaurant, food market, bakery or other place of business or any vehicle where food is 
prepared, packed, processed, stored, transported, sold or served to the public that is not constantly 
maintained in a sanitary condition. 

4. Any place, condition or building that is controlled or operated by any governmental agency and 
that is not maintained in a sanitary condition. 

5. All sewage, human excreta, wastewater, garbage or other organic wastes deposited, stored, 
discharged or exposed so as to be a potential instrument or medium in the transmission of disease 
to or between any person or persons. 

6. Any vehicle or container that is used in the transportation of garbage, human excreta or other 
organic material and that is defective and allows leakage or spillage of contents. 

7. The presence of ectoparasites such as bedbugs, lice, mites and others in any place where 
sleeping accommodations are offered to the public. 

8. The maintenance of any overflowing septic tank or cesspool, the contents of which may be 
accessible to flies. 

9. The pollution or contamination of any domestic waters. 

10. The use of the so-called common drinking cup used for drinking purposes by more than one 
person.  This paragraph does not apply to receptacles properly washed and sanitized after each 
service. 

11. The presence of common towels for use of the public in any public or semipublic place unless 
properly washed and sanitized following each use. 

12. Buildings or any parts of buildings that are in a filthy condition and that may endanger the health 
of persons living in the vicinity. 

13. Spitting or urinating on sidewalks, or floors or walls of a public building or buildings used for 
public assemblage, or a building used for manufacturing or industrial purposes, or on the floors or 
platforms or any part of a railroad or other public conveyance. 

14. The use of the contents of privies, cesspools or septic tanks or the use of sewage or sewage 
plant effluents for fertilizing or irrigation purposes for crops or gardens except by specific approval of 
the department of health services or the department of environmental quality. 

15. The maintenance of public assemblage or places of assemblage without providing adequate 
sanitary facilities.  Open surface privies are adequate sanitary facilities if they are outside populous 
areas and meet reasonable health requirements. 
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16. Hotels, tourist courts and other lodging establishments that are not kept in a clean and sanitary 
condition or for which suitable and adequate toilet facilities are not provided. 

17. The storage, collection, transportation, disposal and reclamation of garbage, trash, rubbish, 
manure and other objectionable wastes other than as provided and authorized by law. 

18. Water, other than that used by irrigation, industrial or similar systems for nonpotable purposes, 
that is sold to the public, distributed to the public or used in production, processing, storing, handling, 
servicing or transportation of food and drink and that is unwholesome, poisonous or contains 
deleterious or foreign substances or filth or disease causing substances or organisms. 

19. The emission of mercaptan in a concentration level that causes endangerment to the health or 
safety of any considerable number of persons of a neighborhood or community. 

20. The operation of an environmental laboratory in violation of chapter 4.3, article 1 of this title. 

B. If the director has reasonable cause to believe from information furnished to the director or from 
investigation made by the director that any person is maintaining a nuisance or engaging in any 
practice contrary to the health laws of this state, the director shall promptly serve on that person by 
certified mail a cease and desist order requiring the person, on receipt of the order, promptly to 
cease and desist from that act.  Within fifteen days after receipt of the order, the person to whom it is 
directed may request the director to hold a hearing. The director, as soon as practicable, shall hold a 
hearing, and if the director determines the order is reasonable and just and that the practice 
engaged in is contrary to the health laws of this state, the director shall order the person to comply 
with the cease and desist order. 

C. If a person fails or refuses to comply with the order of the director, or if a person to whom the 
order is directed does not request a hearing and fails or refuses to comply with the cease and desist 
order served by mail under subsection B, the director may file an action in the superior court in the 
county in which a violation occurred, restraining and enjoining the person from engaging in further 
acts. The court shall proceed as in other actions for injunctions. 

D. Notwithstanding subsection A, paragraph 19, the emission of mercaptan as a by-product of a 
pesticide is not a nuisance if applied according to state and federal restrictions. 

E. Notwithstanding subsection A, paragraph 3, a restaurant that uses sawdust on the floors of its 
dining areas is not in violation of this section or local health department sanitary rules if the 
restaurant replaces the sawdust each day with clean sawdust and complies with applicable 
standards for fire safety. 
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Grounds 
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R9-8-617 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

This rulemaking from the Department of Health Services (Department) is intended to            
implement A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8). This statute requires the Department to create rules regarding             
the health and sanitation of camp grounds. To implement this statute for camp grounds, the               
Department proposes to adopt seven rules at 9 A.A.C. Chapter 8, Article 6. These rules set forth                 
standards to ensure camp grounds are built, operated, and maintained in a sanitary manner. The               
rules also set forth minimum standards for supervision, water supply, sewage and refuse             
disposal, toilets, and construction and maintenance of buildings. This rulemaking also changes            
the name of the Article from “Camp Grounds” to “Campgrounds.” 
 

The Department’s rulemaking is meant to address issues identified in its 2017 five year              
review report (5YRR) related to the camp ground rules. Specifically, the Council directed the              
Department to conduct a rulemaking to update its rules, which are old and contained dated               
language that imperils their effectiveness and clarity. The Council previously ordered the            
Department to complete a rulemaking on this article by January 1, 2019 but on August 7, 2018                 
the Council approved the Department’s request to extend the deadline to July 1, 2019. 

 
The Governor’s office granted an exemption from the rulemaking moratorium to the 

Department on November 20, 2017.  



1. Are the rules legal, consistent with legislative intent, and within the agency’s  
statutory authority? 

 
Yes, the Department cites to general and specific authority for these rules.  

 
2. Do the rules establish a new fee or contain a fee increase? 
 

No, the rules do not establish a new fee or contain a fee increase.  
 
3. Summary of the agency’s economic impact analysis: 
 

The Department is promulgating rules that regulate the health and sanitation of camp             
grounds. These rules ensure that camp grounds have minimum standards for the            
preparation of food in community kitchens, the disposal of sewage, the disposal of solid              
waste, and the supply of water. The authority to enforce these rules is delegated to county                
agencies. In fiscal year (FY) 2018, county agencies reported that there are 39 camp              
grounds operating in Arizona. In FY 2018, county agencies conducted the following            
activities: 
 

● 26 routine inspections ; 
● 1 complaint investigation ; and 
● 0 enforcement actions . 

 
4. Has the agency analyzed the costs and benefits of the rulemaking and determined             

that the rules impose the least burden and costs to those who are regulated? 
 

The Department concludes that the rules improve the clarity of health and sanitation rules              
for camp grounds. The Department anticipates that stakeholders will have some minimal            
costs associated with adjusting to the new rules, but in the aggregate, these rules will               
benefit all stakeholders. The benefits outweigh the costs. 

 
5. What are the economic impacts on stakeholders? 
 

Key stakeholders are the Department, county agencies, camp ground owners, and the            
general public. 
 
The Department incurred minimal costs to complete this rulemaking through multiple           
stakeholder meetings. The Department will receive significant benefits from rules that are            
more effective, clear, and understandable. 
 
County agencies are responsible for the enforcement of these rules. The Department            
anticipates that these agencies may incur minimal costs in the form of providing technical              
assistance for these rule changes to other stakeholders. The Department notes that county             
agencies will receive significant benefits since these rules eliminate outdated references           



and increase the general clarity of the rules. These rules also provide simplified             
requirements for common areas, such as community kitchens. 
 
Campground owners will benefit from these rules because they remove old requirements            
for construction and maintenance of buildings; protection against fires; supervision; and           
gender-segregated toilets. The Department notes that campground owners will also          
benefit from the simplified requirements for common areas. 
 
The general public may receive minimal benefits from campground rules that are more             
clear, concise, and understandable. 

 
6. Does the agency adequately address the comments on the proposed rules and any  

supplemental proposals? 
 

Yes. At the December 27, 2018 oral proceeding, the Department received comments            
from two owners of RV parks and campgrounds. They also commented on the             
Department’s rulemaking for Article 5. As referenced in the memorandum on the Article             
5 rulemaking on RV parks, they requested that the Department delete a requirement in              
R9-8-507(3). For this rulemaking, they agreed that the requirement in the proposed            
R9-8-607 that “[n]o campsite is more than 200 feet from a refuse container” is              
appropriate because campers do not bring their own refuse containers when camping.  

 
The Department’s response was that it believed the requirement was appropriate and that             
it did not plan to change its rules. It based its decision on the comments in the oral                  
proceeding and also on the fact that the 200 feet requirement is in the current rules and it                  
is necessary for the public health and safety of campers.  

 
7. Are the final rules a substantial change, considered as a whole, from the proposed              

rules and any supplemental proposals? 
 

No, there were no changes made to the rules between the proposed rulemaking and the               
final rulemaking.  
 

8. Are the rules more stringent than corresponding federal law and, if so, is there              
statutory authority to exceed the requirements of federal law? 

 
Not applicable.  

 
 
9. Do the rules require a permit or license and, if so, does the agency comply with                

A.R.S. § 41-1037? 
 
No, the rules do not require a permit or a license.  
 



10. Does the preamble disclose a reference to any study relevant to the rules that the               
agency reviewed and either did or did not rely upon? 

 
No. The Department did not review or rely on any study for this rulemaking.  

 
11. Conclusion 
 

Council staff finds that this rulemaking addresses the issues identified in the            
Department’s 2017 5YRR and is a sufficient update to the language of the rules. The               
Department requests an immediate effective date for these rules pursuant to A.R.S. §             
41-1032 (A)(4) and (5). Council staff finds this is an appropriate justification for an              
immediate effective date and recommends approval of the rulemaking.  

 







 

NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING 

TITLE 9.  HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 8.  DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES  

FOOD, RECREATIONAL, AND INSTITUTIONAL SANITATION 

 

PREAMBLE 

 

1. Article, Part, or Section Affected (as applicable) Rulemaking Action 

R9-8-601. New Section 

R9-8-602. New Section 

R9-8-603. New Section 

  Table 6.1 New Table 

  Table 6.2 New Table  

R9-8-604.  New Section 

R9-8-605. New Section 

R9-8-606. New Section 

R9-8-607. New Section 

R9-8-608. New Section 

R9-8-611. Repeal 

R9-8-612. Repeal 

R9-8-613. Repeal 

R9-8-614. Repeal 

R9-8-615. Repeal 

R9-8-616. Repeal 

R9-8-617. Repeal 

2. Citations to the agency’s statutory rulemaking authority to include the authorizing statute 

(general) and the implementing statute (specific): 

Authorizing statute: A.R.S. §§ 36-136(A)(4) through (7) and (G) 

Implementing statutes: A.R.S. §§ 36-136(I)(8) and 36-601 

3. The effective date of the rules: 

The Arizona Department of Health Services (Department) requests an immediate effective date for the 

new rules under A.R.S. § 41-1032 (A)(4) and (5).  By prescribing measures necessary to ensure 

that camp grounds are operated and maintained in a sanitary manner in 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 6, the 
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rules are less burdensome than current rule; provides a greater benefit to the Department, county 

agencies, and public; and have no public impact on the public health and safety and do not affect 

public involvement or public participation process.  

4. Citations to all related notices published in the Register as specified in R1-1-409(A) that 

pertain to the record of the proposed rulemaking:  

Notice of Rulemaking Docket Opening: 24 A.A.R. 511, March 9, 2018 

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: 24 A.A.R. 3225, November 16, 2018 

5. The agency’s contact person who can answer questions about the rulemaking:  

Name: Eric Thomas, Chief 

Address: Arizona Department of Health Services 

Division of Public Health Services, Public Health Preparedness, 

Office of Environmental Health 

150 N. 18th Ave., Suite 140 

Phoenix, AZ  85007-3248 

Telephone: (602) 364-0929 

Fax: (602) 364-3146 

E-mail: Eric.Thomas@azdhs.gov 

or 

Name: Robert Lane, Chief 

Address: Arizona Department of Health Services 

Administrative Counsel and Rules 

150 N. 18th Ave., Suite 200 

Phoenix, AZ  85007-3248 

Telephone: (602) 542-1020 

Fax: (602) 364-1150 

E-mail: Robert.Lane@azdhs.gov 

6. An agency’s justification and reason why a rule should be made, amended, repealed or 

renumbered, to include an explanation about the rulemaking: 

A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) requires the Department to create rules related to health and sanitation for various 

specific aspects of camp grounds, including food preparation in community kitchens; sewage and 

excreta disposal; garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal; and water supply. A.R.S. § 

36-601 requires the Department to take action in response to “any person who is maintaining a 

nuisance or engaging in any practice contrary to the health laws of the state.”  To implement 
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A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) for camp grounds, the Department adopted rules at 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 6. 

The 7 rules in Article 6 prescribe measures necessary to ensure that camp grounds are built, 

operated, and maintained in a sanitary manner, and specifically provide minimum standards for 

supervision, water supply, sewage and refuse disposal, toilets, and construction and maintenance 

of buildings.  

 
In response to the Department’s 2017 five-year-review report for the camp grounds rules, the Governor’s 

Regulatory Review Council ordered the Department to complete a rulemaking on 9 A.A.C 8, 

Article 6 by January 1, 2019. The Department received an exception from the Governor’s 

rulemaking moratorium, established by Executive Order 2017-02, and is proposing to amend the 

Article to address matters identified in its 2017 five-year-review report for the camp grounds 

rules and make other changes to improve efficiency and effectiveness of the rules. On August 7, 

2018, the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council approved the Department’s request to extend 9 

A.A.C. 8, Article 6 rulemaking due date to July 1, 2019. During the regular rulemaking process, 

the Department solicited comments from stakeholders about how the rules may be improved. The 

proposed rules conform to rulemaking format and style requirements of the Governor’s 

Regulatory Review Council and the Office of the Secretary of State. 

7. A reference to any study relevant to the rule that the agency reviewed and proposes either 

to rely on or not to rely on in its evaluation of or justification for the rule, where the public 

may obtain or review each study, all data underlying each study, and any analysis of each 

study and other supporting material: 

The Department did not review or rely on any study for this rulemaking. 

8. A showing of good cause why the rulemaking is necessary to promote a statewide interest if 

the rulemaking will diminish a previous grant of authority of a political subdivision of this 

state. 

Not applicable. 

9. A summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact 

According to Arizona Administrative Rules and Regulations (copyright 1975), the first filing of the camp 

ground rulemaking occurred prior to 1976 and was approved by regular rulemaking. The rules 

have not been amended and there is no EIS on File. The Article 6 title has been changed and the 

new title is “Campgrounds” and not “Camp Grounds.” The Department believes that affected 

persons include the Department, county agencies acting as regulatory authorities, owners of 

campgrounds, and the public. The annual costs and revenues are designated as minimal when less 
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than $1,000, moderate when between $1,000 and $10,000, and substantial when greater than 

$10,000. Costs and benefits are listed as significant when meaningful or important, but not readily 

subject to quantification. 

The Department, pursuant to A.R.S. § 36-136(D), has delegated its camp ground inspection and 

abatement authority under A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) to the local health departments and 

environmental service departments, except Apache county.  These departments use the rules 

while conducting annual and complaint inspections of camp grounds. Arizona camp grounds are 

inspected for general sanitation practices including, but not limited to, garbage and trash removal, 

sewage connections, and water and wastewater.  Thirty-nine camp grounds were operating in 

Arizona during fiscal year 2018. County sanitarians conducted 26 regular inspections, one 

complaint-based inspection, and no enforcement actions in these campgrounds. Additionally in 

fiscal year 2018, the Department did not conduct any camp ground inspections or 

complaint-based inspections. 

After reviewing the new rules, the Department anticipates that the Department could incur up to a 

moderate cost to complete the 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 6 rulemaking and for providing technical 

assistance to counties and owners of camp grounds related to the rulemaking. The Department 

believes county agencies may incur up to a moderate cost to provide training and technical 

support to employees and owners of campgrounds. Owners of campgrounds are not expected to 

incur additional cost and rather, are expected to receive a significant benefit for having fewer 

requirements to comply with. For example, requirements for supervision and construction and 

maintenance of buildings have been repealed. The Department does not expect that the public will 

incur any cost as a result of the new rules. The Department believes the new rules will 

significantly benefit counties and owners of campgrounds because they are more effective, 

understandable and reduce regulatory burdens. The Department believes the new rules are 

consistent with other state statutes and rules and increase public health and safety for all 

Arizonians. Lastly, the Department believes the benefits of having the new campground rules 

outweigh any costs incurred by the Department and county agencies. 

10. A description of any changes between the proposed rulemaking, including supplemental 

notices, and the final rulemaking: 

Between the proposed rulemaking and the final rulemaking, no changes were made to the rulemaking. 

11. Agency's summary of the pubic or stakeholder comments or objections made about the 

rulemaking and the agency response to the comments: 
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The Department received comments from two members of the public during the December 27, 2018 oral 

proceeding. Both public members are owners of recreational vehicle parks and members of the 

National/Arizona Associations of RV Parks and Campgrounds. The members asked the 

Department to remove a R9-8-607(3) that requires a responsible party of a camp ground to ensure 

that no campsite is more than 200 feet from a refuse container. The requirement in R9-8-607(3) is 

currently in the camp ground rules. The members expressed no concern should the Department 

decide not to remove the requirement from campground rules.  Because camp ground owners 

already complying with the requirement, the Department does not plan to remove or change the 

rule. The Department believes that keeping the rule does not increase cost or burden for camp 

ground owners and has no negative public impact on public health and safety. 

12. Any agencies shall list other matters prescribed by statute applicalbe to the specific agency 

or to any specific rules or class of rules. Additionally, an agency subject to Council review 

under A.R.S. §§ 41-1052 and 41-1055 shall respond to the following questions: 

There are no other matters prescribed by statute applicable specifically to the Department or this specific 

rulemaking. 

a. Whether the rule requires a permit, whether a general permit is used and if not, the 

reasons why a general permit is not used: 

The rule does not require issuance of a general permit.  

b. Whether a federal law is applicable to the subject of the rule, whether the rule is 

more stringent than federal law and if so, citation to the statutory authority to 

exceed the requirements of federal law: 

Not applicable. 

c. Whether a person submitted an analysis to the agency that compares the rule’s 

impact of the competitiveness of business in this state to the impact on business in 

other states: 

No business competitiveness analysis was received by the Department. 

13. Incorporations by reference and their location in the rules: 

Not applicable 

14. Whether the rule was previously made, amended, or repealed as an emergency rules. If so, 

cite the notice published in the Register as specified in R1-1-409(A). Also, the agency shall 

state where the text was changed between the emergency and the final rulemaking 

packages:  

The rule was not previously made as an emergency rule. 
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15. The full text of the rule follows: 
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TITLE 9. HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 8. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES 

FOOD, RECREATIONAL, AND INSTIUTIONAL SANITATION 

ARTICLE 6. CAMP GROUNDS CAMPGROUNDS 

 

R9-8-601. Reserved Definitions 

R9-8-602. Reserved General Provisions 

R9-8-603. Reserved Bathroom, Toilet Alternative, and Shower Room Management 

  Table 6.1 Toilet or Toilet Alternative Requirements 

  Table 6.2 Bathroom, Toilet Alternative, and Shower Room Management 

R9-8-604. Reserved Common Area Management 

R9-8-605. Reserved Water Supply 

R9-8-606. Reserved Sewage Disposal 

R9-8-607. Reserved Refuse Management 

R9-8-608. Reserved Camping Shelter Management 

R9-8-611. Scope Repealed 

R9-8-612. Supervision Repealed 

R9-8-613. Water supply Repealed 

R9-8-614. Protection against fires Repealed 

R9-8-615. Sewage and refuse disposal Repealed 

R9-8-616. Toilets Repealed 

R9-8-617. Construction and maintenance of buildings Repealed 
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ARTICLE 6. CAMP GROUNDS CAMPGROUNDS 

 

R9-8-601. Reserved Definitions 

In this Article, unless otherwise specified: 

1. “Bathroom” means a structure or room that contains at least one toilet or urinal. 

2. “Bedding” has the same meaning as in A.R.S. § 36-796. 

3. “Campground” means land or a portion of land that is designated for the purpose of 

outdoor activities and offers campsites. 

4. “Camping shelter” means either of the following: 

a. A recreational vehicle offered for overnight use that: 

i. Provides an individual a covered space, and 

ii. Does not provide sleeping material; or 

b. A structure offered for overnight use, such as a cabin or teepee, that: 

i. Provides an individual a covered space; and 

ii. Does not provide: 

(a.) Sleeping material, 

(b.) A lavatory, or 

(c.) A toilet. 

5. “Campsite” means a plot of ground offered by a campground for overnight sleeping 

activities for an individual or a group of individuals to engage in any of the following 

uses for less than thirty days: 

a. Erecting a self-provided tent, 

b. Arranging self-provided sleeping material, 

c. Occupying a camping shelter, or 

d. Parking a self-provided motor vehicle as defined in A.R.S. § 44-281 or a 

self-provided recreational vehicle as defined in A.R.S. § 33-2102. 

6. “Clean” means free from dirt or debris. 

7. “Common area” means an area of a campground, excluding areas within a campsite, that 

is provided by a campground for general use. 

8. “Community kitchen” means a structure or room, excluding areas within a campsite, that 

is provided by a campground for preparing food. 

9. “Distribution system” has the same meaning as in A.A.C. R18-4-103(B). 
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10. “Easily cleanable” means a characteristic of a surface that allows effective removal of dirt 

and debris by normal cleaning methods based on the material, design, construction, and 

installation of the surface. 

11. “Faucet” means a fixture connected to a distribution system that provides and regulates 

the flow of potable water. 

12. “Fixture” means an attachment to a structure. 

13. “Food” means a raw, cooked, or processed edible substance, ice, beverage, or ingredient 

used or intended for human consumption. 

14. “Human excreta” means fecal and urinary discharges and includes any waste that 

contains this material. 

15. “Lavatory” means a sink or a basin with a faucet that supplies potable water capable of 

reaching at least 85° F and with a drain connected to a sewage collection system. 

16. “Non-absorbent” means incapable of being penetrated by liquid, such as a material coated 

or treated with rubber, plastic, or other sealing substance. 

17. “Owns” means to have the right to possess, use, and convey the interest. 

18. “Person” means an individual, partnership, corporation, association, governmental 

subdivision or unit of a governmental subdivision, a public or private organization of any 

character or another agency. 

19. “Potable water” means water safe for human consumption that meets the requirements of 

18 A.A.C. 4 or satisfies the requirements in R9-8-605(4). 

20. “Public health nuisance” means the activities or conditions dangerous to public health 

that are subject to A.R.S. § 36-601. 

21. “Recreational vehicle” has the same meaning as in A.R.S. § 33-2102. 

22. “Refuse” has the same meaning as in A.A.C. R18-13-302. 

23. “Refuse container” means a receptacle that is capable of being moved and is used for 

refuse storage. 

24. “Regulatory authority” means 

a. The Department; or 

b. Under delegation, the following entities as specified in A.R.S. § 36-136(E): 

i. A local health department, 

ii. A county environmental department, or 

iii. A public health services district. 
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25. “Responsible party” means a person who owns a campground or a designee of the person 

who owns the campground. 

26. “Sanitary” means free from filth, bacteria, viruses, mold, and fungi. 

27. “Sewage” has the same meaning as in A.A.C. R18-9-101. 

28. “Sewage collection system” has the same meaning as in A.A.C. R18-9-101. 

29. “Shower head” means a fixture connected to a distribution system that allows potable 

water to fall on a user’s body. 

30. “Shower room” means a structure or room that contains at least one shower head and at 

least one floor drain. 

31. “Sleeping material” means any of the following: 

a. A sheet, 

b. A pillow, 

c. A pillowcase, 

d. A blanket, or 

e. A sleeping bag. 

32. “Stored” means holding refuse before the refuse is disposed of according to A.A.C. 

R18-13-311 and R18-13-312. 

33. “Tent” means a collapsible structure that is designed for overnight sleeping purposes and 

capable of being moved. 

34. “Toilet” means a water-flushed, chemical-flushed, or no-flush bowl for the disposal of 

human excreta. 

35. “Toilet alternative” means any system other than a toilet that: 

a. Is designed or used for the purpose of collecting human excreta; and 

b. Has a process for waste treatment, such as composting, incinerating, chemical 

flushing, oil flushing, or a privy system. 

36. “Urinal” means a water-flushed, chemical-flushed, or no-flush upright basin used for 

urination only. 

37. "Utensil" means a food-contact implement or container used in the storage, preparation, 

transportation, dispensing, sale, or service of food, such as kitchenware or tableware. 

R9-8-602. Reserved General Provisions 

A. This Article does not apply to: 

1. Primitive camp and picnic grounds as defined in A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8), or 

2. Campgrounds located on federal or tribal land within the state. 
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B. A violation of this Article is a public health nuisance and may be subject to abatement pursuant to 

A.R.S. § 36-602. 

C. Inspections of campgrounds shall be conducted in accordance with A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) by the 

regulatory authority. 

R9-8-603. Reserved Bathroom, Toilet Alternative, and Shower Room Management 

A responsible party shall ensure that: 

1. No campsite is more than 400 feet from a toilet or toilet alternative; 

2. Signs plainly indicate the locations of toilets and showers provided by the campground; 

3. The campground has a sufficient number of toilets or toilet alternatives according to 

Table 6.1, and  

4. Each bathroom, toilet alternative, and shower room provided by the campground meets 
the requirements listed in Table 6.2. 

 

Table 6.1 Toilet or Toilet Alternative Requirements 
 

Number of Individuals Occupying the 
Campground 

Number of Toilets or Toilet Alternatives 

1-25 1 

26-50 2 

51-75 3 

Every additional 1-25 +1 additional 

 

Table 6.2 Bathroom, Toilet Alternative, and Shower Room Management 
 
Requirement Bathroom Toilet 

Alternative 
Shower Room 

Is clean and sanitary X X X 

Is ventilated by an openable window, air 
conditioning, or other mechanical device X X X 

Has toilet paper X X  

Is maintained free from public health nuisance 
and free from insect and vermin infestation X X X 

Has refuse containers as specified in 
R9-8-607(1) X X X 

Has surfaces that are easily cleanable, sanitary, 
and free from gaps other than ventilation X X X 
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Has soap and single-use paper towels or air 
hand dryers at each lavatory X   

Has a floor drain connected to a sewage 
collection system and, if built after the effective 
date of this Article, has floors that slope to the 
drain.  

  X 

Has potable water from all shower heads   X 

Has floors and walls of a non-absorbent material    X 

 

R9-8-604. Reserved Common Area Management 

A responsible party shall ensure that the following requirements are met: 

1. Bedding and towels provided by the campground are: 

a. Maintained in good-repair; 

b. Clean and sanitary; and 

c. Kept free of ectoparasites including bedbugs, lice, and mites. 

2. A community kitchen provided by a campground: 

a. Is maintained in a clean and sanitary condition; and 

b. Complies with 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 1 if operating as a food establishment. 

3. Any multi-use utensils and equipment provided by the campground are easily cleanable 

and either: 

a. Are washed, rinsed, and made sanitary before use by each separate individual; or 

b. A conspicuously located sign identifies which multi-use utensils and equipment 

provided by the campground are not washed, rinsed, and made sanitary before 

use by each separate individual. 

4. A campground shall comply with 9 A.A.C. 8 Article 8, if within a common area, 

the campground provides a: 

a. Natural bathing place as defined in A.A.C. R18-5-201, 

b. Semi-artificial bathing place as defined in R9-8-801, 

c. Spa as defined in A.A.C. R18-5-201, or 

d. Swimming pool as defined in A.A.C. R18-5-201. 

R9-8-605. Reserved Water Supply 

A responsible party shall ensure that the following requirements are met: 

1. All water provided by the campground for human consumption is potable water. 
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2. Any source of water provided by the campground that is not potable is clearly identified 

with “not for human consumption” signage at each access point. 

3. The potable water supply and distribution system provided by the campground is 

designed to provide sufficient quantity at a minimum pressure of 20 pounds per square 

inch at ground level at each bathroom, shower room, and permanent water fixture 

provided by the campground. 

4. No campsite is more than 300 feet from a potable water source. 

5. If water is hauled to the campground as a potable water supply, the water and transport 

shall meet the requirements of A.A.C. R18-4-214. 

6. If potable water provided by the campground is not from a public water system as defined 

by 18 A.A.C. 4: 

a. The potable water provided is tested prior to use with results of: 

i. No coliform bacteria or other fecal indicator present; and 

ii. Nitrate (as N) no greater than 10 mg/l. 

b. The potable water provided is routinely monitored to determine: 

i. The presence or absence of total coliform bacteria at least once every 

month of operation, and 

ii. The concentration of nitrates at least once every 3 months. 

c. Water samples collected in accordance with this section shall be analyzed by a 

laboratory that is licensed by the Arizona State Laboratory Office of Laboratory 

Services and licensed according to 9 A.A.C. 14, Article 6. 

d. Records of water sample results analyzed in accordance with this section shall 

be: 

i. Maintained at the campground for at least 12 months and 

ii. Made available to the Department upon request. 

e. Written notification must be provided to the regulatory authority within 24 hours 

when any water quality requirement listed in subsection (a) is out-of-compliance. 

R9-8-606. Reserved Sewage Disposal 

A responsible party shall ensure that sewage and human excreta produced within the campground: 

1. Does not create a public health nuisance; and 

2. Is collected and disposed of by systems designed, constructed and operated in compliance 

with the requirements in 18 A.A.C. 9, Articles 3 and 7. 

R9-8-607. Reserved Refuse Management 
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A responsible party shall ensure that the following requirements are met: 

1. The campground has conspicuously located refuse containers that are: 

a. Constructed of non-absorbent material that is capable of withstanding expected 

use and remaining easily cleanable, and 

b. Covered. 

2. Signs plainly indicate the locations of refuse containers. 

3. No campsite is more than 200 feet from a refuse container. 

4. Refuse produced within the campground: 

a. Does not create a public health nuisance; and 

b. Is collected, stored, and disposed of according to 18 A.A.C. 13, Article 3. 

R9-8-608. Reserved Camping Shelter Management 

A responsible party shall ensure that the following requirements are met: 

1. A camping shelter is: 

a. Clean and sanitary; 

b. Ventilated by an openable window, air conditioning, or other mechanical device; 

and 

c. Maintained free from public health nuisance and free from insect and vermin 

infestation. 

2. Bedding and towels provided in a camping shelter are: 

a. Maintained in good-repair; 

b. Clean and sanitary; and 

c. Kept free of ectoparasites including bedbugs, lice, and mites. 

R9-8-611. Scope Repealed 

The regulations in this Article shall apply to any city, county, city and county, village, community, 

institution, person, firm or corporation operating, maintaining or offering for public use within the state of 

Arizona any tract of land on which persons may camp or picnic either free of charge or by payment of a 

fee. Each and every owner and lessee of any public camp or picnic ground shall be held responsible for 

full compliance with these regulations. 

R9-8-612. Supervision Repealed 

A. The management of every public camp or picnic ground shall assume responsibility for maintaining 

in good repair all sanitary appliances on said ground and shall promptly bring such action as may 

be necessary to prosecute or eject from such ground any person who willfully or maliciously 

damages such appliances or any person who in any way fails to comply with these regulations. 
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B. At least one caretaker shall be employed by the management to visit said camp or picnic ground every 

day that campers or picnickers occupy said ground. Such caretaker shall do whatever may be 

necessary to keep said ground and its equipment in a clean and sanitary condition. 

C. Each camping party shall be allotted usable space of not less than 350 square feet. 

R9-8-613. Water supply Repealed 

A. The water supply system shall be in accordance with Article 2 of this Chapter and shall be provided in 

ample quantity to meet all requirements of the maximum number of persons using such ground at 

any time. Said water supply shall be easily obtained from its source or on a pipe distribution 

system from faucets which shall be located not more than 300 feet from a camp or picnic spot 

within such ground. If water supply is obtained direct from above-ground source, said source 

must be covered properly and water withdrawn by means of open pipe or faucet as approved by 

the Department. In no case can dipping from open springs, seeps or wells be permitted. 

B. Any water considered unsafe for human consumption in the vicinity of such ground, to which 

campers or picnickers may have access, shall be either eliminated or purified or shall be kept 

posted with placards definitely warning persons against its use. 

R9-8-614. Protection against fires Repealed 

No fires shall at any time be so located as to endanger automobiles or other property in the camp ground. 

No fires shall be left unattended at any time, and all fires shall be completely extinguished before leaving. 

R9-8-615. Sewage and refuse disposal Repealed 

A. Supervision and equipment: Supervision and equipment sufficient to prevent littering of the ground 

with rubbish, garbage or other refuse shall be provided and maintained. Fly-tight depositories for 

such materials shall be provided and conspicuously located. Each and every camp or picnic spot 

on said ground shall be within a distance of not over 200 feet from such a depository. These 

depositories shall not be permitted to become foul smelling or unsightly or breeding places for 

flies. 

B. The method of final sewage or refuse disposal utilized in connection with the operation of any camp 

or picnic ground shall be such as to create no nuisance. 

C. Basins: A sufficient number of basins, iron hoppers or sinks shall be provided and each shall be 

connected with a sewerage system; these are to be used for the disposal of domestic waste waters. 

R9-8-616. Toilets Repealed 

Fly-tight privies or water-flushed toilets shall be provided and shall be maintained in a clean and sanitary 

condition. Separate toilets for men and women shall be provided, one for each 25 men and one for each 

25 women or fraction thereof of the maximum number of persons occupying such ground at any time. No 
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camp or picnic spot within such ground shall be at a greater distance than 400 feet from both a women’s 

and men’s toilet. The location of all toilets shall be plainly indicated by signs. 

R9-8-617. Construction and maintenance of buildings Repealed 

If cottages, cabins, tent houses, dwelling houses or other structures to be used for human habitation are 

erected in any public camping ground, the following requirements in their construction shall be observed: 

(Note: All local building ordinances must be complied with in addition to observing the following 

requirements.) 

1. All wood floors shall be raised at least 18 inches above the ground and space underneath such 

floors shall be left open and free from obstruction on at least two opposite sides. All 

floors shall be constructed of tongue and groove material. 

2. Interior walls shall be of surfaced lumber or other material that may easily be kept clean and 

shall be constructed so that they may always be kept in a thoroughly clean condition. 

3. No room for sleeping purposes shall have less than 500 cubic feet of air space for each 

occupant. 

4. The area of window space in each sleeping room shall be equal to at least one-eighth of the 

floor area of the room. 

5. Windows of sleeping rooms shall be so constructed that at least half of each window can be 

opened. 

6. Cooking, including the preparation and storing of food must not be allowed in any room used 

for sleeping. Partitions and doors between cooking and sleeping rooms must be tight. 

7. If kitchen is provided, it must be equipped with running water and a sink connected with a 

sewerage system or septic tank. Kitchen must be screened against flies and mosquitoes. 

8. If inside toilet is provided it must be water flushed and connected with a sewerage system or 

septic tank. Room containing such toilets must have window opening to the outside air. 

Bath and lavatory must be connected with sewerage system or septic tank. 

10. Covered metal garbage containers must be provided, at least one for every two buildings. 

11. Buildings shall be cleaned daily and after each occupancy shall be thoroughly cleaned. If 

bedding is provided it must be kept in a clean condition. 
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ECONOMIC, SMALL BUSINESS, AND CONSUMER IMPACT STATEMENT 

TITLE 9.   HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 8: FOOD, RECREATIONAL, AND INSTITUTIONAL SANITATION 

ARTICLE 6.   CAMPGROUNDS 

 

1. An identification of the rulemaking: 

According to Arizona Administrative Rules and Regulations (copyright 1975), the first filing of the              

campground rulemaking occurred prior to 1976 and was approved by regular rulemaking. The rules              

have not been amended. Arizona Administrative Code does not include an effective date for the               

campgrounds rules and there is no economic, small business, and consumer impact statement (EIS)              

on file because it was not required at the time the rules were adopted. With the exception of                  

renumbering, the statutory authorities for the rules have not changed since adopted. A.R.S. §              

36-136(I)(8) requires the Department to create rules related to health and sanitation for various              

specific aspects of campgrounds, including food preparation in community kitchens; sewage           

disposal; garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal; water supply; and inspections.            

Additionally, A.R.S. § 36-601 requires the Department to take action in response to “any person who                

is maintaining a nuisance or engaging in any practice contrary to the health laws of the state.”  

To implement A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) for campgrounds, the Department adopted rules at 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 6.                 

The eight rules in Article 6 prescribe measures necessary to ensure that campgrounds are operated               

and maintained in a sanitary manner and specifically provide minimum standards for water supply,              

sewage disposal, refuse management, and community kitchens. The Department received an           

exception from the Governor’s rulemaking moratorium, established by Executive Order 2017-02,           

and amended the rules to address matters identified in its 2017 five-year-review report for the camp                

grounds and to make other changes to improve efficiency and effectiveness of the rules. During the                

regular rulemaking process, the Department solicited comments from stakeholders on how the rules             

may be improved. The Department changed Article 6 title from “Camp Gourds” to “Campgrounds.”              

The amendments conform to rulemaking format and style requirements of the Governor’s Regulatory             

Review Council and the Office of the Secretary of State. 

2. Identification of the persons, who will be directly affected by, bear the costs of, or directly 

benefits from the rules: 

a. The Department, 

b. County agencies,  
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c. Owners of campgrounds, and  

d. The public.  

3. Cost/benefit analysis: 

This analysis covers costs and benefits associated with the rule changes and no new FTEs are required due to                   

this rulemaking. Annual cost and revenue changes are designated as minimal when less than $1,000,               

moderate when between $1,000 and $10,000, and substantial when greater than $10,000 in additional              

costs or revenues. Costs and benefits are listed as significant when meaningful or important, but not                

readily subject to quantification. 

Description of Affected 
Groups 

Description of Effect Increased Cost/ 
Decreased Benefit 

Decreased Cost/ 
Increased Benefit 

A.  State and Local Government Agencies 
Department 
 

Requires resources to amend 
and promulgate new rules  

Requires administrative support 
to provide technical assistance  

Increases effectiveness and 
clarity of the rules by:  

− Adding  definitions  
− Removing/amending 

antiquated terms and 
outdated citations 

− Adding requirements for 
exemptions, toilet 
alternatives, swimming pools 
and spas, inspections, and 
camping shelters  

− Removing requirements for 
supervision, protection 
against fires, and 
construction and 
maintenance of buildings 

− Simplifying toilet and 
bathroom requirements 

Minimal-to-moderate 
 
Minimal-to-moderate 
 

Minimal-to-moderate 
 
 

None 
 
None 
 

Significant 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

County agencies  Increases effectiveness and 
clarity of the rules 

Requires administrative support 
to provide technical assistance 

Provides for inspections 

None 
 

Minimal-to-moderate 

None  

Significant 
 

None 

None 

B.  Privately Owned Businesses 
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Owners 
 

Adds exemption from 
campground rules  
Removes requirements for 
supervision, protection against 
fires, and construction and 
maintenance of buildings  

Simplifies requirements for 
common areas, including 
community kitchens 

Adds requirements for 
swimming pools and spas 

Adds requirement for testing 
water if potable water is not 
provided by a public water 
system  

Increases effectiveness and 
clarity of the rules 

None 

None 
 
 
 
None 
 
 
None 
 

Minimal  

 

None 

Significant 

Significant 
 
 
 
Significant 
 
 
None-to-moderate  
 

Significant 

 

Significant 

C.  Consumers 
The public  Increases effectiveness and 

clarity of the rules  
None 

 

Significant 
 

 

Through delegation agreements with Arizona’s counties, the Department and county agencies ensure minimum             

standards for the preparation of food in community kitchens, adequacy of sewage disposal, garbage and trash                

collection, storage and disposal, and water supply for campgrounds; and provide for inspection of              

campground premises; and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises or facilities that do not comply                 

with the rules. The Department and environmental health sanitarians employed by county agencies use the               

rules in 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 6 in conjunction with county codes and ordinances to conduct inspections of                  

campgrounds and ensure minimum standards are met. 

The Department 

The Department anticipates incurring minimal-to-moderate costs for the resources necessary to complete the             

Article 6 rulemaking. For example, the Department conducted multiple stakeholder meetings during the             

rulemaking process to ensure awareness and participation from affected persons and may provide technical              

assistance related to inquiries about the new Article 6 rules. The Department also anticipates receiving a                

significant benefit from rules that are more effective, clear, and understandable. The rules were amended to                

change and remove passive, outdated, and ambiguous language; add section for definitions; update citations;              

remove requirements for supervision, protection against fires, and construction and maintenance of buildings.             

The new rules also provide for exemption from campground rules and simplify requirements for common               
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areas and community kitchens. Additionally, the rules were consolidated and amended to make them              

consistent with rules in other Chapter 8 Articles. The changes are consistent with matters identified in the                 

2017 five-year-review report. The Department believes the benefit provided by the rulemaking is greater than               

the Department’s cost.  

County agencies 

The Department delegates authority to the counties to regulate campgrounds within their jurisdictions. County              

agencies reported 39 campgrounds operating in Arizona during fiscal year 2018; two fewer campgrounds              

than in 2017. County agencies also conducted 26 routine inspections, one complaint investigation, and              

initiated no enforcement actions. The Department anticipates that county agencies will receive a significant              

benefit from having new rules that are more effective, clear, and understandable. The new rules increase                

clarity and understandability by removing requirements for supervision, protection against fires, construction            

and maintenance of buildings, and community kitchens, and instead provide simplified requirements for             

common areas, including community kitchens.  

Likewise, adding definitions, removing antiquated language, and amending outdated citations increases the rules’             

effectiveness and significantly benefits county agencies. For example, R9-8-613(A) contains a reference to 9              

A.A.C. 8, Article 2 regarding the “water supply system.” However, the information regarding “water supply               

system” has since been recodified to A.A.C. Title 18, Chapter 4, Article 2, State Drinking Water Regulations.                 

The Department also expects that deleting requirements for supervision, protection against fires, and             

construction and maintenance of buildings will benefit county agencies by allowing county agencies to              

instead comply with ordinances, regulations, and codes adopted by their County Board of Supervisors. 

Additionally, the Department expects most county agencies, depending on the county, may incur a              

minimal-to-moderate cost increase for administrative support to provide technical assistance to employees            

and campground owners. However, the Department anticipates that county agencies may also receive a              

significant benefit from new rules that clearly define campgrounds and specify which campgrounds the rules               

do not apply to, as well as clarify that campground inspections shall be conducted in accordance with A.R.S.                  

36-136(I)(8). In the July 2017 delegation agreement, Apache County elected not to include campgrounds and               

for that reason is not affected by this rulemaking.  

Owners  

The Department believes this rulemaking will provide a significant benefit to owners of both new and existing                 

campgrounds because owners will no longer have to comply with old requirements for construction and               
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maintenance of buildings, protection against fires, supervision, and gender-segregated toilets. Campground           

owners will also benefit from clarified requirements for common areas, including community kitchens.  

The new requirement for campgrounds that provide a swimming pool or spa is unlikely to impact campgrounds, since                  

the rule requires owners to ensure compliance with 9 A.A.C. 18, Article 8, which has been mostly effective                  

since 1984 and campgrounds that provide swimming pools and spas are already required to comply. The                

Department believes the requirement for testing potable water will affect few campgrounds, given that most               

campgrounds have a public water system; and for those campgrounds that do not have a public water system,                  

the testing process requires minor administration, water samples and test results may be sent by mail, and the                  

cost of testing is nominal. Lastly, the Department believes that the new rules that no longer contain                 

antiquated terms and outdated citations increases effectiveness of the rules and will increase owners’ ability               

to read, understand, and apply the rules.  

The public 

The Department believes that the public will not incur any costs as a result of this rulemaking and may receive a 

significant benefit from more effective and understandable rules.  The public may receive a significant 

monetary saving if owners, whose costs decrease as a result of the rules, pass some saving along to campers.  

Overall, the Department believes that the rulemaking provides a substantial benefit to affected persons compared to 

any increased costs.  

4. A general description of the probable impact on private and public employment in business, 

agencies, and political subdivisions of this state directly affected by the rulemaking: 

The Department does not expect public or private employment in the state to be affected by the rulemaking. 

5. A statement of the probable impact of the rules on small business: 

a. An identification of the small business subject to the rules: 

Small businesses include campground owners. 

b. The administrative and other costs required for compliance with the rules: 

A summary of the administrative effects of the rulemaking is given in the cost/benefit analysis in Paragraph 

(3). 

c. A description of the methods that the agency may use to reduce the impact on small 

businesses: 

The Department knows of no other methods to further reduce the impact on small businesses.  

d. The probable costs and benefits to private persons and consumers who are directly 

affected by the rules: 
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A summary of the effects of the rulemaking to private persons and consumers is given in the cost and benefit 

analysis in Paragraph (3). 

6. A statement of the probable effect on state revenues: 

The Department does not expect the rules to have an effect on state revenues. 

7. A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of 

the rulemaking: 

The Department has determined that there are no less intrusive or less costly alternatives for achieving the 

purpose of the rule. 

8. A description of any data on which the rule is based with a detailed explanation of how the 

data was obtained and why the data is acceptable data: 

Not applicable. 
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Article 6 - Oral Proceeding held December 27, 2018 – Comments 

 

Comment Summary:  Two public members attend, both of whom are owners of R.V. parks and members 

of the National/Arizona Associations of RV Parks and Campgrounds. The members expressed concerns 

regarding Articles 5 (RV Parks) and 6 (Campgrounds).  After some discussion and clarification of the 

rules, the members, in agreement, requested the Department delete requirement in R9-8-507(3). 

However, for campgrounds, the members stated that the rule requiring “No dwelling space is more than 

200 feet from a refuse container.”  is more appropriate since campers do not bring their own refuse 

container as self-contained recreational vehicles do.    

 

Department Response:   The Department believes that the requirement is necessary for campgrounds 

and does not plan to change the rule. The Department bases its decision on the following:  

1. The members were not overly concerned with the “200 feet” required for campgrounds;  

2. The members stated that the requirement is more appropriate for campgrounds;  

3. The “200 feet” requirement is in current campground rules; and  

4. The requirement is necessary for campers/public health and safety.  

 







9 A.A.C. 8, Article 6 Camp Grounds – Statutory Authorities 

36-136. Powers and duties of director; compensation of personnel; rules; definitions 

A. The director shall: 

1. Be the executive officer of the department of health services and the state registrar of vital 
statistics but shall not receive compensation for services as registrar. 

2. Perform all duties necessary to carry out the functions and responsibilities of the department. 

3. Prescribe the organization of the department. The director shall appoint or remove personnel as 
necessary for the efficient work of the department and shall prescribe the duties of all personnel. The 
director may abolish any office or position in the department that the director believes is 
unnecessary. 

4. Administer and enforce the laws relating to health and sanitation and the rules of the department. 

5. Provide for the examination of any premises if the director has reasonable cause to believe that 
on the premises there exists a violation of any health law or rule of this state. 

6. Exercise general supervision over all matters relating to sanitation and health throughout this 
state. When in the opinion of the director it is necessary or advisable, a sanitary survey of the whole 
or of any part of this state shall be made. The director may enter, examine and survey any source 
and means of water supply, sewage disposal plant, sewerage system, prison, public or private place 
of detention, asylum, hospital, school, public building, private institution, factory, workshop, 
tenement, public washroom, public restroom, public toilet and toilet facility, public eating room and 
restaurant, dairy, milk plant or food manufacturing or processing plant, and any premises in which 
the director has reason to believe there exists a violation of any health law or rule of this state that 
the director has the duty to administer. 

7. Prepare sanitary and public health rules. 

8. Perform other duties prescribed by law. 

B. If the director has reasonable cause to believe that there exists a violation of any health law or 
rule of this state, the director may inspect any person or property in transportation through this state, 
and any car, boat, train, trailer, airplane or other vehicle in which that person or property is 
transported, and may enforce detention or disinfection as reasonably necessary for the public health 
if there exists a violation of any health law or rule. 

C. The director, after consultation with the department of administration, may take all necessary 
steps to enhance the highest and best use of the state hospital property, including contracting with 
third parties to provide services, entering into short-term lease agreements with third parties to 
occupy or renovate existing buildings and entering into long-term lease agreements to develop the 
land and buildings. The director shall deposit any monies collected from contracts and lease 
agreements entered into pursuant to this subsection in the Arizona state hospital charitable trust 
fund established by section 36-218.  At least thirty days before issuing a request for proposals 
pursuant to this subsection, the department of health services shall hold a public hearing to receive 
community and provider input regarding the highest and best use of the state hospital property 
related to the request for proposals. The department shall report to the joint committee on capital 
review on the terms, conditions and purpose of any lease or sublease agreement entered into 
pursuant to this subsection relating to state hospital lands or buildings or the disposition of real 
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property pursuant to this subsection, including state hospital lands or buildings, and the fiscal impact 
on the department and any revenues generated by the agreement.  Any lease or sublease 
agreement entered into pursuant to this subsection relating to state hospital lands or buildings or the 
disposition of real property pursuant to this subsection, including state hospital lands or buildings, 
must be reviewed by the joint committee on capital review. 

D. The director may deputize, in writing, any qualified officer or employee in the department to do or 
perform on the director's behalf any act the director is by law empowered to do or charged with the 
responsibility of doing. 

E. The director may delegate to a local health department, county environmental department or 
public health services district any functions, powers or duties that the director believes can be 
competently, efficiently and properly performed by the local health department, county environmental 
department or public health services district if: 

1. The director or superintendent of the local health agency, environmental agency or public health 
services district is willing to accept the delegation and agrees to perform or exercise the functions, 
powers and duties conferred in accordance with the standards of performance established by the 
director of the department of health services. 

2. Monies appropriated or otherwise made available to the department for distribution to or division 
among counties or public health services districts for local health work may be allocated or 
reallocated in a manner designed to ensure the accomplishment of recognized local public health 
activities and delegated functions, powers and duties in accordance with applicable standards of 
performance. Whenever in the director's opinion there is cause, the director may terminate all or a 
part of any delegation and may reallocate all or a part of any funds that may have been conditioned 
on the further performance of the functions, powers or duties conferred. 

F. The compensation of all personnel shall be as determined pursuant to section 38-611. 

G. The director may make and amend rules necessary for the proper administration and 
enforcement of the laws relating to the public health. 

H. Notwithstanding subsection I, paragraph 1 of this section, the director may define and prescribe 
emergency measures for detecting, reporting, preventing and controlling communicable or infectious 
diseases or conditions if the director has reasonable cause to believe that a serious threat to public 
health and welfare exists.  Emergency measures are effective for no longer than eighteen months. 

I. The director, by rule, shall: 

1. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures for detecting, reporting, preventing and 
controlling communicable and preventable diseases. The rules shall declare certain diseases 
reportable. The rules shall prescribe measures, including isolation or quarantine, that are reasonably 
required to prevent the occurrence of, or to seek early detection and alleviation of, disability, insofar 
as possible, from communicable or preventable diseases. The rules shall include reasonably 
necessary measures to control animal diseases transmittable to humans. 

2. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures, in addition to those prescribed by law, 
regarding the preparation, embalming, cremation, interment, disinterment and transportation of dead 
human bodies and the conduct of funerals, relating to and restricted to communicable diseases and 
regarding the removal, transportation, cremation, interment or disinterment of any dead human body. 
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3. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary procedures that are not inconsistent with law in 
regard to the use and accessibility of vital records, delayed birth registration and the completion, 
change and amendment of vital records. 

4. Except as relating to the beneficial use of wildlife meat by public institutions and charitable 
organizations pursuant to title 17, prescribe reasonably necessary measures to ensure that all food 
or drink, including meat and meat products and milk and milk products sold at the retail level, 
provided for human consumption is free from unwholesome, poisonous or other foreign substances 
and filth, insects or disease-causing organisms. The rules shall prescribe reasonably necessary 
measures governing the production, processing, labeling, storing, handling, serving and 
transportation of these products. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for the sanitary 
facilities and conditions that shall be maintained in any warehouse, restaurant or other premises, 
except a meat packing plant, slaughterhouse, wholesale meat processing plant, dairy product 
manufacturing plant or trade product manufacturing plant.  The rules shall prescribe minimum 
standards for any truck or other vehicle in which food or drink is produced, processed, stored, 
handled, served or transported. The rules shall provide for the inspection and licensing of premises 
and vehicles so used, and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises or vehicles that do not 
comply with the rules and minimum standards. The rules shall provide an exemption relating to food 
or drink that is: 

(a) Served at a noncommercial social event such as a potluck. 

(b) Prepared at a cooking school that is conducted in an owner-occupied home. 

(c) Not potentially hazardous and prepared in a kitchen of a private home for occasional sale or 
distribution for noncommercial purposes. 

(d) Prepared or served at an employee-conducted function that lasts less than four hours and is not 
regularly scheduled, such as an employee recognition, an employee fund-raising or an employee 
social event. 

(e) Offered at a child care facility and limited to commercially prepackaged food that is not potentially 
hazardous and whole fruits and vegetables that are washed and cut on-site for immediate 
consumption. 

(f) Offered at locations that sell only commercially prepackaged food or drink that is not potentially 
hazardous. 

(g) A cottage food product that is not potentially hazardous or a time or temperature control for 
safety food and that is prepared in a kitchen of a private home for commercial purposes, including 
fruit jams and jellies, dry mixes made with ingredients from approved sources, honey, dry pasta and 
roasted nuts. Cottage food products must be packaged at home with an attached label that clearly 
states the name and registration number of the food preparer, lists all the ingredients in the product 
and the product's production date and includes the following statement:  "This product was produced 
in a home kitchen that may process common food allergens and is not subject to public health 
inspection." If the product was made in a facility for individuals with developmental disabilities, the 
label must also disclose that fact. The person preparing the food or supervising the food preparation 
must complete a food handler training course from an accredited program and maintain active 
certification. The food preparer must register with an online registry established by the department 
pursuant to paragraph 13 of this subsection. The food preparer must display the preparer's 
certificate of registration when operating as a temporary food establishment.  For the purposes of 
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this subdivision, "not potentially hazardous" means cottage food products that meet the requirements 
of the food code published by the United States food and drug administration, as modified and 
incorporated by reference by the department by rule. 

(h) A whole fruit or vegetable grown in a public school garden that is washed and cut on-site for 
immediate consumption. 

(i) Produce in a packing or holding facility that is subject to the United States food and drug 
administration produce safety rule (21 Code of Federal Regulations part 112) as administered by the 
Arizona department of agriculture pursuant to title 3, chapter 3, article 4.1.  For the purposes of this 
subdivision, "holding", "packing" and "produce" have the same meanings prescribed in section 3-
525. 

5. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures to ensure that all meat and meat products for human 
consumption handled at the retail level are delivered in a manner and from sources approved by the 
Arizona department of agriculture and are free from unwholesome, poisonous or other foreign 
substances and filth, insects or disease-causing organisms. The rules shall prescribe standards for 
sanitary facilities to be used in identity, storage, handling and sale of all meat and meat products 
sold at the retail level. 

6. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures regarding production, processing, labeling, handling, 
serving and transportation of bottled water to ensure that all bottled drinking water distributed for 
human consumption is free from unwholesome, poisonous, deleterious or other foreign substances 
and filth or disease-causing organisms. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for the sanitary 
facilities and conditions that shall be maintained at any source of water, bottling plant and truck or 
vehicle in which bottled water is produced, processed, stored or transported and shall provide for 
inspection and certification of bottled drinking water sources, plants, processes and transportation 
and for abatement as a public nuisance of any water supply, label, premises, equipment, process or 
vehicle that does not comply with the minimum standards. The rules shall prescribe minimum 
standards for bacteriological, physical and chemical quality for bottled water and for the submission 
of samples at intervals prescribed in the standards. 

7. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures governing ice production, handling, storing 
and distribution to ensure that all ice sold or distributed for human consumption or for the 
preservation or storage of food for human consumption is free from unwholesome, poisonous, 
deleterious or other foreign substances and filth or disease-causing organisms. The rules shall 
prescribe minimum standards for the sanitary facilities and conditions and the quality of ice that shall 
be maintained at any ice plant, storage and truck or vehicle in which ice is produced, stored, handled 
or transported and shall provide for inspection and licensing of the premises and vehicles, and for 
abatement as public nuisances of ice, premises, equipment, processes or vehicles that do not 
comply with the minimum standards. 

8. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures concerning sewage and excreta disposal, 
garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal, and water supply for recreational and summer 
camps, campgrounds, motels, tourist courts, trailer coach parks and hotels. The rules shall prescribe 
minimum standards for preparation of food in community kitchens, adequacy of excreta disposal, 
garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal and water supply for recreational and summer 
camps, campgrounds, motels, tourist courts, trailer coach parks and hotels and shall provide for 
inspection of these premises and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises or facilities that 
do not comply with the rules.  Primitive camp and picnic grounds offered by this state or a political 
subdivision of this state are exempt from rules adopted pursuant to this paragraph but are subject to 
approval by a county health department under sanitary regulations adopted pursuant to section 36-
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183.02. Rules adopted pursuant to this paragraph do not apply to two or fewer recreational vehicles 
as defined in section 33-2102 that are not park models or park trailers, that are parked on owner-
occupied residential property for less than sixty days and for which no rent or other compensation is 
paid.  For the purposes of this paragraph, "primitive camp and picnic grounds" means camp and 
picnic grounds that are remote in nature and without accessibility to public infrastructure such as 
water, electricity and sewer. 

9. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures concerning the sewage and excreta 
disposal, garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal, water supply and food preparation of 
all public schools. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for sanitary conditions that shall be 
maintained in any public school and shall provide for inspection of these premises and facilities and 
for abatement as public nuisances of any premises that do not comply with the minimum standards. 

10. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures to prevent pollution of water used in public or 
semipublic swimming pools and bathing places and to prevent deleterious health conditions at these 
places. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for sanitary conditions that shall be maintained 
at any public or semipublic swimming pool or bathing place and shall provide for inspection of these 
premises and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises and facilities that do not comply 
with the minimum standards.  The rules shall be developed in cooperation with the director of the 
department of environmental quality and shall be consistent with the rules adopted by the director of 
the department of environmental quality pursuant to section 49-104, subsection B, paragraph 12. 

11. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures to keep confidential information relating to diagnostic 
findings and treatment of patients, as well as information relating to contacts, suspects and 
associates of communicable disease patients.  In no event shall confidential information be made 
available for political or commercial purposes. 

12. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures regarding human immunodeficiency virus testing as a 
means to control the transmission of that virus, including the designation of anonymous test sites as 
dictated by current epidemiologic and scientific evidence. 

13. Establish an online registry of food preparers that are authorized to prepare cottage food 
products for commercial purposes pursuant to paragraph 4 of this subsection.  A registered food 
preparer shall renew the registration every three years and shall provide to the department updated 
registration information within thirty days after any change. 

14. Prescribe an exclusion for fetal demise cases from the standardized survey known as "the 
hospital consumer assessment of healthcare providers and systems". 

J. The rules adopted under the authority conferred by this section shall be observed throughout the 
state and shall be enforced by each local board of health or public health services district, but this 
section does not limit the right of any local board of health or county board of supervisors to adopt 
ordinances and rules as authorized by law within its jurisdiction, provided that the ordinances and 
rules do not conflict with state law and are equal to or more restrictive than the rules of the director. 

K. The powers and duties prescribed by this section do not apply in instances in which regulatory 
powers and duties relating to public health are vested by the legislature in any other state board, 
commission, agency or instrumentality, except that with regard to the regulation of meat and meat 
products, the department of health services and the Arizona department of agriculture within the 
area delegated to each shall adopt rules that are not in conflict. 
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L. The director, in establishing fees authorized by this section, shall comply with title 41, chapter 6. 
The department shall not set a fee at more than the department's cost of providing the service for 
which the fee is charged. State agencies are exempt from all fees imposed pursuant to this section. 

M. After consultation with the state superintendent of public instruction, the director shall prescribe 
the criteria the department shall use in deciding whether or not to notify a local school district that a 
pupil in the district has tested positive for the human immunodeficiency virus antibody. The director 
shall prescribe the procedure by which the department shall notify a school district if, pursuant to 
these criteria, the department determines that notification is warranted in a particular situation. This 
procedure shall include a requirement that before notification the department shall determine to its 
satisfaction that the district has an appropriate policy relating to nondiscrimination of the infected 
pupil and confidentiality of test results and that proper educational counseling has been or will be 
provided to staff and pupils. 

N. Until the department adopts exemptions by rule as required by subsection I, paragraph 4, 
subdivision (f) of this section, food and drink are exempt from the rules prescribed in subsection I of 
this section if offered at locations that sell only commercially prepackaged food or drink that is not 
potentially hazardous, without a limitation on its display area. 

O. Until the department adopts exemptions by rule as required by subsection I, paragraph 4, 
subdivision (h) of this section, a whole fruit or vegetable grown in a public school garden that is 
washed and cut on-site for immediate consumption is exempt from the rules prescribed in 
subsection I of this section. 

P. Until the department adopts an exclusion by rule as required by subsection I, paragraph 14 of this 
section, the standardized survey known as "the hospital consumer assessment of healthcare 
providers and systems" may not include patients who experience a fetal demise. 

Q. For the purposes of this section: 

1. "Cottage food product": 

(a) Means a food that is not potentially hazardous or a time or temperature control for safety food as 
defined by the department in rule and that is prepared in a home kitchen by an individual who is 
registered with the department. 

(b) Does not include foods that require refrigeration, perishable baked goods, salsas, sauces, 
fermented and pickled foods, meat, fish and shellfish products, beverages, acidified food products, 
nut butters or other reduced-oxygen packaged products. 

2. "Fetal demise" means a fetal death that occurs or is confirmed in a licensed hospital. Fetal demise 
does not include an abortion as defined in section 36-2151. 

36-601. Public nuisances dangerous to public health 

A. The following conditions are specifically declared public nuisances dangerous to the public health: 

1. Any condition or place in populous areas that constitutes a breeding place for flies, rodents, 
mosquitoes and other insects that are capable of carrying and transmitting disease-causing 
organisms to any person or persons or any condition or place that constitutes a feral colony of 
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honeybees that is not currently maintained by a beekeeper and that poses a health or safety hazard 
to the public. 

2. Any spoiled or contaminated food or drink intended for human consumption. 

3. Any restaurant, food market, bakery or other place of business or any vehicle where food is 
prepared, packed, processed, stored, transported, sold or served to the public that is not constantly 
maintained in a sanitary condition. 

4. Any place, condition or building that is controlled or operated by any governmental agency and 
that is not maintained in a sanitary condition. 

5. All sewage, human excreta, wastewater, garbage or other organic wastes deposited, stored, 
discharged or exposed so as to be a potential instrument or medium in the transmission of disease 
to or between any person or persons. 

6. Any vehicle or container that is used in the transportation of garbage, human excreta or other 
organic material and that is defective and allows leakage or spillage of contents. 

7. The presence of ectoparasites such as bedbugs, lice, mites and others in any place where 
sleeping accommodations are offered to the public. 

8. The maintenance of any overflowing septic tank or cesspool, the contents of which may be 
accessible to flies. 

9. The pollution or contamination of any domestic waters. 

10. The use of the so-called common drinking cup used for drinking purposes by more than one 
person.  This paragraph does not apply to receptacles properly washed and sanitized after each 
service. 

11. The presence of common towels for use of the public in any public or semipublic place unless 
properly washed and sanitized following each use. 

12. Buildings or any parts of buildings that are in a filthy condition and that may endanger the health 
of persons living in the vicinity. 

13. Spitting or urinating on sidewalks, or floors or walls of a public building or buildings used for 
public assemblage, or a building used for manufacturing or industrial purposes, or on the floors or 
platforms or any part of a railroad or other public conveyance. 

14. The use of the contents of privies, cesspools or septic tanks or the use of sewage or sewage 
plant effluents for fertilizing or irrigation purposes for crops or gardens except by specific approval of 
the department of health services or the department of environmental quality. 

15. The maintenance of public assemblage or places of assemblage without providing adequate 
sanitary facilities.  Open surface privies are adequate sanitary facilities if they are outside populous 
areas and meet reasonable health requirements. 
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16. Hotels, tourist courts and other lodging establishments that are not kept in a clean and sanitary 
condition or for which suitable and adequate toilet facilities are not provided. 

17. The storage, collection, transportation, disposal and reclamation of garbage, trash, rubbish, 
manure and other objectionable wastes other than as provided and authorized by law. 

18. Water, other than that used by irrigation, industrial or similar systems for nonpotable purposes, 
that is sold to the public, distributed to the public or used in production, processing, storing, handling, 
servicing or transportation of food and drink and that is unwholesome, poisonous or contains 
deleterious or foreign substances or filth or disease causing substances or organisms. 

19. The emission of mercaptan in a concentration level that causes endangerment to the health or 
safety of any considerable number of persons of a neighborhood or community. 

20. The operation of an environmental laboratory in violation of chapter 4.3, article 1 of this title. 

B. If the director has reasonable cause to believe from information furnished to the director or from 
investigation made by the director that any person is maintaining a nuisance or engaging in any 
practice contrary to the health laws of this state, the director shall promptly serve on that person by 
certified mail a cease and desist order requiring the person, on receipt of the order, promptly to 
cease and desist from that act.  Within fifteen days after receipt of the order, the person to whom it is 
directed may request the director to hold a hearing. The director, as soon as practicable, shall hold a 
hearing, and if the director determines the order is reasonable and just and that the practice 
engaged in is contrary to the health laws of this state, the director shall order the person to comply 
with the cease and desist order. 

C. If a person fails or refuses to comply with the order of the director, or if a person to whom the 
order is directed does not request a hearing and fails or refuses to comply with the cease and desist 
order served by mail under subsection B, the director may file an action in the superior court in the 
county in which a violation occurred, restraining and enjoining the person from engaging in further 
acts. The court shall proceed as in other actions for injunctions. 

D. Notwithstanding subsection A, paragraph 19, the emission of mercaptan as a by-product of a 
pesticide is not a nuisance if applied according to state and federal restrictions. 

E. Notwithstanding subsection A, paragraph 3, a restaurant that uses sawdust on the floors of its 
dining areas is not in violation of this section or local health department sanitary rules if the 
restaurant replaces the sawdust each day with clean sawdust and complies with applicable 
standards for fire safety. 
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GOVERNOR’S REGULATORY REVIEW COUNCIL 
 

STAFF MEMORANDUM - REGULAR RULEMAKING 
 
 
MEETING DATE:  March 5, 2019  
 
TO: Members of the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council (Council) 
 
FROM: Council Staff 
 
DATE: February 7, 2019 
 
SUBJECT: DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES (R-19-0305) 

Title 9, Chapter 8, Article 13, Food, Recreational, and Institutional Sanitation,  
Hotels, Motels, and Tourist Courts 
 
New Section: R9-8-1301, R9-8-1302, R9-8-1303, R9-8-1304, R9-8-1305

R9-8-1306, R9-8-1307, R9-8-1308  
 

New  Table: Table 13.1  
 
Repeal: R9-8-1312, R9-8-1314, R9-8-1321, R9-8-1322, R9-8-1331

R9-8-1332, R9-8-1333, R9-8-1334, R9-8-1335, R9-8-1336
R9-8-1337, R9-8-1338  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

This rulemaking, from the Department of Health Services (Department) is intended to            
implement A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8). This statute requires the Department to create rules related to              
health and sanitation for the operations of hotels, motels, and tourist courts. This includes rules               
regarding food preparation in community kitchens, sewage and excreta disposal, garbage and            
trash collection, storage and disposal, and water supply.  
 

The Department has promulgated new rules to replace the current twelve rules regarding             
the health and sanitation of hotels, motels, and tourist courts and has renamed the Article               
“Lodging Establishments”. It has done so in response to its 2017 five year review report (5YRR),                
which the Council approved on September 6, 2017 and wherein the Council ordered the              
Department to complete a rulemaking on this Article by January 1, 2019. Specifically, the              
Council ordered the Department to update its rules, which are old and contain dated language               
that imperils their clarity and effectiveness. On August 7, 2018 the Council approved the              
Department’s request for an extension to July 1, 2019. The Department is proposing to amend its                
rules to address issues identified in the 5YRR and to make other changes to enhance the                
effectiveness of the rules.  
 



The Governor’s office granted an exemption from the rulemaking moratorium to the            
Department on November 20, 2017.  
 
1. Are the rules legal, consistent with legislative intent, and within the agency’s  

statutory authority? 
 

Yes, the Department cites to general and specific authority for these rules.  
 
2. Do the rules establish a new fee or contain a fee increase? 
 

No, the rules do not establish a new fee or contain a fee increase.  
 
3. Summary of the agency’s economic impact analysis: 
 

The Department is promulgating rules that regulate the health and sanitation conditions of             
lodging establishments. These rules ensure that lodging establishments have basic          
standards for the preparation of food in community kitchens, the disposal of sewage, the              
disposal of solid waste, the supply of water, and inspections. The authority to enforce              
these rules is delegated to county agencies. In fiscal year (FY) 2018, county agencies              
reported that there are 1,376 lodging establishments operating in Arizona. In FY 2018,             
county agencies conducted the following activities: 

  
● 1,431 routine inspections 
●  210 complaint investigations 
●  25 enforcement actions 

 
4. Has the agency analyzed the costs and benefits of the rulemaking and determined             

that the rules impose the least burden and costs to those who are regulated? 
 

The Department concludes that the rulemaking provides substantial benefit to affected           
persons and businesses compared to any minimal increased costs. 

 
5. What are the economic impacts on stakeholders? 
 

Key stakeholders are the Department, county agencies, owners of lodging establishments,           
and the general public. 

  
The Department anticipates minimal to moderate costs to complete this rulemaking           
through multiple stakeholder meetings and the resources expended to create the           
rulemaking. The Department will receive significant benefits from these rules which are            
more effective, clear, and understandable. 

  



County agencies are responsible for the enforcement of these rules. The Department            
anticipates that these agencies may incur minimal-to-moderate costs when providing          
technical assistance to employees and lodging establishment owners. The Department          
notes that county agencies will receive significant benefits in terms of better clarification             
on what rules apply specifically to lodging establishments.  

 
Lodging establishment owners will benefit from these rules because they remove old            
requirements for plumbing, drinking, and food service. The new rules also clarify            
requirements for water supply, bathrooms, shower rooms, and common areas (including           
community kitchens). The Department states that the new swimming pool requirements           
will not affect lodging establishment owners because they have already been in            
compliance. There may be minimal costs to comply with the requirement for testing             
potable water.  

  
The public benefits from lodging establishment rules that are more clear, concise, and             
understandable. 

 
6. Does the agency adequately address the comments on the proposed rules and any  

supplemental proposals? 
 

Yes. The Department received one comment from Cochise County regarding a misprint            
in R9-8-1305. The Department corrected the misprint by replacing the word           
“campground” with “lodging establishment.”  

 
7. Are the final rules a substantial change, considered as a whole, from the proposed              

rules and any supplemental proposals? 
 

No. Except for the correction of the misprint in R9-8-1305(1), there were no changes              
made to the rules between the proposed rulemaking and the final rulemaking.  
 

8. Are the rules more stringent than corresponding federal law and, if so, is there              
statutory authority to exceed the requirements of federal law? 

 
Not applicable.  

 
9. Do the rules require a permit or license and, if so, does the agency comply with                

A.R.S. § 41-1037? 
 
No, the rules do not require a permit or a license.  

 
 



10. Does the preamble disclose a reference to any study relevant to the rules that the               
agency reviewed and either did or did not rely upon? 

 
No. The Department did not review or rely on any study for this rulemaking.  

 
11. Conclusion 
 

Council staff finds that this rulemaking addresses the issues in the Department’s 2017             
5YRR and is a sufficient update to the language of the rules. The Department is               
requesting an immediate effective date for these rules pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1032(A)(4)             
and (5). Council staff finds this is an appropriate justification for an immediate effective              
date and recommends approval of this rulemaking.  

 







 

NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING 

TITLE 9.  HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 8.  DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES  

FOOD, RECREATIONAL, AND INSTITUTIONAL SANITATION 

 

PREAMBLE 

 

1. Articles, Part, and Sections Affected (as applicable) Rulemaking Action 

R9-8-1301. New Section 

R9-8-1302. New Section 

R9-8-1303. New Section 

  Table 13.1 New Table 

R9-8-1304. New Section 

R9-8-1305. New Section 

R9-8-1306. New Section 

R9-8-1307. New Section 

R9-8-1308. New Section 

R9-8-1312. Repeal 

R9-8-1314. Repeal 

R9-8-1321. Repeal 

R9-8-1322. Repeal 

R9-8-1331. Repeal 

R9-8-1332. Repeal 

R9-8-1333. Repeal 

R9-8-1334. Repeal 

R9-8-1335. Repeal 

R9-8-1336. Repeal 

R9-8-1337. Repeal 

R9-8-1338. Repeal 

2. Citations to the agency’s statutory rulemaking authority to include the authorizing statute 

(general) and the implementing statute (specific): 

Authorizing statute: A.R.S. §§ 36-136(A)(4) through (7) and (G) 

Implementing statutes: A.R.S. §§ 36-136(I)(8) and 36-601 

1 
 



 

3. The effective date of the rules: 

The Arizona Department of Health Services (Department) requests an immediate effective date for the 

new rule under A.R.S. § 41-1032 (A)(4) and (5). By prescribing measures necessary to ensure 

that hotels, motels, and tourist courts are operated and maintained in a sanitary manner in 9 

A.A.C. 8, Article 13, the rules are less burdensome than current rule; provides a greater benefit to 

the Department; county agencies; owners of hotels, motels, and tourist courts; and public; and 

have no public impact on the public health and safety and do not affect public involvement or 

public participation process. 

4. Citations to all related notices published in the Register as specified in R1-1-409(A) that 

pertain to the record of the proposed rulemaking: 

Notice of Rulemaking Docket Opening: 24 A.A.R. 512, March 9, 2018 

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: 24 A.A.R. 3232, November 16, 2018 

5. The agency’s contact person who can answer questions about the rulemaking: 

Name: Eric Thomas, Chief 

Address: Arizona Department of Health Services 

Division of Public Health Services, Public Health Preparedness, 

Office of Environmental Health 

150 N. 18th Ave., Suite 140 

Phoenix, AZ  85007-3248 

Telephone: (602) 364-0929 

Fax: (602) 364-3146 

E-mail: Eric.Thomas@azdhs.gov 

or 

Name: Robert Lane, Chief 

Address: Arizona Department of Health Services 

Administrative Counsel and Rules 

150 N. 18th Ave., Suite 200 

Phoenix, AZ  85007-3248 

Telephone: (602) 542-1020 

Fax: (602) 364-1150 

E-mail: Robert.Lane@azdhs.gov 

6. An agency’s justification and reason why a rule should be made, amended, repealed or 

renumbered, to include an explanation about the rulemaking: 
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A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) requires the Department to create rules related to health and sanitation for various 

specific aspects of hotels, motels, and tourist courts, including food preparation in community 

kitchens;  sewage and excreta disposal; garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal; and 

water supply.  A.R.S. § 36-601 requires the Department to take action in response to “any person 

who is maintaining a nuisance or engaging in any practice contrary to the health laws of the 

state.”  To implement A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) for hotels, motels, and tourist courts, the Department 

adopted rules at 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 13. The 12 rules in Article 13 prescribe measures necessary 

to ensure that hotels, motels, and tourist courts are built, operated, and maintained in a sanitary 

manner, and specifically provide minimum standards for inspection, dwelling units, water supply, 

sewage disposal, sanitation facilities, refuse, and waste disposal.  

In response to the Department’s 2017 five-year-review report for the hotels, motels, and tourist 

courts rules, the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council ordered the Department to complete a 

rulemaking on 9 A.A.C 8, Article 13 by January 1, 2019. The Department received an exception 

from the Governor’s rulemaking moratorium, established by Executive Order 2017-02, and is 

proposing to amend this Article to address matters identified in its 2017 five-year-review report 

for the hotel, motels, and tourist courts rules and make other changes to improve efficiency and 

effectiveness of the rules. On August 7, 2018, the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council 

approved the Department’s request to extend 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 13 rulemaking due date to July 

1, 2019. During the regular rulemaking process, the Department solicited comments from 

stakeholders about how the rules may be improved. The proposed rules will conform to 

rulemaking format and style requirements of the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council and the 

Office of the Secretary of State. 

7. A reference to any study relevant to the rule that the agency reviewed and proposes either 

to rely on or not to rely on in its evaluation of or justification for the rule, where the public 

may obtain or review each study, all data underlying each study, and any analysis of each 

study and other supporting material: 

The Department did not review or rely on any study for this rulemaking. 

8. A showing of good cause why the rulemaking is necessary to promote a statewide interest if 

the rulemaking will diminish a previous grant of authority of a political subdivision of this 

state. 

Not applicable. 

9. A summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact 
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The hotels, motels, and tourist courts rules were promulgated before November 1, 1976, and at that time, 

no economic, small business, and consumer impact (EIS) was required. The rules have not been 

amended and there is no EIS on file. The Article 13 title has been changes and the new Article 13 

title is “Lodging Establishments.” The Department believes that affected persons include the 

Department, county agencies acting as regulatory authorities, owners of hotels, motels, and tourist 

courts, and the public. The annual costs/revenues are designated as minimal when less than 

$1,000, moderate when between $1,000 and $10,000, and substantial when greater than $10,000. 

Costs and benefits are listed as significant when meaningful or important, but not readily subject 

to quantification.  

The Department, pursuant to A.R.S. § 36-136(D), has delegated its hotels, motels, and tourist courts 

inspection and abatement authority under A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) to the local health departments 

and environmental service departments, except Apache county.  These departments use the rules 

while conducting annual and compliant inspections of hotels, motels and tourist courts. Arizona 

hotels, motels and tourist courts are routinely inspected for general sanitation practices including, 

but not limited to, garbage and trash removal, sewage connections, and water and wastewater. 

During fiscal year 2018, 1,367 hotels, motels, and tourist courts were operating in Arizona. 

County sanitarians conducted 1,431 regular inspections, 210 complaint-based inspections, and 25 

enforcement actions in these establishments. Additionally in fiscal year 2018, the Department did 

not conduct any hotels, motels, and tourist courts regular or complaint-based inspections. 

After reviewing the new rules, the Department anticipates that the Department could incur a moderate 

cost to complete the 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 13 rulemaking and for providing technical assistance to 

counties and owners of lodging establishments related to the rulemaking. The Department 

believes county agencies may incur up to a moderate cost to provide training and technical 

support to employees and owners of lodging establishments. Owners of lodging establishments 

are expected to incur a minimal cost related to new requirements for windows and grounds and 

the public is not expected to incur any costs. The Department believes the new rules will 

significantly benefit counties, owners of lodging establishments, and the pubic because they are 

more effective and understandable and reduce regulatory burdens. The Department believes the 

new rules are consistent with other state statutes and rules and increase public health and safety 

for all Arizonians. Lastly, the Department believes the benefits of having the new lodging 

establishment rules outweigh any costs incurred by the Department, county agencies, and owners 

of a lodging establishment. 
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10. A description of any changes between the proposed rulemaking, including supplemental 

notices, and the final rulemaking: 

Between the proposed rulemaking and the final rulemaking, the Department revised the definition 

“lodging establishment” in R9-8-1301(15) to include “or [‘hotels, motels, or tourist courts’] 

specified in A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) as defined in this Article to mean...” The Department also, in 

R9-8-1305, corrected misprinted word “campground” with “lodging establishment,” as needed. 

These changes make the rules more effective, understandable, and consistent with other rules and 

implementing statutes. In compliance with A.R.S. § 41-1025(B), the Department has determined 

that the rules are not “substantially different” from the published proposed rules.  

11. Agency's summary of the pubic or stakeholder comments or objections made about the 

rulemaking and the agency response to the comments: 

The Department received a written comment from Cochise County to correct a misprint in 

R9-8-1305. The Department corrected the misprint by replacing the word “campground” with 

“lodging establishment” as needed. 

12. Any agencies shall list other matters prescribed by statute applicalbe to the specific agency 

or to any specific rules or class of rules. Additionally, an agency subject to Council review 

under A.R.S. §§ 41-1052 and 41-1055 shall respond to the following questions: 

There are no other matters prescribed by statute applicable specifically to the Department or this specific 

rulemaking. 

a. Whether the rule requires a permit, whether a general permit is used and if not, the 

reasons why a general permit is not used: 

The rule does not require issuance of a general permit. 

b. Whether a federal law is applicable to the subject of the rule, whether the rule is 

more stringent than federal law and if so, citation to the statutory authority to 

exceed the requirements of federal law: 

Not applicable. 

c. Whether a person submitted an analysis to the agency that compares the rule’s 

impact of the competitiveness of business in this state to the impact on business in 

other states: 

No business competitiveness analysis was received by the Department. 

13. Incorporations by reference and their location in the rules: 

Not applicable. 
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14. Whether the rule was previously made, amended, or repealed as an emergency rules. If so, 

cite the notice published in the Register as specified in R1-1-409(A). Also, the agency shall 

state where the text was changed between the emergency and the final rulemaking 

packages: 

The rule was not previously made as an emergency rule. 

15. The full text of the rule follows:  
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TITLE 9. HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 8. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES  

FOOD, RECREATIONAL, AND INSTIUTIONAL SANITATION 

ARTICLE 13. HOTELS, MOTELS AND TOURIST COURTS LODGING ESTABLISHMENTS 

 

R9-8-1301. Reserved Definitions 

R9-8-1302. Reserved General Provisions 

R9-8-1303. Reserved Bathroom and Shower Room Management 

  Table 13.1 Bathroom and Shower Room Management 

R9-8-1304. Reserved Common Area Management 

R9-8-1305. Reserved Water Supply 

R9-8-1306. Reserved Sewage Disposal 

R9-8-1307. Reserved Refuse Management 

R9-8-1308. Reserved Lodging Unit Management 

R9-8-1312. Definitions Repealed 

R9-8-1314. Inspection Repealed 

R9-8-1321. Dwelling units Repealed 

R9-8-1322. Grounds Repealed 

R9-8-1331. Bedding Repealed 

R9-8-1332. Food service Repealed 

R9-8-1333. Drinking water; ice Repealed 

R9-8-1334. Refuse Repealed 

R9-8-1335. Water supply Repealed 

R9-8-1336. Toilet; lavatory Repealed 

R9-8-1337. Sewage disposal Repealed 

R9-8-1338. Plumbing Repealed 
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ARTICLE 13. HOTELS, MOTELS AND TOURIST COURTS LODGING ESTABLISHMENTS 

 

R9-8-1301. Reserved Definitions 

In this Article, unless otherwise specified: 

1. “Bathroom” means a structure or room that contains at least one toilet or urinal. 

2. “Bedding” has the same meaning as in A.R.S. § 36-796. 

3. “Clean” means free from dirt or debris. 

4. “Common area” means any area of a lodging establishment, excluding areas within a 

lodging unit, that is provided by the lodging establishment for general use. 

5. “Community kitchen” means a structure or room, excluding areas within a lodging unit, 

that is provided by a lodging establishment for preparing food. 

6. “Compensation” means money or other consideration, including goods, services, 

vouchers, time, government or public expenditures, government or public funding, or 

another benefit that is received as payment. 

7. “Distribution system” has the same meaning as in A.A.C. R18-4-103(B). 

8. “Easily cleanable” means a characteristic of a surface that allows effective removal of dirt 

and debris by normal cleaning methods based on the material, design, construction, and 

installation of the surface. 

9. “Faucet” means a fixture connected to a distribution system that provides and regulates 

the flow of potable water. 

10. “Fixture” means an attachment to a structure. 

11. "Food" means a raw, cooked, or processed edible substance, ice, beverage, or ingredient 

used or intended for human consumption. 

12. “Human excreta” means fecal and urinary discharges and includes any waste that 

contains this material. 

13. “Lavatory” means a sink or a basin with a faucet that supplies potable water and with a 

drain connected to a sewage collection system. 

14. “Lodger” means the same as “transient” in A.R.S. § 42-5070(F). 

15. “Lodging establishment” or “hotels, motels, or tourist courts” specified in A.R.S. § 

36-136(I)(8) is defined in this Article to mean a place or portion of a place that offers two 

or more lodging units for lodgers to use in exchange for compensation, if: 

a. The lodging units are located on a single plot of land, 

b. Two or more lodging units are offered by the same owner or lessee, and 
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c. The lodging units are offered for a lodger to use for less than thirty consecutive 

days. 

16. “Lodging unit” means the total space offered for overnight use as a single unit to an 

individual lodger or party of lodgers, if the space includes: 

a. Bedding; 

b. Sleeping material; and 

c. The following: 

i. A structure or room that has 3 or more sides and a top; or 

ii. A mobile home, house trailer,  recreational vehicle as defined in A.R.S. § 

33-2102, houseboat, or other similar structure at a fixed location. 

17. “Non-absorbent” means incapable of being penetrated by liquid, such as a material coated 

or treated with rubber, plastic, or other sealing substance. 

18. “Owns” means to have the right to possess, use, and convey the interest. 

19. “Person” means an individual, partnership, corporation, association, governmental 

subdivision or unit of a governmental subdivision, a public or private organization of any 

character or another agency. 

20. “Potable water” means water safe for human consumption that meets the requirements of 

18 A.A.C. 4 or satisfies the requirements in R9-8-1305(4). 

21. “Public health nuisance” means the activities or conditions dangerous to public health 

that are be subject to A.R.S. § 36-601. 

22. “Refuse” has the same meaning as in A.A.C. R18-13-302. 

23. “Refuse container” means a receptacle that is capable of being moved and is used for 

refuse storage. 

24. “Regulatory authority” means 

a. The Department; or 

b. Under delegation, the following entities as specified in A.R.S. § 36-136(E): 

i. A local health department, 

ii. A county environmental department, or 

iii. A public health services district. 

25. “Responsible party” means the person who owns a lodging establishment or a designee of 

a person who owns the lodging establishment. 

26. “Sanitary” means free from filth, bacteria, viruses, mold, and fungi. 

27. “Sewage” has the same meaning as in A.A.C. R18-9-101. 
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28. “Sewage collection system” has the same meaning as in A.A.C. R18-9-101. 

29. “Shower head” means a fixture connected to a distribution system that allows potable 

water to fall on a user’s body. 

30. “Shower room” means a structure or a room that contains at least one shower head and at 

least one floor drain. 

31. “Sleeping material” means any of the following: 

a. A sheet, 

b. A pillow, 

c. A pillowcase, 

d. A blanket, or 

e. A sleeping bag. 

32. “Stored” means holding refuse before the refuse is disposed of according to A.A.C. 

R18-13-311 and R18-13-312. 

33. “Toilet” means a water-flushed, chemical-flushed, or no-flush bowl for the disposal of 

human excreta. 

34. “Urinal” means a water-flushed, chemical-flushed, or no-flush upright basin used for 

urination only. 

35. “Utensil” means a food-contact implement or container used in the storage, preparation, 

transportation, dispensing, sale, or service of food, such as kitchenware or tableware. 

R9-8-1302. Reserved General Provisions 

A. This Article does not apply to: 

1. The activities listed in A.R.S. § 42-5070(B); 

2. A lodging establishment located on federal or tribal land within the state; 

3. A lodging establishment that: 

a. Is owner occupied, and 

b. Has no more than six lodging units; 

4. A camping shelter as defined in R9-8-601(4); or 

5. A dormitory on the campus of a college or university. 

B. A violation of this Article is a public health nuisance and may be subject to abatement pursuant to 

A.R.S. § 36-602. 

C. Inspections of lodging establishments shall be conducted in accordance with A.R.S. § 

36-136(I)(8) by the regulatory authority. 

R9-8-1303. Reserved Bathroom and Shower Room Management 
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A. A responsible party shall ensure that each lodger has access to a toilet, a lavatory, and a shower 

room, located either: 

1. Within the lodging unit the lodger is occupying or 

2. Within 200 feet from an entrance to the lodging unit. 

B. A responsible party shall ensure that each bathroom and shower room provided by the lodging 

establishment meets the requirements listed in Table 13.1. 

 
Table 13.1 Bathroom and Shower Room Management 
 

Requirement Bathroom Shower Room 

Is clean and sanitary X X 

Is ventilated by an openable window, air conditioning, or other 
mechanical device 

X X 

Has toilet paper X  

Is maintained free from public health nuisance and free from insect and 
vermin infestation 

X X 

Has refuse containers as specified in R9-8-1307(1) X X 

Has surfaces that are easily cleanable, sanitary and free from gaps other 
than ventilation 

X X 

Has single use soap or soap inside a dispenser  X X 

Has floors and walls of a non-absorbent material  X X 

Has single-use paper towels 

OR 

Hand dryers 

OR 

Cloth towels that are machine washed with detergent and machine 
dried before use by each separate individual or group of individuals who 
stay in a lodging unit 

X  

Has cloth towels, which are machine washed with detergent and 
machine dried before use by each separate individual or group of 
individuals who stay in a lodging unit 

 X 

Has a floor drain connected to a sewage collection system and, if built 
after the effective date of this Article, has floors that slope to the drain 

 X 

Has potable water from all shower heads  X 

 

R9-8-1304. Reserved Common Area Management 

A responsible party shall ensure that the following requirements are met: 

1. Each common area: 

a. Is clean and sanitary; 
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b. Is ventilated by an openable window, air conditioning, or other mechanical 

device; 

c. Is maintained free from public health nuisance and free from insect and vermin 

infestation; and 

d. Has refuse containers as specified in R9-8-1307(1). 

2. Bedding and towels provided by the lodging establishment in each common area is: 

a. Maintained in good-repair; 

b. Clean and sanitary; and 

c. Kept free of ectoparasites including bedbugs, lice, and mites. 

3. A community kitchen provided by a lodging establishment complies with 9 A.A.C. 8, 

Article 1 if operating as a food establishment. 

4. Any multi-use utensils and equipment provided by the lodging establishment are easily 

cleanable and either: 

a. Are washed, rinsed, and made sanitary before use by each separate individual; or 

b. A conspicuously located sign identifies which multi-use utensils and equipment 

provided by the lodging establishment are not washed, rinsed, and made sanitary 

before use by each separate individual. 

5. A lodging establishment shall comply with 9 A.A.C. 8 Article 8, if within a common 

area, the lodging establishment provides a: 

a. Natural bathing place as defined in A.A.C. R18-5-201, 

b. Semi-artificial bathing place as defined in R9-8-801, 

c. Spa as defined in A.A.C. R18-5-201, or 

d. Swimming pool as defined in A.A.C. R18-5-201. 

R9-8-1305. Reserved Water Supply 

A responsible party shall ensure that the following requirements are met:  

1. All water provided by the lodging establishment for human consumption is potable water. 

2. Any source of water provided by the lodging establishment that is not potable is clearly 

identified with “not for human consumption” signage at each access point. 

3. The potable water supply and distribution system provided by the lodging establishment 

is designed to provide sufficient quantity at a minimum pressure of 20 pounds per square 

inch at floor level at each bathroom, shower room, and permanent water fixture provided 

by the lodging establishment. 

4. No lodging unit is more than 300 feet from a potable water source. 
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5. If water is hauled to the lodging establishment as a potable water supply, the water and 

transport shall meet the requirements of A.A.C. R18-4-214. 

6. If potable water provided by the lodging establishment is not from a public water system 

as defined by 18 A.A.C. 4: 

a. The potable water provided is tested prior to use with results of: 

i. No coliform bacteria or other fecal indicator present, and 

ii. Nitrate (as N) no greater than 10 mg/l. 

b. The potable water provided is routinely monitored to determine: 

i. The presence or absence of total coliform bacteria at least once every 

month of operation, and 

ii. The concentration of nitrates at least once every 3 months. 

c. Water samples collected in accordance with this section shall be analyzed by a 

laboratory that is licensed by the Arizona State Laboratory Office of Laboratory 

Services and licensed according to 9 A.A.C. 14, Article 6. 

d. Records of water sample results analyzed in accordance with this section shall 

be: 

i. Maintained at the lodging establishment for at least 12 months, and 

ii. Made available to the Department upon request. 

e. Written notification must be provided to the regulatory authority within 24 hours 

when any water quality requirement listed in subsection (a) is out-of-compliance. 

R9-8-1306. Reserved Sewage Disposal 

A responsible party shall ensure that sewage and human excreta produced within the lodging 

establishment: 

1. Does not create a public health nuisance; and 

2. Is collected and disposed of by systems designed, constructed and operated in compliance 

with the requirements in 18 A.A.C. 9, Articles 3 and 7. 

R9-8-1307. Reserved Refuse Management 

A responsible party shall ensure that the following requirements are met: 

1. The lodging establishment has conspicuously located refuse containers that are: 

a. Constructed of non-absorbent material that is capable of withstanding expected 

use and remaining easily cleanable; and 

b. Covered. 

2. Refuse produced at the lodging establishment: 
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a. Does not create a public health nuisance; and 

b. Is collected, stored, and disposed of according to 18 A.A.C. 13, Article 3. 

R9-8-1308. Reserved Lodging Unit Management 

A responsible party shall ensure that the following requirements are met: 

1. Each lodging unit: 

a. Is: 

i. Clean and sanitary, 

ii. Ventilated by an openable window, air conditioning, or other mechanical 

device, and 

iii. Maintained free from public health nuisance and free from insect and 

vermin infestation. 

b. Has refuse containers as specified in R9-8-1307(1). 

c. Contains adequately sized sleeping material provided by a lodging establishment. 

2. Bedding, sleeping material, and towels provided in a lodging unit are: 

a. Maintained in good-repair; 

b. Clean and sanitary; and 

c. Kept free of ectoparasites including bedbugs, lice, and mites. 

3. Cloth towels, sheets, and pillowcases provided in a lodging unit are machine washed with 

detergent and machine dried before use by each separate individual or group of 

individuals who stay in a lodging unit. 

4. Multi-use utensils and equipment provided in a lodging unit meet the requirements in 

R9-8-1304(4). 

R9-8-1312. Definitions Repealed 

A. “Approved” means acceptable to the Department. 

B. “Department” means the Arizona Department of Health Services or a local health department             

designated by the Arizona Department of Health Services. 

C. “Dwelling unit” means any suite, room, cottage, bedroom, or other unit established or maintained              

by a transient dwelling establishment for temporary occupancy. 

D. “Person” means the state, a municipality, district, or other political subdivision, a cooperative,             

institution, corporation, company, firm, partnership, or individual. 

E. “Plumbing or plumbing system” means and includes the water supply distributing pipes; the             

fixtures and fixture traps; the soil, waste, and vent pipes; and the building drains with their                
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devices, appurtenances and connections either within or adjacent to the transient dwelling            

establishment. 

F. “Transient” means any member of the public who occupies a dwelling unit on a temporary basis                

in a transient dwelling establishment as defined above. 

G. “Transient dwelling establishment” means and includes any place where sleeping          

accommodations are available to transients or tourists on a temporary basis such as a hotel, motel,                

motor hotel, tourist court, tourist camp, rooming house, boarding house, inn, and similar facilities              

by whatever name called, consisting of two or more dwelling units; provided, however, that the               

term shall not be construed to include apartments, clubs, boarding houses, rooming houses, and              

similar facilities where occupancy of all dwelling units is on a permanent or semi-permanent              

basis. 

R9-8-1314. Inspection Repealed 

Representatives of the local health department shall make such inspections of any transient dwelling              

establishment as are necessary to assure compliance with these regulations, but not less than once each                

year. A copy of the report of the inspection shall be furnished the owner, lessee, or operator of the                   

transient dwelling establishment indicating the degree of compliance or non-compliance with the            

provisions of these regulations. Failure to correct any discrepancies noticed within the time limit specified               

shall be cause for denial, revocation, or suspension of the permit to operate. 

R9-8-1321. Dwelling units Repealed 

A. Dwelling units shall be of sufficient size to afford ample circulation of air and freedom of                

movement, but not less than 100 square feet of floor area shall be provided for each unit,                 

exclusive of bathrooms, closets, kitchens, and similar ancillary facilities. 

B. Floors of all rooms shall be of such construction as to be easily cleaned and shall be kept clean                   

and in good repair. 

C. The walls and ceilings of all rooms shall be of a finish that will permit easy cleaning and shall be                    

kept clean and in good repair. 

D. Where windows are relied on to provide light and ventilation, the area of the windows for each                 

dwelling unit shall be equal to at least 20% of the floor area. 

E. Not less than 25% of the window area furnished shall be capable of being opened unless other                 

satisfactory means of ventilation is provided. Windows capable of being opened shall be             

effectively screened. 

F. Furniture, drapes, carpets, and other accessories shall be kept clean and in good repair. 

G. Dwelling units shall be maintained free of insects, rodents, and other vermin. 
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H. The provisions of A.R.S. Title 36, Chapter 13, Article 2 relating to gas appliances shall be met. 

R9-8-1322. Grounds Repealed 

A. Grounds of a transient dwelling establishment shall be properly graded and drained. 

B. Grounds shall be kept clean and free of accumulations of refuse and other debris. There shall be                 

no evidence of fly, mosquito, or rodent breeding or infestation. 

R9-8-1331. Bedding Repealed 

A. The beds, mattresses, pillows, and bed linen, including sheets, pillow slips, blankets, etc., used in               

all transient dwelling establishments shall be maintained in good repair, shall be kept clean and               

free of vermin, and shall be properly stored when not in use. 

B. Each bed, bunk, cot, or other sleeping place shall be provided with pillow slips, under and top                 

sheets for the use of guests. Sheets and pillow slips shall be adequately sized to completely cover                 

the mattress and pillow. 

C. Clean linen shall be provided to each new guest and shall be changed at least once each week                  

when occupancy exceeds this period. 

R9-8-1332. Food service Repealed 

The storage, preparation and serving of food and drink shall comply with the requirements of Article 1 of                  

this Chapter. 

R9-8-1333. Drinking water; ice Repealed 

A. Where drinking fountains are provided, the fountain shall be constructed so that the drinking is               

from a free jet projected at an angle from the vertical and provided with a guard to prevent the                   

mouth being placed directly against the orifice. There shall be no possibility of the orifice               

becoming submerged. The fountain bowl shall be constructed of nonabsorbent, easily cleanable            

material. 

B. All glasses and other multi-use utensils furnished to each dwelling unit shall be cleaned and               

sanitized in an approved manner after each occupancy. Single-service paper cups with suitable             

dispenser may be substituted for glasses. 

C. The use of a common drinking cup is prohibited. 

D. Ice shall be obtained from an approved source and shall be stored and handled in such a manner                  

as to prevent contamination. 

R9-8-1334. Refuse Repealed 

A. All refuse shall be stored and disposed of in accordance with Article 4 of these regulations. 

B. Garbage cans shall be thoroughly washed after emptying and shall be maintained free of odors               

and other objectionable conditions. 
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C. All containers for rubbish shall be cleaned as often as necessary to prevent a nuisance. 

D. All refuse containers shall be maintained in good repair. 

R9-8-1335. Water supply Repealed 

Each transient dwelling establishment shall be provided with an adequate and safe water supply from an                

approved source. Whenever a transient dwelling establishment finds it necessary to develop a source or               

sources of supply, complete plans and specifications of the proposed water system shall be submitted to                

the Department and approval received prior to the start of construction. The design, construction, and               

operation of all such water supply systems shall comply with Article 2 of this Chapter. 

R9-8-1336. Toilet; lavatory Repealed 

A. Adequate and convenient toilet, lavatory, and bathing facilities shall be provided at all transient              

dwelling establishments and shall be available to the guests at all times. 

B. Where private or connecting toilet rooms are not available for each dwelling unit, separate and               

plainly marked central toilet rooms for each sex shall be provided, located within 200 feet of such                 

units. 

C. Central toilet rooms shall provide not less than one toilet, one lavatory, and one tub or shower for                  

each sex for each 10 dwelling units, or major faction thereof, not having private or connecting                

baths. At least one urinal shall be provided in each central toilet room designated for men. 

D. Hot and cold water and soap shall be provided in all toilet rooms. Clean, individual sanitary                

towels shall be furnished for each guest. 

E. Toilet rooms shall be well lighted and ventilated. Where gravity or mechanical ventilation is              

provided, the ventilation ducts for the toilet rooms shall not be connected into ventilation ducts               

from or to any dwelling unit. 

F. Floors of all toilet rooms shall be of easily cleanable construction, shall be kept clean and in good                  

repair, and where necessary shall slope to properly located drains. 

G. Walls and ceilings of all toilet rooms shall be of easily cleanable construction and shall be kept                 

clean and in good repair. 

R9-8-1337. Sewage disposal Repealed 

A. The liquid wastes from all transient dwelling establishments shall be discharged into a public              

sewer system in compliance with applicable local ordinances or codes or into separate sewage              

disposal facilities approved by the Department. 

B. Separate sewage disposal facilities will not be approved where in the opinion of the Department               

connection to a public sewer is practicable. 
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C. Where separate sewage disposal facilities are proposed the design, construction and operation of             

such systems shall be in accordance with Article 3 of this Chapter. Plans and specifications for                

such systems shall be submitted to the Department and approval received prior to the start of                

construction. 

D. Recommendations are found in the Engineering Bulletins of the Department to assist in             

compliance with these regulations regarding the design of sewage disposal systems. Copies of             

these Bulletins may be obtained from the Department. 

E. No sewage treatment effluent or other wastewater shall be deposited on the surface of the ground                

except in a manner approved by the Department. 

R9-8-1338. Plumbing Repealed 

All plumbing shall be installed in accordance with any local ordinance or code. Where a local ordinance                 

or code does not exist, plumbing shall be installed in accordance with the requirements adopted by                

reference in R9-1-412(D). 
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Article 13 – Cochise County e-mail – Comment 

Comment Summary:  

From: McGee, Michael S <MMcGee@cochise.az.gov> 

Date: Mon, Dec 10, 2018 at 9:29 AM 

Subject: New proposed lodging rule 

To: Eric Thomas <Eric.Thomas@azdhs.gov> 

Hi Eric, 

Looking through the proposed rules, lodging specifically, there seems to be a typo [misprint] in section 

1305. It talks about lodging in the previous sections then suddenly in that section the wording becomes 

campground. Probably cut and paste but didn’t change the where the wording came from. 

Just an FYI, Mike 

Michael McGee 
Interim Director 
Environmental Health Division 
Cochise Health & Social Services 
126 W. 5th St. 
Benson, AZ 85602 
520-586-8206

Department Response:   The Department corrected misprint in R9-8-1305. 
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ECONOMIC, SMALL BUSINESS, AND CONSUMER IMPACT STATEMENT 

TITLE 9.   HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 8: FOOD, RECREATIONAL, AND INSTITUTIONAL SANITATION 

ARTICLE 13. LODGING ESTABLISHMENTS 

 

1. An identification of the rulemaking: 

According to Arizona Administrative Rules and Regulations (copyright 1975), the first filing of the hotels,               

motels and tourist courts rulemaking occurred prior to 1976. The rules have not been amended. In                

June 2002, Sections R9-8-1311 and R9-8-1315 were allowed to expire. Section R9-8-1313 was             

allowed to expire in June of 2007. Arizona Administrative Code does not include an effective date                

for the hotels, motels, and tourist courts rules and there is no economic, small business, and                

consumer impact statement (EIS) on file because it was not required at the time the rules were                 

adopted. With the exception of renumbering, the statutory authorities for the rules have not changed               

since adopted. A.R.S. § 36-136(I)(8) requires the Department to create rules related to health and               

sanitation for various-specific aspects of lodging establishments, including food preparation in           

community kitchens; sewage disposal; garbage and trash collection, storage, and disposal; water            

supply; and inspections. Additionally, A.R.S. § 36-601 requires the Department to take action in              

response to “any person who is maintaining a nuisance or engaging in any practice contrary to the                 

health laws of the state.”  

To implement A.R.S. 36-136(I)(8) for hotels, motels, and tourist courts, the Department adopted rules at 9                

A.A.C. 8, Article 13. The twelve rules in Article 13 prescribe measures necessary to ensure that                

hotels, motels, and tourist courts are operated and maintained in a sanitary manner and specifically               

provide minimum standards for water supply, sewage disposal, refuse management, and community            

kitchens.  

The Department received an exception from the Governor’s rulemaking moratorium, established           

by Executive Order 2017-02, and amended the rules to address matters identified in its 2017               

five-year-review report for hotels, motels, and tourist courts and to make other changes to improve               

efficiency and effectiveness of the rules. During the regular rulemaking process, the Department             

solicited comments from stakeholders about how the rules may be improved. The Department             

retitled Article 13 to “Lodging Establishments.” The amendments will conform to rulemaking format             

and style requirements of the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council and the Office of the Secretary               

of State.  
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2. Identification of the persons, who will be directly affected by, bears the costs of, or directly 

benefits from the rules: 

a. The Department, 

b. County agencies,  

c. Owners of lodging establishments, and  

d. The public.  

3. Cost/benefit analysis: 

This analysis covers costs and benefits associated with the rule changes and no new FTEs are required due to                   

this rulemaking. Annual cost and revenue changes are designated as minimal when less than $1,000,               

moderate when between $1,000 and $10,000, and substantial when greater than $10,000 in additional              

costs or revenues. Costs and benefits are listed as significant when meaningful or important, but not                

readily subject to quantification. 

Description of Affected 
Groups 

Description of Effect Increased Cost/ 
Decreased Benefit 

Decreased Cost/ 
Increased Benefit 

A.  State and Local Government Agencies 
Department 
 

Resources may be needed to 
amend and promulgate new 
rules  

Resources may be needed for 
administrative support to 
provide technical assistance  

Increases effectiveness and 
clarity of the rules by:  

− Removing/amending 
antiquated terms and 
outdated citations 

− Adding more and clearer 
definitions 

− Updating water supply 
requirements 

− Adding requirements for 
exemptions, common area 
management, including 
swimming pools and spas 

− Removing requirements for 
windows, grounds, and 
inspections  

− Simplifying bathroom, and 
shower room requirements 

Minimal-to-moderate 
 
 
Minimal-to-moderate 
 
 

None 
 
 

None 
 
 
None 
 
 

Significant 
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County agencies  
 

Increases effectiveness and 
clarity of the rules 

Resources may be needed for 
administrative support to 
provide technical assistance 

The rules provide for 
inspections 

None 
 

Minimal-to-moderate 
 
 
None  

Significant 
 

None 
 
 
None  

B.  Privately Owned Businesses 

Owners of lodging 
establishments 
 

Adds exemptions from rules 

Removes requirements for 
windows and grounds 

Updates water supply 
requirements 

Simplifies requirements for 
common areas, including 
community kitchens, swimming 
pools, and spas 

Simplifies bathroom, and 
shower room requirements  

Increases effectiveness and 
clarity of the rules 

None 

None-to-minimal 
 
None-to-minimal 
 

None 

 
 
None 

None 

Significant 

None-to-minimal 
 
Significant 
 

None-to-moderate  

 

Significant 

Significant 

C.  Consumers 
The public  Increases effectiveness and 

clarity of the rules  
None 

 

Significant 
 

 

Through delegation agreements with Arizona’s counties, the Department and county agencies ensure minimum             

standards for the preparation of food in community kitchens, adequacy of sewage disposal, garbage and trash                

collection, storage and disposal, and water supply for lodging establishments; and provide for inspection of               

hotel, motel, and tourist court premises; and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises or facilities                 

that do not comply with the rules. The Department and environmental health sanitarians employed by county                

agencies use the rules in 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 13 in conjunction with county codes and ordinances to conduct                   

inspections of hotels, motels, and tourist courts and ensure minimum standards are met. 

The Department 

The Department anticipates incurring minimal-to-moderate costs for the resources necessary to complete the             

Article 13 rulemaking. For example, the Department conducted multiple stakeholder meetings during the             

rulemaking process to ensure awareness and participation from affected persons and may provide technical              

assistance related to inquiries about the new Article 13 rules. The Department also anticipates receiving a                
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significant benefit from rules that are more effective and understandable. The rules were amended to change                

and remove passive, outdated, and ambiguous language; update citations; add more and clearer definitions;              

update water supply requirements; remove requirements for windows, grounds, and inspections; and simplify             

requirements for common areas, bathrooms, and shower rooms; and add requirements for pools and spas in                

new common area management rule. The new rules also provide exemptions for and add requirement for                

inspections. Additionally, the rules were consolidated and amended to make them consistent with rules in               

other Chapter 8 Articles. The changes are consistent with matters identified in the 2017 five-year-review               

report. The Department believes the benefit provided by the rulemaking is greater than the Department’s               

cost.  

County agencies 

The Department delegates authority to the counties to regulate hotels, motels, and tourist courts within their                

jurisdictions. County agencies permitted 1,367 lodging establishments in fiscal year 2018; a small decrease              

from the 1,372 lodging establishments reported in 2017. County agencies also conducted 1,431 routine              

inspections, 210 complaint investigations, and initiated 25 enforcement actions. The Department anticipates            

that county agencies will receive a significant benefit from new rules that are more effective, clear, and                 

understandable. The new rules increase clarity and understandability by removing requirements for windows,             

grounds, and inspections and providing simplified requirements for common areas, including community            

kitchens, pools and spas. Water supply requirements have also been updated. Likewise, removing antiquated              

language and amending outdated citations increases the new rules effectiveness and benefits county agencies.              

For example, R9-8-1335 contains a reference to 9 A.A.C. 8, Article 2 regarding the “water supply system.”                 

However, the information regarding “water supply system” has since been recodified to A.A.C. Title 18,               

Chapter 4, Article 2, State Drinking Water Regulations.  

Additionally, the Department expects most county agencies, depending on the county, may incur a              

minimal-to-moderate cost increase for administrative support to provide technical assistance to employees            

and lodging establishment owners. However, the Department anticipates that county agencies may also             

receive a significant benefit from new rules, which changed the Article’s title to “lodging establishment,”               

clearly defines “lodging establishment,” and specifies which lodging establishments the rules do not apply to.               

In the July 2017 delegation agreement, Apache County elected not to include hotels, motels, and tourist                

courts, and for that, reason is not affected by this rulemaking.  

Owners  

The Department believes the rulemaking will provide a significant benefit to owners of both new and existing                 
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lodging establishments because owners will no longer have to comply with old requirements for plumbing,               

drinking water, and food service. Owners will also benefit from having a new requirement that clarifies                

establishments that Article 13 does not apply too; and clarifies requirements for water supply, bathrooms,               

shower rooms, and common areas, including community kitchens. A new requirement for swimming pools              

or spas is unlikely to impact lodging establishments, since the rule requires owners to ensure compliance                

with 9 A.A.C. 18, Article 8, which has been mostly effective since 1984 and lodging establishments that                 

provide swimming pools and spas are already required to comply. The Department believes that the               

requirement for testing potable water may cause a small number of lodging establishments to incur a minimal                 

cost, if at all. The Department expects that most lodging establishments have a public water system; and for                  

those that do not have a public water system, the testing process requires minor administration, water                

samples and test results may be sent by mail, and the cost of testing is nominal. Lastly, the Department                   

believes that new rules that no longer contain antiquated terms and outdated citations increases effectiveness               

of the rules and should provide a significant benefit to owners’ ability to read, understand, and apply the                  

rules. 

The public 

The Department believes that the public will not incur any costs as a result of this rulemaking and may receive a 

significant benefit from more effective, clear, and understandable rules.  The public may receive a significant 

monetary saving if owners, whose costs decrease as a result of the rules, pass some saving along to lodgers.  

Overall, the Department believes that the rulemaking provides a substantial benefit to affected persons compared to 

any increased costs.  

4. A general description of the probable impact on private and public employment in business, 

agencies, and political subdivisions of this state directly affected by the rulemaking: 

The Department does not expect public or private employment in the state to be affected by the rulemaking. 

5. A statement of the probable impact of the rules on small business: 

a. An identification of the small business subject to the rules: 

Small businesses include private lodging establishment owners. 

b. The administrative and other costs required for compliance with the rules: 

A summary of the administrative effects of the rulemaking is given in the cost/benefit analysis in Paragraph 

(3). 

c. A description of the methods that the agency may use to reduce the impact on small 

businesses: 
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The Department knows of no other methods to further reduce the impact on small businesses.  

d. The probable costs and benefits to private persons and consumers who are directly 

affected by the rules:  

A summary of the effects of the rulemaking to private persons and consumers is given in the cost and benefit 

analysis in Paragraph (3). 

6. A statement of the probable effect on state revenues: 

The Department does not expect the rules to have an effect on state revenues. 

7. A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of 

the rulemaking: 

The Department has determined that there are no less intrusive or less costly alternatives for achieving the 

purpose of the rule.  

8. A description of any data on which the rule is based with a detailed explanation of how the 

data was obtained and why the data is acceptable data: 

Not applicable. 
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9 A.A.C. 8, Article 13 Hotels, Motels, and Tourist Courts – Statutory Authorities 

36-136. Powers and duties of director; compensation of personnel; rules; definitions 

A. The director shall: 

1. Be the executive officer of the department of health services and the state registrar of vital 
statistics but shall not receive compensation for services as registrar. 

2. Perform all duties necessary to carry out the functions and responsibilities of the department. 

3. Prescribe the organization of the department. The director shall appoint or remove personnel as 
necessary for the efficient work of the department and shall prescribe the duties of all personnel. The 
director may abolish any office or position in the department that the director believes is 
unnecessary. 

4. Administer and enforce the laws relating to health and sanitation and the rules of the department. 

5. Provide for the examination of any premises if the director has reasonable cause to believe that 
on the premises there exists a violation of any health law or rule of this state. 

6. Exercise general supervision over all matters relating to sanitation and health throughout this 
state. When in the opinion of the director it is necessary or advisable, a sanitary survey of the whole 
or of any part of this state shall be made. The director may enter, examine and survey any source 
and means of water supply, sewage disposal plant, sewerage system, prison, public or private place 
of detention, asylum, hospital, school, public building, private institution, factory, workshop, 
tenement, public washroom, public restroom, public toilet and toilet facility, public eating room and 
restaurant, dairy, milk plant or food manufacturing or processing plant, and any premises in which 
the director has reason to believe there exists a violation of any health law or rule of this state that 
the director has the duty to administer. 

7. Prepare sanitary and public health rules. 

8. Perform other duties prescribed by law. 

B. If the director has reasonable cause to believe that there exists a violation of any health law or 
rule of this state, the director may inspect any person or property in transportation through this state, 
and any car, boat, train, trailer, airplane or other vehicle in which that person or property is 
transported, and may enforce detention or disinfection as reasonably necessary for the public health 
if there exists a violation of any health law or rule. 

C. The director, after consultation with the department of administration, may take all necessary 
steps to enhance the highest and best use of the state hospital property, including contracting with 
third parties to provide services, entering into short-term lease agreements with third parties to 
occupy or renovate existing buildings and entering into long-term lease agreements to develop the 
land and buildings. The director shall deposit any monies collected from contracts and lease 
agreements entered into pursuant to this subsection in the Arizona state hospital charitable trust 
fund established by section 36-218.  At least thirty days before issuing a request for proposals 
pursuant to this subsection, the department of health services shall hold a public hearing to receive 
community and provider input regarding the highest and best use of the state hospital property 
related to the request for proposals. The department shall report to the joint committee on capital 
review on the terms, conditions and purpose of any lease or sublease agreement entered into 
pursuant to this subsection relating to state hospital lands or buildings or the disposition of real 
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property pursuant to this subsection, including state hospital lands or buildings, and the fiscal impact 
on the department and any revenues generated by the agreement.  Any lease or sublease 
agreement entered into pursuant to this subsection relating to state hospital lands or buildings or the 
disposition of real property pursuant to this subsection, including state hospital lands or buildings, 
must be reviewed by the joint committee on capital review. 

D. The director may deputize, in writing, any qualified officer or employee in the department to do or 
perform on the director's behalf any act the director is by law empowered to do or charged with the 
responsibility of doing. 

E. The director may delegate to a local health department, county environmental department or 
public health services district any functions, powers or duties that the director believes can be 
competently, efficiently and properly performed by the local health department, county environmental 
department or public health services district if: 

1. The director or superintendent of the local health agency, environmental agency or public health 
services district is willing to accept the delegation and agrees to perform or exercise the functions, 
powers and duties conferred in accordance with the standards of performance established by the 
director of the department of health services. 

2. Monies appropriated or otherwise made available to the department for distribution to or division 
among counties or public health services districts for local health work may be allocated or 
reallocated in a manner designed to ensure the accomplishment of recognized local public health 
activities and delegated functions, powers and duties in accordance with applicable standards of 
performance. Whenever in the director's opinion there is cause, the director may terminate all or a 
part of any delegation and may reallocate all or a part of any funds that may have been conditioned 
on the further performance of the functions, powers or duties conferred. 

F. The compensation of all personnel shall be as determined pursuant to section 38-611. 

G. The director may make and amend rules necessary for the proper administration and 
enforcement of the laws relating to the public health. 

H. Notwithstanding subsection I, paragraph 1 of this section, the director may define and prescribe 
emergency measures for detecting, reporting, preventing and controlling communicable or infectious 
diseases or conditions if the director has reasonable cause to believe that a serious threat to public 
health and welfare exists.  Emergency measures are effective for no longer than eighteen months. 

I. The director, by rule, shall: 

1. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures for detecting, reporting, preventing and 
controlling communicable and preventable diseases. The rules shall declare certain diseases 
reportable. The rules shall prescribe measures, including isolation or quarantine, that are reasonably 
required to prevent the occurrence of, or to seek early detection and alleviation of, disability, insofar 
as possible, from communicable or preventable diseases. The rules shall include reasonably 
necessary measures to control animal diseases transmittable to humans. 

2. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures, in addition to those prescribed by law, 
regarding the preparation, embalming, cremation, interment, disinterment and transportation of dead 
human bodies and the conduct of funerals, relating to and restricted to communicable diseases and 
regarding the removal, transportation, cremation, interment or disinterment of any dead human body. 
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3. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary procedures that are not inconsistent with law in 
regard to the use and accessibility of vital records, delayed birth registration and the completion, 
change and amendment of vital records. 

4. Except as relating to the beneficial use of wildlife meat by public institutions and charitable 
organizations pursuant to title 17, prescribe reasonably necessary measures to ensure that all food 
or drink, including meat and meat products and milk and milk products sold at the retail level, 
provided for human consumption is free from unwholesome, poisonous or other foreign substances 
and filth, insects or disease-causing organisms. The rules shall prescribe reasonably necessary 
measures governing the production, processing, labeling, storing, handling, serving and 
transportation of these products. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for the sanitary 
facilities and conditions that shall be maintained in any warehouse, restaurant or other premises, 
except a meat packing plant, slaughterhouse, wholesale meat processing plant, dairy product 
manufacturing plant or trade product manufacturing plant.  The rules shall prescribe minimum 
standards for any truck or other vehicle in which food or drink is produced, processed, stored, 
handled, served or transported. The rules shall provide for the inspection and licensing of premises 
and vehicles so used, and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises or vehicles that do not 
comply with the rules and minimum standards. The rules shall provide an exemption relating to food 
or drink that is: 

(a) Served at a noncommercial social event such as a potluck. 

(b) Prepared at a cooking school that is conducted in an owner-occupied home. 

(c) Not potentially hazardous and prepared in a kitchen of a private home for occasional sale or 
distribution for noncommercial purposes. 

(d) Prepared or served at an employee-conducted function that lasts less than four hours and is not 
regularly scheduled, such as an employee recognition, an employee fund-raising or an employee 
social event. 

(e) Offered at a child care facility and limited to commercially prepackaged food that is not potentially 
hazardous and whole fruits and vegetables that are washed and cut on-site for immediate 
consumption. 

(f) Offered at locations that sell only commercially prepackaged food or drink that is not potentially 
hazardous. 

(g) A cottage food product that is not potentially hazardous or a time or temperature control for 
safety food and that is prepared in a kitchen of a private home for commercial purposes, including 
fruit jams and jellies, dry mixes made with ingredients from approved sources, honey, dry pasta and 
roasted nuts. Cottage food products must be packaged at home with an attached label that clearly 
states the name and registration number of the food preparer, lists all the ingredients in the product 
and the product's production date and includes the following statement:  "This product was produced 
in a home kitchen that may process common food allergens and is not subject to public health 
inspection." If the product was made in a facility for individuals with developmental disabilities, the 
label must also disclose that fact. The person preparing the food or supervising the food preparation 
must complete a food handler training course from an accredited program and maintain active 
certification. The food preparer must register with an online registry established by the department 
pursuant to paragraph 13 of this subsection. The food preparer must display the preparer's 
certificate of registration when operating as a temporary food establishment.  For the purposes of 
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this subdivision, "not potentially hazardous" means cottage food products that meet the requirements 
of the food code published by the United States food and drug administration, as modified and 
incorporated by reference by the department by rule. 

(h) A whole fruit or vegetable grown in a public school garden that is washed and cut on-site for 
immediate consumption. 

(i) Produce in a packing or holding facility that is subject to the United States food and drug 
administration produce safety rule (21 Code of Federal Regulations part 112) as administered by the 
Arizona department of agriculture pursuant to title 3, chapter 3, article 4.1.  For the purposes of this 
subdivision, "holding", "packing" and "produce" have the same meanings prescribed in section 3-
525. 

5. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures to ensure that all meat and meat products for human 
consumption handled at the retail level are delivered in a manner and from sources approved by the 
Arizona department of agriculture and are free from unwholesome, poisonous or other foreign 
substances and filth, insects or disease-causing organisms. The rules shall prescribe standards for 
sanitary facilities to be used in identity, storage, handling and sale of all meat and meat products 
sold at the retail level. 

6. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures regarding production, processing, labeling, handling, 
serving and transportation of bottled water to ensure that all bottled drinking water distributed for 
human consumption is free from unwholesome, poisonous, deleterious or other foreign substances 
and filth or disease-causing organisms. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for the sanitary 
facilities and conditions that shall be maintained at any source of water, bottling plant and truck or 
vehicle in which bottled water is produced, processed, stored or transported and shall provide for 
inspection and certification of bottled drinking water sources, plants, processes and transportation 
and for abatement as a public nuisance of any water supply, label, premises, equipment, process or 
vehicle that does not comply with the minimum standards. The rules shall prescribe minimum 
standards for bacteriological, physical and chemical quality for bottled water and for the submission 
of samples at intervals prescribed in the standards. 

7. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures governing ice production, handling, storing 
and distribution to ensure that all ice sold or distributed for human consumption or for the 
preservation or storage of food for human consumption is free from unwholesome, poisonous, 
deleterious or other foreign substances and filth or disease-causing organisms. The rules shall 
prescribe minimum standards for the sanitary facilities and conditions and the quality of ice that shall 
be maintained at any ice plant, storage and truck or vehicle in which ice is produced, stored, handled 
or transported and shall provide for inspection and licensing of the premises and vehicles, and for 
abatement as public nuisances of ice, premises, equipment, processes or vehicles that do not 
comply with the minimum standards. 

8. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures concerning sewage and excreta disposal, 
garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal, and water supply for recreational and summer 
camps, campgrounds, motels, tourist courts, trailer coach parks and hotels. The rules shall prescribe 
minimum standards for preparation of food in community kitchens, adequacy of excreta disposal, 
garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal and water supply for recreational and summer 
camps, campgrounds, motels, tourist courts, trailer coach parks and hotels and shall provide for 
inspection of these premises and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises or facilities that 
do not comply with the rules.  Primitive camp and picnic grounds offered by this state or a political 
subdivision of this state are exempt from rules adopted pursuant to this paragraph but are subject to 
approval by a county health department under sanitary regulations adopted pursuant to section 36-
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183.02. Rules adopted pursuant to this paragraph do not apply to two or fewer recreational vehicles 
as defined in section 33-2102 that are not park models or park trailers, that are parked on owner-
occupied residential property for less than sixty days and for which no rent or other compensation is 
paid.  For the purposes of this paragraph, "primitive camp and picnic grounds" means camp and 
picnic grounds that are remote in nature and without accessibility to public infrastructure such as 
water, electricity and sewer. 

9. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures concerning the sewage and excreta 
disposal, garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal, water supply and food preparation of 
all public schools. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for sanitary conditions that shall be 
maintained in any public school and shall provide for inspection of these premises and facilities and 
for abatement as public nuisances of any premises that do not comply with the minimum standards. 

10. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures to prevent pollution of water used in public or 
semipublic swimming pools and bathing places and to prevent deleterious health conditions at these 
places. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for sanitary conditions that shall be maintained 
at any public or semipublic swimming pool or bathing place and shall provide for inspection of these 
premises and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises and facilities that do not comply 
with the minimum standards.  The rules shall be developed in cooperation with the director of the 
department of environmental quality and shall be consistent with the rules adopted by the director of 
the department of environmental quality pursuant to section 49-104, subsection B, paragraph 12. 

11. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures to keep confidential information relating to diagnostic 
findings and treatment of patients, as well as information relating to contacts, suspects and 
associates of communicable disease patients.  In no event shall confidential information be made 
available for political or commercial purposes. 

12. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures regarding human immunodeficiency virus testing as a 
means to control the transmission of that virus, including the designation of anonymous test sites as 
dictated by current epidemiologic and scientific evidence. 

13. Establish an online registry of food preparers that are authorized to prepare cottage food 
products for commercial purposes pursuant to paragraph 4 of this subsection.  A registered food 
preparer shall renew the registration every three years and shall provide to the department updated 
registration information within thirty days after any change. 

14. Prescribe an exclusion for fetal demise cases from the standardized survey known as "the 
hospital consumer assessment of healthcare providers and systems". 

J. The rules adopted under the authority conferred by this section shall be observed throughout the 
state and shall be enforced by each local board of health or public health services district, but this 
section does not limit the right of any local board of health or county board of supervisors to adopt 
ordinances and rules as authorized by law within its jurisdiction, provided that the ordinances and 
rules do not conflict with state law and are equal to or more restrictive than the rules of the director. 

K. The powers and duties prescribed by this section do not apply in instances in which regulatory 
powers and duties relating to public health are vested by the legislature in any other state board, 
commission, agency or instrumentality, except that with regard to the regulation of meat and meat 
products, the department of health services and the Arizona department of agriculture within the 
area delegated to each shall adopt rules that are not in conflict. 
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L. The director, in establishing fees authorized by this section, shall comply with title 41, chapter 6. 
The department shall not set a fee at more than the department's cost of providing the service for 
which the fee is charged. State agencies are exempt from all fees imposed pursuant to this section. 

M. After consultation with the state superintendent of public instruction, the director shall prescribe 
the criteria the department shall use in deciding whether or not to notify a local school district that a 
pupil in the district has tested positive for the human immunodeficiency virus antibody. The director 
shall prescribe the procedure by which the department shall notify a school district if, pursuant to 
these criteria, the department determines that notification is warranted in a particular situation. This 
procedure shall include a requirement that before notification the department shall determine to its 
satisfaction that the district has an appropriate policy relating to nondiscrimination of the infected 
pupil and confidentiality of test results and that proper educational counseling has been or will be 
provided to staff and pupils. 

N. Until the department adopts exemptions by rule as required by subsection I, paragraph 4, 
subdivision (f) of this section, food and drink are exempt from the rules prescribed in subsection I of 
this section if offered at locations that sell only commercially prepackaged food or drink that is not 
potentially hazardous, without a limitation on its display area. 

O. Until the department adopts exemptions by rule as required by subsection I, paragraph 4, 
subdivision (h) of this section, a whole fruit or vegetable grown in a public school garden that is 
washed and cut on-site for immediate consumption is exempt from the rules prescribed in 
subsection I of this section. 

P. Until the department adopts an exclusion by rule as required by subsection I, paragraph 14 of this 
section, the standardized survey known as "the hospital consumer assessment of healthcare 
providers and systems" may not include patients who experience a fetal demise. 

Q. For the purposes of this section: 

1. "Cottage food product": 

(a) Means a food that is not potentially hazardous or a time or temperature control for safety food as 
defined by the department in rule and that is prepared in a home kitchen by an individual who is 
registered with the department. 

(b) Does not include foods that require refrigeration, perishable baked goods, salsas, sauces, 
fermented and pickled foods, meat, fish and shellfish products, beverages, acidified food products, 
nut butters or other reduced-oxygen packaged products. 

2. "Fetal demise" means a fetal death that occurs or is confirmed in a licensed hospital. Fetal demise 
does not include an abortion as defined in section 36-2151. 

36-601. Public nuisances dangerous to public health 

A. The following conditions are specifically declared public nuisances dangerous to the public health: 

1. Any condition or place in populous areas that constitutes a breeding place for flies, rodents, 
mosquitoes and other insects that are capable of carrying and transmitting disease-causing 
organisms to any person or persons or any condition or place that constitutes a feral colony of 
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honeybees that is not currently maintained by a beekeeper and that poses a health or safety hazard 
to the public. 

2. Any spoiled or contaminated food or drink intended for human consumption. 

3. Any restaurant, food market, bakery or other place of business or any vehicle where food is 
prepared, packed, processed, stored, transported, sold or served to the public that is not constantly 
maintained in a sanitary condition. 

4. Any place, condition or building that is controlled or operated by any governmental agency and 
that is not maintained in a sanitary condition. 

5. All sewage, human excreta, wastewater, garbage or other organic wastes deposited, stored, 
discharged or exposed so as to be a potential instrument or medium in the transmission of disease 
to or between any person or persons. 

6. Any vehicle or container that is used in the transportation of garbage, human excreta or other 
organic material and that is defective and allows leakage or spillage of contents. 

7. The presence of ectoparasites such as bedbugs, lice, mites and others in any place where 
sleeping accommodations are offered to the public. 

8. The maintenance of any overflowing septic tank or cesspool, the contents of which may be 
accessible to flies. 

9. The pollution or contamination of any domestic waters. 

10. The use of the so-called common drinking cup used for drinking purposes by more than one 
person.  This paragraph does not apply to receptacles properly washed and sanitized after each 
service. 

11. The presence of common towels for use of the public in any public or semipublic place unless 
properly washed and sanitized following each use. 

12. Buildings or any parts of buildings that are in a filthy condition and that may endanger the health 
of persons living in the vicinity. 

13. Spitting or urinating on sidewalks, or floors or walls of a public building or buildings used for 
public assemblage, or a building used for manufacturing or industrial purposes, or on the floors or 
platforms or any part of a railroad or other public conveyance. 

14. The use of the contents of privies, cesspools or septic tanks or the use of sewage or sewage 
plant effluents for fertilizing or irrigation purposes for crops or gardens except by specific approval of 
the department of health services or the department of environmental quality. 

15. The maintenance of public assemblage or places of assemblage without providing adequate 
sanitary facilities.  Open surface privies are adequate sanitary facilities if they are outside populous 
areas and meet reasonable health requirements. 
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16. Hotels, tourist courts and other lodging establishments that are not kept in a clean and sanitary 
condition or for which suitable and adequate toilet facilities are not provided. 

17. The storage, collection, transportation, disposal and reclamation of garbage, trash, rubbish, 
manure and other objectionable wastes other than as provided and authorized by law. 

18. Water, other than that used by irrigation, industrial or similar systems for nonpotable purposes, 
that is sold to the public, distributed to the public or used in production, processing, storing, handling, 
servicing or transportation of food and drink and that is unwholesome, poisonous or contains 
deleterious or foreign substances or filth or disease causing substances or organisms. 

19. The emission of mercaptan in a concentration level that causes endangerment to the health or 
safety of any considerable number of persons of a neighborhood or community. 

20. The operation of an environmental laboratory in violation of chapter 4.3, article 1 of this title. 

B. If the director has reasonable cause to believe from information furnished to the director or from 
investigation made by the director that any person is maintaining a nuisance or engaging in any 
practice contrary to the health laws of this state, the director shall promptly serve on that person by 
certified mail a cease and desist order requiring the person, on receipt of the order, promptly to 
cease and desist from that act.  Within fifteen days after receipt of the order, the person to whom it is 
directed may request the director to hold a hearing. The director, as soon as practicable, shall hold a 
hearing, and if the director determines the order is reasonable and just and that the practice 
engaged in is contrary to the health laws of this state, the director shall order the person to comply 
with the cease and desist order. 

C. If a person fails or refuses to comply with the order of the director, or if a person to whom the 
order is directed does not request a hearing and fails or refuses to comply with the cease and desist 
order served by mail under subsection B, the director may file an action in the superior court in the 
county in which a violation occurred, restraining and enjoining the person from engaging in further 
acts. The court shall proceed as in other actions for injunctions. 

D. Notwithstanding subsection A, paragraph 19, the emission of mercaptan as a by-product of a 
pesticide is not a nuisance if applied according to state and federal restrictions. 

E. Notwithstanding subsection A, paragraph 3, a restaurant that uses sawdust on the floors of its 
dining areas is not in violation of this section or local health department sanitary rules if the 
restaurant replaces the sawdust each day with clean sawdust and complies with applicable 
standards for fire safety. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

This rulemaking from the Department of Health Services (Department) seeks to amend            
its rules at 9 A.A.C. 25, Article 2 relating to the requirements for medical direction of emergency                 
medical care technicians (EMCTs) and certification of advanced life support (ALS) base            
hospitals. This rulemaking is in response to written criticisms the Department has received in the               
past five years stating that the rules impose an unnecessary burden on some of the regulated                
entities.  
 

As an example, the Department notes that under the current rules, a qualified physician              
under A.R.S. Title 32, Chapter 17 may not qualify to be an administrative medical director or                
provide online medical direction to EMCTs. The Department also states that the rules should be               
amended to more adequately address the security of controlled substances, the information            
provided by an EMCT to the hospital upon transfer of care, and other issues identified in the five                  
year review report (5YRR) that the Council approved on July 6, 2017. The 5YRR indicates that                
the Department intended to update its rules in Article 2 in response to the written criticisms by                 
July 1, 2019. 
 

The Governor’s office granted an exemption from the rulemaking moratorium to the            
Department on July 9, 2018. 
 
1. Are the rules legal, consistent with legislative intent, and within the agency’s  

statutory authority? 
 

Yes, the Department cites to both general and specific authority for the rules.  



 
2. Do the rules establish a new fee or contain a fee increase? 
 

No, the rules do not establish a new fee or contain a fee increase.  
 

 
3. Summary of the agency’s economic impact analysis: 
 

The Department is updating and clarifying rules to increase the options through which a              
physician may be eligible to become an administrative medical director or provide online             
medical direction. The changes may provide efficiencies to hospitals that are or may             
become advanced life support (ALS) base hospitals. The changes may enable a hospital             
operating under tribal or federal law to be eligible for certification as an ALS base               
hospital. Stakeholders include: 

 
● The Department; 
● hospitals licensed under 9 A.A.C. Chapter 10, Article 2, including specialty           

hospitals; 
● tribes and federal agencies operating a hospital under federal or tribal law; 
● physicians providing administrative medical direction, online medical direction or         

emergency services in hospitals; 
● ambulance services and other emergency medical services providers; 
● emergency medical care technicians (EMCTs); 
● patients and their families; and 
● the general public. 

 
The Department believes efficiencies would be gained by making the rules clearer and             
easier to understand. The Department has certified 48 health care organizations as ALS             
base hospitals, including 46 of Arizona’s 91 licensed hospitals. One of these is a special               
hospital providing services only for children, and two of the 15 tribal hospitals in Arizona               
are certified as ALS base hospitals. As of December 12, 2018, there were: 
 

● 148 public emergency medical services providers; 
● 69 public ground ambulance services; 
● 27 private ground ambulance services; and 
● 29 air ambulance services. 

 
Also, as of December 12, 2018, there were 19,253 EMCT’s in Arizona who have been               
certified by the Department. Out of these, 7,065 provide ALS, require administrative            
medical direction, and may receive online medical direction. 



 
4. Has the agency analyzed the costs and benefits of the rulemaking and determined             

that the rules impose the least burden and costs to those who are regulated? 
 

The Department believes there are no less intrusive or less costly alternatives for             
achieving the purpose of the rule. 

 
5. What are the economic impacts on stakeholders? 
 

The changes to the rules benefit all stakeholders by making them clearer and easier to               
understand. The new rules specify and clarify requirements for administrative medical           
directors. These changes include clarifying the following: a communication protocol          
must include from what source an EMCT may obtain online medical direction; the             
content of a protocol for the transfer of information to an emergency receiving facility;              
and the content of policies and procedures for completion and submission of pre-hospital             
incident history reports. These clarifications may make it easier for an emergency            
medical services provider or ambulance to comply with requirements, providing a           
significant benefit. 
 
Patients, their families, and the general public will receive a significant benefit from the              
rule changes. The rules were developed to improve the quality of medical direction and              
the functioning of ALS base hospitals. 

 
6. Does the agency adequately address the comments on the proposed rules and any  

supplemental proposals? 
 

The Department did not receive any written or oral comments regarding this rulemaking. 
 
7. Are the final rules a substantial change, considered as a whole, from the proposed              

rules and any supplemental proposals? 
 
There were no changes between the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and the Notice of              
Final Rulemaking.  
 

8. Are the rules more stringent than corresponding federal law and, if so, is there              
statutory authority to exceed the requirements of federal law? 

 
No. There is no corresponding federal law.  

 
 
 
 
 



9. Do the rules require a permit or license and, if so, does the agency comply with                
A.R.S. § 41-1037? 
 
The rules do not require a permit. The rules allow for a hospital to voluntarily obtain 
certification as an Advanced Life Support (ALS) base hospital. A hospital must follow 
the procedures for certification described in the rules. However, a hospital can provide 
the same patient-related treatment with or without certification.  

 
10. Does the preamble disclose a reference to any study relevant to the rules that the               

agency reviewed and either did or did not rely upon? 
 

No, the Department did not review or rely upon a study for this rulemaking.  
 
11. Conclusion 
 

The Department is following the proposed course of action indicated in its 5YRR for 
these rules. The Department is requesting an effective date later than the usual 60-day 
effective date pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1032(B) in order to provide for sufficient 
time for the Department and relevant stakeholders to implement the new rules. Council 
staff believes this is appropriate as there is good cause and that the public interest will not 
be harmed by a later date. Council staff recommends approval of this rulemaking.  







  NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING 

TITLE 9. HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 25.  DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES 

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES 

 

PREAMBLE 

1. Article, Part, or Section Affected (as applicable) Rulemaking Action 

R9-25-201 Amend 

R9-25-202 Amend 

R9-25-203 Amend 

R9-25-204 Amend 

R9-25-205 Amend 

R9-25-206 Amend 

R9-25-207 Amend 

2. Citations to the agency’s statutory rulemaking authority to include the authorizing statute 

(general) and the implementing statute (specific): 

Authorizing statutes: A.R.S. §§ 36-132(A)(1), 36-136(G), 36-2202(A)(4), and 36-2209(A)(2) 

Implementing statutes: A.R.S. §§ 36-2201, 36-2202(A)(3), 36-2204, 36-2204.01, and 

36-2208(A) 

3. The effective date of the rules: 

The Arizona Department of Health Services (Department) requests an effective date of July 1, 

2019, to provide sufficient time for the Department and stakeholders to implement the new rules. 

4. Citations to all related notices published in the Register as specified in R1-1-409(A) that 

pertain to the record of the final rulemaking package: 

Notice of Rulemaking Docket Opening: 24 A.A.R. 2234, August 3, 2018 

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: 24 A.A.R. 3137, November 9, 2018 

5. The agency's contact person who can answer questions about the rulemaking: 

Name: Terry Mullins, Bureau Chief 

Address: Arizona Department of Health Services 

Bureau of Emergency Medical Services and Trauma System 

150 N. 18th Ave., Suite 540 

Phoenix, AZ  85007-3248 

Telephone: (602) 364-3150 
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Fax: (602) 364-3568 

E-mail: Terry.Mullins@azdhs.gov 

or 

Name: Robert Lane, Chief 

Address: Arizona Department of Health Services 

Office of Administrative Counsel and Rules 

150 N. 18th Ave., Suite 200 

Phoenix, AZ  85007 

Telephone: (602) 542-1020 

Fax: (602) 364-1150 

E-mail: Robert.Lane@azdhs.gov 

6. An agency's justification and reason why a rule should be made, amended, repealed or 

renumbered, to include an explanation about the rulemaking: 

Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) §§ 36-2202(A)(3) and (4) and 36-2209(A)(2) require the Arizona 

Department of Health Services (Department) to adopt standards and criteria pertaining to the 

quality of emergency care, rules necessary for the operation of emergency medical services, and 

rules for carrying out the purposes of A.R.S. Title 36, Chapter 21.1. The Department has adopted 

rules to implement these statutes in 9 A.A.C. 25.  The rules in 9 A.A.C. 25, Article 2, establish 

requirements for medical direction of emergency medical care technicians (EMCTs) and 

certification of advanced life support base hospitals. In the past five years, the Department has 

received written criticisms/comments about rules in 9 A.A.C. 25, Article 2, stating concern that 

the rules impose an undue burden on some regulated entities. For example, some otherwise 

qualified physicians who are licensed under A.R.S. Title 32, Chapter 17, may not qualify to be an 

administrative medical director or provide on-line medical direction to EMCTs under current rule 

requirements. In addition, the rules need to be improved and clarified to better address security of 

controlled substances, the information provided by an EMCT to hospital staff upon transfer of 

care, and other issues identified by stakeholders or in a five-year-review report approved by the 

Governor’s Regulatory Review Council (Council) on July 6, 2017, that may affect patient health 

or safety. After receiving an exception from the Governor’s rulemaking moratorium established 

by Executive Order 2018-02, the Department has revised the rules in 9 A.A.C. 25, Article 2, to 

address these issues. The changes will conform to rulemaking format and style requirements of 

the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council and the Office of the Secretary of State. 
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7. A reference to any study relevant to the rule that the agency reviewed and proposes either 

to rely on or not to rely on in its evaluation of or justification for the rule, where the public 

may obtain or review each study, all data underlying each study, and any analysis of each 

study and other supporting material: 

The Department did not review or rely on any study for this rulemaking. 

8. A showing of good cause why the rulemaking is necessary to promote a statewide interest if 

the rulemaking will diminish a previous grant of authority of a political subdivision of this 

state: 

Not applicable 

9. The summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact: 

The Department anticipates that the rulemaking may affect the Department; hospitals licensed 

under 9 A.A.C. 10, Article 2, including special hospitals; tribes and federal agencies operating a 

hospital under federal or tribal law; physicians providing administrative medical direction, on-line 

medical direction, or emergency services in hospitals; ambulance services and other emergency 

medical services providers; EMCTs; patients and their families; and the general public. Annual 

costs/revenues changes are designated as minimal when more than $0 and $1,000 or less, 

moderate when between $1,000 and $10,000, and substantial when $10,000 or greater in 

additional costs or revenues. A cost is listed as significant when meaningful or important, but not 

readily subject to quantification. 

Having rules that are clearer and easier to understand may provide a significant benefit to all 

affected persons. Changes increasing the options through which a physician may be eligible to 

become an administrative medical director or provide on-line medical direction may provide a 

significant benefit to affected physicians, emergency medical services providers, ambulance 

services, and hospitals that are or may become ALS base hospitals, including hospitals operating 

under tribal or federal law and special hospitals. 

Changes that may enable a hospital operating under tribal or federal law to be eligible for 

certification as an ALS base hospital may increase costs to the Department from having to review 

more applications and assess on-going compliance for more hospitals.  The Department 

anticipates receiving a minimal-to-moderate benefit from the change allowing assessment of an 

ALS base hospital, rather than requiring an inspection, and a minimal-to-moderate benefit from 

the change lengthening the maximum time between assessments/inspections from 24 months to 

36 months. 
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Hospitals may receive a significant benefit from changes clarifying information being 

provided to the emergency receiving facility, the hospital to which a patient is transported, when 

there is a transfer of care from an EMCT to hospital staff. The change allowing for an assessment 

may provide up to a moderate benefit to an ALS base hospital, as would the change lengthening 

the maximum time between assessments/inspections from 24 months to 36 months. An ALS base 

hospital that is not in compliance with requirements may receive up to a substantial benefit from 

the rule change to allow the Department to accept corrective action plans rather than take 

enforcement action. Increasing the time for notifying the Department from 10 days to 30 days for 

a facility name change, change of address, or change of ownership is expected to increase an ALS 

base hospital’s ability to comply with the notification requirement, providing a significant benefit 

to the ALS base hospital. The Department anticipates that the cost for an ALS base hospital to 

institute and carry out a quality assurance process to evaluate the effectiveness of on-line medical 

direction, as suggested by stakeholders, may range from none to substantial, depending on how 

the ALS base hospital designs the quality assurance process and whether one is already in place. 

Because having such a process may improve patient care, the Department anticipates that having 

the process in place may provide up to a substantial benefit to an ALS base hospital. The change 

requiring an ALS base hospital to notify emergency medical services providers and ambulance 

services with which the ALS base hospital has a written agreement for providing medical 

direction of an intention to cease providing medical direction may cause a minimal cost in staff 

time to provide this notification. Providing such a notification could cause up to a substantial 

decrease in revenue if an emergency medical services provider or ambulance service so notified 

begins transporting patients to a different location before the date specified in the notification, but 

these effects would be offset, as described below, by benefits to emergency medical services 

providers and ambulance companies and improved patient safety. 

Clarifications related to protocols and policies and procedures established by the 

administrative medical director for an emergency medical services provider or ambulance service 

may provide a significant benefit to an emergency medical services provider or ambulance 

service that is in compliance with current requirements. However, an emergency medical services 

provider or ambulance service that is not in compliance may be expected to incur up to 

substantial costs to comply with the clarified requirements. These costs may be offset by a 

corresponding reduction in costs related to enforcement. The new requirement, suggested by 

stakeholders, for an ALS base hospital to establish a quality assurance process to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the on-line medical direction provided to EMCTs may provide a significant 
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benefit to the emergency medical services provider or ambulance service. An emergency medical 

services provider or ambulance service may also receive a significant benefit from the 

requirement for an ALS base hospital to notify an affected emergency medical services provider 

or ambulance service of its intention to cease providing medical direction. Changes allowing an 

administrative medical director to better tailor policies and procedures for carrying/storing a 

controlled substance when it is not in use to meet operational needs, while ensuring the security 

of the controlled substance, may provide a significant benefit to an emergency medical services 

provider or ambulance service. 

Changes being made that specifically affect physicians who are administrative medical 

directors include clarification of protocols in R9-25-201(E)(2) and changes to the policies and 

procedures in R9-25-201(F)(2)(d). The Department anticipates that an administrative medical 

director who must change existing protocols/policies and procedures based on the rule changes 

may incur minimal costs to revise the documents. An administrative medical director may also be 

expected to receive a significant benefit from being better able to tailor the documents to meet 

operational needs. 

The Department anticipates that EMCTs, patients and their families may receive a significant 

benefit from changes that allow an administrative medical director to better tailor policies and 

procedures for the security of agents to meet operational needs. If changes clarifying policies and 

procedures or a protocol result in an administrative medical director revising these documents, the 

content of the revised documents may affect EMCTs; however, the Department anticipates that 

these effects would be minimal. The Department anticipates that the general public will receive a 

significant benefit from the rules changes, which were developed to improve the quality of 

medical direction and the functioning of ALS base hospitals. 

10. A description of any changes between the proposed rulemaking, to include supplemental 

notices, and the final rulemaking: 

No changes were made to the rules between the proposed rulemaking and the final rulemaking. 

11. An agency’s summary of the public stakeholder comments made about the rulemaking and 

the agency response to the comments: 

The Department did not receive any written comments during the public comment period.  No 

stakeholders attended the oral proceeding. 

12. All agencies shall list other matters prescribed by statute applicable to the specific agency or 

to any specific rule or class of rules.  Additionally, an agency subject to Council review 

under A.R.S. §§ 41-1052 and 41-1055 shall respond to the following questions: 
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a. Whether the rule requires a permit, whether a general permit is used and if not, the 

reasons why a general permit is not used: 

The rules do not require a permit, but allow for voluntary certification of a hospital as an ALS base 

hospital. A hospital may provide the same patient-related treatment services with or 

without certification. 

b. Whether a federal law is applicable to the subject of the rule, whether the rule is 

more stringent than federal law and if so, citation to the statutory authority to 

exceed the requirements of federal law: 

Not applicable 

c. Whether a person submitted an analysis to the agency that compares the rule's 

impact of the competitiveness of business in this state to the impact on business in 

other states: 

No business competitiveness analysis was received by the Department. 

13. A list of any incorporated by reference material as specified in A.R.S. § 41-1028 and its 

location in the rules: 

Not applicable 

14. Whether the rule was previously made, amended or repealed as an emergency rule.  If so, 

cite the notice published in the Register as specified in R1-1-409(A).  Also, the agency shall 

state where the text was changed between the emergency and the final rulemaking 

packages: 

Not applicable 

15. The full text of the rules follows: 
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TITLE 9. HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 25. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES 

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES 

 

ARTICLE 2. MEDICAL DIRECTION; ALS BASE HOSPITAL CERTIFICATION 

 

Section 

R9-25-201. Administrative Medical Direction (Authorized by A.R.S. §§ 36-2201, 36-2202(A)(3) and 

(A)(4), 36-2204(5), (6), and (7), 36-2204.01, and 36-2205(A) and (D)) 

R9-25-202. On-line Medical Direction (Authorized by A.R.S. §§ 36-2201, 36-2202(A)(3) and (A)(4), 

36-2204(5), (6), and (7), 36-2204.01, and 36-2205(A) and (D)) 

R9-25-203. ALS Base Hospital General Requirements (Authorized by A.R.S. §§ 36-2201, 

36-2202(A)(3) and (A)(4), and 36-2204(5), (6), and (7)) 

R9-25-204. Application Requirements for ALS Base Hospital Certification (Authorized by A.R.S. §§ 

36-2201, 36-2202(A)(3) and (A)(4), and 36-2204(5)) 

R9-25-205. Changes Affecting an ALS Base Hospital Certificate (Authorized by A.R.S. §§ 36-2201, 

36-2202(A)(3) and (A)(4), and 36-2204(5) and (6)) 

R9-25-206. ALS Base Hospital Authority and Responsibilities (Authorized by A.R.S. §§ 36-2201, 

36-2202(A)(3) and (A)(4), 36-2204(5) and (6), 36-2208(A), and 36-2209(A)(2)) 

R9-25-207. ALS Base Hospital Enforcement Actions (Authorized by A.R.S. §§ 36-2201, 

36-2202(A)(3) and (A)(4), and 36-2204(7)) 
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ARTICLE 2. MEDICAL DIRECTION; ALS BASE HOSPITAL CERTIFICATION 

R9-25-201. Administrative Medical Direction (Authorized by A.R.S. §§ 36-2201, 36-2202(A)(3) 

and (A)(4), 36-2204(5), (6), and (7), 36-2204.01, and 36-2205(A) and (D)) 

A. An emergency medical services provider or ambulance service shall: 

1. Except as specified in subsection (B) or (C), designate a physician as administrative 

medical director who meets one of the following: 

a. Has emergency medicine certification issued by a member board of the American 

Board of Medical Specialties; 

b. Has emergency medical services certification issued by the American Board of 

Emergency Medicine; 

c. Has emergency medicine certification issued by the American Osteopathic Board 

of Emergency Medicine; 

d. Has emergency medicine certification issued by the American Board of 

Physician Specialties; 

c.e. Has completed an emergency medicine residency training program accredited by 

the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education or approved by the 

American Osteopathic Association; or 

d.f. Is an emergency medicine physician in an emergency department located in 

Arizona and has current certification in: 

i. Advanced emergency cardiac life support that includes didactic 

instruction and a practical skills test, consistent with training recognized 

by the American Heart Association, in:; 

(1) Airway management during respiratory arrest; 

(2) Recognition of tachycardia, bradycardia, pulseless ventricular 

tachycardia, ventricular fibrillation, pulseless electrical activity, 

and asystole; 

(3) Pharmacologic, mechanical, and electrical arrhythmia 

interventions; and 

(4) Immediate post-cardiac arrest care; 

ii. Advanced emergency trauma life support that includes didactic 

instruction and a practical skills test, consistent with training recognized 

by the American College of Surgeons; and 

iii. Pediatric advanced emergency life support that includes didactic 
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instruction and a practical skills test, consistent with training recognized 

by the American Heart Association, in:; 

(1) Pediatric rhythm interpretation; 

(2) Oral, tracheal, and nasal airway management; 

(3) Peripheral and central intravenous lines; 

(4) Intraosseous infusion; 

(5) Needle thoracostomy; and 

(6) Pharmacologic, mechanical, and electrical arrhythmia 

interventions; 

2. If the emergency medical services provider or ambulance service designates a physician 

as administrative medical director according to subsection (A)(1), notify the Department 

in writing: 

a. Of the identity and qualifications of the designated physician within 10 days after 

designating the physician as administrative medical director; and 

b. Within 10 days after learning that a physician designated as administrative 

medical director is no longer qualified to be an administrative medical director; 

and 

3. Maintain for Department review: 

a. A copy of the policies, procedures, protocols, and documentation required in 

subsection (E); and 

b. Either: 

i. The name, e-mail address, telephone number, and qualifications of the 

physician providing administrative medical direction on behalf of the 

emergency medical services provider or ambulance service; or 

ii. If the emergency medical services provider or ambulance service 

provides administrative medical direction through an ALS base hospital 

or a centralized medical direction communications center, a copy of a 

written agreement with the ALS base hospital or centralized medical 

direction communications center documenting that the administrative 

medical director is qualified under subsection (A)(1). 

B. Except as provided in R9-25-502(A)(3), if an emergency medical services provider or ambulance 

service provides only BLS, the emergency medical services provider or ambulance service is not 

required to have an administrative medical director. 
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C. If an emergency medical services provider or ambulance service provides administrative medical 

direction through an ALS base hospital or a centralized medical direction communications center, 

the emergency medical services provider or ambulance service shall ensure that the ALS base 

hospital or centralized medical direction communications center designates a physician as 

administrative medical director who meets one of the requirements in subsections (A)(1)(a) 

through (d) (f). 

D. An emergency medical services provider or ambulance service may provide administrative 

medical direction through an ALS base hospital that is a special hospital certified according to 

R9-25-203(C), if the emergency medical services provider or ambulance service: 

1. Uses the ALS base hospital that is a special hospital for administrative medical direction 

only for patients who are children, and 

2. Has a written agreement for the provision of administrative medical direction with an 

ALS base hospital that meets the requirements in R9-25-203(B)(1) or a centralized 

medical direction communications center for the provision of administrative medical 

direction. 

E. An emergency medical services provider or an ambulance service shall ensure that: 

1. An EMCT receives administrative medical direction as required by A.R.S. Title 36, 

Chapter 21.1 and this Chapter; 

2. Protocols are established, documented, and implemented by an administrative medical 

director, consistent with A.R.S. Title 36, Chapter 21.1 and this Chapter, that include: 

a. A communication protocol for: 

i. How and from what sources an EMCT requests and receives on-line 

medical direction, 

ii. When and how an EMCT notifies a health care institution of the EMCT’s 

intent to transport a patient to the health care institution, and 

iii. What procedures an EMCT follows in the event of a communications 

equipment failure; 

b. A triage protocol for: 

i. How an EMCT assesses and prioritizes the medical condition of a 

patient, 

ii. How an EMCT selects a health care institution to which a patient may be 

transported, 

iii. How a patient is transported to the health care institution, and 
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iv. When on-line medical direction is required; 

c. A treatment protocol for: 

i. How an EMCT performs a medical treatment on a patient or administers 

an agent to a patient, and 

ii. When on-line medical direction is required while an EMCT is providing 

treatment; and 

d. A protocol for the transfer of information to the emergency receiving facility, 

including for: 

i. The What information is required to be communicated to emergency 

receiving facility staff upon concurrent with the transfer of care and by 

what method, including the condition of the patient, the treatment 

provided to the patient, and the patient’s response to the treatment; 

ii. The What information is required to be documented on a prehospital 

incident history report; and 

iii. The time-frame, which is associated with the transfer of care, for 

completion and submission of a prehospital incident history report; 

3. Policies and procedures are established, documented, and implemented by an 

administrative medical director, consistent with A.R.S. Title 36, Chapter 21.1 and this 

Chapter, that: 

a. Are consistent with an EMCT’s scope of practice, as specified in Table 5.1; 

b. Cover: 

i. Medical recordkeeping; 

ii. Medical reporting, including to whom and by what method medical 

reporting is accomplished; 

iii. Processing Completion and submission of prehospital incident history 

reports; 

iv. Obtaining, storing, transferring, and disposing of agents to which an 

EMCT has access including methods to: 

(1) Identify individuals authorized by the administrative medical 

director to have access to agents, 

(2) Maintain chain of custody for controlled substances, and 

(3) Minimize potential degradation of agents due to temperature 

extremes; 
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v. Administration, monitoring, or assisting in patient self-administration of 

an agent; 

vi. Monitoring and evaluating an EMCT’s compliance with treatment 

protocols, triage protocols, and communications protocols specified in 

subsection (E)(2); 

vii. Monitoring and evaluating an EMCT’s compliance with medical 

recordkeeping, medical reporting, and prehospital incident history report 

requirements; 

viii. Monitoring and evaluating an EMCT’s compliance with policies and 

procedures for agents to which the EMCT has access; 

ix. Monitoring and evaluating an EMCT’s competency in performing skills 

authorized for the EMCT by the EMCT’s administrative medical director 

and within the EMCT’s scope of practice, as specified in Table 5.1; 

x. Ongoing education, training, or remediation necessary to maintain or 

enhance an EMCT’s competency in performing skills within the EMCT’s 

scope of practice, as specified in Table 5.1; 

xi. The process by which administrative medical direction is withdrawn 

from an EMCT; and 

xii. The process for reinstating an EMCT’s administrative medical direction; 

and 

c. Include a quality assurance process to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

administrative medical direction provided to EMCTs; 

4. Protocols in subsection (E)(2) and policies and procedures in subsection (E)(3) are 

reviewed annually by the administrative medical director and updated as necessary; 

5. Requirements in A.R.S. Title 36, Chapter 21.1 and this Chapter are reviewed annually by 

the administrative medical director; and 

6. The Department is notified in writing no later than ten days after the date: 

a. Administrative medical direction is withdrawn from an EMCT; or 

b. An EMCT’s administrative medical direction is reinstated. 

F. An administrative medical director for an emergency medical services provider or ambulance 

service shall ensure that: 

1. An EMCT for whom the administrative medical director provides administrative medical 

direction: 
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a. Has access to at least the minimum supply of agents required for the highest level 

of service to be provided by the EMCT, consistent with requirements in Article 5 

of this Chapter; 

b. Administers, monitors, or assists in patient self-administration of an agent 

according to the requirements in policies and procedures; and 

c. Has access to a copy of the policies and procedures required in subsection (F)(2) 

while on duty for the emergency medical services provider or ambulance service; 

2. Policies and procedures for agents to which an EMCT has access: 

a. Specify that an agent is obtained only from a person: 

i. Authorized by law to prescribe the agent, or 

ii. Licensed under A.R.S. Title 36, Chapter 27; A.R.S. Title 32, Chapter 18; 

and 4 A.A.C. 23 to dispense or distribute the agent; 

b. Cover chain of custody and transfer procedures for each supply of agents, 

requiring an EMCT for whom the administrative medical director provides 

administrative medical direction to: 

i. Document the name and the EMCT certification number or employee 

identification number of each individual who takes physical control of 

the supply of agents; 

ii. Document the time and date that each individual takes physical control of 

the supply of agents; 

iii. Inspect the supply of agents for expired agents, deteriorated agents, 

damaged or altered agent containers or labels, and depleted, visibly 

adulterated, or missing agents upon taking physical control of the supply 

of agents; 

iv. Document any of the conditions in subsection (F)(2)(b)(iii); 

v. Notify the administrative medical director of a depleted, visibly 

adulterated, or missing controlled substance; 

vi. Obtain a replacement for each affected agent in subsection (F)(2)(b)(iii) 

for which the minimum supply is not present; and 

vii. Record each administration of an agent on a prehospital incident history 

report; 

c. Cover mechanisms for controlling inventory of agents and preventing diversion 

of controlled substances; and 
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d. Include that an agent is kept inaccessible to all individuals who are not authorized 

access to the agent by policies and procedures required under subsection 

(E)(3)(b)(iv)(1) and, when not being administered, is: 

i. Secured in a dry, clean, washable receptacle; 

ii. While on a motor vehicle or aircraft registered to the emergency medical 

services provider or ambulance service, secured in a manner that restricts 

movement of the agent and the receptacle specified in subsection 

(F)(2)(d)(i); and 

iii. If a controlled substance, in the receptacle specified in subsection 

(F)(2)(d)(i) and locked in an ambulance in a hard-shelled container that is 

difficult to breach without the use of a power cutting tool and: 

(1) Locked inside a motor vehicle or aircraft registered to the 

emergency medical services provider or ambulance service, 

(2) Otherwise locked and secured in such a manner as to deter 

misappropriation, or 

(3) On the person of an EMCT authorized access to the agent; 

3. The Department is notified in writing within 10 days after the administrative medical 

director receives notice, as required subsection (F)(2)(b)(v), that any quantity of a 

controlled substance is depleted, visibly adulterated, or missing; and 

4. Except when the emergency medical services provider or ambulance service obtains all 

agents from an ALS base hospital pharmacy, which retains ownership of the agents, 

agents to which an EMCT has access are obtained, stored, transferred, and disposed of 

according to policies and procedures; A.R.S. Title 36, Chapter 27; A.R.S. Title 32, 

Chapter 18; 4 A.A.C. 23; and requirements of the U.S. Drug Enforcement 

Administration. 

G. An administrative medical director may delegate responsibilities to an individual as necessary to 

fulfill the requirements in this Section, if the individual is: 

1. Another physician, 

2. A physician assistant, 

3. A registered nurse practitioner, 

4. A registered nurse, 

5. A Paramedic, or 

6. An EMT-I(99). 
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R9-25-202. On-line Medical Direction (Authorized by A.R.S. §§ 36-2201, 36-2202(A)(3) and 

(A)(4), 36-2204(5), (6), and (7), 36-2204.01, and 36-2205(A) and (D)) 

A. In this Section, “physician” means the same as in R9-25-1301. 

A.B. An emergency medical services provider or ambulance service shall: 

1. Ensure Except as provided in R9-25-203(C)(3), ensure that a physician provides on-line 

medical direction to EMCTs on behalf of the emergency medical services provider or 

ambulance service only if the physician meets one of the following: 

a. Has emergency medicine certification issued by a member board of the American 

Board of Medical Specialties; 

b. Has emergency medical services certification issued by the American Board of 

Emergency Medicine; 

c. Has emergency medicine certification issued by the American Osteopathic Board 

of Emergency Medicine; 

d. Has emergency medicine certification issued by the American Board of 

Physician Specialties; 

c.e. Has completed an emergency medicine residency training program accredited by 

the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education or approved by the 

American Osteopathic Association; or 

d.f. Is an emergency medicine physician in an emergency department located in 

Arizona and has current certification that meets the requirements in 

R9-25-201(A)(1)(d)(i) through (iii) R9-25-201(A)(1)(f)(i) through (iii); 

2. For each physician providing on-line medical direction on behalf of the emergency 

medical services provider or ambulance service, maintain for Department review either: 

a. The name, e-mail address, telephone number, and qualifications of the physician 

providing on-line medical direction on behalf of the emergency medical services 

provider or ambulance service; or 

b. If the emergency medical services provider or ambulance service provides 

on-line medical direction through an ALS base hospital or a centralized medical 

direction communications center, a copy of a written agreement with the ALS 

base hospital or centralized medical direction communications center 

documenting that the physician providing on-line medical direction is qualified 

under subsection (A)(1) (B)(1); 

3. Ensure that the on-line medical direction provided to an EMCT on behalf of the 
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emergency medical services provider or ambulance service is consistent with: 

a. The EMCT’s scope of practice, as specified in Table 5.1; and 

b. Communication protocols, triage protocols, treatment protocols, and protocols for 

prehospital incident history reports, specified in R9-25-201(E)(2); and 

4. Ensures that a physician providing on-line medical direction on behalf of the emergency 

medical services provider or ambulance service relays on-line medical direction only 

through one of the following individuals, under the supervision of the physician and 

consistent with the individual’s scope of practice: 

a. Another physician, 

b. A physician assistant, 

c. A registered nurse practitioner, 

d. A registered nurse, 

e. A Paramedic, or 

f. An EMT-I(99). 

B.C. An emergency medical services provider or ambulance service may provide on-line medical 

direction through an ALS base hospital that is a special hospital certified according to 

R9-25-203(C), if the emergency medical services provider or ambulance service: 

1. Uses the ALS base hospital that is a special hospital for on-line medical direction only for 

patients who are children, and 

2. Has a an additional written agreement for the provision of on-line medical direction with 

an ALS base hospital that meets the requirements in R9-25-203(B)(1) or a centralized 

medical direction communications center for the provision of on-line medical direction. 

C.D. An emergency medical services provider or ambulance service shall ensure that the emergency 

medical services provider or ambulance service, or an ALS base hospital or a centralized medical 

direction communications center providing on-line medical direction on behalf of the emergency 

medical services provider or ambulance service, has: 

1. Operational and accessible communication equipment that will allow on-line medical 

direction to be given to an EMCT; 

2. A written plan for alternative communications with an EMCT in the event of a disaster, 

communication equipment breakdown or repair, power outage, or malfunction; and 

3. A physician qualified under subsection (A)(1) (B)(1) available to give on-line medical 

direction to an EMCT 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

R9-25-203. ALS Base Hospital General Requirements (Authorized by A.R.S. §§ 36-2201, 
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36-2202(A)(3) and (A)(4), and 36-2204(5), (6), and (7)) 

A. A person shall not operate as an ALS base hospital without certification from the Department. 

B. The Department shall certify an ALS base hospital if the applicant: 

1. Is: 

a. Licensed as a general hospital under 9 A.A.C. 10, Article 2; or 

b. A facility operated as a hospital in this state by the United States federal 

government or by a sovereign tribal nation; 

2. Maintains at least one current written agreement described in A.R.S. § 36-2201(4); 

3. Has not been decertified as an ALS base hospital by the Department within five years 

before submitting the application; 

4. Submits an application that is complete and compliant with the requirements in this 

Article; and 

5. Has not knowingly provided false information on or with an application required by this 

Article. 

C. The Department may certify as an ALS base hospital a special hospital, which is licensed under 9 

A.A.C. 10, Article 2 and provides surgical services and emergency services only to children, if 

the applicant: 

1. Meets the requirements in subsection (B)(2) through (5),; and 

2. Provides administrative medical direction or on-line medical direction only for patients 

who are children.; and 

3. Ensures that: 

a. Administrative medical direction is provided by a physician who meets the 

requirements in R9-25-201(A)(1); and 

b. On-line medical direction is provided by a physician who meets one of the 

following: 

i. Meets the requirements in R9-25-202(B)(1), 

ii. Has board certification in pediatric emergency medicine from either the 

American Board of Pediatrics or the American Board of Emergency 

Medicine, or 

iii. Is board eligible in pediatric emergency medicine. 

D. An ALS base hospital certificate is valid only for the name and address listed by the Department 

on the certificate. 

E. At least every 24 36 months after certification, the Department shall inspect, according to A.R.S. 
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§ 41-1009, assess an ALS base hospital to determine ongoing compliance with the requirements 

of this Article. 

F. The Department may inspect an ALS base hospital according to A.R.S. § 41-1009: 

1. As part of the substantive review time-frame required in A.R.S. §§ 41-1072 through 

41-1079; or 

2. As necessary to determine compliance with the requirements of this Article. 

G. If the Department determines that an ALS base hospital is not in compliance with the 

requirements in this Article, the Department may: 

1. Take an enforcement action as described in R9-25-207; or 

2. Require that an ALS base hospital submit to the Department, within 15 days after 

written notice from the Department, a corrective action plan to address issues of 

compliance that do not directly affect the health or safety of a patient that: 

a. Describes how each identified instance of non-compliance will be corrected and 

reoccurrence prevented, and 

b. Includes a date for correcting each instance of non-compliance that is appropriate 

to the actions necessary to correct the instance of non-compliance. 

R9-25-204. Application Requirements for ALS Base Hospital Certification (Authorized by 

A.R.S. §§ 36-2201, 36-2202(A)(3) and (A)(4), and 36-2204(5)) 

A. An applicant for ALS base hospital certification shall submit to the Department an application, in 

a Department-provided format, including: 

1. A form containing The following information in a Department-provided format: 

a. The applicant’s name, address, and telephone number; 

b. The name, email address, and telephone number of the applicant’s chief 

administrative officer; 

c. The name, email address, and telephone number of the applicant’s chief 

administrative officer’s designee if the chief administrative officer will not be the 

liaison between the ALS base hospital and the Department; 

d. Whether the applicant is applying for certification of a: 

i. General hospital licensed under 9 A.A.C. 10, Article 2; 

ii. Special hospital licensed under 9 A.A.C. 10, Article 2, that provides 

surgical services and emergency services only to children; or 

iii. Facility operating as a federal or tribal hospital; 

e. The name of each emergency medical services provider or ambulance service for 
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which the applicant has a current proposed written agreement described in A.R.S. 

§ 36-2201(4) to provide administrative medical direction or on-line medical 

direction; 

f. The name, address, email address, and telephone number of each administrative 

medical director; 

g. The name of each physician providing on-line medical direction; 

h. Attestation that the applicant meets the requirements in R9-25-202(C) 

R9-25-202(D); 

i. Attestation that the applicant will comply with all requirements in A.R.S. Title 

36, Chapter 21.1 and this Chapter; 

j. Attestation that all information required as part of the application has been 

submitted and is true and accurate; and 

k. The signature or electronic signature of the applicant’s chief administrative 

officer or the chief administrative officer’s designated representative and date of 

signature or electronic signature; 

2. A copy of the applicant’s current hospital license issued under 9 A.A.C. 10, Article 2, if 

applicable; and 

3. A copy of each executed written agreement described in A.R.S. § 36-2201(4), including 

all attachments and exhibits. 

B. The Department shall approve or deny an application under this Section according to Article 12 

of this Chapter. 

R9-25-205. Changes Affecting an ALS Base Hospital Certificate (Authorized by A.R.S. §§ 

36-2201, 36-2202(A)(3) and (A)(4), and 36-2204(5) and (6)) 

A. No later than 10 30 days after the date of a change in the name listed on the ALS base hospital 

certificate, an ALS base hospital certificate holder shall notify the Department of the change, in a 

Department-provided format, including: 

1. The current name of the ALS base hospital; 

2. The ALS base hospital’s certificate number; 

3. The new name and the effective date of the name change; 

4. Documentation supporting the name change; 

5. Documentation of compliance with the requirements in A.A.C. R9-10-109(A), if 

applicable; 

6. Attestation that all information submitted to the Department is true and correct; and 
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7. The signature or electronic signature of the applicant’s chief administrative officer or the 

chief administrative officer’s designated representative and date of signature or electronic 

signature. 

B. No later than 48 hours after changing the information provided according to R9-25-204(A)(1)(e) 

by terminating, adding, or amending a written agreement required in R9-25-203(B)(2), an ALS 

base hospital certificate holder shall notify the Department of the change, including: 

1. The following information in a Department-provided format: 

a. The name of the ALS base hospital; 

b. The ALS base hospital’s certificate number; and 

c. As applicable, the name of the emergency medical services provider or 

ambulance service for which the ALS base hospital: 

i. Has a newly executed or amended written agreement described in A.R.S. 

§ 36-2201(4), or 

ii. Is no longer providing administrative medical direction or on-line 

medical direction under a written agreement described in A.R.S. § 

36-2201(4); and 

2. If applicable, a copy of the newly executed or amended written agreement described in 

A.R.S. § 36-2201(4), including all attachments and exhibits. 

C. No later than 10 days after the date of a change in an administrative medical director provided 

according to R9-25-204(A)(1)(f), an ALS base hospital certificate holder shall notify the 

Department of the change, in a Department-provided format, including: 

1. The name of the ALS base hospital, 

2. The ALS base hospital’s certificate number, 

3. The name of the new administrative medical director and the effective date of the change, 

4. Attestation that the new administrative medical director meets the requirements in 

R9-25-201(A)(1), 

5. Attestation that all information submitted to the Department is true and correct, and 

6. The signature or electronic signature of the applicant’s chief administrative officer or the 

chief administrative officer’s designated representative and date of signature or electronic 

signature. 

B.D. No later than 10 30 days after the date of a change in the address listed on an ALS base hospital 

certificate or a change in ownership, as defined in A.A.C. R9-10-101, an ALS base hospital 

certificate holder shall submit to the Department an application required in R9-25-204(A). 
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R9-25-206. ALS Base Hospital Authority and Responsibilities (Authorized by A.R.S. §§ 

36-2201, 36-2202(A)(3) and (A)(4), 36-2204(5) and (6), 36-2208(A), and 

36-2209(A)(2)) 

A. An ALS base hospital certificate holder shall: 

1. Have the capability of providing both administrative medical direction and on-line 

medical direction; 

2. Provide administrative medical direction and on-line medical direction to an EMCT 

according to: 

a. A written agreement described in A.R.S. § 36-2201(4); 

b. Except as provided in subsection (D), the The requirements in R9-25-201 for 

administrative medical direction; and 

c. The requirements in R9-25-202 for on-line medical direction; and 

3. Ensure that personnel are available to provide administrative medical direction and 

on-line medical direction; and 

4. Establish, document, and implement policies and procedures, consistent with A.R.S. Title 

36, Chapter 21.1 and this Chapter, that include a quality assurance process to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the on-line medical direction provided to EMCTs. 

B. No later than 10 days after the date of a change in an administrative medical director listed on the 

ALS base hospital’s application, as required in R9-25-204(A)(1)(f), an ALS base hospital 

certificate holder shall notify the Department of the change, in a Department-provided format, 

including: 

1. The name of the ALS base hospital, 

2. The ALS base hospital’s certificate number, 

3. The name of the new administrative medical director and the effective date of the change, 

4. Attestation that the new administrative medical director meets the requirements in 

R9-25-201(A)(1), 

5. Attestation that all information submitted to the Department is true and correct, and 

6. The signature or electronic signature of the applicant’s chief administrative officer or the 

chief administrative officer’s designated representative and date of signature or electronic 

signature. 

C. An ALS base hospital certificate holder shall: 

1. Notify the Department in writing no later than 24 hours after ceasing to meet the               

requirement in: 
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a. R9-25-203(B)(1) or (2); or 

b. For a special hospital, R9-25-203(B)(2) or (C); and 

2. No later than 48 hours after terminating, adding, or amending a written agreement             

required in R9-25-203(B)(2), notify the Department in writing and, if applicable, submit            

to the Department a copy of the new or amended written agreement described in A.R.S. §                

36-2201(4). 

B. An ALS base hospital certificate holder shall notify in writing: 

1. The Department no later than 24 hours after: 

a. Ceasing to meet a requirement in R9-25-203(B)(1) or (2); or 

b. For a special hospital, ceasing to be licensed under 9 A.A.C. 10, Article 2, as a                

special hospital or to meet the requirement in R9-25-203(B)(2); and 

2. Each emergency medical services provider or ambulance service with which the ALS            

base hospital has a current written agreement to provide administrative medical direction            

or on-line medical direction no later than seven days before ceasing to provide             

administrative medical direction or on-line medical direction or as specified in the written             

agreement, whichever is earlier. 

D.C. An ALS base hospital may act as a training program without training program certification from 

the Department, if the ALS base hospital: 

1. Is eligible for training program certification as provided in R9-25-301(C); and 

2. Complies with the requirements in R9-25-301(D), R9-25-302, R9-25-303(B), (C), and 

(F), and R9-25-304 through R9-25-306. 

E.D. If an ALS base hospital’s pharmacy provides all of the agents for an emergency medical services 

provider or ambulance service, and the ALS base hospital owns the agents provided, the ALS 

base hospital’s certificate holder shall ensure that: 

1. Except as stated in subsections (E)(2) and (3) (D)(2) and (3), the policies and procedures 

for agents to which an EMCT has access that are established by the administrative 

medical director for the emergency medical services provider or ambulance service 

comply with requirements in R9-25-201(F)(2); 

2. The emergency medical services provider or ambulance service requires an EMCT for 

the emergency medical services provider or ambulance service to notify the pharmacist in 

charge of the hospital pharmacy of a missing, visibly adulterated, or depleted controlled 

substance; and 

3. The pharmacist in charge of the hospital pharmacy notifies the Department, as specified 
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in R9-25-201(F)(3), of a missing, visibly adulterated, or depleted controlled substance. 

R9-25-207. ALS Base Hospital Enforcement Actions (Authorized by A.R.S. §§ 36-2201, 

36-2202(A)(3) and (A)(4), and 36-2204(7)) 

A. The Department may take an action listed in subsection (B) against an ALS base hospital 

certificate holder who: 

1. Does not meet the certification requirements: 

a. in In R9-25-203(B)(1) or (2) or (C); or 

b. For a special hospital, in R9-25-203(B)(2) and being licensed under 9 A.A.C. 10, 

Article 2, as a special hospital; 

2. Violates the requirements in A.R.S. Title 36, Chapter 21.1 or 9 A.A.C. 25; 

3. Does not submit a corrective action plan, as provided in R9-25-203(G)(2), that is 

acceptable to the Department; 

4. Does not complete a corrective action plan submitted according to R9-25-203(G)(2); or 

3.5. Knowingly or negligently provides false documentation or information to the 

Department. 

B. The Department may take the following action against an ALS base hospital certificate holder: 

1. After notice is provided according to A.R.S. Title 41, Chapter 6, Article 10, issue a letter 

of censure, 

2. After notice is provided according to A.R.S. Title 41, Chapter 6, Article 10, issue an 

order of probation, 

3. After notice and an opportunity to be heard is provided according to A.R.S. Title 41, 

Chapter 6, Article 10, suspend the ALS base hospital certificate, or 

4. After notice and an opportunity to be heard is provided according to A.R.S. Title 41, 

Chapter 6, Article 10, decertify the ALS base hospital. 
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ECONOMIC, SMALL BUSINESS, AND CONSUMER IMPACT STATEMENT 

TITLE 9.  HEALTH SERVICES 

CHAPTER 25. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES 

ARTICLE 2. MEDICAL DIRECTION; ALS BASE HOSPITAL CERTIFICATION 

 

1. An identification of the rulemaking 

Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) §§ 36-2202(A)(3) and (4) and 36-2209(A)(2) require the Arizona 

Department of Health Services (Department) to adopt standards and criteria pertaining to the 

quality of emergency care, rules necessary for the operation of emergency medical services, and 

rules for carrying out the purposes of A.R.S. Title 36, Chapter 21.1. The Department has adopted 

rules to implement these statutes in 9 A.A.C. 25.  The rules in 9 A.A.C. 25, Article 2, establish 

requirements for medical direction of emergency medical care technicians (EMCTs) and 

certification of advanced life support base hospitals. In the past five years, the Department has 

received written criticisms/comments about rules in 9 A.A.C. 25, Article 2, stating concern that 

the rules impose an undue burden on some regulated entities. For example, some otherwise 

qualified physicians who are licensed under A.R.S. Title 32, Chapter 17, may not qualify to be an 

administrative medical director or provide on-line medical direction to EMCTs under current rule 

requirements. In addition, the rules need to be improved and clarified to better address security of 

controlled substances, the information provided by an EMCT to hospital staff upon transfer of 

care, and other issues identified by stakeholders or in a five-year-review report approved by the 

Governor’s Regulatory Review Council on July 6, 2017 that may affect patient health or safety. 

After receiving an exception from the Governor’s rulemaking moratorium established by 

Executive Order 2018-02, the Department is revising the rules in 9 A.A.C. 25, Article 2, to 

address these issues. 

2. Identification of the persons who will be directly affected by, bear the costs of, or directly 

benefit from the rules 

● The Department 

● Hospitals licensed under 9 A.A.C. 10, Article 2, including special hospitals 

● Tribes and federal agencies operating a hospital under federal or tribal law 

● Physicians providing administrative medical direction, on-line medical direction, or 

emergency services in hospitals 

● Ambulance services and other emergency medical services providers 

● EMCTs 
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● Patients and their families 

● General public 

3. Cost/Benefit Analysis 

This analysis covers costs and benefits associated with the rule changes and does not describe effects 

imposed by statutes.  No new FTEs will be required due to this rulemaking; nor is a fee associated 

with this rulemaking.  Changes to annual costs/revenues are designated as minimal when more 

than $0 and $1,000 or less, moderate when between $1,000 and $10,000, and substantial when 

$10,000 or greater in additional costs or revenues. A cost is listed as significant when meaningful 

or important, but not readily subject to quantification. 

 

Description of 
Affected Groups 

Description of Effect Increased Cost/ 
Decreased Revenue 

Decreased Cost/ 
Increased Revenue 

A.  State and Local Government Agencies and Federal or Tribal Health Care Institutions 

Department Having rules to follow that are clearer and 
easier to understand 
Making changes to better enable a 
hospital operated under federal or tribal 
law to provide on-line medical direction 
as an ALS base hospital 
Allowing corrective action plans rather 
than enforcement actions 
Allowing assessment of an ALS base 
hospital, rather than an inspection 
Lengthening the maximum time between 
assessments/inspections from 24 months 
to 36 months 

None 
 
None-to-minimal 
 
 
 
None 
 
None 
 
None 

Significant 
 
Significant 
 
 
 
Minimal-to-moderate 
 
Minimal-to-moderate 
 
Minimal-to-moderate 

Publicly owned 
hospitals 

Having rules to follow that are clearer and 
easier to understand 
Increasing the pool of physicians eligible 
to be an administrative medical director 
or provide on-line medical direction 
Clarifying requirements for providing 
information at transfer of care 
Allowing assessment of an ALS base 
hospital, rather than an inspection 
Lengthening the maximum time between 
assessments/inspections from 24 months 
to 36 months 
Allowing corrective action plans rather 
than enforcement actions 

None 
 
None 
 
 
None 
 
None 
 
None 
 
 
None 
 

Significant 
 
None-to-substantial 
 
 
Significant 
 
None-to-moderate 
 
None-to-moderate 
 
 
None-to-substantial 
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Increasing the time for notifying the 
Department from 10 days to 30 days for a 
facility name change, change of address, 
or change of ownership 
Adding, at the suggestion of stakeholders, 
a requirement for a QA process for 
on-line medical direction 
Adding notification of emergency 
medical services providers and 
ambulance services of the intention of 
ceasing to provide administrative medical 
direction or on-line medical direction 

None 
 
 
 
None-to-substantial 
 
 
Minimal-to-substant
ial 

Significant 
 
 
 
None-to-substantial 
 
 
None-to-minimal 

Tribes and federal 
agencies operating a 
hospital under federal 
or tribal law  

(in addition to effects common to all hospitals) 
Making changes to better enable a 
hospital operated under federal or tribal 
law to provide on-line medical direction 
as a base hospital 

 
None 

 
Minimal-to-substanti
al 

Municipal fire 
departments or fire 
districts providing 
ambulance services 
and their EMCTs 

Having rules to follow that are clearer and 
easier to understand 
Increasing the pool of physicians eligible 
to be an administrative medical director 
or provide on-line medical direction 
Specifies and clarifies responsibilities of 
administrative medical directors 
Adds at the suggestion of stakeholders a 
requirement for a QA process for on-line 
medical direction 
Requiring ALS base hospitals to notify of 
an intention to cease providing medical 
direction to those with which they have a 
written agreement 
Revising requirements for storage of 
agents 

None 
 
None-to-minimal 
 
 
None-to-substantial 
 
None 
 
 
None 
 
 
 
Minimal 

Significant 
 
Significant 
 
 
Significant 
 
Significant 
 
 
Significant 
 
 
 
Significant 

B.  Privately Owned Businesses 

Privately owned 
hospitals 

Having rules to follow that are clearer and 
easier to understand 
Increasing the pool of physicians eligible 
to be an administrative medical director 
or provide on-line medical direction 
Clarifying requirements for providing 
information at transfer of care 
Allowing assessment of an ALS base 
hospital, rather than an inspection 

None 
 
None 
 
 
None 
 
None 
 
None 
 

Significant 
 
None-to-substantial 
 
 
Significant 
 
None-to-moderate 
 
None-to-moderate 
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Lengthening the maximum time between 
assessments/inspections from 24 months 
to 36 months 
Allowing corrective action plans rather 
than enforcement actions 
Increasing the time for notifying the 
Department from 10 days to 30 days for a 
facility name change, change of address, 
or change of ownership 
Adding, at the suggestion of stakeholders, 
a requirement for a QA process for 
on-line medical direction 
Adding notification of emergency 
medical services providers and 
ambulance services of the intention of 
ceasing to provide administrative medical 
direction or on-line medical direction 

 
None 
 
None 
 
 
 
None-to-substantial 
 
 
Minimal-to-substant
ial 

 
None-to-substantial 
 
Significant 
 
 
 
None-to-substantial 
 
 
None-to-minimal  

Special hospital that 
provides services only 
to children  

(in addition to effects common to all hospitals) 
Clarifying requirements for using a 
special hospital as a source of medical 
direction 
Adding mechanisms for qualifying a 
physician in a special hospital to provide 
on-line medical direction 

 
None 
 
 
None 

 
Significant 
 
 
Significant 

Private emergency 
medical services 
providers and 
ambulance services 

Having rules to follow that are clearer and 
easier to understand 
Increasing the pool of physicians eligible 
to be an administrative medical director 
or provide on-line medical direction 
Specifies and clarifies responsibilities of 
administrative medical directors 
Adds at the suggestion of stakeholders a 
requirement for a QA process for on-line 
medical direction 
Requiring ALS base hospitals to notify of 
an intention to cease providing medical 
direction to those with which they have a 
written agreement 
Revising requirements for storage of 
agents 

None 
 
None-to-minimal 
 
 
None-to-substantial 
 
None 
 
 
None 
 
 
 
Minimal 

Significant 
 
Significant 
 
 
Significant 
 
Significant 
 
 
Significant 
 
 
 
Significant 

C.  Consumers 

Physicians Having rules to follow that are clearer and 
easier to understand 

None 
 
None 
 

Significant 
 
None-to-moderate 
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Changing eligibility requirements to be an 
administrative medical director or provide 
on-line medical direction 
Making changes to better enable a 
hospital operated under federal or tribal 
law to provide on-line medical direction 
through a physician licensed in another 
state 

 
None 

 
Significant 

Administrative 
medical directors 

Clarifies: that a communication protocol 
includes from what sources an EMCT 
may obtain on-line medical direction; the 
content of a protocol for the transfer of 
information to an emergency receiving 
facility; and the content of policies and 
procedures for completion and 
submission of prehospital incident history 
reports 
Clarifies storage requirements for agents, 
including controlled substances 

None-to-minimal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
None-to-minimal 

Significant 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Significant 

EMCTs Having rules to follow that are clearer and 
easier to understand 
Clarifies storage requirements for agents, 
including controlled substances 
Changes in the content of a protocol for 
the transfer of information to an 
emergency receiving facility 

None 
 
None 
 
None-to-minimal 

Significant 
 
Significant 
 
Significant 

Patients and their 
families 

Having rules that include updated 
requirements and are clearer and easier to 
understand 

None Significant 

General public Having rules to follow that are clearer and 
easier to understand 

None Significant 

 
● The Department 

The rules in 9 A.A.C. 25, Article 2 were completely revised in 2013 by exempt 

rulemaking, to comply with Laws 2012, Ch. 94. Under the rules in 9 A.A.C. 25, Article 2, the 

Department has certified 48 health care institutions as ALS base hospitals, including 46 of 

Arizona’s 91 licensed hospitals, with one of these being a special hospital providing services 

only for children, and two of the 15 tribal hospitals in Arizona. As part of the 2013 

rulemaking, all requirements for an administrative medical director were included in 

R9-25-201 and requirements for on-line medical direction were included in R9-25-202. 

Under these two rules, the Department has adopted requirements for medical direction that 

affect more than 7,000 EMCTs who provide ALS, as defined in R9-25-101, and almost 
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20,000 EMCTs who may need medical direction for performing a STR skill, as defined in 

R9-25-101, as well as almost 150 emergency medical services providers, almost 100 ground 

ambulance services, and almost 30 air ambulance services. 

The current rules include several methods by which a physician may qualify to be an 

administrative medical director or be qualified to provide on-line medical direction to an 

EMCT. However, the Department has received written criticisms of the rules delineating 

these methods, stating a concern that some physicians licensed under A.R.S. Title 32, Chapter 

17 do not meet the requirements in R9-25-201(A)(1)(a), (b), or (c), being certified by a 

different Board than those listed and have to qualify to be an administrative medical director 

by taking the three courses listed in R9-25-201(A)(1)(d). A similar criticism was received 

about the qualifications to provide on-line medical direction in R9-25-202. To address these 

concerns and because of the potential effect that the current rules may have on medically 

underserved areas with a shortage of physicians, this rulemaking includes another method by 

which a physician could qualify to be an administrative medical director or provide on-line 

medical direction. A change was also made to better enable a hospital operated under federal 

or tribal law to provide on-line medical direction as an ALS base hospital. These changes 

may impose at most a minimal additional cost on the Department by increasing the number of 

hospitals qualified for certification as ALS base hospitals, with the possibility of more of 

these hospitals submitting applications for certification, and necessitating the Department to 

review more applications and assess on-going compliance for more hospitals. Since the 

Department already spends a considerable amount of time explaining the current constraints 

on physicians for providing medical direction and why a physician licensed in another state 

who is employed by a tribal hospital does not meet current requirements, these changes may 

also provide a significant benefit to the Department. 

The changes being made in the rulemaking may also provide a significant benefit to the 

Department from having rules to follow that are clearer and easier to understand, likely 

resulting in Department staff spending less time explaining rule requirements to regulated 

entities. Allowing corrective action plans rather than enforcement actions may result in a 

minimal-to-moderate benefit to the Department since the change would permit Department 

staff to work with ALS base hospitals in a non-punitive manner to achieve compliance, 

resulting in less administrative burden on the Department. The Department anticipates 

receiving a minimal-to-moderate benefit from the change allowing assessment of an ALS 

base hospital, rather than requiring an inspection. Since 36 of the 48 ALS base hospitals are 
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also trauma centers, a minimal-to-moderate benefit is also expected from the change 

lengthening the maximum time between assessments/inspections from 24 months to 36 

months, because less staff time would be required and because assessments/inspections could 

be scheduled to coincide with inspections of trauma centers, which most often occur every 

three years. 

● Both publicly owned hospitals and privately owned hospitals 

As mentioned above, the Department has certified 48 health care institutions as ALS base 

hospitals. The Department expects that these, as well as other hospitals that have not yet 

sought certification, may receive a significant benefit from having rules to follow that are 

clearer and easier to understand. By adding another method by which a physician could 

qualify to be an administrative medical director or provide on-line medical direction, changes 

to the rules may increase the number of physicians eligible to be an administrative medical 

director or provide on-line medical direction, providing up to a substantial benefit to a 

hospital and, potentially, allowing a hospital to seek certification as an ALS base hospital. 

In R9-25-201(E)(2)(d), the rules requiring an administrative medical director to establish, 

document, and implement a protocol for the transfer of information to an emergency 

receiving facility are being clarified. This protocol should be based on the scope of services 

the administrative medical director has authorized the EMCTs to provide. These changes 

clarify that subsection (E)(2)(d)(i) pertains to the information being provided to the 

emergency receiving facility, i.e., the hospital to which a patient is transported, when there is 

a transfer of care from an EMCT to hospital staff. This information may be vital to the 

effective treatment of the patient and is meant to be provided at the “hand-off” concurrent 

with the transfer of care. The hospital that is the emergency receiving facility for a patient 

may receive a significant benefit from the change clarifying that this information is to be 

provided concurrent with the transfer of care. 

Just as it may take less time for the Department to conduct an assessment of a hospital, 

rather than an inspection, so a hospital would be expected to incur fewer costs when the 

Department conducts an assessment rather than an inspection. Thus, the change allowing for 

an assessment may provide up to a moderate benefit to an ALS hospital, as would the change 

lengthening the maximum time between assessments/inspections from 24 months to 36 

months. This would be especially true for those ALS base hospitals that are also trauma 

centers, because inspection visits could be combined, reducing staff time to participate in 

these activities and potentially increasing the time the staff are able to devote to patient care. 
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Since the cost to dispute an enforcement action may be substantial, including not only 

staff time but the costs of attorneys to represent the ALS base hospital at administrative 

hearings, the rule change to allow the Department to accept corrective action plans rather than 

take enforcement action may provide up to a substantial benefit to a hospital that is not in 

compliance with requirements. Recently, several hospital chains have had a change in name, 

without a change in ownership. It is anticipated that other hospitals may have a change in 

ownership or an address change in the future. The rule change increasing the time for 

notifying the Department from 10 days to 30 days for a facility name change, change of 

address, or change of ownership is expected to increase an ALS base hospital’s ability to 

comply with the notification requirement, providing a significant benefit to the ALS base 

hospital. 

Two changes have been made to the rules at the suggestion of stakeholders that have the 

potential to increase the cost for compliance to an ALS base hospital. In R9-25-201(E)(3)(c), 

the current rules require a quality assurance process to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

administrative medical direction provided to EMCTs. Stakeholders suggested that a similar 

quality assurance process be required to evaluate the effectiveness of the on-line medical 

direction provided to EMCTs. This requirement has been added at R9-25-206(A)(4), with the 

scope, method, and frequency of this evaluation left to the discretion of the ALS base 

hospital. Some ALS base hospitals may already have implemented such a process as part of 

an overall quality management/process improvement program. For those ALS base hospitals 

that do not already have such a process, the Department anticipates that the cost to institute 

and carry out a quality assurance process to evaluate the effectiveness of on-line medical 

direction may range from none to substantial, depending on how the ALS base hospital 

designs the quality assurance process. Because having such a process may improve patient 

care, the Department anticipates that having the process in place may provide up to a 

substantial benefit to an ALS base hospital in decreased liability. 

The other change added at the suggestion of stakeholders is a requirement for notification 

of emergency medical services providers and ambulance services of the intention of an ALS 

base hospital to cease providing administrative medical direction or on-line medical direction. 

In the past year, a hospital to which emergency medical services providers and ambulance 

services had been transporting patients and from which the EMCTs of the emergency medical 

services providers and ambulance services had been receiving on-line medical direction 

suddenly ceased to provide this medical direction. This caused problems for the EMCTs who 
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required guidance from a physician and may have caused problems for the patients being 

transported. To address the concerns expressed by stakeholders and mitigate this potential 

problem in the future, the Department has added R9-25-206(B)(2), which requires an ALS 

base hospital certificate holder to notify each emergency medical services provider or 

ambulance service with which the ALS base hospital has a current written agreement to 

provide administrative medical direction or on-line medical direction of the intention of the 

ALS base hospital to cease providing medical direction, no later than seven days before 

ceasing to provide administrative medical direction or on-line medical direction or as 

specified in the written agreement, whichever is earlier. The Department anticipates that an 

ALS base hospital may incur a minimal cost in staff time to provide this notification, and that 

providing such a notification could cause up to a substantial decrease in revenue if an 

emergency medical services provider or ambulance service so notified begins transporting 

patients to a different location before the date specified in the notification. These effects 

would be offset, as described below, by benefits to emergency medical services providers and 

ambulance companies and improved patient safety. Benefits to the ALS base hospital from 

this change are expected to be none-to-minimal. No other changes made in the rulemaking 

are expected to cause increased costs to be incurred by or decrease revenue for an ALS base 

hospital. 

● Tribes and federal agencies operating a hospital under federal or tribal law 

Tribes and federal agencies operating a hospital under federal or tribal law are expected 

to incur costs and receive benefits as described above for publicly owned hospitals and 

privately owned hospitals. In addition, tribes and federal agencies operating a hospital under 

federal or tribal law may face an additional challenge to be certified as an ALS base hospital 

under the current rules. Tribal and federal hospitals may employ physicians who are licensed 

in a state other than Arizona. The definition of “physician” in A.R.S. § 36-2201 specifies that 

a physician is “a person licensed pursuant to [T]itle 32, [C]hapter 13 or 17.” Therefore, under 

the current rules, an individual licensed as a physician in another state and working at a tribal 

or federal hospital is not eligible to provide on-line medical direction to an EMCT, even on 

tribal land. This has caused problems for tribal hospitals that are ALS base hospitals, limiting 

the otherwise qualified individuals who can provide on-line medical direction, and deterring 

other tribal or federal hospitals from seeking to become an ALS base hospital. This would be 

especially concerning for a tribal hospital that is designated as a trauma center and to which 
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trauma patients would be transported by emergency medical services providers and 

ambulance services. 

The rules in 9 A.A.C. 25, Article 13, for trauma centers use a different definition for 

“physician” to acknowledge that an individual licensed as a physician in another state may be 

providing trauma services to a patient in a tribal or federal hospital. In this rulemaking, a 

cross-reference to the definition of “physician” in 9 A.A.C. 25, Article 13, is added in 

R9-25-202, allowing an individual licensed as a physician in another state and working in a 

tribal or federal hospital to provide on-line medical direction to an EMCT, if authorized by 

the EMCT’s administrative medical director. An administrative medical director is still 

required to be a physician licensed in Arizona under A.R.S. Title 32, Chapter 13 or 17. The 

Department anticipates that this change may provide up to a substantial benefit to a tribe or 

federal agency operating a hospital under federal or tribal law by potentially allowing them to 

use physicians licensed in another state to satisfy requirements for an ALS base hospital 

providing on-line medical direction. 

● Special hospital as an ALS base hospital 

There is currently one special hospital that provides services only for children that is 

certified as an ALS base hospital. This ALS base hospital does not admit adult patients on a 

routine basis, while emergency medical services providers and ambulance services do 

routinely transport adult patients to other hospitals. Therefore, the current rules in 

R9-25-201(D) and R9-25-202(B) specify that an emergency medical services provider or 

ambulance service that uses a special hospital as an ALS base hospital for providing 

administrative medical direction or on-line medical direction, respectively, must also have a 

written agreement for the provision of medical direction with an ALS base hospital that meets 

the requirements in R9-25-203(B)(1) or with a centralized medical direction communications 

center. This requirement is clarified in the new rules in R9-25-201(D) and R9-25-202(C), and 

may provide a significant benefit to a special hospital. 

The specialists in a special hospital providing services only to children may receive 

training through two pathways. In the first pathway, a physician is first trained in a specialty, 

such as cardiology or emergency medicine, then receives specialty training in that field 

specific to treating children. In the second pathway, the physician first receives training 

specific to treating children, then specialized in a specific area of pediatric medicine, such as 

cardiology or emergency medicine. The current rules do not take into account this distinction, 

as was stated in a written criticism of the rules. To address this written criticism, the 
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Department is revising R9-25-203(C)(3)(b) to allow a physician who received training and 

certification in pediatric emergency medicine by either pathway to provide on-line medical 

direction to an EMCT. The Department anticipates that this change may provide a significant 

benefit to a special hospital providing services only to children as an ALS base hospital. 

● Public and private emergency medical services providers and ambulance services 

As of December 12, 2018, there were 148 public emergency medical services providers, 

which include municipal or county ground ambulance services and fire districts established 

under A.R.S. Title 48, Chapter 5. There were 69 public ground ambulance services and 27 

private ground ambulance services holding a certificate of necessity according to 9 A.A.C. 

25, Article 9. There were also 29 air ambulance services licensed under 9 A.A.C. 25, Article 

7. These entities are required to provide both administrative medical direction and on-line 

medical direction for any of their EMCTs authorized to provide ALS or to perform an STR 

skill. Administrative medical direction and on-line medical direction may be provided by a 

qualified individual who is employed by the entity or through a contract with an ALS base 

hospital or centralized medical direction communications center. 

Changes to the rules that make them clearer and easier to understand may provide a 

significant benefit to an emergency medical services provider or ambulance service. Since 

emergency medical services providers and ambulance services are required to provide 

mechanisms for their EMCTs to receive medical direction, if required for the EMCT, the rule 

changes providing additional ways for a physician to be qualified to be an administrative 

medical director or to provide on-line medical direction may result in more physicians being 

qualified. Therefore, these changes may also provide a significant benefit to an emergency 

medical services provider or ambulance service in choosing an administrative medical 

director and in providing a means for EMCTs to receive on-line medical direction. 

The new rules specify and clarify requirements for administrative medical directors, as 

described below. These changes include clarifying: that a communication protocol must 

include from what sources an EMCT may obtain on-line medical direction; the content of a 

protocol for the transfer of information to an emergency receiving facility; and the content of 

policies and procedures for completion and submission of prehospital incident history reports. 

These clarifications may make it easier for an emergency medical services provider or 

ambulance service to comply with the requirements, providing a significant benefit. However, 

if an emergency medical services provider or ambulance service were not complying with a 

requirement, due to not understanding the requirement, and will now comply but at an 
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increased cost, the clarification may be considered to have caused the emergency medical 

services provider or ambulance service to incur additional costs, which could be substantial. 

These costs could be offset by a corresponding reduction in costs related to enforcement. 

EMCTs have specific scopes of practice, based on the classification of EMCT (EMT 

versus Paramedic, for example), as shown in Table 5.1 of the rules in 9 A.A.C. 25. 

Additionally, according to requirements in R9-25-502, an EMCT must be authorized by the 

EMCT’s administrative medical director to perform an ALS skill or STR skill that is within 

the EMCT’s scope of practice. If a physician providing on-line medical direction is not aware 

of the EMCT’s authorized scope of practice, the physician may order the EMCT to perform a 

task outside the EMCT’s authorized scope of practice. By requiring an ALS base hospital to 

establish a quality assurance process to evaluate the effectiveness of the on-line medical 

direction provided to EMCTs, as suggested by stakeholders, instances of a physician 

providing inappropriate on-line medical direction may be detected and addressed. This may 

reduce the incidence of such occurrences, thereby reducing the liability of the emergency 

medical services provider or ambulance service, and providing a significant benefit to the 

emergency medical services provider or ambulance service. 

The emergency medical services providers and ambulance services that had been 

receiving medical direction from a hospital that abruptly ceased to provide medical direction 

may have experienced concerns about where they could obtain the required medical direction 

for their EMCTs. Without time to plan for a transition or seek out options for obtaining 

medical direction, the situation could have become a crisis. To reduce the chances of a 

recurrence, the Department has added a requirement, at the request of stakeholders, for ALS 

base hospitals to notify any emergency medical services providers or ambulance services with 

which they have a written agreement for providing medical direction of an intention to cease 

providing medical direction. The Department anticipates that this addition may provide a 

significant benefit to an emergency medical services provider or ambulance service. 

The Department had heard several concerns expressed about the wording in 

R9-25-201(F)(2)(d) related to the storage of agents. These concerns related to the need for a 

clarification of subsection (F)(2)(d)(ii) to specifically connect the “motor vehicle or aircraft” 

to the relevant emergency medical services provider or ambulance service, and of subsection 

(F)(2)(d)(iii) to not limit storage of a controlled substance to an ambulance since fire trucks 

could also carry controlled substances for use by EMCTs. In view of these concerns, the 

opioid overdose epidemic, and the reports received by the Department of losses of controlled 
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substances in the possession of EMCTs, the Department determined to revise 

R9-25-201(F)(2)(d) as part of this rulemaking. Subsection (F)(2)(d)(ii) now clarifies that the 

requirement applies to a motor vehicle or aircraft registered to the emergency medical 

services provider or ambulance service. In subsection (F)(2)(d)(iii), the components of the 

requirement in subsection (F)(2)(d)(iii) in the current rules are broken out to improve clarity. 

In addition, at the request of stakeholders expressing concerns about the storage of controlled 

substances in “austere environments” such as during wild fires or rescue missions or while 

riding a bicycle at events, the Department has added subsections allowing the administrative 

medical director for an emergency medical services provider or ambulance service to tailor 

how his/her EMCTs can carry/store a controlled substance when it is not in use to meet 

operational needs, while ensuring the security of the controlled substance. Although these 

changes may require an administrative medical director to revise existing policies and 

procedures for the storage of agents, resulting in minimal costs, the Department anticipates 

that these changes may provide a significant benefit to an emergency medical services 

provider or ambulance service. 

● Physicians, including administrative medical directors 

The Department anticipates that having rules to follow that are clearer and easier to 

understand may provide a significant benefit to a physician providing administrative medical 

direction or on-line medical direction. The new rules provide another method, geared to 

physicians licensed under A.R.S. Title 23, Chapter 17, by which a physician could qualify to 

be an administrative medical director or provide on-line medical direction. The new rules also 

provide another pathway by which a physician in a special hospital that is certified as an ALS 

base hospital may be eligible to provide on-line medical direction. These changes may enable 

a physician to be eligible without having to have current certification in advanced emergency 

cardiac life support, advanced emergency trauma life support, and pediatric advanced 

emergency life support. Because of the costs and time involved in obtaining and retaining 

current certifications, these changes to the rules may providing up to a moderate benefit to 

such a physician. The new rules may also provide a significant benefit to an individual 

licensed as a physician in another state and working in a hospital operating under federal or 

tribal law. 

Several changes are being made that specifically affect physicians who are administrative 

medical directors. R9-25-201(E)(2)(a) is being clarified to ensure that an administrative 

medical director includes in a communication protocol from what sources an EMCT may 
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obtain on-line medical direction. This may prevent an EMCT from calling different persons 

until finding a physician who provides on-line medical direction with which the EMCT wants 

to comply. As mentioned above, the content of a protocol for the transfer of information to an 

emergency receiving facility is also being changed to clarify that the information specified 

according to R9-25-201(E)(2)(d)(i) is to be provided concurrent with the transfer of care. In 

addition, subsection (E)(2)(d)(iii) is being changed to clarify that prehospital incident history 

reports need to be submitted, as well as completed, according to a time-frame established by 

the administrative medical director. Similarly, R9-25-201(E)(3)(b)(iii) is being changed to 

clarify the content of policies and procedures for completion and submission of prehospital 

incident history reports. If the protocols and policies and procedures developed by an 

administrative medical director do not contain the elements clarified by the changes, the new 

rules may impose a minimal cost on the administrative medical director to change these 

protocols and policies and procedures, but the changes may provide a significant benefit. 

The rule in R9-25-201(F)(2)(d) requires that an administrative medical director ensures 

that policies and procedures for agents to which an EMCT has access include security 

measures, including security for controlled substances. The changes being made in the 

rulemaking allow an administrative medical director to tailor these policies and procedures to 

better meet operational needs, specifying how EMCTs under the administrative medical 

director’s medical direction must carry and store an agent. The changes are especially 

relevant to agents that are controlled substances. In the current rules, controlled substances 

were required to be locked in an ambulance when not in use. The new rules allow an 

administrative medical director to establish policies and procedures applicable to EMCTs 

working in the area of a wild fire or during a rescue operation when no ambulance is present. 

With the increased use of EMCTs on bicycles providing prehospital emergency care at large 

events, these situations may also be addressed, if applicable, by an administrative medical 

director in the policies and procedures required in R9-25-201(F)(2)(d). Thus, these changes 

still require an administrative medical director to ensure the security of a controlled substance 

but their flexibility may provide a significant benefit to the administrative medical director. If 

an administrative director chooses to change existing policies and procedures based on these 

changes, the Department believes that the administrative medical director may incur minimal 

costs to revise the policies and procedures. 

● EMCTs 
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As of December 12, 2018, there were 19,253 EMCTs in Arizona who have been certified 

by the Department.  Of these, 7,065 provide ALS, require administrative medical direction, 

and may receive on-line medical direction. The Department expects that EMCTs may receive 

a significant benefit from having rules to follow that are clearer and easier to understand. 

They may also receive a significant benefit from changes that allow an administrative 

medical director to better tailor policies and procedures for the security of agents to meet 

operational needs. Whether an EMCT is affected by changes clarifying the protocol for the 

transfer of information to an emergency receiving facility will depend on the protocol the 

EMCT is currently following and what changes, if any the administrative medical director 

makes to it.  The Department anticipates that these effects would be minimal at most and may 

provide a significant benefit to an EMCT. 

● Patients and their families 

The Department anticipates that changes being made in this rulemaking may provide a 

significant benefit to patients receiving services from an emergency medical services 

provider, ambulance service, or ALS base hospital. In particular, the changes to improve the 

clarity of the rules and the changes that allow requirements for EMCTs to be tailored to the 

situation in which prehospital emergency care is being provided are expected to improve the 

care that may be provided to patients.  

● General public 

The Department anticipates that the general public will receive a significant benefit from 

the rules changes, which were developed to improve the quality of medical direction and the 

functioning of ALS base hospitals. Having rules to follow that are clearer and easier to 

understand may allow EMCTs, administrative medical directors, physicians providing on-line 

medical direction, emergency medical services providers, ambulance services, and ALS base 

hospital to more easily comply with requirements. This may result in improvements in the 

emergency medical services system in Arizona. 

4. A general description of the probable impact on private and public employment in 

businesses, agencies, and political subdivisions of this state directly affected by the 

rulemaking 

Public and private employment in the State of Arizona is not expected to be affected due to the changes 

required in the rule. 

5. A statement of the probable impact of the rules on small business 

a. Identification of the small businesses subject to the rules 
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Small businesses subject to the rules may include small hospitals and small ambulance companies or 

emergency medical services providers. 

b. The administrative and other costs required for compliance with the rules 

Anticipated costs for complying with the rules are described under paragraph 3. 

c. A description of the methods that the agency may use to reduce the impact on small 

businesses 

The Department is unaware of any measures that may be taken to reduce the impact on small businesses 

while still protecting the health and safety of the citizens of and visitors to Arizona. 

d. The probable costs and benefits to private persons and consumers who are directly 

affected by the rules 

The costs to private persons and consumers from the rules changes are described in paragraph 3. 

6. A statement of the probable effect on state revenues 

The rulemaking does not include any fees, so the Department does not expect the rules to affect state 

revenues. 

7. A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the 

purpose of the proposed rulemaking 

There are no less intrusive or less costly alternatives for achieving the purpose of the rule. 

8. A description of any data on which the rule is based with a detailed explanation of how the 

data was obtained and why the data is acceptable data 

Not applicable 
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Statutory Authority for the Rules in 9 A.A.C. 25, Article 2 

36-132. Department of health services; functions; contracts 

A. The department, in addition to other powers and duties vested in it by law, shall: 

1. Protect the health of the people of the state. 

2. Promote the development, maintenance, efficiency and effectiveness of local health departments or districts of 
sufficient population and area that they can be sustained with reasonable economy and efficient administration, 
provide technical consultation and assistance to local health departments or districts, provide financial assistance to 
local health departments or districts and services that meet minimum standards of personnel and performance and in 
accordance with a plan and budget submitted by the local health department or districts to the department for 
approval, and recommend the qualifications of all personnel. 

3. Collect, preserve, tabulate and interpret all information required by law in reference to births, deaths and all vital 
facts, and obtain, collect and preserve information relating to the health of the people of this state and the prevention 
of diseases as may be useful in the discharge of functions of the department not in conflict with chapter 3 of this title 
and sections 36-693, 36-694 and 39-122. 

4. Operate such sanitariums, hospitals or other facilities assigned to the department by law or by the governor. 

5. Conduct a statewide program of health education relevant to the powers and duties of the department, prepare 
educational materials and disseminate information as to conditions affecting health, including basic information for 
the promotion of good health on the part of individuals and communities, and prepare and disseminate technical 
information concerning public health to the health professions, local health officials and hospitals. In cooperation with 
the department of education, the department of health services shall prepare and disseminate materials and give 
technical assistance for the purpose of education of children in hygiene, sanitation and personal and public health, and 
provide consultation and assistance in community organization to counties, communities and groups of people. 

6. Administer or supervise a program of public health nursing, prescribe the minimum qualifications of all public health 
nurses engaged in official public health work, and encourage and aid in coordinating local public health nursing 
services. 

7. Encourage and aid in coordinating local programs concerning control of preventable diseases in accordance with 
statewide plans that shall be formulated by the department. 

8. Encourage and aid in coordinating local programs concerning maternal and child health, including midwifery, 
antepartum and postpartum care, infant and preschool health and the health of schoolchildren, including special fields 
such as the prevention of blindness and conservation of sight and hearing. 

9. Encourage and aid in the coordination of local programs concerning nutrition of the people of this state. 

10. Encourage, administer and provide dental health care services and aid in coordinating local programs concerning 
dental public health, in cooperation with the Arizona dental association.  The department may bill and receive 
payment for costs associated with providing dental health care services and shall deposit the monies in the oral health 
fund established by section 36-138. 

11. Establish and maintain adequate serological, bacteriological, parasitological, entomological and chemical 
laboratories with qualified assistants and facilities necessary for routine examinations and analyses and for 
investigations and research in matters affecting public health. 

12. Supervise, inspect and enforce the rules concerning the operation of public bathing places and public and 
semipublic swimming pools adopted pursuant to section 36-136, subsection I, paragraph 10. 

13. Take all actions necessary or appropriate to ensure that bottled water sold to the public and water used to 
process, store, handle, serve and transport food and drink are free from filth, disease-causing substances and 
organisms and unwholesome, poisonous, deleterious or other foreign substances.  All state agencies and local health 
agencies involved with water quality shall provide to the department any assistance requested by the director to 
ensure that this paragraph is effectuated. 
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14. Enforce the state food, caustic alkali and acid laws in accordance with chapter 2, article 2 of this title, chapter 8, 
article 1 of this title and chapter 9, article 4 of this title, and collaborate in the enforcement of the federal food, drug, 
and cosmetic act (52 Stat. 1040; 21 United States Code sections 1 through 905). 

15. Recruit and train personnel for state, local and district health departments. 

16. Conduct continuing evaluations of state, local and district public health programs, study and appraise state health 
problems and develop broad plans for use by the department and for recommendation to other agencies, professions 
and local health departments for the best solution of these problems. 

17. License and regulate health care institutions according to chapter 4 of this title. 

18. Issue or direct the issuance of licenses and permits required by law. 

19. Participate in the state civil defense program and develop the necessary organization and facilities to meet 
wartime or other disasters. 

20. Subject to the availability of monies, develop and administer programs in perinatal health care, including: 

(a) Screening in early pregnancy for detecting high-risk conditions. 

(b) Comprehensive prenatal health care. 

(c) Maternity, delivery and postpartum care. 

(d) Perinatal consultation, including transportation of the pregnant woman to a perinatal care center when medically 
indicated. 

(e) Perinatal education oriented toward professionals and consumers, focusing on early detection and adequate 
intervention to avert premature labor and delivery. 

21. License and regulate the health and safety of group homes for persons with developmental disabilities. The 
department shall issue a license to an accredited facility for a period of the accreditation, except that no licensing 
period shall be longer than three years. The department is authorized to conduct an inspection of an accredited facility 
to ensure that the facility meets health and safety licensure standards. The results of the accreditation survey shall be 
public information. A copy of the final accreditation report shall be filed with the department of health services. For 
the purposes of this paragraph, "accredited" means accredited by a nationally recognized accreditation organization. 

B. The department may accept from the state or federal government, or any agency of the state or federal 
government, and from private donors, trusts, foundations or eleemosynary corporations or organizations grants or 
donations for or in aid of the construction or maintenance of any program, project, research or facility authorized by 
this title, or in aid of the extension or enforcement of any program, project or facility authorized, regulated or 
prohibited by this title, and enter into contracts with the federal government, or an agency of the federal government, 
and with private donors, trusts, foundations or eleemosynary corporations or organizations, to carry out such 
purposes. All monies made available under this section are special project grants. The department may also expend 
these monies to further applicable scientific research within this state. 

C. The department, in establishing fees authorized by this section, shall comply with title 41, chapter 6.  The 
department shall not set a fee at more than the department's cost of providing the service for which the fee is 
charged.  State agencies are exempt from all fees imposed pursuant to this section. 

D. The department may enter into contracts with organizations that perform nonrenal organ transplant operations 
and organizations that primarily assist in the management of end-stage renal disease and related problems to provide, 
as payors of last resort, prescription medications necessary to supplement treatment and transportation to and from 
treatment facilities. The contracts may provide for department payment of administrative costs it specifically 
authorizes. 

36-136. Powers and duties of director; compensation of personnel; rules; definitions 

A. The director shall: 

1. Be the executive officer of the department of health services and the state registrar of vital statistics but shall not 
receive compensation for services as registrar. 
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2. Perform all duties necessary to carry out the functions and responsibilities of the department. 

3. Prescribe the organization of the department. The director shall appoint or remove personnel as necessary for the 
efficient work of the department and shall prescribe the duties of all personnel. The director may abolish any office or 
position in the department that the director believes is unnecessary. 

4. Administer and enforce the laws relating to health and sanitation and the rules of the department. 

5. Provide for the examination of any premises if the director has reasonable cause to believe that on the premises 
there exists a violation of any health law or rule of this state. 

6. Exercise general supervision over all matters relating to sanitation and health throughout this state. When in the 
opinion of the director it is necessary or advisable, a sanitary survey of the whole or of any part of this state shall be 
made. The director may enter, examine and survey any source and means of water supply, sewage disposal plant, 
sewerage system, prison, public or private place of detention, asylum, hospital, school, public building, private 
institution, factory, workshop, tenement, public washroom, public restroom, public toilet and toilet facility, public 
eating room and restaurant, dairy, milk plant or food manufacturing or processing plant, and any premises in which the 
director has reason to believe there exists a violation of any health law or rule of this state that the director has the 
duty to administer. 

7. Prepare sanitary and public health rules. 

8. Perform other duties prescribed by law. 

B. If the director has reasonable cause to believe that there exists a violation of any health law or rule of this state, the 
director may inspect any person or property in transportation through this state, and any car, boat, train, trailer, 
airplane or other vehicle in which that person or property is transported, and may enforce detention or disinfection as 
reasonably necessary for the public health if there exists a violation of any health law or rule. 

C. The director, after consultation with the department of administration, may take all necessary steps to enhance the 
highest and best use of the state hospital property, including contracting with third parties to provide services, 
entering into short-term lease agreements with third parties to occupy or renovate existing buildings and entering 
into long-term lease agreements to develop the land and buildings. The director shall deposit any monies collected 
from contracts and lease agreements entered into pursuant to this subsection in the Arizona state hospital charitable 
trust fund established by section 36-218.  At least thirty days before issuing a request for proposals pursuant to this 
subsection, the department of health services shall hold a public hearing to receive community and provider input 
regarding the highest and best use of the state hospital property related to the request for proposals. The department 
shall report to the joint committee on capital review on the terms, conditions and purpose of any lease or sublease 
agreement entered into pursuant to this subsection relating to state hospital lands or buildings or the disposition of 
real property pursuant to this subsection, including state hospital lands or buildings, and the fiscal impact on the 
department and any revenues generated by the agreement.  Any lease or sublease agreement entered into pursuant 
to this subsection relating to state hospital lands or buildings or the disposition of real property pursuant to this 
subsection, including state hospital lands or buildings, must be reviewed by the joint committee on capital review. 

D. The director may deputize, in writing, any qualified officer or employee in the department to do or perform on the 
director's behalf any act the director is by law empowered to do or charged with the responsibility of doing. 

E. The director may delegate to a local health department, county environmental department or public health services 
district any functions, powers or duties that the director believes can be competently, efficiently and properly 
performed by the local health department, county environmental department or public health services district if: 

1. The director or superintendent of the local health agency, environmental agency or public health services district is 
willing to accept the delegation and agrees to perform or exercise the functions, powers and duties conferred in 
accordance with the standards of performance established by the director of the department of health services. 

2. Monies appropriated or otherwise made available to the department for distribution to or division among counties 
or public health services districts for local health work may be allocated or reallocated in a manner designed to ensure 
the accomplishment of recognized local public health activities and delegated functions, powers and duties in 
accordance with applicable standards of performance. Whenever in the director's opinion there is cause, the director 
may terminate all or a part of any delegation and may reallocate all or a part of any funds that may have been 
conditioned on the further performance of the functions, powers or duties conferred. 
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F. The compensation of all personnel shall be as determined pursuant to section 38-611. 

G. The director may make and amend rules necessary for the proper administration and enforcement of the laws 
relating to the public health. 

H. Notwithstanding subsection I, paragraph 1 of this section, the director may define and prescribe emergency 
measures for detecting, reporting, preventing and controlling communicable or infectious diseases or conditions if the 
director has reasonable cause to believe that a serious threat to public health and welfare exists.  Emergency 
measures are effective for no longer than eighteen months. 

I. The director, by rule, shall: 

1. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures for detecting, reporting, preventing and controlling 
communicable and preventable diseases. The rules shall declare certain diseases reportable. The rules shall prescribe 
measures, including isolation or quarantine, that are reasonably required to prevent the occurrence of, or to seek 
early detection and alleviation of, disability, insofar as possible, from communicable or preventable diseases. The rules 
shall include reasonably necessary measures to control animal diseases transmittable to humans. 

2. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures, in addition to those prescribed by law, regarding the 
preparation, embalming, cremation, interment, disinterment and transportation of dead human bodies and the 
conduct of funerals, relating to and restricted to communicable diseases and regarding the removal, transportation, 
cremation, interment or disinterment of any dead human body. 

3. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary procedures that are not inconsistent with law in regard to the use and 
accessibility of vital records, delayed birth registration and the completion, change and amendment of vital records. 

4. Except as relating to the beneficial use of wildlife meat by public institutions and charitable organizations pursuant 
to title 17, prescribe reasonably necessary measures to ensure that all food or drink, including meat and meat 
products and milk and milk products sold at the retail level, provided for human consumption is free from 
unwholesome, poisonous or other foreign substances and filth, insects or disease-causing organisms. The rules shall 
prescribe reasonably necessary measures governing the production, processing, labeling, storing, handling, serving 
and transportation of these products. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for the sanitary facilities and 
conditions that shall be maintained in any warehouse, restaurant or other premises, except a meat packing plant, 
slaughterhouse, wholesale meat processing plant, dairy product manufacturing plant or trade product manufacturing 
plant.  The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for any truck or other vehicle in which food or drink is produced, 
processed, stored, handled, served or transported. The rules shall provide for the inspection and licensing of premises 
and vehicles so used, and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises or vehicles that do not comply with the 
rules and minimum standards. The rules shall provide an exemption relating to food or drink that is: 

(a) Served at a noncommercial social event such as a potluck. 

(b) Prepared at a cooking school that is conducted in an owner-occupied home. 

(c) Not potentially hazardous and prepared in a kitchen of a private home for occasional sale or distribution for 
noncommercial purposes. 

(d) Prepared or served at an employee-conducted function that lasts less than four hours and is not regularly 
scheduled, such as an employee recognition, an employee fund-raising or an employee social event. 

(e) Offered at a child care facility and limited to commercially prepackaged food that is not potentially hazardous and 
whole fruits and vegetables that are washed and cut on-site for immediate consumption. 

(f) Offered at locations that sell only commercially prepackaged food or drink that is not potentially hazardous. 

(g) A cottage food product that is not potentially hazardous or a time or temperature control for safety food and that is 
prepared in a kitchen of a private home for commercial purposes, including fruit jams and jellies, dry mixes made with 
ingredients from approved sources, honey, dry pasta and roasted nuts. Cottage food products must be packaged at 
home with an attached label that clearly states the name and registration number of the food preparer, lists all the 
ingredients in the product and the product's production date and includes the following statement:  "This product was 
produced in a home kitchen that may process common food allergens and is not subject to public health inspection." If 
the product was made in a facility for individuals with developmental disabilities, the label must also disclose that fact. 
The person preparing the food or supervising the food preparation must complete a food handler training course from 
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an accredited program and maintain active certification. The food preparer must register with an online registry 
established by the department pursuant to paragraph 13 of this subsection. The food preparer must display the 
preparer's certificate of registration when operating as a temporary food establishment.  For the purposes of this 
subdivision, "not potentially hazardous" means cottage food products that meet the requirements of the food code 
published by the United States food and drug administration, as modified and incorporated by reference by the 
department by rule. 

(h) A whole fruit or vegetable grown in a public school garden that is washed and cut on-site for immediate 
consumption. 

(i) Produce in a packing or holding facility that is subject to the United States food and drug administration produce 
safety rule (21 Code of Federal Regulations part 112) as administered by the Arizona department of agriculture 
pursuant to title 3, chapter 3, article 4.1.  For the purposes of this subdivision, "holding", "packing" and "produce" have 
the same meanings prescribed in section 3-525. 

5. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures to ensure that all meat and meat products for human consumption 
handled at the retail level are delivered in a manner and from sources approved by the Arizona department of 
agriculture and are free from unwholesome, poisonous or other foreign substances and filth, insects or 
disease-causing organisms. The rules shall prescribe standards for sanitary facilities to be used in identity, storage, 
handling and sale of all meat and meat products sold at the retail level. 

6. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures regarding production, processing, labeling, handling, serving and 
transportation of bottled water to ensure that all bottled drinking water distributed for human consumption is free 
from unwholesome, poisonous, deleterious or other foreign substances and filth or disease-causing organisms. The 
rules shall prescribe minimum standards for the sanitary facilities and conditions that shall be maintained at any 
source of water, bottling plant and truck or vehicle in which bottled water is produced, processed, stored or 
transported and shall provide for inspection and certification of bottled drinking water sources, plants, processes and 
transportation and for abatement as a public nuisance of any water supply, label, premises, equipment, process or 
vehicle that does not comply with the minimum standards. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for 
bacteriological, physical and chemical quality for bottled water and for the submission of samples at intervals 
prescribed in the standards. 

7. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures governing ice production, handling, storing and distribution to 
ensure that all ice sold or distributed for human consumption or for the preservation or storage of food for human 
consumption is free from unwholesome, poisonous, deleterious or other foreign substances and filth or 
disease-causing organisms. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for the sanitary facilities and conditions and 
the quality of ice that shall be maintained at any ice plant, storage and truck or vehicle in which ice is produced, stored, 
handled or transported and shall provide for inspection and licensing of the premises and vehicles, and for abatement 
as public nuisances of ice, premises, equipment, processes or vehicles that do not comply with the minimum standards. 

8. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures concerning sewage and excreta disposal, garbage and trash 
collection, storage and disposal, and water supply for recreational and summer camps, campgrounds, motels, tourist 
courts, trailer coach parks and hotels. The rules shall prescribe minimum standards for preparation of food in 
community kitchens, adequacy of excreta disposal, garbage and trash collection, storage and disposal and water 
supply for recreational and summer camps, campgrounds, motels, tourist courts, trailer coach parks and hotels and 
shall provide for inspection of these premises and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises or facilities that 
do not comply with the rules.  Primitive camp and picnic grounds offered by this state or a political subdivision of this 
state are exempt from rules adopted pursuant to this paragraph but are subject to approval by a county health 
department under sanitary regulations adopted pursuant to section 36-183.02. Rules adopted pursuant to this 
paragraph do not apply to two or fewer recreational vehicles as defined in section 33-2102 that are not park models 
or park trailers, that are parked on owner-occupied residential property for less than sixty days and for which no rent 
or other compensation is paid.  For the purposes of this paragraph, "primitive camp and picnic grounds" means camp 
and picnic grounds that are remote in nature and without accessibility to public infrastructure such as water, 
electricity and sewer. 

9. Define and prescribe reasonably necessary measures concerning the sewage and excreta disposal, garbage and 
trash collection, storage and disposal, water supply and food preparation of all public schools. The rules shall prescribe 
minimum standards for sanitary conditions that shall be maintained in any public school and shall provide for 
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inspection of these premises and facilities and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises that do not comply 
with the minimum standards. 

10. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures to prevent pollution of water used in public or semipublic swimming 
pools and bathing places and to prevent deleterious health conditions at these places. The rules shall prescribe 
minimum standards for sanitary conditions that shall be maintained at any public or semipublic swimming pool or 
bathing place and shall provide for inspection of these premises and for abatement as public nuisances of any premises 
and facilities that do not comply with the minimum standards.  The rules shall be developed in cooperation with the 
director of the department of environmental quality and shall be consistent with the rules adopted by the director of 
the department of environmental quality pursuant to section 49-104, subsection B, paragraph 12. 

11. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures to keep confidential information relating to diagnostic findings and 
treatment of patients, as well as information relating to contacts, suspects and associates of communicable disease 
patients.  In no event shall confidential information be made available for political or commercial purposes. 

12. Prescribe reasonably necessary measures regarding human immunodeficiency virus testing as a means to control 
the transmission of that virus, including the designation of anonymous test sites as dictated by current epidemiologic 
and scientific evidence. 

13. Establish an online registry of food preparers that are authorized to prepare cottage food products for commercial 
purposes pursuant to paragraph 4 of this subsection.  A registered food preparer shall renew the registration every 
three years and shall provide to the department updated registration information within thirty days after any change. 

14. Prescribe an exclusion for fetal demise cases from the standardized survey known as "the hospital consumer 
assessment of healthcare providers and systems". 

J. The rules adopted under the authority conferred by this section shall be observed throughout the state and shall be 
enforced by each local board of health or public health services district, but this section does not limit the right of any 
local board of health or county board of supervisors to adopt ordinances and rules as authorized by law within its 
jurisdiction, provided that the ordinances and rules do not conflict with state law and are equal to or more restrictive 
than the rules of the director. 

K. The powers and duties prescribed by this section do not apply in instances in which regulatory powers and duties 
relating to public health are vested by the legislature in any other state board, commission, agency or instrumentality, 
except that with regard to the regulation of meat and meat products, the department of health services and the 
Arizona department of agriculture within the area delegated to each shall adopt rules that are not in conflict. 

L. The director, in establishing fees authorized by this section, shall comply with title 41, chapter 6. The department 
shall not set a fee at more than the department's cost of providing the service for which the fee is charged. State 
agencies are exempt from all fees imposed pursuant to this section. 

M. After consultation with the state superintendent of public instruction, the director shall prescribe the criteria the 
department shall use in deciding whether or not to notify a local school district that a pupil in the district has tested 
positive for the human immunodeficiency virus antibody. The director shall prescribe the procedure by which the 
department shall notify a school district if, pursuant to these criteria, the department determines that notification is 
warranted in a particular situation. This procedure shall include a requirement that before notification the 
department shall determine to its satisfaction that the district has an appropriate policy relating to nondiscrimination 
of the infected pupil and confidentiality of test results and that proper educational counseling has been or will be 
provided to staff and pupils. 

N. Until the department adopts exemptions by rule as required by subsection I, paragraph 4, subdivision (f) of this 
section, food and drink are exempt from the rules prescribed in subsection I of this section if offered at locations that 
sell only commercially prepackaged food or drink that is not potentially hazardous, without a limitation on its display 
area. 

O. Until the department adopts exemptions by rule as required by subsection I, paragraph 4, subdivision (h) of this 
section, a whole fruit or vegetable grown in a public school garden that is washed and cut on-site for immediate 
consumption is exempt from the rules prescribed in subsection I of this section. 
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P. Until the department adopts an exclusion by rule as required by subsection I, paragraph 14 of this section, the 
standardized survey known as "the hospital consumer assessment of healthcare providers and systems" may not 
include patients who experience a fetal demise. 

Q. For the purposes of this section: 

1. "Cottage food product": 

(a) Means a food that is not potentially hazardous or a time or temperature control for safety food as defined by the 
department in rule and that is prepared in a home kitchen by an individual who is registered with the department. 

(b) Does not include foods that require refrigeration, perishable baked goods, salsas, sauces, fermented and pickled 
foods, meat, fish and shellfish products, beverages, acidified food products, nut butters or other reduced-oxygen 
packaged products. 

2. "Fetal demise" means a fetal death that occurs or is confirmed in a licensed hospital. Fetal demise does not include 
an abortion as defined in section 36-2151. 

36-2201. Definitions 

In this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires: 

1. "Administrative medical direction" means supervision of emergency medical care technicians by a base hospital 
medical director, administrative medical director or basic life support medical director. For the purposes of this 
paragraph, "administrative medical director" means a physician who is licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 13 or 
17 and who provides direction within the emergency medical services and trauma system. 

2. "Advanced emergency medical technician" means a person who has been trained in an advanced emergency 
medical technician program certified by the director or in an equivalent training program and who is certified by the 
director to render services pursuant to section 36-2205. 

3. "Advanced life support" means the level of assessment and care identified in the scope of practice approved by 
the director for the advanced emergency medical technician, emergency medical technician I-99 and paramedic. 

4. "Advanced life support base hospital" means a health care institution that offers general medical and surgical 
services, that is certified by the director as an advanced life support base hospital and that is affiliated by written 
agreement with a licensed ambulance service, municipal rescue service, fire department, fire district or health 
services district for medical direction, evaluation and control of emergency medical care technicians. 

5. "Ambulance" means any publicly or privately owned surface, water or air vehicle, including a helicopter, that 
contains a stretcher and necessary medical equipment and supplies pursuant to section 36-2202 and that is 
especially designed and constructed or modified and equipped to be used, maintained or operated primarily for the 
transportation of individuals who are sick, injured or wounded or who require medical monitoring or aid. Ambulance 
does not include a surface vehicle that is owned and operated by a private sole proprietor, partnership, private 
corporation or municipal corporation for the emergency transportation and in-transit care of its employees or a 
vehicle that is operated to accommodate an incapacitated person or person with a disability who does not require 
medical monitoring, care or treatment during transport and that is not advertised as having medical equipment and 
supplies or ambulance attendants. 

6. "Ambulance attendant" means any of the following: 

(a) An emergency medical technician, an advanced emergency medical technician, an emergency medical 
technician I-99 or a paramedic whose primary responsibility is the care of patients in an ambulance and who meets 
the standards and criteria adopted pursuant to section 36-2204. 

(b) An emergency medical responder who is employed by an ambulance service operating under section 36-2202 
and whose primary responsibility is the driving of an ambulance. 

(c) A physician who is licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 13 or 17. 

(d) A professional nurse who is licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 15 and who meets the state board of nursing 
criteria to care for patients in the prehospital care system. 
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(e) A professional nurse who is licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 15 and whose primary responsibility is the care 
of patients in an ambulance during an interfacility transport. 

7. "Ambulance service" means a person who owns and operates one or more ambulances. 

8. "Basic life support" means the level of assessment and care identified in the scope of practice approved by the 
director for the emergency medical responder and emergency medical technician. 

9. "Bureau" means the bureau of emergency medical services and trauma system in the department. 

10. "Centralized medical direction communications center" means a facility that is housed within a hospital, medical 
center or trauma center or a freestanding communication center that meets the following criteria: 

(a) Has the ability to communicate with ambulance services and emergency medical services providers rendering 
patient care outside of the hospital setting via radio and telephone. 

(b) Is staffed twenty-four hours a day seven days a week by at least a physician licensed pursuant to title 32, 
chapter 13 or 17. 

11. "Certificate of necessity" means a certificate that is issued to an ambulance service by the department and that 
describes the following: 

(a) Service area. 

(b) Level of service. 

(c) Type of service. 

(d) Hours of operation. 

(e) Effective date. 

(f) Expiration date. 

(g) Legal name and address of the ambulance service. 

(h) Any limiting or special provisions the director prescribes. 

12. "Council" means the emergency medical services council. 

13. "Department" means the department of health services. 

14. "Director" means the director of the department of health services. 

15. "Emergency medical care technician" means an individual who has been certified by the department as an 
emergency medical technician, an advanced emergency medical technician, an emergency medical technician I-99 
or a paramedic. 

16. "Emergency medical responder" as an ambulance attendant means a person who has been trained in an 
emergency medical responder program certified by the director or in an equivalent training program and who is 
certified by the director to render services pursuant to section 36-2205. 

17. "Emergency medical services" means those services required following an accident or an emergency medical 
situation: 

(a) For on-site emergency medical care. 

(b) For the transportation of the sick or injured by a licensed ground or air ambulance. 

(c) In the use of emergency communications media. 

(d) In the use of emergency receiving facilities. 

(e) In administering initial care and preliminary treatment procedures by emergency medical care technicians. 

18. "Emergency medical services provider" means any governmental entity, quasi-governmental entity or 
corporation whether public or private that renders emergency medical services in this state. 
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19. "Emergency medical technician" means a person who has been trained in an emergency medical technician 
program certified by the director or in an equivalent training program and who is certified by the director as qualified 
to render services pursuant to section 36-2205. 

20. "Emergency receiving facility" means a licensed health care institution that offers emergency medical services, 
is staffed twenty-four hours a day and has a physician on call. 

21. "Fit and proper" means that the director determines that an applicant for a certificate of necessity or a certificate 
holder has the expertise, integrity, fiscal competence and resources to provide ambulance service in the service 
area. 

22. "Medical record" means any patient record, including clinical records, prehospital care records, medical reports, 
laboratory reports and statements, any file, film, record or report or oral statements relating to diagnostic findings, 
treatment or outcome of patients, whether written, electronic or recorded, and any information from which a patient 
or the patient's family might be identified. 

23. "National certification organization" means a national organization that tests and certifies the ability of an 
emergency medical care technician and whose tests are based on national education standards. 

24. "National education standards" means the emergency medical services education standards of the United 
States department of transportation or other similar emergency medical services education standards developed by 
that department or its successor agency. 

25. "Paramedic" means a person who has been trained in a paramedic program certified by the director or in an 
equivalent training program and who is certified by the director to render services pursuant to section 36-2205. 

26. "Physician" means any person licensed pursuant to title 32, chapter 13 or 17. 

27. "Stretcher van" means a vehicle that contains a stretcher and that is operated to accommodate an incapacitated 
person or person with a disability who does not require medical monitoring, aid, care or treatment during transport. 

28. "Suboperation station" means a physical facility or location at which an ambulance service conducts operations 
for the dispatch of ambulances and personnel and that may be staffed twenty-four hours a day or less as 
determined by system use. 

29. "Trauma center" means any acute care hospital that provides in-house twenty-four hour daily dedicated trauma 
surgical services that is designated pursuant to section 36-2225. 

30. "Trauma registry" means data collected by the department on trauma patients and on the incidence, causes, 
severity, outcomes and operation of a trauma system and its components. 

31. "Trauma system" means an integrated and organized arrangement of health care resources having the specific 
capability to perform triage, transport and provide care. 

32. "Validated testing procedure" means a testing procedure that is inclusive of practical skills, or an attestation of 
practical skills proficiency on a form developed by the department by the educational training program, identified 
pursuant to section 36-2204, paragraph 2, that is certified as valid by an organization capable of determining testing 
procedure and testing content validity and that is recommended by the medical direction commission and the 
emergency medical services council before the director's approval. 

33. "Wheelchair van" means a vehicle that contains or that is designed and constructed or modified to contain a 
wheelchair and that is operated to accommodate an incapacitated person or person with a disability who does not 
require medical monitoring, aid, care or treatment during transport. 

36-2202. Duties of the director; qualifications of medical director 

A. The director shall: 

1. Appoint a medical director of the emergency medical services and trauma system. 

2. Adopt standards and criteria for the denial or granting of certification and recertification of emergency medical 
care technicians. These standards shall allow the department to certify qualified emergency medical care 
technicians who have completed statewide standardized training required under section 36-2204, paragraph 1 and 
a standardized certification test required under section 36-2204, paragraph 2 or who hold valid certification with a 
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national certification organization. Before the director may consider approving a statewide standardized training or 
a standardized certification test, or both, each of these must first be recommended by the medical direction 
commission and the emergency medical services council to ensure that the standardized training content is 
consistent with national education standards and that the standardized certification tests examines comparable 
material to that examined in the tests of a national certification organization. 

3. Adopt standards and criteria that pertain to the quality of emergency care pursuant to section 36-2204. 

4. Adopt rules necessary to carry out this chapter. Each rule shall identify all sections and subsections of this 
chapter under which the rule was formulated. 

5. Adopt reasonable medical equipment, supply, staffing and safety standards, criteria and procedures for issuance 
of a certificate of registration to operate an ambulance. 

6. Maintain a state system for recertifying emergency medical care technicians, except as otherwise provided by 
section 36-2202.01, that is independent from any national certification organization recertification process. This 
system shall allow emergency medical care technicians to choose to be recertified under the state or the national 
certification organization recertification system subject to subsection H of this section. 

B. Emergency medical technicians who choose the state recertification process shall recertify in one of the following 
ways: 

1. Successfully completing an emergency medical technician refresher course approved by the department. 

2. Successfully completing an emergency medical technician challenge course approved by the department. 

3. For emergency medical care technicians who are currently certified at the emergency medical technician level by 
the department, attesting on a form provided by the department that the applicant holds a valid and current 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation certification, has and will maintain documented proof of a minimum of twenty-four 
hours of continuing medical education within the last two years consistent with department rules and has functioned 
in the capacity of an emergency medical technician for at least two hundred forty hours during the last two years. 

C. After consultation with the emergency medical services council the director may authorize pilot programs 
designed to improve the safety and efficiency of ambulance inspections for governmental or quasi-governmental 
entities that provide emergency medical services in this state. 

D. The rules, standards and criteria adopted by the director pursuant to subsection A, paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and 5 of 
this section shall be adopted in accordance with title 41, chapter 6, except that the director may adopt on an 
emergency basis pursuant to section 41-1026 rules relating to the regulation of ambulance services in this state 
necessary to protect the public peace, health and safety in advance of adopting rules, standards and criteria as 
otherwise provided by this subsection. 

E. The director may waive the requirement for compliance with a protocol adopted pursuant to section 36-2205 if 
the director determines that the techniques, drug formularies or training makes the protocol inconsistent with 
contemporary medical practices. 

F. The director may suspend a protocol adopted pursuant to section 36-2205 if the director does all of the following: 

1. Determines that the rule is not in the public's best interest. 

2. Initiates procedures pursuant to title 41, chapter 6 to repeal the rule. 

3. Notifies all interested parties in writing of the director's action and the reasons for that action. Parties interested in 
receiving notification shall submit a written request to the director. 

G. To be eligible for appointment as the medical director of the emergency medical services and trauma system, 
the person shall be qualified in emergency medicine and shall be licensed as a physician in one of the states of the 
United States. 

H. Applicants for certification shall apply to the director for certification. Emergency medical care technicians shall 
apply for recertification to the director every two years. The director may extend the expiration date of an 
emergency medical care technician's certificate for thirty days. The department shall establish a fee for this 
extension by rule. Emergency medical care technicians shall pass an examination administered by the department 
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as a condition for recertification only if required to do so by the advanced life support base hospital's medical 
director or the emergency medical care technician's medical director. 

I. The medical director of the emergency medical services and trauma system is exempt from title 41, chapter 4, 
articles 5 and 6 and is entitled to receive compensation pursuant to section 38-611, subsection A. 

J. The standards, criteria and procedures adopted by the director pursuant to subsection A, paragraph 5 of this 
section shall require that ambulance services serving a rural or wilderness certificate of necessity area with a 
population of less than ten thousand persons according to the most recent United States decennial census have at 
least one ambulance attendant as defined in section 36-2201, paragraph 6, subdivision (a) and one ambulance 
attendant as defined in section 36-2201, paragraph 6, subdivision (b) staffing an ambulance while transporting a 
patient and that ambulance services serving a population of ten thousand persons or more according to the most 
recent United States decennial census have at least one ambulance attendant as defined in section 36-2201, 
paragraph 6, subdivision (a) and one ambulance attendant as defined in section 36-2201, paragraph 6, subdivision 
(a), (c), (d) or (e) staffing an ambulance while transporting a patient. 

K. If the department determines there is not a qualified administrative medical director, the department shall ensure 
the provision of administrative medical direction for an emergency medical technician if the emergency medical 
technician meets all of the following criteria: 

1. Is employed by a nonprofit or governmental provider employing less than twelve full-time emergency medical 
technicians. 

2. Stipulates to the inability to secure a physician who is willing to provide administrative medical direction. 

3. Stipulates that the provider agency does not provide administrative medical direction for its employees. 

36-2204. Medical control 

The medical director of the statewide emergency medical services and trauma system, the emergency medical 
services council and the medical direction commission shall recommend to the director the following standards and 
criteria that pertain to the quality of emergency patient care: 

1. Statewide standardized training, certification and recertification standards for all classifications of emergency 
medical care technicians. 

2. A standardized and validated testing procedure for all classifications of emergency medical care technicians. 

3. Medical standards for certification and recertification of training programs for all classifications of emergency 
medical care technicians. 

4. Standardized continuing education criteria for all classifications of emergency medical care technicians. 

5. Medical standards for certification and recertification of certified emergency receiving facilities and advanced life 
support base hospitals and approval of physicians providing medical control or medical direction for any 
classification of emergency medical care technicians who are required to be under medical control or medical 
direction. 

6. Standards and mechanisms for monitoring and ongoing evaluation of performance levels of all classifications of 
emergency medical care technicians, emergency receiving facilities and advanced life support base hospitals and 
approval of physicians providing medical control or medical direction for any classification of emergency medical 
care technicians who are required to be under medical control or medical direction. 

7. Objective criteria and mechanisms for decertification of all classifications of emergency medical care technicians, 
emergency receiving facilities and advanced life support base hospitals and for disapproval of physicians providing 
medical control or medical direction for any classification of emergency care technicians who are required to be 
under medical control or medical direction. 

8. Medical standards for nonphysician prehospital treatment and prehospital triage of patients requiring emergency 
medical services. 
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9. Standards for emergency medical dispatcher training, including prearrival instructions. For the purposes of this 
paragraph, "emergency medical dispatch" means the receipt of calls requesting emergency medical services and 
the response of appropriate resources to the appropriate location. 

10. Standards for a quality assurance process for components of the statewide emergency medical services and 
trauma system, including standards for maintaining the confidentiality of the information considered in the course of 
quality assurance and the records of the quality assurance activities pursuant to section 36-2403. 

11. Standards for ambulance service and medical transportation that give consideration to the differences between 
urban, rural and wilderness areas. 

12. Standards to allow an ambulance to transport a patient to a health care institution that is licensed as a special 
hospital and that is physically connected to an emergency receiving facility. 

36-2204.01. Emergency medical services providers; centralized medical direction communications center 

An ambulance service or emergency medical services provider may provide centralized medical direction through a 
centralized medical direction communications center. 

36-2208. Bureau of emergency medical services and trauma system 

A. There is established within the department a bureau of emergency medical services and trauma system that is 
responsible for coordinating, establishing and administering a statewide system of emergency medical services, 
trauma care and a trauma registry. 

B. This chapter does not prevent any individual, law enforcement officer, public agency or member of a city, town, 
fire district or volunteer fire department from rendering on-site emergency medical care or, if, in terms of the existing 
medical situation, it is deemed not advisable to await the arrival of an ambulance, from transporting emergency 
medical patients to a hospital or an emergency receiving facility, except that if any patient objects on religious 
grounds, that patient shall not be administered any medical treatment or be transported to a hospital or an 
emergency receiving facility. 

C. The director shall develop an annual statewide emergency medical and trauma services plan and submit that 
plan to the council for review and approval. The statewide plan shall then be submitted to the governor for final 
adoption. Before submitting the plan to the governor, the director shall accept comments from the authorized local 
agencies and governmental entities. 

D. A local emergency medical services coordinating system shall develop a regional emergency medical services 
plan that includes a needs assessment and submit the plan to the director and to the authorized local agencies 
within the area. The regional plans shall be integrated into the statewide plan by the department. 

E. The state plan shall contain a budget component for funding local and state emergency medical services 
systems from the emergency medical services operating fund established pursuant to section 36-2218 based on 
the needs assessment of the local emergency medical services coordinating system plans. The components shall 
be included in the department's budget through the normal appropriation process. 

36-2209. Powers and duties of the director 

A. The director shall: 

1. Appoint and define the duties and prescribe the terms of employment of all employees of the bureau. 

2. Adopt rules necessary for the operation of the bureau and for carrying out the purposes of this chapter. 

3. Cooperate with and assist the personnel of emergency receiving facilities and other health care institutions in 
preparing a plan to be followed by these facilities and institutions in the event of a major disaster. 

4. Cooperate with the state director of emergency management when a state of emergency or a state of war 
emergency has been declared by the governor. 

B. The director may: 

1. Request the cooperation of utilities, communications media and public and private agencies to aid and assist in 
the implementation and maintenance of a statewide emergency medical services system. 
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2. Enter into contracts and agreements with any local governmental entity, agency, facility or group that provides a 
similar program of emergency medical services in a contiguous state. 

3. Enter into contracts and agreements for the acquisition and purchase of any equipment, tools, supplies, 
materials and services necessary in the administration of this chapter. 

4. Enter into contracts with emergency receiving facilities, governmental entities, emergency rescue services and 
ambulance services, and the director may establish emergency medical services, including emergency receiving 
facilities, if necessary to assure the availability and quality of these services. 

5. Accept and expend federal funds and private grants, gifts, contributions and devises to assist in carrying out the 
purposes of this chapter. These funds do not revert to the state general fund at the close of a fiscal year. 

6. Establish an emergency medical services notification system that uses existing telephone communications 
networks. 

7. Contract with private telephone companies for the establishment of a statewide emergency reporting telephone 
number. 

8. Authorize the testing entity to collect fees determined by the director. In determining fees for testing entities the 
director shall consider the fees required by national certification organizations. 
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (R19-0302) 
Title 13, Chapter 3, Articles 7, 9, and 12, Tow Trucks 

 
Amend: R13-3-701, R13-3-703, R13-3-902, R13-3-1201 



GOVERNOR’S REGULATORY REVIEW COUNCIL 
 

STAFF MEMORANDUM - EXPEDITED RULEMAKING 
 
 
MEETING DATE:  March 5, 2019  
 
TO: Members of the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council (Council) 
 
FROM: Council Staff 
 
DATE: February 4, 2019 
 
SUBJECT: ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 

Title 13, Chapter 3, Article 7, Definitions, Scope, and Enforcement Dates; Article 
9, Tow Truck Registration and Compliance Inspection; Article 12, Requirements 
for Tow Truck Agents and Companies  

 
Amend: R13-3-701, R13-3-703, R13-3-902, R13-3-1201 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

This is an expedited rulemaking from the Department of Public Safety (DPS) pursuant to              
A.R.S. § 41-1027(A)(3), (4), and (6). This expedited rulemaking is related to DPS’s five year               
review report (5YRR) that the Council approved on July 6, 2016. This expedited rulemaking is               
generally consistent with the objectives outlined in the 5YRR. However, in reference to             
R13-3-902, the 5YRR indicated that DPS would add a phone number and email address to notify                
DPS of a lost, damaged, destroyed, or stolen tow truck inspection report, permit decal, or               
identification number. DPS has advised Council Staff that their current management no longer             
believes this recommendation is appropriate and will not be adopting it. It is the view of DPS                 
management that written notice allows for better control and accountability and now only seeks              
to add a mail drop code in this regulation. The Governor’s office granted an exemption from the                 
rulemaking moratorium to DPS on September 27, 2018. 
 

In reference to R13-3-701 (Definitions), DPS seeks to change the statutory reference in             
paragraph (B) to A.R.S. § 28-1108 from the current A.R.S. § 41-1830.51 due to a legislative                
change re-establishing A.R.S. § 28-1108. This is permitted pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1027(A)(4).             
In its 5YRR, DPS indicated it was making an application to the Secretary of State for a technical                  
fix to change the reference to A.R.S. § 41-1830.51. It is now seeking to change it back to                  
A.R.S.§ 28-1108 through this rulemaking.  
 

In reference to R13-3-703 (Enforcement Dates), DPS seeks to repeal paragraph 2 because             
the grandfathering time period referenced in the rule has expired. This is permitted pursuant to               
A.R.S. § 41-1027(A)(6).  
 



 
In reference to R13-3-902 (Inspection by the Department), DPS seeks to amend            

paragraph (E)(3)(a) to include a mail drop code in the address. This is permitted pursuant to                
A.R.S. § 41-1027(A)(3). 
 

In reference to R13-3-1201 (Tow Truck Agent and Company Requirements), DPS seeks            
to modify an incorporation by reference to 49 CFR 391.45 by deleting the October 1, 2003 date                 
and to change the reference in paragraph (B)(1) from A.R.S. § 41-1830.51 to A.R.S. § 28-1108.                
This is permitted pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1027(A)(4). In its 5YRR, DPS indicated that the CFR                
reference could be updated and that it would make an application to the Secretary of State to                 
make a technical fix to change the reference to A.R.S. § 41-1830.51. It is now seeking to change                  
it back to A.R.S.§ 28-1108 through this rulemaking.  
 
1. Are the rules legal, consistent with legislative intent, and within the agency’s  

statutory authority? 
 

Yes. DPS cites to both general and specific authority for the rules.  
 

2. Do the rules establish a new fee or contain a fee increase? 
 

No. The rules do not establish a new fee or contain a fee increase. 
 
3. Does the agency adequately address the comments on the proposed rules and any  

supplemental proposals? 
 

The agency did not receive any comments regarding this rulemaking.  
 

4. Are the final rules a substantial change, considered as a whole, from the proposed              
rules and any supplemental proposals? 
 
No, there were no changes between the proposed expedited rulemaking and the final             
expedited rulemaking.  

 
5. Are the rules more stringent than corresponding federal law and, if so, is there              

statutory authority to exceed the requirements of federal law?  
 

No, the rules are not more stringent than federal law. R13-3-1201 incorporates 49 CFR              
391.45, which refers to current medical examination certificates.  

 
6. Do the rules require a permit or license and, if so, does the agency comply with                

A.R.S. § 41-1037? 
 

Yes, R19-3-902 requires a permit for each individual tow truck. Therefore, a general             
permit to cover an entire fleet of tow trucks is not possible. DPS complies with A.R.S. §                 
41-1037. 



7. Does the preamble disclose a reference to any study relevant to the rules that the               
agency reviewed and either did or did not rely upon? 

 
No, the agency did not review or rely upon any study for this expedited rulemaking.  

 
8. Conclusion 
 

The rules will become effective immediately upon filing with the Secretary of State. 
This rulemaking complies with the requirements of A.R.S. § 41-1027. Council staff 
recommends approval of the rulemaking.  

 







NOTICE OF FINAL EXPEDITED RULEMAKING 

TITLE 13. PUBLIC SAFETY 

CHAPTER 3. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY–TOW TRUCKS 

 

PREAMBLE 

 

1. Article, Part, or Section Affected (as applicable) Rulemaking Action 

R13-3-701 Amend 

R13-3-703 Amend 

R13-3-902 Amend 

R13-3-1201 Amend 

2. Citations to the agency’s statutory authority to include the authorizing statute (general)            

and the implementing statute (specific): 

Authorizing statute: A.R.S. § 41-1713(A)(4) 

Implementing statute: A.R.S. § 28-1108(C) 

3. The effective date of the rules: 

a. If the agency selected a date earlier than the 60 days effective date as specified in                

A.R.S. § 41-1032(A), include the earlier date and state the reason or reasons the              

agency selected the earlier effective date as provided in A.R.S. § 41-1032(A)(1)            

through (5): 

The Department is not requesting an earlier effective date. 

b. If the agency selected a date later than the 60 days effective date as specified in                

A.R.S. § 41-1032(A), include the later date and state the reason or reasons the              

agency selected the earlier effective date as provided in A.R.S. § 41-1032(A)(B): 

The Department is not requesting a later effective date. 

4. Citations to all related notices published in the Register as specified in R1-1-409(A) that              

pertain to the record of the proposed rule: 

Notice of Expedited Rulemaking Docket Opening: 24 A.A.R. 3339, November 30, 2018 

Notice of Proposed Expedited Rulemaking: 24 A.A.R. 3330, November 30, 2018  
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5. The agency’s contact person who can answer questions about the rulemaking: 

Name: Anthony Gerard, Captain 

Address: Arizona Department of Public Safety 

POB 6638, Mail Drop 1240 

Phoenix, AZ 85086 

Telephone:(928) 773-3691 

E-mail: agerard@azdps.gov 

Website: www.azdps.gov  

6. An agency’s justification and reason why the rule should be made, amended, repealed,             

or renumbered, to include an explanation about the rulemaking: 

The agency is conducting an expedited rulemaking pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1027(A)(3), (4) and              

(6); where the rulemaking does not increase the cost of regulatory compliance, increase a fee               

or reduce procedural rights of persons regulated; and where the rulemaking makes an address              

change; updates an incorporated by reference and state statute without material change and             

repeals rules that are outdated and no longer necessary for the operation of state government..  

R13-3-701 requires a statutory change from A.R.S. § 41-1830.51 to A.R.S. § 28-1108. The              

statutory reference had previously changed and a technical fix with the Secretary of State’s              

Office was conducted in 2016. As of the most recent legislative session however, § 28-1108               

was re-established and needs to be incorporated back into the rule in place of § 41-1830.51. 

R13-3-703 requires a repeal of Paragraph 2 and renumbered as the grandfathering time period              

has elapsed. 

R13-3-902 requires an amendment to Paragraph (E)(3)(a) to include the mail drop code in the               

address. 

R13-3-1201 requires an amendment to Paragraph (A)(2) to point to the Arizona Department of              

Transportation incorporated by reference CFR in R17-5-202. The rule also requires the same             

statutory change as R13-3-701. 

The Department received a rulemaking wavier from Mr. Tim Roemer, Governor’s Public Safety 

Policy Advisor on September 27, 2018. 

7. A reference to any study relevant to the rule that the agency reviewed and proposes to                
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either rely on or not rely on in its evaluation of or justification for the rule, where the                  

public may obtain or review each study, all data underlying each study, and any              

analysis of each study and other supporting material: 

The Department did not rely on any study in its evaluation of or justification for the rule. 

8. A showing of good cause why the rulemaking is necessary to promote a statewide              

interest if the rule will diminish a previous grant of authority of a political subdivision               

of this state: 

The rulemaking does not diminish a previous grant of authority of a political subdivision of this 

state. 

9. A summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact: 

Pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1027, the expedited rulemaking process is exempt from this 

requirement. 

10. A description of any changes between the proposed rulemaking, to include           

supplemental notices, and the final rulemaking: 

There were no changes made to the rule between the proposed expedited rulemaking and the 

final expedited rulemaking. 

11. An agency’s summary of the public or stakeholder comments made about the            

rulemaking and the agency response to the comments: 

The Department did not receive any public or stakeholder comments regarding this rulemaking. 

12. All agency’s shall list other matters prescribed by statute applicable to the specific             

agency or to any specific rule or class of rules. Additionally, an agency subject to               

Council review under A.R.S. §§ 41-1052 and 41-1055 shall respond to the following             

questions: 

a. Whether the rule requires a permit, whether a general permit is used, and if not, the                

reason why a general permit is not used: 

R13-3-902 requires a permit for each individual tow truck. 13 A.A.C. 3 sets safety standards and 

inspections for each individual tow truck to ensure each vehicle is in compliance and safe 

to be on the roadway and conducting business; therefore, a general permit to cover an 

entire tow truck fleet is not possible. 
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b. Whether a federal law is applicable to the subject of the rule, whether the rule is                

more stringent than federal law, and if so, citation to the statutory authority to              

exceed the requirements of federal law: 

49 CFR 391.45 was incorporated by reference by the Arizona Department of Transportation in 

R17-5-202. The Department’s rule points to the CFR in R17-5-202. The rules are not 

more stringent than federal law. 

c. Whether a person submitted an analysis to the agency that compares the rule’s             

impact of the competitiveness of business in this state to the impact on business in               

other states: 

No person submitted an analysis to the Department comparing the rule’s business 

competitiveness impact. 

13. A list of any incorporated by reference material as specified in A.R.S. § 41-1028 and its                

location in the rules: 

49 CFR 391.45 was incorporated by reference by the Arizona Department of Transportation in              

R17-5-202. The Department’s rule points to the CFR already incorporated in R17-5-202. 

14. Whether the rule previously made, amended, or repealed as an emergency rule. If so,              

cite the notice published in the Register as specified in R1-4-409(A). Also, the agency              

shall state where the text was changed between the emergency and the final rulemaking              

packages: 

The rule was not previously made, amended, or repealed as an emergency rule. 

15. The full text of the rules follows: 
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TITLE 13. PUBLIC SAFETY 

CHAPTER 3. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY – TOW TRUCKS 

ARTICLE 7. DEFINITIONS, SCOPE, AND ENFORCEMENT DATES 

ARTICLE 9. TOW TRUCK REGISTRATION AND COMPLIANCE INSPECTION 

ARTICLE 12. REQUIREMENTS FOR TOW TRUCK AGENTS AND COMPANIES 

 

Section 

R13-3-701 Definitions 

R13-3-703 Enforcement Date 

R13-3-902 Inspection by the Department 

R13-3-1201 Tow Truck Agent Company Requirements 
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ARTICLE 7. DEFINITIONS, SCOPE, AND ENFORCEMENT DATES 

R13-3-701. Definitions 
A. The definitions in A.R.S. §§ 28-101 and 41-1701 apply to this Chapter. 
B. In this Chapter: 

1. “Alter” means adding, modifying, or removing any equipment or component after a tow             
truck has received a permit decal from the Department, in a manner that may affect the                
operation of the tow truck, compliance with A.R.S. § 41-1830.51 28-1108 and this             
Chapter, or the health, safety, or welfare of any individual. 

2. “Bed assembly” means the part of a tow truck that is located behind the cab, is attached                 
to the frame, and is used to mount a boom assembly, hoist, winch, or equipment for                
transporting vehicles. 

3. “Boom assembly” means a device, consisting of sheaves, one or more winches, and wire              
rope, that is attached to a tow truck and used to lift or tow another vehicle. 

4. “Collision” means an incident involving one or more moving vehicles resulting in            
damage to a vehicle or its load that requires the completion of a written report of accident                 
under A.R.S. § 28-667(A). 

5. “Collision recovery” means initial towing or removing a vehicle involved in a collision             
from the collision scene. 

6. “Denial” means refusal to satisfy a request. 
7. “Department” means the Arizona Department of Public Safety. 
8. “Director” means the Director of the Arizona Department of Public Safety or the             

Director’s designee. 
9. “Emergency brake” means the electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, or air brake components           

used to slow or stop a vehicle after a failure of the service brake system. 
10. “Flatbed” means an open platform that is located behind the cab and attached to the               

frame of a truck. 
11. “G.V.W.R.” means Gross Vehicle Weight Rating, the value specified by the           

manufacturer as the fully assembled weight of a single motor vehicle. 
12.  “Hook” means a steel hook attached to an end of a wire rope or chain. 
13. “Parking brake system” means the electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, or air brake           

components used to hold the tow truck or combination under any condition of loading to               
prevent movement when parked. 

14. “Permit decal” means the non-transferable decal that a tow truck company is required to              
obtain from the Department before operating a tow truck for the purpose of towing a               
vehicle. 

15. “Person” means the same as in A.R.S. § 1-215. 
16. “Power-assisted service brake system” means a service-brake system that is equipped           

with a booster to supply additional power to the service-brake system by means of air,               
vacuum, electric, or hydraulic pressure. 

17. “Power-operated winch” means a winch that is operated by electrical, mechanical, or            
hydraulic power. 

18. “Service-brake system” means the electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, or air brake          
components used to slow or stop a vehicle in motion. 

19. “Snatch block” means a metal case that encloses one or more pulleys and can be opened                
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to receive a wire rope and redirect energy from a winch. 
20. “State” means the state of Arizona. 
21. “Steering wheel clamp” means a device used to secure in a fixed position the steering               

wheel of a vehicle being towed. 
22. “Suspension” is the temporary withdrawal of the tow truck permit decal because the             

Department determines the tow truck or tow truck agent is not in compliance with one or                
more requirements of this Chapter. 

23. “Tow bar” means a device attached to the rear of a tow truck to secure a towed vehicle to                   
the tow truck by chains, straps, or hooks. 

24. “Tow plate” means a solid metal support attached to the rear of a tow truck to secure a                  
towed vehicle to the tow truck by chains, straps, or hooks. 

25. “Tow sling” means two or more flexible straps attached to the wire rope or boom               
assembly of a tow truck to hoist a towed vehicle by chains, straps, or hooks. 

26. “Tow truck” means a motor vehicle designed, manufactured, or altered to tow or             
transport one or more vehicles. The following are tow trucks: 
a. A truck with a flatbed equipped with a winch; 
b. A truck drawing a semi-trailer or trailer equipped with a winch; 
c. A motor vehicle that has a boom assembly or hoist permanently attached to its bed or                

frame; 
d. A motor vehicle that has a tow sling, tow plate, tow bar, under-lift, or wheel-lift               

attached to the rear of the vehicle; and 
e. A truck-tractor drawing a semi-trailer equipped with a winch. 

27. “Tow truck agent” means an individual who operates a tow truck on behalf of a tow truck                 
company, and includes owners, individuals employed by the tow truck company, and            
independent contractors.  

28. “Tow truck company” means a person that owns, leases, or operates a tow truck that               
travels on a street or highway to transport a vehicle, including, but not limited to a vehicle                 
that is damaged, disabled, unattended, repossessed, or abandoned.  

29. “Truck-tractor protection valve” means a device that supplies air to the service brake             
system of a trailer to release the service brakes while the trailer is being towed by a truck-                  
tractor, or to activate the service brakes if the supply of air from the truck-tractor to the                 
trailer is disconnected or depleted. 

30. “Under-lift” means an electrical, mechanical, or hydraulic device attached to the rear of a              
tow truck used to lift the front or rear of a vehicle by its axles or frame. 

31. “Vehicle” means the same as in A.R.S. § 28-101. 
32. “Wheel lift” means an electrical, hydraulic, or mechanical device attached to the rear of a               

tow truck used to lift the front or rear of a vehicle by its tires or wheels. 
33. “Winch” means a device used for winding or unwinding wire rope. 
34. “Wire rope” means flexible steel or synthetic strands that are twisted or braided together              

and may surround a hemp or wire core. 
35. “Work lamp” means a lighting system that is mounted on a tow truck capable of               

illuminating an area to the rear of the tow truck. 
 

R13-3-703. Enforcement Dates 
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As of the effective date of Articles 7 through 13, a tow truck agent shall ensure that a tow truck: 
1. Introduced into the state on or after the effective date of Articles 7 through 13 meets the                 

requirements of Articles 7 through 13; 
2. Registered and operating as a tow truck in the state before the effective date of Articles 7                 

through 13, either meets the requirements of Articles 7 through 13 or Articles 1 through 6                
until June 1, 2010, at which time the tow truck shall meet the requirements of Articles 7                 
through 13; 

3.2. Sold to a new owner meets the requirements of Articles 7 through 13 before operating as                
a tow truck within this state; or 

4.3. Not included in the definition of “tow truck” in R13-3-701 before the effective date of               
Articles 7 through 13, meets the requirements of Articles 7 through 13 within six months of                
the effective date of Articles 7 through 13 when operating as a tow truck in this state. 

 
ARTICLE 9. TOW TRUCK REGISTRATION AND COMPLIANCE INSPECTION 

 
R13-3-902. Inspection by the Department 
A. The Department shall inspect a tow truck for compliance with this Chapter as soon as               

possible after the tow truck inspection application form is filed and no later than seven days                
after the application form is filed. 

B. The Department may conduct unannounced, in-service inspections of a tow truck at the             
roadside, at the company’s place of business, or any reasonable time and place to determine               
the condition of the tow truck. 

C. The Department shall issue tow truck permit decals and identification number decals            
individually for each approved tow truck. 

D. When a tow truck inspection is conducted under subsection (A) or (B), the following apply: 
1. Department inspectors shall examine the tow truck for compliance with the safety            

requirements and specifications for the tow truck class under this Chapter. 
2. If the Department finds that the tow truck complies with this Chapter, the Department              

shall issue an inspection report and if applicable, a permit decal. 
3. If the Department finds that the tow truck does not comply with this Chapter, but has no                 

deficiency listed in R13-3-1201(C)(7), the Department shall issue an inspection report           
that: 
a. Specifies the deficiencies found, 
b. Requires corrective measures, and 
c. Allows five calendar days for the tow truck agent to correct the deficiencies. 

4. If the Department finds that the tow truck does not comply with this Chapter because of                
deficiencies listed in R13-3-1201(C)(7), the Department shall not issue a permit decal but             
shall issue an inspection report that: 
a. Specifies the deficiencies found, and 
b. Requires corrective measures. 

E. A tow truck agent shall ensure that a legible copy of the most recent tow truck inspection                 
report is kept in the driver’s compartment area of the tow truck and is produced upon demand                 
to any peace officer. The Department may suspend a tow truck permit decal for failure to                
comply with this subsection. 
1. A tow truck agent shall ensure that: 
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a. A permit decal is affixed to the lower outside right corner of the tow truck’s               
windshield, and 

b. An identification number decal is permanently affixed to the driver’s compartment           
area. 

2. The Department may suspend a permit decal for failure to maintain the permit decal or               
identification number decal in compliance with subsection (E)(1). 

3. If a tow truck inspection report, permit decal, or identification number decal is lost,              
damaged, destroyed, or stolen, the tow truck company shall immediately notify the            
Department. 
a. The tow truck company shall provide notification in writing to Arizona Department            

of Public Safety, P.O. Box 6638, Mail Drop 1240, Phoenix, AZ 85005-6638, and             
include the name of the tow truck agent who registered the tow truck and the number                
of the lost, damaged, destroyed, or stolen inspection report, permit decal, or            
identification number decal. 

b. Upon receipt of the notification, the Department shall issue the replacement           
inspection report, permit decal, or identification number decal. 

 

ARTICLE 12. REQUIREMENTS FOR TOW TRUCK AGENTS AND COMPANIES 

R13-3-1201. Tow Truck Agent and Company Requirements 
A. A tow truck company shall ensure that each tow truck agent: 

1. While operating a tow truck possesses and carries a valid driver’s license for the class of                
tow truck operated; 

2. While operating a tow truck possesses and carries a current medical examination            
certificate in accordance with 49 CFR 391.45 (October 1, 2003) as incorporated by             
reference referenced in A.A.C. R17-5-202; 

3. Does not operate a tow truck if the agent has more than two moving violation convictions                
within the previous 12 months; 

4. Possesses the skill and knowledge to rig, move, pick up, and transport a vehicle without               
causing avoidable damage to the vehicle or other property; 

5. Has not consumed any alcoholic beverage within four hours of operating the tow truck;  
6. Is not using or under the influence of alcohol or any of the following substances as                

defined in A.R.S. § 13-3401 while operating a tow truck: 
a. Peyote; 
b. Vapor-releasing substance containing a toxic substance; 
c. Marijuana; 
d. Dangerous drugs; 
e. Narcotic drugs; or 
f. Prescription-only drug unless the tow truck agent obtains the prescription-only drug           

pursuant to a valid prescription. 
7. Has not been convicted of committing a crime involving fraud, embezzlement, or theft in              

the five years before operating a tow truck and has never been convicted of committing a                
felony homicide, felony kidnapping, felony assault, felony sexual offense, or felony           
robbery; 

8. Has not been convicted under A.R.S. § 28-1381 (driving while under the influence of              
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narcotics, dangerous drugs, or intoxicating beverages) or A.R.S. § 28-693 (reckless           
driving) while engaged in the operation of a tow truck; and 

9. Does not operate a tow truck while the agent’s license to drive is suspended under A.R.S.                
§ 28-1321 (Implied Consent Law), A.R.S. § 28-3473 (license suspension or revocation),            
or A.R.S. § 28-4141 (suspended license, no insurance). 

B. A tow truck agent shall: 
1. Comply with A.R.S. § 41-1830.51 28-1108; 
2. Permit a peace officer or other duly authorized agent of a law enforcement agency to               

inspect a tow truck to determine compliance with the requirements of this Chapter. The              
inspection may be conducted without notice at any reasonable time and place; and 

3. Have a certification from a licensed testing facility certifying the tested line-pull of the              
winch or the tested lifting capacity of the boom assembly, if the tow truck is equipped                
with a homemade boom assembly or homemade winch. 

C. A tow truck agent shall not: 
1. Operate a tow truck without an identification number and a legible copy of a tow truck                

inspection report, as required by this Chapter; 
2. Transfer a permit decal or tow truck inspection report from one tow truck to another; 
3. Tow or move a vehicle from a highway, street, or public property without prior              

authorization from the owner or operator of the vehicle, the owner’s agent, a person              
responsible for maintaining the public property, or a law enforcement officer. The tow             
truck agent may move, but shall not tow, a vehicle to extract an individual from wreckage                
or to remove a hazard to life or property at a collision scene; 

4. Use a hand-operated or electric winch for collision recovery work; 
5. Operate a tow truck for collision recovery work unless certified for collision recovery; 
6. Use a flatbed tow truck with a G.V.W.R. of less than 14,001 pounds to transport more                

than one vehicle unless the additional vehicle is a golf cart, a motor-driven cycle, or a                
trailer that weighs less than 1,500 pounds; 

7. Operate a tow truck that has one or more of the following defects; 
a. Both warning light assembly lights missing or inoperative;  
b. All load securement devices missing or defective; 
c. A portable lamp not in compliance with A.R.S. §§ 28-925(A), 28-927 or 28-939, if a               

portable lamp is required; 
d. Any steering axle tire with less than 4/32-inch tread depth in one major groove; 
e. For an axle other than a steering axle, a tire with less than 2/32-inch tread depth and                 

for a dual wheel axle, both tires on the same side with less than 2/32-inch tread depth; 
f. Any flat tire or tire with cord exposed by cut or wear; 
g. Any tow plate, tow bar, tow sling, wheel-lift, or under-lift exhibiting wear in excess              

of manufacturer standards at any pivot point or any crack in a structural component;  
h. Wire rope in violation of R13-3-1106;  
i. Any component not maintained within manufacturer standards; or 
j. A deficiency noted on an inspection report after the time-frame available to the tow              

truck agent to correct deficiencies has elapsed; 
8. Equip a tow truck with homemade boom assembly or homemade winch, unless the tow              

truck company has a certification from a licensed testing facility certifying the tested line              
pull of the winch or the tested lifting capacity of the boom assembly; 
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9. Tow a vehicle using a tow sling, tow plate, or tow bar unless appropriate load securement                
devices are attached; 

10. Transport a vehicle by flatbed or truck, truck-tractor, or semi-trailer unless the vehicle is              
secured with a minimum of a four-point tie-down, not including the winch; 

11. Tow a vehicle with a wheel-lift, under-lift, tow plate, tow bar, or tow sling unless two                
safety chains are attached by crossing the chains with one end of each chain attached to a                 
major structural member of the tow truck and the other end attached to a major structural                
member of the towed vehicle, with no attachments to the bumpers; 

12. Tow a vehicle using a tow plate, tow bar, tow sling, wheel-lift, or under-lift unless a                
portable lamp is affixed to the rear of the rear-most towed vehicle, in plain view, and                
when activated, visible to traffic traveling in the same direction; 

13. Activate warning light assembly except at the scene of service, or when transporting a              
vehicle that presents a hazard from a collision scene; 

14. Use any vehicle towed or article stored in the towed vehicle, unless it is the property of                 
the tow truck company or tow truck agent; 

15. Operate a tow truck that exceeds the manufacturer’s G.V.W.R. without a load or the              
manufacturer’s rated capacity for the boom or bed assembly;  

16. Operate a tow truck that is equipped with a tow plate, tow bar, or tow sling unless the tow                   
plate, tow bar, or tow sling has a manufacturer weight rating that exceeds any load               
carried on it; or 

17. Refuse to make prompt restitution for any damage for which the tow truck company is               
legally liable.  

D. The Department may suspend a permit decal for failure to comply with these standards. 
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DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC SECURITY (R-19-0201)  
Title 6, Chapter 5, Article 33, Achieving a Better Life Experience  

New Article: Article 33  

New Section: R6-5-3301; R6-5-3302; R6-5-3303; R6-5-3304; R6-5-3305;  
R6-5-3306; R6-5-3307  

 



GOVERNOR’S REGULATORY REVIEW 
COUNCIL  

STAFF MEMORANDUM - REGULAR RULEMAKING  

MEETING DATE: March 5, 2019  

TO: Members of the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council (Council)  

FROM: Council Staff  

DATE: February 14, 2019 

SUBJECT: DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC SECURITY 
(R-19-0201)  

Title 6, Chapter 5, Article 33, Achieving a Better Life Experience  

New Article : Article 33  

New Section : R6-5-3301; R6-5-3302; R6-5-3303; R6-5-3304; R6-5-3305;  
R6-5-3306; R6-5-3307  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

This rulemaking, from the Department of Economic Security (Department), seeks to add            
one new article containing seven rules in A.A.C. Title 6, Chapter 5. The new rules relate to the                  
Achieving a Better Life Experience (ABLE) program. The federal ABLE Act was enacted in              
2014 to allow families and individuals with disabilities to create tax-advantaged accounts for             
the purposes of maintaining health, independence, and quality of life. More information about             
the ABLE program is available at https://az-able.com. 

Arizona’s ABLE program was established in 2016. The proposed rules are intended to             
provide clarity related to the implementation and administration of the program. The rules relate              
to definitions, program management, fees, account opening, contributions, statements, and          
program to program transfers and rollovers.  

This Council previously considered this rulemaking at the January 29, 2019 Study            
Session. In response to questions from the Council, the Department is re-submitting the             
rulemaking to clarify the following points: 



● Whether the rulemaking establishes a fee : Under A.R.S. § 41-1001, “fee” is            
defined as “a charged prescribed by an agency for an inspection or for obtaining              
a license.” There was a question as to whether the account maintenance fees that              
financial institutions charge for the maintenance of the ABLE accounts are a            
“fee” under the statute. In Council Staff’s view, these account maintenance fees            
are not a “fee” under A.R.S. § 41-1001 because the Department is not             
prescribing a charge for an inspection or for obtaining a license. Instead, it is a               
charge by a third party (the financial institution) in connection with           
administering an account..  

● The Economic, Small Business, and Consumer Impact Statement (EIS) : has          
been updated to include the other fees a financial institution may charge in             
connection with an ABLE account: annual asset-based fees between 0.19% and           
0.33%; $10 annual print/mail fee (waived for beneficiaries that sign up for            
electronic delivery of documents); failed contribution (insufficient funds fee) of          
$20 per occurrence; and prepaid card provider fees of $2-$30 as detailed in the              
EIS. 

● Definition of cash: In R6-5-3301 (Definitions), the Department revised the          
definition of “cash” to mean “personal check, cashier’s check, money order,           
debit card, Automated Clearing House (ACH) payments, or a similar cash           
equivalent.” The Department also added clarifying language to R6-5-3305 to say           
that “[e]xcept in the case of program-to-program transfers, contributions may be           
made in cash or a similar cash equivalent.”  

 
1. Are the rules legal, consistent with legislative intent, and within the agency’s  

statutory authority? 
 

 Yes. The Department cites to both general and specific authority for the rules. Under 
A.R.S. § 41-1954(A)(3), the Department is required to “[a]dopt rules it deems necessary 
or desirable to further the objectives and programs of the [D]epartment.”  

 
2. Do the rules establish a new fee or contain a fee increase? 
 

No, the rules do not establish a new fee or contain a fee increase.  
 

3. Summary of the agency’s economic impact analysis: 
 

In this rulemaking, the Department is adopting rules that will align with statutory             
mandates to create a framework for administering Arizona’s Achieving a Better Life            
Experience (ABLE) program. The ABLE program provides Arizonans with disabilities          
an investment vehicle that provides unique advantages relative to other types of            
investment vehicles. 
 



First, the earnings of ABLE accounts defer taxes until withdrawal, and taxes can be fully               
avoided if the funds are used for qualified disability expenses. Second, funds saved in an               
ABLE account are not counted as a resource for the purposes of most public assistance               
programs like Medicaid or the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP).          
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) begins to count ABLE funds over $100,000 as a             
resource, but this is significantly higher than the current SSI resource limit of $2,000. 
 
The Arizona ABLE Oversight Committee considered three options for implementing the           
ABLE program: create a new state program, join the Consortium, or partner with another              
state’s existing program. The Committee determined that partnering with another state’s           
existing program would be the most effective option for Arizona and program            
participants. 

  
4. Has the agency analyzed the costs and benefits of the rulemaking and determined             

that the rules impose the least burden and costs to those who are regulated? 
 

The Department concludes that this rulemaking will only impose minimal administrative           
costs on the Department. This rulemaking will greatly benefit individuals with           
disabilities. The benefits outweigh the costs. 

 
5. What are the economic impacts on stakeholders? 
 

Key stakeholders are the Department and individuals with disabilities. 
 
The costs to the Department are those associated with one pre-existing full-time            
employee (FTE) who administers the program, which total approximately $120,000 per           
year. These costs will be covered through a reallocation of existing funds. 
 
Individuals with disabilities will greatly benefit from this program because it provides an             
investment vehicle that reduces the disincentives to saving that individuals with           
disabilities face. Sheltering some savings from public assistance resource limits and taxes            
incentivizes saving without incurring the hardships associated with ineligibility for public           
assistance programs due to excessive resources. The Department notes that individuals           
who open ABLE accounts will pay small fees; however, participation in the program is              
completely voluntary. 
 
The Department lists the following fees that participants will pay to the Plan Manager: 
 

Account Maintenance Fee : $3.50 monthly. 
Asset-Based Fees: Between 0.19% and 0.33% of the fund’s value annually.           
These fees are not charged directly, but they are subtracted from an investment’s             
total assets. 

 



The Plan Manager may charge other fees for additional financial services and prepaid             
cards. These can be avoided by selecting electronic statements, ensuring that transfers are             
not rejected due to insufficient funds, and safekeeping of the prepaid card.  
 
These fees are minimal when compared to tax advantages and exemptions to resource             
limits that are part of most public assistance programs. 
 

6. Does the agency adequately address the comments on the proposed rules and any  
supplemental proposals? 

 
The Department indicates that it received no public comments on the rulemaking.  

 
7. Are the final rules a substantial change, considered as a whole, from the proposed              

rules and any supplemental proposals? 
 
No. The Department only made technical, non-substantive corrections between the          
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and the Notice of Final Rulemaking. The Department            
has revised the definition of “cash” in R6-5-3301 and included the term “cash equivalent”              
in R6-5-3305. 
 

8. Are the rules more stringent than corresponding federal law and, if so, is there              
statutory authority to exceed the requirements of federal law? 

 
No. The Department indicates that the rules are not more stringent than the federal ABLE               
Act of 2014.  

 
9. Do the rules require a permit or license and, if so, does the agency comply with                

A.R.S. § 41-1037? 
 
No. The rules do not require a permit or license.  

 
10. Does the preamble disclose a reference to any study relevant to the rules that the               

agency reviewed and either did or did not rely upon? 
 

No. The Department did not review or rely on any study for this rulemaking.  
 
11. Conclusion 
 

The Department accepts the usual 60-day delayed effective date for the rulemaking. 
Council staff recommends approval of the rulemaking. 
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DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC SECURITY 

Douglas A. Ducey 
Governor 

Your Partner For A Stron9er Arizona 

Mr. Gilbert Davison 
Interim Director 
Governor's Regulatory Review Council 
Department of Administration 
100 North 15th Avenue, Suite 305 
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 

Dear Mr. Davison: 

NOV 2 0 2018 

Michael Trailor 
Director 

The attached 6AAC5 Article 33 Achieving a Better Life Experience (ABLE) final 
rulemaking package is respectfully submitted for review and approval by the Council. 
The following information is provided for use in reviewing the rulemaking package: 

1. Close of Record Date: The rulemaking record closed on September 24, 2018,
following the public comment period. This rulemaking package is being submitted
within the 120 day timeframe provided by A.RS. § 41-1024(B). The Arizona
Department of Economic Security (Department) scheduled and hosted an oral
proceeding on October 3, 2018 at which there were no attendees.

2. General and Specific Statutes Authorizing the Rules; Definitions of Terms
Contained in Statutes or Other Rules: General Statutes: A.RS. §§ 46-202 and
41-1954(A)(3). Implementing Statute: AR.S. § 46-902(1 ). No definitions are
used from other statutes or rules in the making of these rules.

3. Relation of the Rulemaking to a Five-year Review Report: This rulemaking is in
response to the federal Achieving a Better Life Experience Act of 2014 (ABLE
Act) that was enacted on December 19, 2014 as part of the Tax Increase
Prevention Act of 2014 (Public Law 113-295) and was not part of a previous
Five-year Review Report.

4. New Fee or Fee Increase: This rulemaking does not establish a new fee or
increase an existing fee.

5. Effective Date: The Department is requesting an effective date of 60 days from
filing with the Secretary of State under AR.S. § 41-1032(A).
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6. Material Incorporated by Reference: No material is incorporated by reference in
this rulemaking.

7. Certification Regarding Studies: The Department certifies that the preamble
accurately discloses that no study relevant to the rules was reviewed and was
not relied on in the Department's evaluation of or justification of the rules.

8. Joint Legislative Budget Committee (JLBC) Certification: The Department was
not required to make a certification to JLBC because the rule does not require
any new full-time employees.

9. List of Documents Enclosed:
a. Cover letter;
b. Notice of Final Rulemaking including preamble, table of contents for the

rulemaking, and rule text;
c. Economic Impact Statement;
d. Applicable statutes; and
e. Governor's Office Approval.

If you have any questions, please contact Christian Eide, Rules Analyst, Division of 
Business and Finance, at (602) 542-9199 or ceide@azdes.gov. 

Sincerely, 

<]E)j, 
Michael Trailor 
Director 

Enclosures 
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41-1954. Powers and duties

A. In addition to the powers and duties of the agencies listed in section 41-1953, subsection E,
the department shall:

1. Administer the following services:

(a) Employment services, including manpower programs and work training, field operations,
technical services, unemployment compensation, community work and training and other related
functions in furtherance of programs under the social security act, as amended, the Wagner
Peyser act, as amended, the federal unemployment tax act, as amended, 33 United States Code,
the family support act of 1988 (P.L. 100-485) and other related federal acts and titles.

(b) Individual and family services, which shall include a section on aging, services to children,
youth and adults and other related functions in furtherance of social service programs under the
social security act, as amended, title IV, except parts Band E, grants to states for aid and services
to needy families with children and for child-welfare services, title XX, grants to states for
services, the older Americans act, as amended, the family support act of 1988 (P.L. 100-485) and
other related federal acts and titles.

( c) Income maintenance services, including categorical assistance programs, special services
unit, child support collection services, establishment of paternity services, maintenance and
operation of a state case registry of child support orders, a state directory of new hires, a support
payment clearinghouse and other related functions in furtherance of programs under the social
security act, title IV, grants to states for aid and services to needy families with children and for
child-welfare services, title XX, grants to states for services, as amended, and other related
federal acts and titles.

( d) Rehabilitation services, including vocational rehabilitation services and sections for the blind
and visually impaired, communication disorders, correctional rehabilitation and other related
functions in furtherance of programs under the vocational rehabilitation act, as amended, the
Randolph-Sheppard act, as amended, and other related federal acts and titles.

(e) Administrative services, including the coordination of program evaluation and research,
interagency program coordination and in-service training, planning, grants, development and
management, information, legislative liaison, budget, licensing and other related functions.

(f) Manpower planning, including a state manpower planning council for the purposes of the
federal-state-local cooperative manpower planning system and other related functions in
furtherance of programs under the comprehensive employment and training act of 1973, as
amended, and other related federal acts and titles.

(g) Economic opportunity services, including the furtherance of programs prescribed under the
economic opportunity act of 1967, as amended, and other related federal acts and titles.



(h) Intellectual disability and other developmental disability programs, with emphasis on referral
and purchase of services. The program shall include educational, rehabilitation, treatment and
training services and other related functions in furtherance of programs under the developmental
disabilities services and facilities construction act, Public Law 91-517, and other related federal
acts and titles.

(i) Nonmedical home and community based services and functions, including department
designated case management, housekeeping services, chore services, home health aid, personal
care, visiting nurse services, adult day care or adult day health, respite sitter care, attendant care,
home delivered meals and other related services and functions.

2. Provide a coordinated system of initial intake, screening, evaluation and referral of persons
served by the department.

3. Adopt rules it deems necessary or desirable to further the objectives and programs of the
department.

4. Formulate policies, plans and programs to effectuate the missions and purposes of the
department.

5. Employ and determine the conditions of employment and prescribe the duties and powers of
administrative, professional, technical, secretarial, clerical and other persons subject to chapter 4,
article 4 and, as applicable, article 5 of this title as may be necessary in the performance of its
duties, contract for the services of outside advisors, consultants and aides as may be reasonably
necessary and reimburse department volunteers, designated by the director, for expenses in
transporting clients of the department on official business.

6. Make contracts and incur obligations within the general scope of its activities and operations
subject to the availability of funds.

7. Contract with or assist other departments, agencies and institutions of the state, local and
federal governments in the furtherance of its purposes, objectives and programs.

8. Be designated as the single state agency for the purposes of administering and in furtherance
of each federally supported state plan.

9. Accept and disburse grants, matching funds and direct payments from public or private
agencies for the conduct of programs that are consistent with the overall purposes and objectives
of the department.

10. Provide information and advice on request by local, state and federal agencies and by private
citizens, business enterprises and community organizations on matters within the scope of its
duties subject to the departmental rules on the confidentiality of information.

11. Establish and maintain separate financial accounts as required by federal law or regulations.



12. Advise and make recommendations to the governor and the legislature on all matters
concerning its objectives.

13. Have an official seal that shall be judicially noticed.

14. Annually estimate the current year's population of each county, city and town in this state,
using the periodic census conducted by the United States department of commerce, or its
successor agency, as the basis for such estimates and deliver such estimates to the economic
estimates commission before December 15.

15. Estimate the population of any newly annexed areas of a political subdivision as of July 1 of
the fiscal year in which the annexation occurs and deliver such estimates as promptly as is
feasible after the annexation occurs to the economic estimates commission.

16. Establish and maintain a statewide program of services for persons who are both hearing
impaired and visually impaired and coordinate appropriate services with other agencies and
organizations to avoid duplication of these services and to increase efficiency. The department
of economic security shall enter into agreements for the utilization of the personnel and facilities
of the department of economic security, the department of health services and other appropriate
agencies and organizations in providing these services.

17. Establish and charge fees for deposit in the department of economic security prelayoff
assistance services fund to employers who voluntarily participate in the services of the
department that provide job service and retraining for persons who have been or are about to be
laid off from employment. The department shall charge only those fees necessary to cover the
costs of administering the job service and retraining services.

18. Establish a focal point for addressing the issue of hunger in Arizona and provide coordination
and assistance to public and private nonprofit organizations that aid hungry persons and families
throughout this state. Specifically such activities shall include:

(a) Collecting and disseminating infonnation regarding the location and availability of surplus
food for distribution to needy persons, the availability of surplus food for donation to charity
food bank organizations, and the needs of charity food bank organizations for surplus food.

(b) Coordinating the activities of federal, state, local and private nonprofit organizations that
provide food assistance to the hungry.

( c) Accepting and disbursing federal monies, and any state monies appropriated by the
legislature, to private nonprofit organizations in support of the collection, receipt, handling,
storage and distribution of donated or surplus food items.

( d) Providing technical assistance to private nonprofit organizations that provide or intend to
provide services to the hungry.

I 



(e) Developing a state plan on hunger that, at a minimum, identifies the magnitude of the hunger
problem in this state, the characteristics of the population in need, the availability and location of
charity food banks and the potential sources of surplus food, assesses the effectiveness of the
donated food collection and distribution network and other efforts to alleviate the hunger
problem, and recommends goals and strategies to improve the status of the hungry. The state
plan on hunger shall be incorporated into the department's state comprehensive plan prepared
pursuant to section 41-1956.

(f) Establishing a special purpose advisory council on hunger pursuant to section 41-1981.

19. Establish an office to address the issue of homelessness and to provide coordination and
assistance to public and private nonprofit organizations that prevent homelessness or aid
homeless individuals and families throughout this state. These activities shall include:

(a) Promoting and participating in planning for the prevention of homelessness and the
development of services to homeless persons.

(b) Identifying and developing strategies for resolving barriers in state agency service delivery
systems that inhibit the provision and coordination of appropriate services to homeless persons
and persons in danger of being homeless.

( c) Assisting in the coordination of the activities of federal, state and local govermnents and the
private sector that prevent homelessness or provide assistance to homeless people.

( d) Assisting in obtaining and increasing funding from all appropriate sources to prevent
homelessness or assist in alleviating homelessness.

( e) Serving as a clearinghouse on information regarding funding and services available to assist
homeless persons and persons in danger of being homeless.

( f) Developing an annual state comprehensive homeless assistance plan to prevent and alleviate
homelessness.

(g) Submitting an annual report to the governor, the president of the senate and the speaker of the
house of representatives on the status of homelessness and efforts to prevent and alleviate
homelessness.

20. Cooperate with the Arizona-Mexico commission in the governor's office and with
researchers at universities in this state to collect data and conduct projects in the United States
and Mexico on issues that are within the scope of the department's duties and that relate to
quality of life, trade and economic development in this state in a manner that will help the
Arizona-Mexico commission to assess and enhance the economic competitiveness of this state
and of the Arizona-Mexico region.

21. Exchange infonnation, including case specific information, and cooperate with the
department of child safety for the administration of the department of child safety's programs.



B. If the department of economic security has responsibility for the care, custody or control of a
child or is paying the cost of care for a child, it may serve as representative payee to receive and
administer social security and United States department of veterans affairs benefits and other
benefits payable to such child. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, the department of
economic security:

1. Shall deposit, pursuant to sections 35-146 and 35-147, such monies as it receives to be
retained separate and apart from the state general fund on the books of the department of
administration.

2. May use such monies to defray the cost of care and services expended by the department of
economic security for the benefit, welfare and best interests of the child and invest any of the
monies that the director determines are not necessary for immediate use.

3. Shall maintain separate records to account for the receipt, investment and disposition of funds
received for each child.

4. On termination of the department of economic security's responsibility for the child, shall
release any funds remaining to the child's credit in accordance with the requirements of the
funding source or in the absence of such requirements shall release the remaining funds to:

(a) The child, if the child is at least eighteen years of age or is emancipated.

(b) The person responsible for the child if the child is a minor and not emancipated.

C. Subsection B of this section does not pertain to benefits payable to or for the benefit of a child
receiving services under title 36.

D. Volunteers reimbursed for expenses pursuant to subsection A, paragraph 5 of this section are
not eligible for workers' compensation 1mder title 23, chapter 6.

E. In implementing the temporary assistance for needy families program pursuant to Public Law
104-193, the department shall provide for cash assistance to two parent families if both parents
are able to work only on documented participation by both parents in work activities described in
title 46, chapter 2, article 5, except that payments may be made to families who do not meet the
participation requirements if:

1. It is determined on an individual case basis that they have emergency needs.

2. The family is determined to be eligible for diversion from long-term cash assistance pursuant
to title 46, chapter 2, article 5.

F. The department shall provide for cash assistance under temporary assistance for needy
families pursuant to Public Law 104-193 to two parent families for no longer than six months if
both parents are able to work, except that additional assistance may be provided on an individual



case basis to families with extraordinary circumstances. The department shall establish by rule 
the criteria to be used to determine eligibility for additional cash assistance. 

G. The department shall adopt the following discount medical payment system for persons who
the department determines are eligible and who are receiving rehabilitation services pursuant to
subsection A, paragraph 1, subdivision (c) of this section:

1. For inpatient hospital admissions and outpatient hospital services the department shall
reimburse a hospital according to the rates established by the Arizona health care cost
containment system administration pursuant to section 36-2903.01, subsection G.

2. The department's liability for a hospital claim under this subsection is subject to availability of
funds.

3. A hospital bill is considered received for purposes of paragraph 5 of this subsection on initial
receipt of the legible, error-free claim fonn by the department if the claim includes the following
error-free documentation in legible form:

(a) An admission face sheet.

(b) An itemized statement.

( c) An admission history and physical.

( d) A discharge summary or an interim summary if the claim is split.

( e) An emergency record, if admission was through the emergency room.

(f) Operative reports, if applicable.

(g) A labor and delivery room report, if applicable.

4. The department shall require that the hospital pursue other third-party payors before
submitting a claim to the depmiment. Payment received by a hospital from the department
pursuant to this subsection is considered payment by the department of the department's liability
for the hospital bill. A hospital may collect any unpaid portion of its bill from other third party
payors or in situations covered by title 33, chapter 7, article 3.

5. For inpatient hospital admissions and outpatient hospital services rendered on and after
October I, 1997, if the department receives the claim directly from the hospital, the department
shall pay a hospital's rate established according to this section subject to the following:

(a) If the hospital's bill is paid within thirty days of the date the bill was received, the department
shall pay ninety-nine per cent of the rate.



(b) If the hospital's bill is paid after thirty days but within sixty days of the date the bill was
received, the department shall pay one hundred per cent of the rate.

( c) If the hospital's bill is paid any time after sixty days of the date the bill was received, the
department shall pay one hundred per cent of the rate plus a fee of one per cent per month for
each month or portion of a month following the sixtieth day of receipt of the bill until the date of
payment.

6. For medical services other than those for which a rate has been established pursuant to section
36-2903 .0 I, subsection G, the department shall pay according to the Arizona health care cost
containment system capped fee-for-service schedule adopted pursuant to section 36-2904,
subsection K or any other established fee schedule the department determines reasonable.

H. The department shall not pay claims for services pursuant to this section that are submitted
more than nine months after the date of service for which the payment is claimed.

I. To assist in the location of persons or assets for the purpose of establishing paternity,
establishing, modifying or enforcing child support obligations and other related functions, the
department has access, including automated access if the records are maintained in an automated
database, to records of state and local government agencies, including:

I. Vital statistics, including records of marriage, birth and divorce.

2. State and local tax and revenue records, including information on residence address, employer,
income and assets.

3. Records concerning real and titled personal property.

4. Records of occupational and professional licenses.

5. Records concerning the ownership and control of corporations, partnerships and other business
entities.

6. Employment security records.

7. Records of agencies administering public assistance programs.

8. Records of the motor vehicle division of the department of transportation.

9. Records of the state department of corrections.

I 0. Any system used by a state agency to locate a person for motor vehicle or law enforcement 
purposes, including access to infonnation contained in the Arizona criminal justice information 
system. 



.T. Notwithstanding subsection I of this section, the department or its agents shall not seek or 
obtain information on the assets of an individual unless paternity is presumed pursuant to section 
25-814 or established.

K. Access to records of the department ofrevenue pursuant to subsection I of this section shall
be provided in accordance with section 42-2003.

L. The department also has access to certain records held by private entities with respect to child
support obligors or obligees, or individuals against whom such an obligation is sought. The
information shall be obtained as follows:

1. In response to a child support subpoena issued by the department pursuant to section 25-520,
the names and addresses of these persons and the names and addresses of the employers of these
persons, as appearing in customer records of public utilities and cable television companies.

2. Information on these persons held by financial institutions.

M. Pursuant to department rules, the department may compromise or settle any support debt
owed to the department if the director or an authorized agent determines that it is in the best
interest of the state and after considering each of the following factors:

1. The obligor's financial resources.

2. The cost of further enforcement action.

3. The likelihood of recovering the full amount of the debt.

N. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, a state or local governmental agency or private
entity is not subject to civil liability for the disclosure of information made in good faith to the
department pursuant to this section.



46-?02. Rules 

The director shall adopt rules with respect to the time in which a recipient must notify the 
department of a change in circumstances affecting the recipient's eligibility. In adopting such 
rules the director shall consider and comply with federal regulations concerning notice of change 
of eligibility status. 



46-902. Qualified ABLE program; duties

The department shall: 

l, Develop and implement the program in a manner consistent with this article through the 
adoption of rules, guidelines and procedures in consultation with the committee, 

2. Retain professional services, if necessary, including accountants, auditors, consultants and
other experts.

3. Seek rulings and other guidance from the United States department of the treasury and the
internal revenue service relating to the program,

4, Make changes to the program, as necessary, to comply with 26 United States Code section 
529A and any regulations issued pursuant to that section, 

5. Provide notification to the chairpersons of the senate health and human services committee
and the house of representatives children and family affairs committee or their successor
committees of any material changes to the federal program that would necessitate changes in this
article or rules adopted pursuant to this article.

6. Negotiate and select the financial institution or institutions to act as the depository and
manager of the program in accordance with this article, The department shall consult with the
committee when selecting the financial institution or institutions,

7. Negotiate a fee with the financial institution or institutions.

8, Maintain the program on behalf of this state as required by 26 United States Code section 
529A and any regulations issued pursuant to that section, 

9. Develop and implement requirements, in consultation with the committee, for disbursements
from accounts for qualified disability expenses,

10. Provide for separate accounting for each designated beneficiary of the designated
beneficiary's account.

11. Develop procedures for educating account owners about nonqualified and qualified expenses
if the department finds that distributions from any account were made for nonqualified expenses,

12, Develop and provide, in consultation with the committee, educational materials on the 
program, qualified disability expenses and requirements for being a designated beneficiary, 
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ARIZONA HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (F19-0103) 
Title 9, Chapter 22, Article 13, Children’s Rehabilitative Services (CRS) 



GOVERNOR’S REGULATORY REVIEW COUNCIL 
 

STAFF MEMORANDUM - FIVE-YEAR REVIEW REPORT 
 
 
MEETING DATE: March 5, 2019 
 
TO: Members of the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council (Council)  

 
FROM: Council Staff 

 
DATE: February 7, 2019  
 
SUBJECT: ARIZONA HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (F19-0103) 

Title 9, Chapter 22, Article 13, Children’s Rehabilitative Services (CRS) 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

  
This five year review report (5YRR) relates to the Arizona Health Care Cost             

Containment System (AHCCCS) and covers four rules in A.A.C. Title 9, Chapter 22, Article 13,               
relating to Children’s Rehabilitative Services (CRS). This is the first 5YRR for these rules,              
which were adopted in 2013. 
 

● R9-22-1301 defines terms and provides cross references to eligibility regulations. 
● R9-22-1303 provides a list of medical conditions that qualify for the CRS            

program and those that do not qualify for the CRS program. The medical             
conditions that qualify for the program are all inclusive and the list of the              
conditions that do not is not exclusive.  

● R9-22-1304 describes the process for referring an individual for a CRS medical            
eligibility determination.  

● R9-22-1307 states when the Administration will cover medically necessary         
services.  

 
Proposed Action 
  

The Agency does not propose to take any action regarding these rules. 
 

1. Has the agency analyzed whether the rules are authorized by statute? 
 

Yes, the Agency cites to both general and specific authority for the rules.  
 
 
 
 



2. Summary of the agency’s economic impact comparison and identification of 
stakeholders: 
 
The Administration has determined that there is no difference in economic, small 
business or consumer impacts compared to what was originally estimated. No changes 
are proposed. The Stakeholders include the Administration, hospitals, eligible children 
and their guardians.  

 
3. Has the agency analyzed the costs and benefits of the rulemaking and determined 

that the rules impose the least burden and costs to those who are regulated? 
 
The Administration has determined that Article 13 imposes methods with the least burden and              
costs to provide rehabilitative services for children who have a chronic illness or physical              
disability.  

 
4. Has the agency received any written criticisms of the rules over the last five years? 
 

No, the Agency has not received any written criticisms of the rules over the last five 
years.  

 
5. Has the agency analyzed the rules’ clarity, conciseness, and understandability, 

consistency with other rules and statutes, and effectiveness? 
 
Yes, the Agency indicates that the rules are clear, concise, understandable, and effective 
and are consistent with other rules and statutes. 
 

6. Has the agency analyzed the current enforcement status of the rules?  
 
Yes, the Agency enforces the rules as written.  

 
7. Are the rules more stringent than corresponding federal law and, if so, is there 

statutory authority to exceed the requirements of federal law? 
 
No, there is no corresponding federal law.  

 
8. For rules adopted after July 29, 2010, do the rules require a permit or license and, if 

so, does the agency comply with A.R.S. § 41-1037? 
 
The rules do not require a permit or a license.  

 
9. Conclusion 

 
These rules were adopted in 2013 and this is the first 5YRR for these rules. As indicated                 
above and in the report, the rules are enforced as written and they are clear, concise,                



understandable, and effective. The Agency proposes to take no action regarding these            
rules. Council staff recommends approval of this report.  





Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System 

(AHCCCS) 

5 YEAR REVIEW REPORT 

A.A.C. Title 9, Chapter 22, Article 13 

October 2018 

1. Authorization of the rule by existing statutes 

General Statutory Authority: A.R.S. §§ 36-2904 and 36-2903.01 

Specific Statutory Authority: A.R.S. § 36-261 

 

2. The objective of each rule: 

Rule Objective 

R9-22-1301 Provides definitions of terms, including cross-references to eligibility regulations 

R9-22-1303 Provides a list of medical conditions that merit a CRS designation. 

R9-22-1304 Provides the process for referring an individual for a CRS medical eligibility 

determination. 

R9-22-1307 Provides when the Administration will cover medically necessary services. 
 

3. Are the rules effective in achieving their objectives? Yes _X__ No   _  

 

4. Are the rules consistent with other rules and statutes? Yes _ X__ No _  

 

5. Are the rules enforced as written? Yes _X__ No _  

 

6. Are the rules clear, concise, and understandable? Yes _ X_ No  __ 

 

7. Has the agency received written criticisms of the rules within the last five years? Yes __ No _X_ 

 

8. Economic, small business, and consumer impact comparison: 

No changes are proposed so there is no economic, small business, or consumer impacts. 

 

9. Has the agency received any business competitiveness analyses of the rules? Yes ___ No _X__ 

 

10. Has the agency completed the course of action indicated in the agency’s previous five-year-review report? 

The rules were created in 2013, there is no prior five year review report. 
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11. A determination that the probable benefits of the rule outweigh within this state the probable costs of the 

rule, and the rule imposes the least burden and costs to regulated persons by the rule, including paperwork 

and other compliance costs, necessary to achieve the underlying regulatory objective: 

Not applicable. 

 

12. Are the rules more stringent than corresponding federal laws? Yes ___ No _X__ 

There is no applicable federal law. 

 

13. For rules adopted after July 29, 2010 that require the issuance of a regulatory permit, license, or agency 

authorization, whether the rules are in compliance with the general permit requirements of A.R.S. § 

41-1037 or explain why the agency believes an exception applies:  

Not applicable. 

 

14. Proposed course of action 

No changes were proposed. 
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6. A provider shall comply with the time-frames and other
payment procedures in Article 7 of this Chapter, if appli-
cable, and A.R.S. § 36-2904.

7. ADHS/DBHS or a contractor, whichever entity is respon-
sible for covering behavioral health services, shall cost
avoid any behavioral health service claims if it estab-
lishes the existence or probable existence of first-party
liability or third-party liability.

B. Prior authorization. Payment to a provider for behavioral
health services or items requiring prior authorization may be
denied if a provider does not obtain prior authorization from a
RBHA, ADHS/DBHS, a TRBHA, the Administration or a
contractor.

Historical Note
Adopted under an exemption from A.R.S. Title 41, Ch. 6, 
pursuant to Laws 1992, Ch. 301, § 61, effective Novem-

ber 1, 1992; received in the Office of the Secretary of 
State November 25, 1992 (Supp. 92-4). Amended under 
an exemption from A.R.S. Title 41, Ch. 6, pursuant to 
Laws 1995, Ch. 204, § 11, effective October 1, 1995; 
filed with the Secretary of State September 29, 1995 

(Supp. 95-4). Section repealed; new Section adopted by 
final rulemaking at 6 A.A.R. 179, effective December 13, 
1999 (Supp. 99-4). Amended by final rulemaking at 13 

A.A.R. 836, effective May 5, 2007 (Supp. 07-1). 
Amended by final rulemaking at 20 A.A.R. 3098, effec-

tive January 4, 2015 (Supp. 14-4).

R9-22-1208. Repealed

Historical Note
New Section adopted by final rulemaking at 6 A.A.R. 

179, effective December 13, 1999 (Supp. 99-4). 
Amended by final rulemaking at 6 A.A.R. 3317, effective 

August 7, 2000 (Supp. 00-3). Section repealed by final 
rulemaking at 11 A.A.R. 5480, effective December 6, 

2005 (Supp. 05-4).

ARTICLE 13. CHILDREN’S REHABILITATIVE SERVICES 
(CRS)

Article 13, consisting of Sections R9-22-1301 through R9-22-
1306, made by final rulemaking at 19 A.A.R. 2954, effective
November 10, 2013 (Supp. 13-3).

Article 13, consisting of Sections R9-22-1301 through R9-22-
1306, made by exempt rulemaking at 18 A.A.R. 2074, effective
August 1, 2012 (Supp. 12-3). Exemption to promulgate rules
repealed under Laws 2012, Chapter 299, Section 7 (Supp. 13-3).

Article 13, consisting of Sections R9-22-1301 through R9-22-
1309, repealed by final rulemaking at 10 A.A.R. 808, effective April
3, 2004. The subject matter of Article 13 is now in 9 A.A.C. 34
(Supp. 04-1).

R9-22-1301. Children’s Rehabilitative Services (CRS) related
Definitions
In addition to definitions contained in A.R.S. § 36-2901, the words
and phrases in this Article have the following meanings unless the
context explicitly requires another meaning:

“Active treatment” means there is a current need for treatment
of the CRS qualifying condition(s) or it is anticipated that
treatment or evaluation for continuing treatment of the CRS
qualifying condition(s) will be needed within the next 18
months from the last date of service for treatment of any CRS
qualifying condition. 

“CRS application” means a submitted form with any addi-
tional documentation required by the Administration to deter-
mine whether an individual is medically eligible for CRS.

“CRS condition” means a list of medical condition(s) in R9-
22-1303 and which are referred to as covered conditions in
A.R.S. § 36-2912.

“Functionally limiting” means a restriction having a signifi-
cant effect on an individual's ability to perform an activity of
daily living as determined by a  provider.

“Medically eligible” means meeting the medical eligibility
requirements of R9-22-1303.

“Redetermination” means a decision made by the Administra-
tion regarding whether a member continues to meet the
requirements in R9-22-1302. 

Historical Note
Adopted effective September 9, 1998 (Supp. 98-3). 

Amended by final rulemaking at 6 A.A.R. 3317, effective 
August 7, 2000 (Supp. 00-3). Section repealed by final 
rulemaking at 10 A.A.R. 808, effective April 3, 2004 

(Supp. 04-1). Section made by exempt rulemaking at 18 
A.A.R. 2074, effective August 1, 2012 (Supp. 12-3). 

Rulemaking exemption repealed by Laws, 2012, Ch. 299, 
Section 7; therefore a new Section was made by final 

rulemaking at 19 A.A.R. 2954, effective November 10, 
2013 (Supp. 13-3). Amended by final rulemaking at 21 
A.A.R. 2022, effective October 1, 2015 (Supp. 15-3).

R9-22-1302.  Children’s Rehabilitative Services (CRS) Eligi-
bility Requirements
Beginning October 1, 2013, an AHCCCS member who needs active
treatment for one or more of the qualifying medical condition(s) in
R9-22-1303 shall be enrolled with the CRS contractor. An Ameri-
can Indian member shall obtain CRS services through the CRS con-
tractor. A member enrolled in CMDP shall also obtain CRS
services through the CRS contractor. Initial enrollment with the
CRS contractor is limited to individuals under the age of 21. The
CRS contractor shall provide covered services necessary to treat the
CRS condition(s) and other services described within the CRS con-
tract. The effective date of enrollment in CRS shall be as specified
in contract.

Historical Note
Adopted effective September 9, 1998 (Supp. 98-3). 

Amended by final rulemaking at 6 A.A.R. 3317, effective 
August 7, 2000 (Supp. 00-3). Section repealed by final 
rulemaking at 10 A.A.R. 808, effective April 3, 2004 

(Supp. 04-1). Section made by exempt rulemaking at 18 
A.A.R. 2074, effective August 1, 2012 (Supp. 12-3). 

Rulemaking exemption repealed by Laws, 2012, Ch. 299, 
Section 7; therefore a new Section was made by final 

rulemaking at 19 A.A.R. 2954, effective November 10, 
2013 (Supp. 13-3).

R9-22-1303.  Medical Eligibility
The following lists identify those medical condition(s) that do qual-
ify for the CRS program as well as those that do not qualify for the
CRS program. The  list of condition(s) that qualify for CRS medical
eligibility is all inclusive. The list of condition(s) that do not qualify
for CRS medical eligibility is not an all-inclusive list.

1. Cardiovascular System
a. CRS condition(s) that qualify for CRS medical eligi-

bility:
i. Arrhythmia,
ii. Arteriovenous fistula,
iii. Cardiomyopathy,
iv. Conduction defect,
v. Congenital heart defect other than isolated

small Ventricular Septal Defects (VSD), Patent 
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Ductus Arteriosus (PDA), Atrial Septal Defects
(ASD),

vi. Coronary artery and aortic aneurysm,
vii. Renal vascular hypertension,
viii. Rheumatic heart disease, and
ix. Valvular disorder.

b.   Condition(s) not medically eligible for CRS:
i. Arteriovenous fistula that is not expected to

cause cardiac failure or threaten loss of func-
tion

ii. Benign heart murmur;
iii. Branch artery pulmonary stenosis;
iv. Essential hypertension;
v. Patent foramen ovale (PFO);
vi. Peripheral pulmonary stenosis;
vii. Postural orthopedic tachycardia; and
viii. Premature atrial, nodal or ventricular contrac-

tions that are of no hemodynamic significance.
2. Endocrine system: 

a. CRS condition(s) that qualify for CRS medical eligi-
bility:
i. Addison's disease,
ii. Adrenogenital syndrome,
iii. Cystic fibrosis (including atypical cystic fibro-

sis),
iv. Diabetes insipidus,
v. Hyperparathyroidism,
vi. Hyperthyroidism,
vii. Hypoparathyroidism, and
viii. Panhypopituitarism.

b. Condition(s) not medically eligible for CRS:
i. Diabetes mellitus,
ii. Hypopituitarism associated with a malignancy

and requiring treatment of less than 90 days,
iii. Isolated growth hormone deficiency, and
iv. Precocious puberty.

3. Genitourinary system medical condition(s):
a. CRS condition(s) that qualify for CRS medical eligi-

bility: 
i. Ambiguous genitalia,
ii. Bladder extrophy,
iii. Deformity and dysfunction of the genitourinary

system secondary to trauma 90 days or more
after the trauma occurred,

iv. Ectopic ureter,
v. Hydronephrosis, that is not resolved with anti-

biotics, 
vi. Polycystic and multicystic kidneys,
vii. Pyelonephritis when treatment with drugs or

biologicals has failed to cure or ameliorate and
surgical intervention is required,

viii. Ureteral stricture, and
ix. Vesicoureteral reflux, at a grade 3 or higher.

b. Condition(s) not medically eligible for CRS:
i. Enuresis,
ii. Hydrocele,
iii. Hypospadias,
iv. Meatal stenosis,
v. Nephritis, infectious or noninfectious,
vi. Nephrosis,
vii. Phimosis, and
viii. Undescended testicle.

4. Ear, nose, or throat medical condition(s):
a. CRS condition(s) that qualify for CRS medical eligi-

bility:
i. Cholesteatoma,

ii. Congenital/Craniofacial anomaly that is func-
tionally limiting, 

iii. Deformity and dysfunction of the ear, nose, or
throat secondary to trauma, 90 days or more
after the trauma occurred,

iv. Mastoiditis that continues 90 days or more after
the first diagnosis of the condition,

v. Microtia that requires multiple surgical inter-
ventions,

vi. Neurosensory hearing loss, and
vii. Significant conductive hearing loss due to an

anomaly in one ear or both ears equal to or
greater than a pure tone average of 30 decibels
that despite medical treatment, requires a hear-
ing aid.

b. Condition(s) not medically eligible for CRS:
i. A craniofacial anomaly that is not functionally

limiting, 
ii. Adenoiditis,
iii. Cranial or temporal mandibular joint syn-

drome,
iv. Hypertrophic lingual frenum,
v. Isolated preauricular tag or pit,
vi. Nasal polyp,
vii. Obstructive apnea,
viii. Perforation of the tympanic membrane,
ix. Recurrent otitis media,
x. Simple deviated nasal septum,
xi. Sinusitis,
xii. Tonsillitis, and 
xiii. Uncontrolled salivation.

5. Musculoskeletal system medical condition(s):
a. CRS condition(s) that qualify for CRS medical eligi-

bility:
i. Achondroplasia,
ii. Arthrogryposis (multiple joint contractures),
iii. Bone infection that continues 90 days or more

after the initial diagnosis,
iv. Chondrodysplasia,
v. Chondroectodermal dysplasia,
vi. Clubfoot,
vii. Collagen vascular disease, including but not

limited to, ankylosis spondylitis, polymyositis,
dermamyositis, polyarteritis nodosa, psoriatic
arthritis, scleroderma, rheumatoid arthritis and
lupus,

viii. Congenital or developmental cervical spine
abnormality,

ix. Congenital spinal deformity,
x. Diastrophic dysplasia,
xi. Enchondromatosis,
xii. Femoral anteversion and tibial torsion,
xiii. Fibrous dysplasia,
xiv. Hip dysplasia,
xv. Hypochondroplasia,
xvi. Joint infection that continues 90 days or more

after the initial diagnosis,
xvii. Juvenile rheumatoid arthritis,
xviii.Kyphosis (Scheurmann’s Kyphosis) 50 degrees

or over,
xix. Larsen syndrome,
xx. Leg length discrepancy of two centimeters or

more,
xxi. Legg-Calve-Perthes disease,
xxii. Limb amputation or limb malformation,
xxiii.Metaphyseal and epiphyseal dysplasia,
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xxiv. Metatarsus adductus,
xxv.  Muscular dystrophy,
xxvi. Orthopedic complications of hemophilia,
xxvii.Osgood Schlatter's disease that requires surgi-

cal intervention,
xxviii. Osteogenesis imperfecta,
xxix. Rickets,
xxx. Scoliosis when 25 degrees or greater, or when

there is a need for bracing or surgery,
xxxi. Seronegative spondyloarthropathy such as

Reiters, psoriatic arthritis, and ankylosing
spondylitis,

xxxii. Slipped capital femoral epiphysis,
xxxiii. Spinal muscle atrophy,
xxxiv. Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia, and
xxxv. Syndactyly.

b. Condition(s) not medically eligible for CRS:
i. Back pain with no structural abnormality,
ii. Benign bone tumor,
iii. Bunion,
iv. Carpal tunnel syndrome,
v. Deformity and dysfunction secondary to

trauma or injury,
vi. Ehlers Danlos,
vii. Flat foot,
viii. Fracture,
ix. Ganglion cyst,
x. Ingrown toenail,
xi. Kyphosis under 50 degrees,
xii. Leg length discrepancy of less than two centi-

meters at skeletal maturity,
xiii. Polydactyly without bone involvement,
xiv. Popliteal cyst,
xv. Trigger finger, and
xvi. Varus and valgus deformities.

6. Gastrointestinal system medical condition(s):
a. CRS condition(s) that qualify for CRS medical eligi-

bility:
i. Anorectal atresia,
ii. Biliary atresia,
iii. Cleft lip,
iv. Cleft palate,
v. Congenital atresia, stenosis, fistula, or rota-

tional abnormalities of the gastrointestinal
tract,

vi. Deformity and dysfunction of the gastrointesti-
nal system secondary to trauma, 90 days or
more after the trauma occurred,

vii.  Diaphragmatic hernia,
viii. Gastroschisis, 
ix. Hirschsprung's disease,
x. Omphalocele, and
xi. Tracheoesophageal fistula.

b. Condition(s) not medically eligible for CRS:
i. Celiac disease,
ii. Crohn's disease,
iii. Hernia other than a diaphragmatic hernia,
iv. Intestinal polyp,
v. Malabsorption syndrome, also known as short

bowel syndrome,
vi. Pyloric stenosis,
vii. Ulcer disease, and
viii. Ulcerative colitis.

7. Nervous system medical condition(s):
a. CRS condition(s) that qualify for CRS medical eligi-

bility:

 i. Benign intracranial tumor,
ii. Benign intraspinal tumor,
iii. Central nervous system degenerative disease,
iv. Central nervous system malformation or struc-

tural abnormality,
v. Cerebral palsy,
vi. Craniosynostosis requiring surgery,
vii. Deformity and dysfunction secondary to

trauma in an individual that continues 90 days
or more after the incident,

viii. Hydrocephalus,
ix. Muscular dystrophy or other myopathy,
x. Myelomeningocele, also known as spina bifida,
xi. Myoneural disorder, including but not limited

to, amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis or ALS,
myasthenia gravis, Eaton-Lambert syndrome,
muscular dystrophy, troyer sclerosis, polymyo-
sitis, dermamyositis, progressive bulbar palsy,
polio,

xii. Neurofibromatosis,
xiii. Neuropathy/polyneuropathy, hereditary or idio-

pathic,
xiv. Residual dysfunction that continues 90 days or

more after a vascular accident, inflammatory
condition, or infection of the central nervous
system,

xv.  Residual dysfunction that continues 90 days or
more after near drowning, 

xvi. Residual dysfunction that continues 90 days or
more after the spinal cord injury, and

xvii. Uncontrolled seizure disorder, in which there
have been more than two seizures with docu-
mented compliance of one or more medica-
tions.

b. Condition(s) not medically eligible for CRS:
i. Central apnea secondary to prematurity,
ii. Febrile seizures,
iii. Headaches,
iv. Near sudden infant death syndrome,
v. Plagiocephaly, and
vi. Spina bifida occulta.

8. Ophthalmology:
a. CRS condition(s) that qualify for CRS medical eligi-

bility:
i. Cataracts,
ii. Disorder of the iris, ciliary bodies, retina, lens,

or cornea,
iii. Disorder of the optic nerve,
iv. Glaucoma,
v. Non-malignant enucleation and post-enucle-

ation reconstruction, and
vi. Retinopathy of prematurity.

b.   Condition(s) not medically eligible for CRS:
i. Astigmatism,
ii. Ptosis,
iii. Simple refraction error, and
iv. Strabismus.

9. Respiratory system medical condition(s):
a. CRS condition(s) that qualify for CRS medical eligi-

bility:
i. Anomaly of the larynx, trachea, or bronchi that

requires surgery, and
ii. Nonmalignant obstructive lesion of the larynx,

trachea, or bronchi.
b.   Condition(s) not medically eligible for CRS:

i. Allergies,
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ii. Asthma,
iii. Bronchopulmonary dysplasia,
iv. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
v. Emphysema, and
vi. Respiratory distress syndrome.

10.  Dermatological system medical condition(s):
a. CRS condition(s) that qualify for CRS medical eligi-

bility:
i. A burn scar that is functionally limiting,
ii. A hemangioma that is functionally limiting that

requires laser or surgery,
iii. Complicated nevi requiring multiple proce-

dures,
iv. Cystic hygroma such as lymphangioma, and
v. Malocclusion that is functionally limiting.

b. Condition(s) not medically eligible for CRS:
i. A deformity that is not functionally limiting,
ii. Ectodermal dysplasia,
iii. Isolated malocclusion that is not functionally

limiting,
iv. Pilonidal cyst,
v. Port wine stain,
vi. Sebaceous cyst,
vii.  Simple nevi, and
viii. Skin tag.

11. Metabolic CRS condition(s) that qualify for CRS medical
eligibility:

i. Amino acid or organic acidopathy,
ii. Biotinidase deficiency,
iii. Homocystinuria,
iv. Inborn error of metabolism,
v. Maple syrup urine disease,
vi. Phenylketonuria, and
vii. Storage disease.

12. Hemoglobinopathies CRS condition(s) that qualify for
CRS medical eligibility:
a. Sickle cell anemia, and
b. Thalassemia. 

13. Additional medical/behavioral condition(s) which are not
medically eligible for CRS:
a. Allergies,
b. Anorexia nervosa or obesity,
c. Attention deficit disorder,
d. Autism,
e. Cancer,
f. Depression or other mental illness,
g. Developmental delay,
h. Dyslexia or other learning disabilities,
i. Failure to thrive,
j. Hyperactivity, and
k. Immunodeficiency, such as AIDS and HIV.

Historical Note
Adopted effective September 9, 1998 (Supp. 98-3). 

Amended by final rulemaking at 6 A.A.R. 3317, effective 
August 7, 2000 (Supp. 00-3). Section repealed by final 
rulemaking at 10 A.A.R. 808, effective April 3, 2004 

(Supp. 04-1). Section made by exempt rulemaking at 18 
A.A.R. 2074, effective August 1, 2012 (Supp. 12-3). 

Rulemaking exemption repealed by Laws, 2012, Ch. 299, 
Section 7; therefore a new Section was made by final 

rulemaking at 19 A.A.R. 2954, effective November 10, 
2013 (Supp. 13-3). Amended by final rulemaking at 21 
A.A.R. 2022, effective October 1, 2015 (Supp. 15-3).

R9-22-1304.  Referral and Disposition of CRS Medical Eligi-
bility Determination

A. To refer an individual for a CRS medical eligibility determina-
tion a person shall submit to the Administration the following
information:
1. CRS application;
2. Documentation from a specialist who diagnosed the indi-

vidual, stating the individual’s diagnosis;
3. Diagnostic test results that support the individual's diag-

nosis; and
4. Documentation of the individual's need for specialized

treatment of the CRS condition through medical, surgical,
or therapy modalities.

B. The Administration shall notify the CRS applicant, member or
authorized representative of the outcome of the determination
within 60 days of receipt of information required under sub-
section (A). The member may appeal the determination under
Chapter 34.

Historical Note
Adopted effective September 9, 1998 (Supp. 98-3). 

Amended by final rulemaking at 6 A.A.R. 3317, effective 
August 7, 2000 (Supp. 00-3). Section repealed by final 
rulemaking at 10 A.A.R. 808, effective April 3, 2004 

(Supp. 04-1). Section made by exempt rulemaking at 18 
A.A.R. 2074, effective August 1, 2012 (Supp. 12-3). 

Rulemaking exemption repealed by Laws, 2012, Ch. 299, 
Section 7; therefore a new Section was made by final 

rulemaking at 19 A.A.R. 2954, effective November 10, 
2013 (Supp. 13-3). Amended by final rulemaking at 21 
A.A.R. 2022, effective October 1, 2015 (Supp. 15-3).

R9-22-1305.  CRS Redetermination
A. Continued eligibility for the CRS program shall be redeter-

mined by verifying active treatment status of the CRS qualify-
ing medical condition(s) as follows:
1. The CRS Contractor is responsible for notifying the

AHCCCS Administration of the date when a CRS mem-
ber is no longer in active treatment for the CRS qualify-
ing condition(s).

2. The Administration may request, at any time, that the
CRS contractor submit the medical documentation
requested in the CRS medical redetermination form
within the specified time-frames in contract.

3. The Administration shall notify the CRS member or
authorized representative of the redetermination process.

B. If the Administration determines that a CRS member is no lon-
ger medically eligible for CRS, the Administration shall pro-
vide the CRS member or authorized representative a written
notice that informs the CRS member that the Administration is
transitioning the CRS member's enrollment according to R9-
22-1306. The member may appeal the redetermination under
Chapter 34.

C. Upon reaching his or her 21st birthday, the CRS  member will
be enrolled with a non-CRS contractor unless the member
requests to continue enrollment with the CRS contractor.

Historical Note
Adopted effective September 9, 1998 (Supp. 98-3). 

Amended by final rulemaking at 6 A.A.R. 3317, effective 
August 7, 2000 (Supp. 00-3). Section repealed by final 
rulemaking at 10 A.A.R. 808, effective April 3, 2004 

(Supp. 04-1). Section made by exempt rulemaking at 18 
A.A.R. 2074, effective August 1, 2012 (Supp. 12-3). 

Rulemaking exemption repealed by Laws, 2012, Ch. 299, 
Section 7; therefore a new Section was made by final 

rulemaking at 19 A.A.R. 2954, effective November 10, 
2013 (Supp. 13-3).

R9-22-1306.  Transition or Termination
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A. The Administration shall transition a CRS member from the
CRS contractor when the Administration determines the CRS
member does not meet the medical eligibility requirements
under this Article.

B. The Administration shall terminate a CRS member from the
CRS contractor and the AHCCCS program when the Adminis-
tration determines the CRS member does not meet the AHC-
CCS eligibility requirements. The member may appeal the
termination under Chapter 34.

C. If the Administration transitions a CRS member from the CRS
contractor, the Administration shall provide the CRS member,
or authorized representative a written notice of transition. The
member may appeal the transition under Chapter 34.

Historical Note
Adopted effective September 9, 1998 (Supp. 98-3). Sec-
tion repealed by final rulemaking at 10 A.A.R. 808, effec-
tive April 3, 2004 (Supp. 04-1). Section made by exempt 
rulemaking at 18 A.A.R. 2074, effective August 1, 2012 
(Supp. 12-3). Rulemaking exemption repealed by Laws, 
2012, Ch. 299, Section 7; therefore a new Section was 
made by final rulemaking at 19 A.A.R. 2954, effective 

November 10, 2013 (Supp. 13-3).

R9-22-1307.  Covered Services
The Administration will cover medically necessary services as
described within Article 2 unless otherwise specified in contract.

Historical Note
Adopted effective September 9, 1998 (Supp. 98-3). 

Amended by final rulemaking at 6 A.A.R. 3317, effective 
August 7, 2000 (Supp. 00-3). Section repealed by final 
rulemaking at 10 A.A.R. 808, effective April 3, 2004 

(Supp. 04-1). Section made by exempt rulemaking at 18 
A.A.R. 2074, effective August 1, 2012 (Supp. 12-3). 

Rulemaking exemption repealed by Laws, 2012, Ch. 299, 
Section 7; therefore a new Section was made by final 

rulemaking at 19 A.A.R. 2954, effective November 10, 
2013 (Supp. 13-3).

R9-22-1308. Repealed

Historical Note
Adopted effective September 9, 1998 (Supp. 98-3). 

Amended by final rulemaking at 6 A.A.R. 3317, effective 
August 7, 2000 (Supp. 00-3). Section repealed by final 
rulemaking at 10 A.A.R. 808, effective April 3, 2004 

(Supp. 04-1).

R9-22-1309. Repealed

Historical Note
Adopted effective September 9, 1998 (Supp. 98-3). 

Amended by final rulemaking at 6 A.A.R. 3317, effective 
August 7, 2000 (Supp. 00-3). Section repealed by final 
rulemaking at 10 A.A.R. 808, effective April 3, 2004 

(Supp. 04-1).

ARTICLE 14. AHCCCS MEDICAL COVERAGE FOR  
HOUSEHOLDS

R9-22-1401. General Information
A. Scope. This Article contains eligibility criteria to determine

whether a  household or individual is eligible for AHCCCS
medical coverage. Eligibility criteria described under Article 3
applies to this Article.

B. Definitions. In addition to definitions contained in R9-22-101
and A.R.S. § 36-2901, the words and phrases in this Article,
Article 3 and Article 15 have the following meanings unless
the context explicitly requires another meaning:

“Burial plot” means a space reserved in a cemetery, crypt,
vault, or mausoleum for the remains of a deceased per-
son.

Caretaker relative” means:
A parent of a dependent child with whom the child is
living;

When the dependent child does not live with a par-
ent or the parent in the home is incapacitated,
another relative of the child by blood, adoption, or
marriage in the home who assumes primary respon-
sibility for the child’s care; or

A woman in her third trimester of pregnancy with no
other dependent children.

“Cash assistance” means a program administered by the
Department that provides assistance to needy families
with dependent children under 42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.

“Dependent child” means a child under the age of 18, or
if age 18 is a full-time student in secondary school or
equivalent vocational or technical training, if reasonably
expected to complete such school or training before turn-
ing age 19.

“MAGI – based income” means Modified Adjusted
Gross Income as defined under 42 CFR 435.603(e).

“Medical expense deduction” or “MED” means the cost
of the following expenses if incurred in the United States:

A medical service or supply that would be covered if
provided to an AHCCCS member of any age under
Articles 2 and 12 of this Chapter;

A medical service or supply that would be covered if
provided to an Arizona Long-term Care System
member under 9 A.A.C. 28, Articles 2 and 11;

Other necessary medical services provided by a
licensed practitioner or physician;

Assistance with daily living if the assistance is docu-
mented in an individual plan of care by a nurse,
social service worker, registered therapist, or dieti-
tian under the supervision of a physician except
when provided by the spouse of an applicant or the
parent of a minor child;

Medical services provided in a licensed nursing
home or in an alternative HCBS setting under R9-
28-101;

Purchasing and maintaining an animal guide or ser-
vice animal for the assistance of a member of the
MED family unit under R9-22-1436; and

Health insurance premiums, deductibles, and coin-
surance, if the insured is a member of the MED fam-
ily unit.

“Monthly income” means the gross countable income
received or projected to be received during the month or
the monthly equivalent.

“Monthly equivalent” means a monthly countable income
amount established by averaging, prorating, or converting
a person's income.

“Spendthrift restriction” means a legal restriction on the
use of a resource that prevents a payee or beneficiary
from alienating the resource.

“Tax dependent” is described under 42 CFR 435.4.
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36-2912. Children's rehabilitative services program; definition

A. The administration shall:

1. Establish a children's rehabilitative services program for children who have a chronic illness or physical
disability and shall develop, implement, monitor, supervise, control and establish policies for that program.

2. Develop and implement policies to determine medical eligibility for the children's rehabilitative services
program.

3. Develop and implement all rules and policies for the operation of the children's rehabilitative services
program.

4. Establish and administer a program of service for children and for individuals determined to be eligible before
they reach twenty-one years of age who have a chronic illness or physical disability or who are suffering from a
condition that leads to a chronic illness or a physical disability and are in active treatment.  The program shall
provide for:

(a) Medical, surgical, corrective and other services and care.

(b) The receipt and expenditure of monies made available to the administration for services to children who have
a chronic illness or physical disability by the federal government, this state or its political subdivisions or from
other sources, excluding monies received from parents or guardians for the care of children.

(c) Making necessary expenditures pursuant to the requirements of this section.

(d) Establishing and maintaining safeguards relating to the confidentiality of medical records.

(e) The acceptance and use of federal monies for children's rehabilitative services at the discretion of the
administration and subject to any limitations imposed by annual state appropriations.

(f) Any other activities the administration determines are necessary for the effective operation of the program.

B. Pursuant to the requirements of section 36-2903, the director shall prepare and issue a public request for
proposals, including a proposed contract format, at least once every five years to contract for the care and
treatment of children who have a chronic illness or physical disability.

C. The total amount of state monies that the administration may spend in any fiscal year for children's
rehabilitative services may not exceed the amount appropriated or authorized by section 35-173 for that
purpose.  This subsection does not impose a duty on an officer, agent or employee of this state to discharge a
responsibility or to create any right in a person or group if the discharge or right would require an expenditure of
state monies in excess of the expenditure authorized by legislative appropriation for that specific purpose.

D. Pursuant to the requirements of section 36-2923, the administration shall coordinate benefits provided
pursuant to this section so that any costs payable by the administration are costs avoided or recovered from any
available provider of first-party health insurance benefits. The administration shall act as payor of last resort
unless specifically required by federal law.

E. For the purposes of this section, "children who have a chronic illness or physical disability" means children
who are medically eligible for the children's rehabilitative services program and who require covered medical,
surgical or therapeutic services for a covered condition that is medically disabling or potentially disabling, as
prescribed by the administration.
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36-2903.01. Additional powers and duties; report; definition

A. The director of the Arizona health care cost containment system administration may adopt rules that provide
that the system may withhold or forfeit payments to be made to a noncontracting provider by the system if the
noncontracting provider fails to comply with this article, the provider agreement or rules that are adopted
pursuant to this article and that relate to the specific services rendered for which a claim for payment is made.

B. The director shall:

1. Prescribe uniform forms to be used by all contractors.  The rules shall require a written and signed application
by the applicant or an applicant's authorized representative, or, if the person is incompetent or incapacitated, a
family member or a person acting responsibly for the applicant may obtain a signature or a reasonable facsimile
and file the application as prescribed by the administration.

2. Enter into an interagency agreement with the department to establish a streamlined eligibility process to
determine the eligibility of all persons defined pursuant to section 36-2901, paragraph 6, subdivision (a).  At the
administration's option, the interagency agreement may allow the administration to determine the eligibility of
certain persons, including those defined pursuant to section 36-2901, paragraph 6, subdivision (a).

3. Enter into an intergovernmental agreement with the department to:

(a) Establish an expedited eligibility and enrollment process for all persons who are hospitalized at the time of
application.

(b) Establish performance measures and incentives for the department.

(c) Establish the process for management evaluation reviews that the administration shall perform to evaluate the
eligibility determination functions performed by the department.

(d) Establish eligibility quality control reviews by the administration.

(e) Require the department to adopt rules, consistent with the rules adopted by the administration for a hearing
process, that applicants or members may use for appeals of eligibility determinations or redeterminations.

(f) Establish the department's responsibility to place sufficient eligibility workers at federally qualified health
centers to screen for eligibility and at hospital sites and level one trauma centers to ensure that persons seeking
hospital services are screened on a timely basis for eligibility for the system, including a process to ensure that
applications for the system can be accepted on a twenty-four hour basis, seven days a week.

(g) Withhold payments based on the allowable sanctions for errors in eligibility determinations or
redeterminations or failure to meet performance measures required by the intergovernmental agreement.

(h) Recoup from the department all federal fiscal sanctions that result from the department's inaccurate eligibility
determinations.  The director may offset all or part of a sanction if the department submits a corrective action
plan and a strategy to remedy the error.

4. By rule establish a procedure and time frames for the intake of grievances and requests for hearings, for the
continuation of benefits and services during the appeal process and for a grievance process at the contractor
level. Notwithstanding sections 41-1092.02, 41-1092.03 and 41-1092.05, the administration shall develop rules
to establish the procedure and time frame for the informal resolution of grievances and appeals. A grievance that
is not related to a claim for payment of system covered services shall be filed in writing with and received by the
administration or the prepaid capitated provider or program contractor not later than sixty days after the date of
the adverse action, decision or policy implementation being grieved.  A grievance that is related to a claim for
payment of system covered services must be filed in writing and received by the administration or the prepaid
capitated provider or program contractor within twelve months after the date of service, within twelve months
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after the date that eligibility is posted or within sixty days after the date of the denial of a timely claim
submission, whichever is later.  A grievance for the denial of a claim for reimbursement of services may contest
the validity of any adverse action, decision, policy implementation or rule that related to or resulted in the full or
partial denial of the claim.  A policy implementation may be subject to a grievance procedure, but it may not be
appealed for a hearing.  The administration is not required to participate in a mandatory settlement conference if
it is not a real party in interest. In any proceeding before the administration, including a grievance or hearing,
persons may represent themselves or be represented by a duly authorized agent who is not charging a fee. A
legal entity may be represented by an officer, partner or employee who is specifically authorized by the legal
entity to represent it in the particular proceeding.

5. Apply for and accept federal funds available under title XIX of the social security act (P.L. 89-97; 79 Stat.
344; 42 United States Code section 1396 (1980)) in support of the system. The application made by the director
pursuant to this paragraph shall be designed to qualify for federal funding primarily on a prepaid capitated basis. 
Such funds may be used only for the support of persons defined as eligible pursuant to title XIX of the social
security act or the approved section 1115 waiver.

6. At least thirty days before the implementation of a policy or a change to an existing policy relating to
reimbursement, provide notice to interested parties.  Parties interested in receiving notification of policy changes
shall submit a written request for notification to the administration.

7. In addition to the cost sharing requirements specified in subsection D, paragraph 4 of this section:

(a) Charge monthly premiums up to the maximum amount allowed by federal law to all populations of eligible
persons who may be charged.

(b) Implement this paragraph to the extent permitted under the federal deficit reduction act of 2005 and other
federal laws, subject to the approval of federal waiver authority and to the extent that any changes in the cost
sharing requirements under this paragraph would permit this state to receive any enhanced federal matching rate.

C. The director is authorized to apply for any federal funds available for the support of programs to investigate
and prosecute violations arising from the administration and operation of the system. Available state funds
appropriated for the administration and operation of the system may be used as matching funds to secure federal
funds pursuant to this subsection.

D. The director may adopt rules or procedures to do the following:

1. Authorize advance payments based on estimated liability to a contractor or a noncontracting provider after the
contractor or noncontracting provider has submitted a claim for services and before the claim is ultimately
resolved. The rules shall specify that any advance payment shall be conditioned on the execution before payment
of a contract with the contractor or noncontracting provider that requires the administration to retain a specified
percentage, which shall be at least twenty percent, of the claimed amount as security and that requires repayment
to the administration if the administration makes any overpayment.

2. Defer liability, in whole or in part, of contractors for care provided to members who are hospitalized on the
date of enrollment or under other circumstances. Payment shall be on a capped fee-for-service basis for services
other than hospital services and at the rate established pursuant to subsection G of this section for hospital
services or at the rate paid by the health plan, whichever is less.

3. Deputize, in writing, any qualified officer or employee in the administration to perform any act that the
director by law is empowered to do or charged with the responsibility of doing, including the authority to issue
final administrative decisions pursuant to section 41-1092.08.

4. Notwithstanding any other law, require persons eligible pursuant to section 36-2901, paragraph 6, subdivision
(a), section 36-2931 and section 36-2981, paragraph 6 to be financially responsible for any cost sharing
requirements established in a state plan or a section 1115 waiver and approved by the centers for medicare and
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medicaid services.  Cost sharing requirements may include copayments, coinsurance, deductibles, enrollment
fees and monthly premiums for enrolled members, including households with children enrolled in the Arizona
long-term care system.

E. The director shall adopt rules that further specify the medical care and hospital services that are covered by
the system pursuant to section 36-2907.

F. In addition to the rules otherwise specified in this article, the director may adopt necessary rules pursuant to
title 41, chapter 6 to carry out this article.  Rules adopted by the director pursuant to this subsection shall
consider the differences between rural and urban conditions on the delivery of hospitalization and medical care.

G. For inpatient hospital admissions and outpatient hospital services on and after March 1, 1993, the
administration shall adopt rules for the reimbursement of hospitals according to the following procedures:

1. For inpatient hospital stays from March 1, 1993 through September 30, 2014, the administration shall use a
prospective tiered per diem methodology, using hospital peer groups if analysis shows that cost differences can
be attributed to independently definable features that hospitals within a peer group share. In peer grouping the
administration may consider such factors as length of stay differences and labor market variations. If there are no
cost differences, the administration shall implement a stop loss-stop gain or similar mechanism.  Any stop loss-
stop gain or similar mechanism shall ensure that the tiered per diem rates assigned to a hospital do not represent
less than ninety percent of its 1990 base year costs or more than one hundred ten percent of its 1990 base year
costs, adjusted by an audit factor, during the period of March 1, 1993 through September 30, 1994. The tiered
per diem rates set for hospitals shall represent no less than eighty-seven and one-half percent or more than one
hundred twelve and one-half percent of its 1990 base year costs, adjusted by an audit factor, from October 1,
1994 through September 30, 1995 and no less than eighty-five percent or more than one hundred fifteen percent
of its 1990 base year costs, adjusted by an audit factor, from October 1, 1995 through September 30, 1996. For
the periods after September 30, 1996 no stop loss-stop gain or similar mechanisms shall be in effect. An
adjustment in the stop loss-stop gain percentage may be made to ensure that total payments do not increase as a
result of this provision. If peer groups are used, the administration shall establish initial peer group designations
for each hospital before implementation of the per diem system. The administration may also use a negotiated
rate methodology. The tiered per diem methodology may include separate consideration for specialty hospitals
that limit their provision of services to specific patient populations, such as rehabilitative patients or children.
The initial per diem rates shall be based on hospital claims and encounter data for dates of service November 1,
1990 through October 31, 1991 and processed through May of 1992. The administration may also establish a
separate reimbursement methodology for claims with extraordinarily high costs per day that exceed thresholds
established by the administration.

2. For rates effective on October 1, 1994, and annually through September 30, 2011, the administration shall
adjust tiered per diem payments for inpatient hospital care by the data resources incorporated market basket
index for prospective payment system hospitals. For rates effective beginning on October 1, 1999, the
administration shall adjust payments to reflect changes in length of stay for the maternity and nursery tiers.

3. Through June 30, 2004, for outpatient hospital services, the administration shall reimburse a hospital by
applying a hospital specific outpatient cost-to-charge ratio to the covered charges.  Beginning on July 1, 2004
through June 30, 2005, the administration shall reimburse a hospital by applying a hospital specific outpatient
cost-to-charge ratio to covered charges.  If the hospital increases its charges for outpatient services filed with the
Arizona department of health services pursuant to chapter 4, article 3 of this title, by more than 4.7 percent for
dates of service effective on or after July 1, 2004, the hospital specific cost-to-charge ratio will be reduced by the
amount that it exceeds 4.7 percent.  If charges exceed 4.7 percent, the effective date of the increased charges will
be the effective date of the adjusted Arizona health care cost containment system cost-to-charge ratio.  The
administration shall develop the methodology for a capped fee-for-service schedule and a statewide cost-to-
charge ratio. Any covered outpatient service not included in the capped fee-for-service schedule shall be
reimbursed by applying the statewide cost-to-charge ratio that is based on the services not included in the capped
fee-for-service schedule. Beginning on July 1, 2005, the administration shall reimburse clean claims with dates
of service on or after July 1, 2005, based on the capped fee-for-service schedule or the statewide cost-to-charge
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ratio established pursuant to this paragraph. The administration may make additional adjustments to the
outpatient hospital rates established pursuant to this section based on other factors, including the number of beds
in the hospital, specialty services available to patients and the geographic location of the hospital.

4. Except if submitted under an electronic claims submission system, a hospital bill is considered received for
purposes of this paragraph on initial receipt of the legible, error-free claim form by the administration if the
claim includes the following error-free documentation in legible form:

(a) An admission face sheet.

(b) An itemized statement.

(c) An admission history and physical.

(d) A discharge summary or an interim summary if the claim is split.

(e) An emergency record, if admission was through the emergency room.

(f) Operative reports, if applicable.

(g) A labor and delivery room report, if applicable.

Payment received by a hospital from the administration pursuant to this subsection or from a contractor either by
contract or pursuant to section 36-2904, subsection I is considered payment by the administration or the
contractor of the administration's or contractor's liability for the hospital bill. A hospital may collect any unpaid
portion of its bill from other third-party payors or in situations covered by title 33, chapter 7, article 3.

5. For services rendered on and after October 1, 1997, the administration shall pay a hospital's rate established
according to this section subject to the following:

(a) If the hospital's bill is paid within thirty days of the date the bill was received, the administration shall pay
ninety-nine percent of the rate.

(b) If the hospital's bill is paid after thirty days but within sixty days of the date the bill was received, the
administration shall pay one hundred percent of the rate.

(c) If the hospital's bill is paid any time after sixty days of the date the bill was received, the administration shall
pay one hundred percent of the rate plus a fee of one percent per month for each month or portion of a month
following the sixtieth day of receipt of the bill until the date of payment.

6. In developing the reimbursement methodology, if a review of the reports filed by a hospital pursuant to
section 36-125.04 indicates that further investigation is considered necessary to verify the accuracy of the
information in the reports, the administration may examine the hospital's records and accounts related to the
reporting requirements of section 36-125.04. The administration shall bear the cost incurred in connection with
this examination unless the administration finds that the records examined are significantly deficient or
incorrect, in which case the administration may charge the cost of the investigation to the hospital examined.

7. Except for privileged medical information, the administration shall make available for public inspection the
cost and charge data and the calculations used by the administration to determine payments under the tiered per
diem system, provided that individual hospitals are not identified by name. The administration shall make the
data and calculations available for public inspection during regular business hours and shall provide copies of
the data and calculations to individuals requesting such copies within thirty days of receipt of a written request.
The administration may charge a reasonable fee for the provision of the data or information.

8. The prospective tiered per diem payment methodology for inpatient hospital services shall include a
mechanism for the prospective payment of inpatient hospital capital related costs. The capital payment shall
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include hospital specific and statewide average amounts. For tiered per diem rates beginning on October 1, 1999,
the capital related cost component is frozen at the blended rate of forty percent of the hospital specific capital
cost and sixty percent of the statewide average capital cost in effect as of January 1, 1999 and as further adjusted
by the calculation of tier rates for maternity and nursery as prescribed by law.  Through September 30, 2011, the
administration shall adjust the capital related cost component by the data resources incorporated market basket
index for prospective payment system hospitals.

9. For graduate medical education programs:

(a) Beginning September 30, 1997, the administration shall establish a separate graduate medical education
program to reimburse hospitals that had graduate medical education programs that were approved by the
administration as of October 1, 1999. The administration shall separately account for monies for the graduate
medical education program based on the total reimbursement for graduate medical education reimbursed to
hospitals by the system in federal fiscal year 1995-1996 pursuant to the tiered per diem methodology specified in
this section. The graduate medical education program reimbursement shall be adjusted annually by the increase
or decrease in the index published by the global insight hospital market basket index for prospective hospital
reimbursement.  Subject to legislative appropriation, on an annual basis, each qualified hospital shall receive a
single payment from the graduate medical education program that is equal to the same percentage of graduate
medical education reimbursement that was paid by the system in federal fiscal year 1995-1996. Any
reimbursement for graduate medical education made by the administration shall not be subject to future
settlements or appeals by the hospitals to the administration. The monies available under this subdivision shall
not exceed the fiscal year 2005-2006 appropriation adjusted annually by the increase or decrease in the index
published by the global insight hospital market basket index for prospective hospital reimbursement, except for
monies distributed for expansions pursuant to subdivision (b) of this paragraph.

(b) The monies available for graduate medical education programs pursuant to this subdivision shall not exceed
the fiscal year 2006-2007 appropriation adjusted annually by the increase or decrease in the index published by
the global insight hospital market basket index for prospective hospital reimbursement. Graduate medical
education programs eligible for such reimbursement are not precluded from receiving reimbursement for
funding under subdivision (c) of this paragraph. Beginning July 1, 2006, the administration shall distribute any
monies appropriated for graduate medical education above the amount prescribed in subdivision (a) of this
paragraph in the following order or priority:

(i) For the direct costs to support the expansion of graduate medical education programs established before July
1, 2006 at hospitals that do not receive payments pursuant to subdivision (a) of this paragraph. These programs
must be approved by the administration.

(ii) For the direct costs to support the expansion of graduate medical education programs established on or
before October 1, 1999.  These programs must be approved by the administration.

(c) The administration shall distribute to hospitals any monies appropriated for graduate medical education
above the amount prescribed in subdivisions (a) and (b) of this paragraph for the following purposes:

(i) For the direct costs of graduate medical education programs established or expanded on or after July 1, 2006. 
These programs must be approved by the administration.

(ii) For a portion of additional indirect graduate medical education costs for programs that are located in a
county with a population of less than five hundred thousand persons at the time the residency position was
created or for a residency position that includes a rotation in a county with a population of less than five hundred
thousand persons at the time the residency position was established. These programs must be approved by the
administration.

(d) The administration shall develop, by rule, the formula by which the monies are distributed.
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(e) Each graduate medical education program that receives funding pursuant to subdivision (b) or (c) of this
paragraph shall identify and report to the administration the number of new residency positions created by the
funding provided in this paragraph, including positions in rural areas.  The program shall also report information
related to the number of funded residency positions that resulted in physicians locating their practices in this
state.  The administration shall report to the joint legislative budget committee by February 1 of each year on the
number of new residency positions as reported by the graduate medical education programs.

(f) Local, county and tribal governments and any university under the jurisdiction of the Arizona board of
regents may provide monies in addition to any state general fund monies appropriated for graduate medical
education in order to qualify for additional matching federal monies for providers, programs or positions in a
specific locality and costs incurred pursuant to a specific contract between the administration and providers or
other entities to provide graduate medical education services as an administrative activity. Payments by the
administration pursuant to this subdivision may be limited to those providers designated by the funding entity
and may be based on any methodology deemed appropriate by the administration, including replacing any
payments that might otherwise have been paid pursuant to subdivision (a), (b) or (c) of this paragraph had
sufficient state general fund monies or other monies been appropriated to fully fund those payments. These
programs, positions, payment methodologies and administrative graduate medical education services must be
approved by the administration and the centers for medicare and medicaid services. The administration shall
report to the president of the senate, the speaker of the house of representatives and the director of the joint
legislative budget committee on or before July 1 of each year on the amount of money contributed and number
of residency positions funded by local, county and tribal governments, including the amount of federal matching
monies used.

(g) Any funds appropriated but not allocated by the administration for subdivision (b) or (c) of this paragraph
may be reallocated if funding for either subdivision is insufficient to cover appropriate graduate medical
education costs.

10. Notwithstanding section 41-1005, subsection A, paragraph 9, the administration shall adopt rules pursuant to
title 41, chapter 6 establishing the methodology for determining the prospective tiered per diem payments that
are in effect through September 30, 2014.

11. For inpatient hospital services rendered on or after October 1, 2011, the prospective tiered per diem payment
rates are permanently reset to the amounts payable for those services as of October 1, 2011 pursuant to this
subsection.

12. The administration shall adopt a diagnosis-related group based hospital reimbursement methodology
consistent with title XIX of the social security act for inpatient dates of service on and after October 1, 2014. 
The administration may make additional adjustments to the inpatient hospital rates established pursuant to this
section for hospitals that are publicly operated or based on other factors, including the number of beds in the
hospital, the specialty services available to patients, the geographic location and diagnosis-related group codes
that are made publicly available by the hospital pursuant to section 36-437. The administration may also provide
additional reimbursement for extraordinarily high cost cases that exceed a threshold above the standard payment.
The administration may also establish a separate payment methodology for specific services or hospitals serving
unique populations.

H. The director may adopt rules that specify enrollment procedures, including notice to contractors of
enrollment. The rules may provide for varying time limits for enrollment in different situations. The
administration shall specify in contract when a person who has been determined eligible will be enrolled with
that contractor and the date on which the contractor will be financially responsible for health and medical
services to the person.

I. The administration may make direct payments to hospitals for hospitalization and medical care provided to a
member in accordance with this article and rules.  The director may adopt rules to establish the procedures by
which the administration shall pay hospitals pursuant to this subsection if a contractor fails to make timely
payment to a hospital. Such payment shall be at a level determined pursuant to section 36-2904, subsection H
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or I.  The director may withhold payment due to a contractor in the amount of any payment made directly to a
hospital by the administration on behalf of a contractor pursuant to this subsection.

J. The director shall establish a special unit within the administration for the purpose of monitoring the third-
party payment collections required by contractors and noncontracting providers pursuant to section 36-2903,
subsection B, paragraph 10 and subsection F and section 36-2915, subsection E.  The director shall determine by
rule:

1. The type of third-party payments to be monitored pursuant to this subsection.

2. The percentage of third-party payments that is collected by a contractor or noncontracting provider and that
the contractor or noncontracting provider may keep and the percentage of such payments that the contractor or
noncontracting provider may be required to pay to the administration. Contractors and noncontracting providers
must pay to the administration one hundred percent of all third-party payments that are collected and that
duplicate administration fee-for-service payments. A contractor that contracts with the administration pursuant
to section 36-2904, subsection A may be entitled to retain a percentage of third-party payments if the payments
collected and retained by a contractor are reflected in reduced capitation rates. A contractor may be required to
pay the administration a percentage of third-party payments that are collected by a contractor and that are not
reflected in reduced capitation rates.

K. The administration shall establish procedures to apply to the following if a provider that has a contract with a
contractor or noncontracting provider seeks to collect from an individual or financially responsible relative or
representative a claim that exceeds the amount that is reimbursed or should be reimbursed by the system:

1. On written notice from the administration or oral or written notice from a member that a claim for covered
services may be in violation of this section, the provider that has a contract with a contractor or noncontracting
provider shall investigate the inquiry and verify whether the person was eligible for services at the time that
covered services were provided. If the claim was paid or should have been paid by the system, the provider that
has a contract with a contractor or noncontracting provider shall not continue billing the member.

2. If the claim was paid or should have been paid by the system and the disputed claim has been referred for
collection to a collection agency or referred to a credit reporting bureau, the provider that has a contract with a
contractor or noncontracting provider shall:

(a) Notify the collection agency and request that all attempts to collect this specific charge be terminated
immediately.

(b) Advise all credit reporting bureaus that the reported delinquency was in error and request that the affected
credit report be corrected to remove any notation about this specific delinquency.

(c) Notify the administration and the member that the request for payment was in error and that the collection
agency and credit reporting bureaus have been notified.

3. If the administration determines that a provider that has a contract with a contractor or noncontracting
provider has billed a member for charges that were paid or should have been paid by the administration, the
administration shall send written notification by certified mail or other service with proof of delivery to the
provider that has a contract with a contractor or noncontracting provider stating that this billing is in violation of
federal and state law. If, twenty-one days or more after receiving the notification, a provider that has a contract
with a contractor or noncontracting provider knowingly continues billing a member for charges that were paid or
should have been paid by the system, the administration may assess a civil penalty in an amount equal to three
times the amount of the billing and reduce payment to the provider that has a contract with a contractor or
noncontracting provider accordingly. Receipt of delivery signed by the addressee or the addressee's employee is
prima facie evidence of knowledge.  Civil penalties collected pursuant to this subsection shall be deposited in
the state general fund. Section 36-2918, subsections C, D and F, relating to the imposition, collection and
enforcement of civil penalties, apply to civil penalties imposed pursuant to this paragraph.
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L. The administration may conduct postpayment review of all claims paid by the administration and may recoup
any monies erroneously paid. The director may adopt rules that specify procedures for conducting postpayment
review.  A contractor may conduct a postpayment review of all claims paid by the contractor and may recoup
monies that are erroneously paid.

M. Subject to title 41, chapter 4, article 4, the director or the director's designee may employ and supervise
personnel necessary to assist the director in performing the functions of the administration.

N. The administration may contract with contractors for obstetrical care who are eligible to provide services
under title XIX of the social security act.

O. Notwithstanding any other law, on federal approval the administration may make disproportionate share
payments to private hospitals, county operated hospitals, including hospitals owned or leased by a special health
care district, and state operated institutions for mental disease beginning October 1, 1991 in accordance with
federal law and subject to legislative appropriation. If at any time the administration receives written notification
from federal authorities of any change or difference in the actual or estimated amount of federal funds available
for disproportionate share payments from the amount reflected in the legislative appropriation for such purposes,
the administration shall provide written notification of such change or difference to the president and the
minority leader of the senate, the speaker and the minority leader of the house of representatives, the director of
the joint legislative budget committee, the legislative committee of reference and any hospital trade association
within this state, within three working days not including weekends after receipt of the notice of the change or
difference. In calculating disproportionate share payments as prescribed in this section, the administration may
use either a methodology based on claims and encounter data that is submitted to the administration from
contractors or a methodology based on data that is reported to the administration by private hospitals and state
operated institutions for mental disease. The selected methodology applies to all private hospitals and state
operated institutions for mental disease qualifying for disproportionate share payments.

P. Disproportionate share payments made pursuant to subsection O of this section include amounts for
disproportionate share hospitals designated by political subdivisions of this state, tribal governments and
universities under the jurisdiction of the Arizona board of regents. Subject to the approval of the centers for
medicare and medicaid services, any amount of federal funding allotted to this state pursuant to section 1923(f)
of the social security act and not otherwise spent under subsection O of this section shall be made available for
distribution pursuant to this subsection. Political subdivisions of this state, tribal governments and universities
under the jurisdiction of the Arizona board of regents may designate hospitals eligible to receive
disproportionate share payments in an amount up to the limit prescribed in section 1923(g) of the social security
act if those political subdivisions, tribal governments or universities provide sufficient monies to qualify for the
matching federal monies for the disproportionate share payments.

Q. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, the administration may receive confidential adoption information to
determine whether an adopted child should be terminated from the system.

R. The adoption agency or the adoption attorney shall notify the administration within thirty days after an
eligible person receiving services has placed that person's child for adoption.

S. If the administration implements an electronic claims submission system, it may adopt procedures pursuant to
subsection G of this section requiring documentation different than prescribed under subsection G, paragraph 4
of this section.

T. In addition to any requirements adopted pursuant to subsection D, paragraph 4 of this section, notwithstanding
any other law, subject to approval by the centers for medicare and medicaid services, beginning July 1, 2011,
members eligible pursuant to section 36-2901, paragraph 6, subdivision (a), section 36-2931 and section 36-
2981, paragraph 6 shall pay the following:

1. A monthly premium of fifteen dollars, except that the total monthly premium for an entire household shall not
exceed sixty dollars.
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2. A copayment of five dollars for each physician office visit.

3. A copayment of ten dollars for each urgent care visit.

4. A copayment of thirty dollars for each emergency department visit.

U. Subject to the approval of the centers for medicare and medicaid services, political subdivisions of this state,
tribal governments and any university under the jurisdiction of the Arizona board of regents may provide to the
Arizona health care cost containment system administration monies in addition to any state general fund monies
appropriated for critical access hospitals in order to qualify for additional federal monies.  Any amount of
federal monies received by this state pursuant to this subsection shall be distributed as supplemental payments to
critical access hospitals.

V. For the purposes of this section, "disproportionate share payment" means a payment to a hospital that serves a
disproportionate share of low-income patients as described by 42 United States Code section 1396r-4.
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TO: Members of the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council (Council)  

 
FROM: Council Staff 
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SUBJECT: ARIZONA HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (F19-0102) 

Title 9, Chapter 22, Article 21, Trauma and Emergency Services Fund 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

  
This five year review report (5YRR) relates to the Arizona Health Care Cost             

Containment System (AHCCCS) (Agency) and covers four rules in A.A.C. Title 9, Chapter 22,              
Article 21 relating to the Trauma and Emergency Services Fund.  
 

● R9-22-2101 provides general provisions relating to the distribution of the fund           
and the guidelines to qualify as a trauma and emergency hospital. 
 

● R9-22-2102 provides specific dates and timeframes when a Level 1 trauma center            
will receive reimbursement for services provided during the year. 
 

● R9-22-2103 provides specific dates and timeframes when an Emergency Service          
hospital will receive reimbursement for services provided during the year. 
 

● R9-22-2104 provides a description of the distribution to be made from the Trauma             
and Emergency Services fund for the reporting years ending June 30, 2011 and             
June 30, 2012. 
 

Proposed Action 
 

In the Agency’s previous 5YRR, it recommended removing R9-22-2102(A)(1)-(A)(3).         
That report said these provisions could be removed because they referred to a previous time               
frame and are no longer necessary. The previous 5YRR said this would be done by January 2017                 
but it was not completed. That recommendation has been carried over to this 5YRR. 
 

The Agency proposes to make additional clarifying changes to R9-22-2101, R9-22-2102,           
and R9-22-2103 the next time it initiates a rulemaking concerning this Article. However, the              



Agency states that the Administration does not believe that these changes justify an exemption              
from the rulemaking moratorium. 
 

● R9-22-2101: the Agency proposes to change the reporting date in the last sentence             
from October 31st of each year to January 31st of each year. The Agency states               
that the October 31st deadline is earlier than the Administration needs this data             
and that a later date would allow for more data collection.  
 

● R9-22-2102: the Agency proposes to remove Section (A) because it refers to            
outdated practices. Section (B) describes the Agency’s current practice.  
 

● R9-22-2103: the Agency proposes to specify that distributions from the Trauma           
and Emergency Services Fund will be calculated using the Uniform Accounting           
Reports (UAR) data that is on file with the Arizona Department of Health             
Services (ADHS) as of August 1.  

 
1. Has the agency analyzed whether the rules are authorized by statute? 
 

Yes, the Agency cites to both general and specific authority for the rules.  
 
2. Summary of the agency’s economic impact comparison and identification of 

stakeholders: 
 
The Agency has determined that the changes proposed in this 5YRR are non-substantive             
and do not have any effect on the economic impact of Article 21. The proposed changes                
are merely clarifying and therefore do not differ significantly from the economic impact             
statement. 
 
The stakeholders include the Agency, Health Care Providers, Hospitals, and the public. 
 

3. Has the agency analyzed the costs and benefits of the rulemaking and determined 
that the rules impose the least burden and costs to those who are regulated? 
 
The Agency has determined that the rules under review impose the least burden and costs               
in achieving the regulatory objective. The changes that were proposed in this 5YRR are              
meant for clarifying purposes and do not impose any additional burden or costs to              
regulated persons. 

 
4. Has the agency received any written criticisms of the rules over the last five years? 
 

No, the Agency has not received any written criticisms of the rules within the last five 
years.  

 
 



5. Has the agency analyzed the rules’ clarity, conciseness, and understandability, 
consistency with other rules and statutes, and effectiveness? 
 
Yes. As detailed above, the Agency proposes to make clarifying changes to R9-22-2101, 
R9-22-2102, and R9-22-2103. 

 
6. Has the agency analyzed the current enforcement status of the rules?  

 
Yes, the Agency indicates that the rules are enforced as written.  

 
7. Are the rules more stringent than corresponding federal law and, if so, is there 

statutory authority to exceed the requirements of federal law? 
 
No, there is no corresponding federal law.  

 
8. For rules adopted after July 29, 2010, do the rules require a permit or license and, if 

so, does the agency comply with A.R.S. § 41-1037? 
 
No, the rules do not require a permit or a license.  

 
9. Conclusion 

 
This 5YRR proposes to make additional clarifying changes to this Article, in addition to              
striking the language in R9-22-2101(A)(1)-(A)(3) the Agency proposed in its prior           
5YRR. The Administration does not believe that these changes justify an exemption from             
the rulemaking moratorium at this time. Council staff recommends approval of this            
report.  
 

 

 
 





Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System 

(AHCCCS) 

5 YEAR REVIEW REPORT 

A.A.C. Title 9, Chapter 22, Article 21 

October 2018 

1. Authorization of the rule by existing statutes 

General Statutory Authority: A.R.S. § 36-2903. 

Specific Statutory Authority: A.R.S. § 36-2903.07(C). 

 

2. The objective of each rule: 

Rule Objective 

R9-22-2101 Provides general provisions discussing the distribution of the fund and the guidelines to 

qualify as a trauma and emergency hospital. 

R9-22-2102 Provides specific date timeframes for which the Level 1 trauma centers will receive 

reimbursement for the services provided during the year. 

R9-22-2103 Provides specific date timeframes for which the Emergency services hospitals will receive 

reimbursement for the services provided during the year. 

R9-22-2104 Provides description of the distribution to be made from the Trauma and Emergency 

Services fund for the reporting years ending June 30, 2011 and June 30, 2012. 

 

3. Are the rules effective in achieving their objectives? Yes _X__ No   _  

 

4. Are the rules consistent with other rules and statutes? Yes _ X__ No _  

 

5. Are the rules enforced as written? Yes _X__ No _  

 

6. Are the rules clear, concise, and understandable? Yes __ No _X_ 

Rule Explanation 

R9-22-2101 Change the last sentence to, “A level I trauma center shall submit the requested data and a 

copy of the most recently completed uniform accounting report under A.R.S. § 36-125.04 

to the Administration no later than January 31st of each reporting year.” The October 31st 

deadline is much earlier than the Administration needs this information and a later date 

would allow for more data collection by the centers. 

R9-22-2102 Section (A) can be removed because it refers to outdated practices and (B) reflects current 

practice.  
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R9-22-2103 Specify that payment is calculated using UAR data that is on file with ADHS as of 8/1. 

 

7. Has the agency received written criticisms of the rules within the last five years? Yes __ No _X_ 

 

8. Economic, small business, and consumer impact comparison: 

None of the changes proposed in this 5YRR have any effect on the economic impact of this chapter. Substantive 

and procedural rights of members are not affected, nor are any of the programs of the Administration. These 

proposed changes are merely clarifying; therefore the economic impact of this chapter remains the same as the 

prior 5YRR. 

 

9. Has the agency received any business competitiveness analyses of the rules? Yes ___ No _X__ 

 

10. Has the agency completed the course of action indicated in the agency’s previous five-year-review report? 

The prior 5YRR specified one recommended change to R9-22-2102 (A)(1) – (A)(3). The report stated the article 

can be stricken since it applies to a previous time frame and is no longer necessary. The Administration intended 

to file an amendment by January 2017 but this has not been completed. Therefore the course of action was carried 

over to this 5YRR. 

 

11. A determination that the probable benefits of the rule outweigh within this state the probable costs of the 

rule, and the rule imposes the least burden and costs to regulated persons by the rule, including paperwork 

and other compliance costs, necessary to achieve the underlying regulatory objective: 

The changes that are proposed in this 5YRR are meant for clarifying purposes and do not impose any additional 

burdens or costs to regulated persons. In addition they are they impost the least burden and cost to achieve the 

same benefits as the Article currently provides to regulated persons. 

 

12. Are the rules more stringent than corresponding federal laws? Yes ___ No _X__ 

The rules as written are not more stringent than federal law, since there is not a federal law to rely upon. The fund 

described in these rules are only supported by state statute.  

 

13. For rules adopted after July 29, 2010 that require the issuance of a regulatory permit, license, or agency 

authorization, whether the rules are in compliance with the general permit requirements of A.R.S. § 

41-1037 or explain why the agency believes an exception applies:  

Not applicable. 

 

14. Proposed course of action 
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The Administration intends to make these clarifying changes the next time a rulemaking is initiated concerning 

this article, however the Administration does not believe these changes merit an exemption from the moratorium. 
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36-2903.07. Trauma and emergency services fund

 

(Caution:  1998 Prop. 105 applies)

 

A. The trauma and emergency services fund is established consisting of monies deposited pursuant to section 5-
601.02(H)(3)(b)(ii) and interest earned on those monies.  The Arizona health care cost containment system
administration shall administer the fund.  The fund is not subject to appropriation, and expenditures from the
fund are not subject to outside approval notwithstanding any statutory provision to the contrary.

B. Monies received pursuant to section 5-601.02 shall be deposited directly with the trauma and emergency
services fund.  On notice from the administration, the state treasurer shall invest and divest monies in the fund as
provided by section 35-313, and monies earned from investment shall be credited to the fund.  No monies in the
trauma and emergency services fund shall revert to or be deposited in any other fund, including the state general
fund.  Monies in the trauma and emergency services fund are exempt from the provisions of section 35-190
relating to the lapsing of appropriations.  Monies provided from the trauma and emergency services fund shall
supplement, not supplant, existing monies.

C. Monies in the fund shall only be used to reimburse hospitals in Arizona for unrecovered trauma center
readiness costs and unrecovered emergency services costs as provided for in this section.

D. For purposes of this section:

1. "Trauma center readiness costs" means clinical, professional and operational costs that are incurred by a level
I trauma center and that are necessary for the provision of level I trauma care on a twenty-four hour, seven days
per week basis. Trauma center readiness costs include only those administrative and overhead costs that are
directly associated with providing level I trauma care.

2. "Emergency services costs" means clinical, professional and operational costs that are necessarily incurred by
a hospital in providing emergency services.

3. "Unrecovered" means the difference between the costs incurred by a hospital in providing the service and the
amount that the hospital has been paid for providing the service.

E. Within six months of the effective date of this section, the administration shall promulgate rules pursuant to
Arizona Revised Statutes title 42, chapter 6, except that the rules shall not be subject to article 5 of that chapter. 
The rules shall set forth:

1. A methodology to determine Arizona hospitals' unrecovered trauma center readiness costs and unrecovered
emergency services costs;

2. A procedure to distribute all monies from the trauma and emergency services fund to Arizona hospitals in
proportion to those hospitals' unrecovered trauma center readiness costs and unrecovered emergency services
costs.

F. The administration shall distribute all monies from the trauma and emergency services fund to Arizona
hospitals in accordance with the rules promulgated pursuant to this section.
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36-2903.01. Additional powers and duties; report; definition

A. The director of the Arizona health care cost containment system administration may adopt rules that provide
that the system may withhold or forfeit payments to be made to a noncontracting provider by the system if the
noncontracting provider fails to comply with this article, the provider agreement or rules that are adopted
pursuant to this article and that relate to the specific services rendered for which a claim for payment is made.

B. The director shall:

1. Prescribe uniform forms to be used by all contractors.  The rules shall require a written and signed application
by the applicant or an applicant's authorized representative, or, if the person is incompetent or incapacitated, a
family member or a person acting responsibly for the applicant may obtain a signature or a reasonable facsimile
and file the application as prescribed by the administration.

2. Enter into an interagency agreement with the department to establish a streamlined eligibility process to
determine the eligibility of all persons defined pursuant to section 36-2901, paragraph 6, subdivision (a).  At the
administration's option, the interagency agreement may allow the administration to determine the eligibility of
certain persons, including those defined pursuant to section 36-2901, paragraph 6, subdivision (a).

3. Enter into an intergovernmental agreement with the department to:

(a) Establish an expedited eligibility and enrollment process for all persons who are hospitalized at the time of
application.

(b) Establish performance measures and incentives for the department.

(c) Establish the process for management evaluation reviews that the administration shall perform to evaluate the
eligibility determination functions performed by the department.

(d) Establish eligibility quality control reviews by the administration.

(e) Require the department to adopt rules, consistent with the rules adopted by the administration for a hearing
process, that applicants or members may use for appeals of eligibility determinations or redeterminations.

(f) Establish the department's responsibility to place sufficient eligibility workers at federally qualified health
centers to screen for eligibility and at hospital sites and level one trauma centers to ensure that persons seeking
hospital services are screened on a timely basis for eligibility for the system, including a process to ensure that
applications for the system can be accepted on a twenty-four hour basis, seven days a week.

(g) Withhold payments based on the allowable sanctions for errors in eligibility determinations or
redeterminations or failure to meet performance measures required by the intergovernmental agreement.

(h) Recoup from the department all federal fiscal sanctions that result from the department's inaccurate eligibility
determinations.  The director may offset all or part of a sanction if the department submits a corrective action
plan and a strategy to remedy the error.

4. By rule establish a procedure and time frames for the intake of grievances and requests for hearings, for the
continuation of benefits and services during the appeal process and for a grievance process at the contractor
level. Notwithstanding sections 41-1092.02, 41-1092.03 and 41-1092.05, the administration shall develop rules
to establish the procedure and time frame for the informal resolution of grievances and appeals. A grievance that
is not related to a claim for payment of system covered services shall be filed in writing with and received by the
administration or the prepaid capitated provider or program contractor not later than sixty days after the date of
the adverse action, decision or policy implementation being grieved.  A grievance that is related to a claim for
payment of system covered services must be filed in writing and received by the administration or the prepaid
capitated provider or program contractor within twelve months after the date of service, within twelve months
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after the date that eligibility is posted or within sixty days after the date of the denial of a timely claim
submission, whichever is later.  A grievance for the denial of a claim for reimbursement of services may contest
the validity of any adverse action, decision, policy implementation or rule that related to or resulted in the full or
partial denial of the claim.  A policy implementation may be subject to a grievance procedure, but it may not be
appealed for a hearing.  The administration is not required to participate in a mandatory settlement conference if
it is not a real party in interest. In any proceeding before the administration, including a grievance or hearing,
persons may represent themselves or be represented by a duly authorized agent who is not charging a fee. A
legal entity may be represented by an officer, partner or employee who is specifically authorized by the legal
entity to represent it in the particular proceeding.

5. Apply for and accept federal funds available under title XIX of the social security act (P.L. 89-97; 79 Stat.
344; 42 United States Code section 1396 (1980)) in support of the system. The application made by the director
pursuant to this paragraph shall be designed to qualify for federal funding primarily on a prepaid capitated basis. 
Such funds may be used only for the support of persons defined as eligible pursuant to title XIX of the social
security act or the approved section 1115 waiver.

6. At least thirty days before the implementation of a policy or a change to an existing policy relating to
reimbursement, provide notice to interested parties.  Parties interested in receiving notification of policy changes
shall submit a written request for notification to the administration.

7. In addition to the cost sharing requirements specified in subsection D, paragraph 4 of this section:

(a) Charge monthly premiums up to the maximum amount allowed by federal law to all populations of eligible
persons who may be charged.

(b) Implement this paragraph to the extent permitted under the federal deficit reduction act of 2005 and other
federal laws, subject to the approval of federal waiver authority and to the extent that any changes in the cost
sharing requirements under this paragraph would permit this state to receive any enhanced federal matching rate.

C. The director is authorized to apply for any federal funds available for the support of programs to investigate
and prosecute violations arising from the administration and operation of the system. Available state funds
appropriated for the administration and operation of the system may be used as matching funds to secure federal
funds pursuant to this subsection.

D. The director may adopt rules or procedures to do the following:

1. Authorize advance payments based on estimated liability to a contractor or a noncontracting provider after the
contractor or noncontracting provider has submitted a claim for services and before the claim is ultimately
resolved. The rules shall specify that any advance payment shall be conditioned on the execution before payment
of a contract with the contractor or noncontracting provider that requires the administration to retain a specified
percentage, which shall be at least twenty percent, of the claimed amount as security and that requires repayment
to the administration if the administration makes any overpayment.

2. Defer liability, in whole or in part, of contractors for care provided to members who are hospitalized on the
date of enrollment or under other circumstances. Payment shall be on a capped fee-for-service basis for services
other than hospital services and at the rate established pursuant to subsection G of this section for hospital
services or at the rate paid by the health plan, whichever is less.

3. Deputize, in writing, any qualified officer or employee in the administration to perform any act that the
director by law is empowered to do or charged with the responsibility of doing, including the authority to issue
final administrative decisions pursuant to section 41-1092.08.

4. Notwithstanding any other law, require persons eligible pursuant to section 36-2901, paragraph 6, subdivision
(a), section 36-2931 and section 36-2981, paragraph 6 to be financially responsible for any cost sharing
requirements established in a state plan or a section 1115 waiver and approved by the centers for medicare and
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medicaid services.  Cost sharing requirements may include copayments, coinsurance, deductibles, enrollment
fees and monthly premiums for enrolled members, including households with children enrolled in the Arizona
long-term care system.

E. The director shall adopt rules that further specify the medical care and hospital services that are covered by
the system pursuant to section 36-2907.

F. In addition to the rules otherwise specified in this article, the director may adopt necessary rules pursuant to
title 41, chapter 6 to carry out this article.  Rules adopted by the director pursuant to this subsection shall
consider the differences between rural and urban conditions on the delivery of hospitalization and medical care.

G. For inpatient hospital admissions and outpatient hospital services on and after March 1, 1993, the
administration shall adopt rules for the reimbursement of hospitals according to the following procedures:

1. For inpatient hospital stays from March 1, 1993 through September 30, 2014, the administration shall use a
prospective tiered per diem methodology, using hospital peer groups if analysis shows that cost differences can
be attributed to independently definable features that hospitals within a peer group share. In peer grouping the
administration may consider such factors as length of stay differences and labor market variations. If there are no
cost differences, the administration shall implement a stop loss-stop gain or similar mechanism.  Any stop loss-
stop gain or similar mechanism shall ensure that the tiered per diem rates assigned to a hospital do not represent
less than ninety percent of its 1990 base year costs or more than one hundred ten percent of its 1990 base year
costs, adjusted by an audit factor, during the period of March 1, 1993 through September 30, 1994. The tiered
per diem rates set for hospitals shall represent no less than eighty-seven and one-half percent or more than one
hundred twelve and one-half percent of its 1990 base year costs, adjusted by an audit factor, from October 1,
1994 through September 30, 1995 and no less than eighty-five percent or more than one hundred fifteen percent
of its 1990 base year costs, adjusted by an audit factor, from October 1, 1995 through September 30, 1996. For
the periods after September 30, 1996 no stop loss-stop gain or similar mechanisms shall be in effect. An
adjustment in the stop loss-stop gain percentage may be made to ensure that total payments do not increase as a
result of this provision. If peer groups are used, the administration shall establish initial peer group designations
for each hospital before implementation of the per diem system. The administration may also use a negotiated
rate methodology. The tiered per diem methodology may include separate consideration for specialty hospitals
that limit their provision of services to specific patient populations, such as rehabilitative patients or children.
The initial per diem rates shall be based on hospital claims and encounter data for dates of service November 1,
1990 through October 31, 1991 and processed through May of 1992. The administration may also establish a
separate reimbursement methodology for claims with extraordinarily high costs per day that exceed thresholds
established by the administration.

2. For rates effective on October 1, 1994, and annually through September 30, 2011, the administration shall
adjust tiered per diem payments for inpatient hospital care by the data resources incorporated market basket
index for prospective payment system hospitals. For rates effective beginning on October 1, 1999, the
administration shall adjust payments to reflect changes in length of stay for the maternity and nursery tiers.

3. Through June 30, 2004, for outpatient hospital services, the administration shall reimburse a hospital by
applying a hospital specific outpatient cost-to-charge ratio to the covered charges.  Beginning on July 1, 2004
through June 30, 2005, the administration shall reimburse a hospital by applying a hospital specific outpatient
cost-to-charge ratio to covered charges.  If the hospital increases its charges for outpatient services filed with the
Arizona department of health services pursuant to chapter 4, article 3 of this title, by more than 4.7 percent for
dates of service effective on or after July 1, 2004, the hospital specific cost-to-charge ratio will be reduced by the
amount that it exceeds 4.7 percent.  If charges exceed 4.7 percent, the effective date of the increased charges will
be the effective date of the adjusted Arizona health care cost containment system cost-to-charge ratio.  The
administration shall develop the methodology for a capped fee-for-service schedule and a statewide cost-to-
charge ratio. Any covered outpatient service not included in the capped fee-for-service schedule shall be
reimbursed by applying the statewide cost-to-charge ratio that is based on the services not included in the capped
fee-for-service schedule. Beginning on July 1, 2005, the administration shall reimburse clean claims with dates
of service on or after July 1, 2005, based on the capped fee-for-service schedule or the statewide cost-to-charge
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ratio established pursuant to this paragraph. The administration may make additional adjustments to the
outpatient hospital rates established pursuant to this section based on other factors, including the number of beds
in the hospital, specialty services available to patients and the geographic location of the hospital.

4. Except if submitted under an electronic claims submission system, a hospital bill is considered received for
purposes of this paragraph on initial receipt of the legible, error-free claim form by the administration if the
claim includes the following error-free documentation in legible form:

(a) An admission face sheet.

(b) An itemized statement.

(c) An admission history and physical.

(d) A discharge summary or an interim summary if the claim is split.

(e) An emergency record, if admission was through the emergency room.

(f) Operative reports, if applicable.

(g) A labor and delivery room report, if applicable.

Payment received by a hospital from the administration pursuant to this subsection or from a contractor either by
contract or pursuant to section 36-2904, subsection I is considered payment by the administration or the
contractor of the administration's or contractor's liability for the hospital bill. A hospital may collect any unpaid
portion of its bill from other third-party payors or in situations covered by title 33, chapter 7, article 3.

5. For services rendered on and after October 1, 1997, the administration shall pay a hospital's rate established
according to this section subject to the following:

(a) If the hospital's bill is paid within thirty days of the date the bill was received, the administration shall pay
ninety-nine percent of the rate.

(b) If the hospital's bill is paid after thirty days but within sixty days of the date the bill was received, the
administration shall pay one hundred percent of the rate.

(c) If the hospital's bill is paid any time after sixty days of the date the bill was received, the administration shall
pay one hundred percent of the rate plus a fee of one percent per month for each month or portion of a month
following the sixtieth day of receipt of the bill until the date of payment.

6. In developing the reimbursement methodology, if a review of the reports filed by a hospital pursuant to
section 36-125.04 indicates that further investigation is considered necessary to verify the accuracy of the
information in the reports, the administration may examine the hospital's records and accounts related to the
reporting requirements of section 36-125.04. The administration shall bear the cost incurred in connection with
this examination unless the administration finds that the records examined are significantly deficient or
incorrect, in which case the administration may charge the cost of the investigation to the hospital examined.

7. Except for privileged medical information, the administration shall make available for public inspection the
cost and charge data and the calculations used by the administration to determine payments under the tiered per
diem system, provided that individual hospitals are not identified by name. The administration shall make the
data and calculations available for public inspection during regular business hours and shall provide copies of
the data and calculations to individuals requesting such copies within thirty days of receipt of a written request.
The administration may charge a reasonable fee for the provision of the data or information.

8. The prospective tiered per diem payment methodology for inpatient hospital services shall include a
mechanism for the prospective payment of inpatient hospital capital related costs. The capital payment shall
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include hospital specific and statewide average amounts. For tiered per diem rates beginning on October 1, 1999,
the capital related cost component is frozen at the blended rate of forty percent of the hospital specific capital
cost and sixty percent of the statewide average capital cost in effect as of January 1, 1999 and as further adjusted
by the calculation of tier rates for maternity and nursery as prescribed by law.  Through September 30, 2011, the
administration shall adjust the capital related cost component by the data resources incorporated market basket
index for prospective payment system hospitals.

9. For graduate medical education programs:

(a) Beginning September 30, 1997, the administration shall establish a separate graduate medical education
program to reimburse hospitals that had graduate medical education programs that were approved by the
administration as of October 1, 1999. The administration shall separately account for monies for the graduate
medical education program based on the total reimbursement for graduate medical education reimbursed to
hospitals by the system in federal fiscal year 1995-1996 pursuant to the tiered per diem methodology specified in
this section. The graduate medical education program reimbursement shall be adjusted annually by the increase
or decrease in the index published by the global insight hospital market basket index for prospective hospital
reimbursement.  Subject to legislative appropriation, on an annual basis, each qualified hospital shall receive a
single payment from the graduate medical education program that is equal to the same percentage of graduate
medical education reimbursement that was paid by the system in federal fiscal year 1995-1996. Any
reimbursement for graduate medical education made by the administration shall not be subject to future
settlements or appeals by the hospitals to the administration. The monies available under this subdivision shall
not exceed the fiscal year 2005-2006 appropriation adjusted annually by the increase or decrease in the index
published by the global insight hospital market basket index for prospective hospital reimbursement, except for
monies distributed for expansions pursuant to subdivision (b) of this paragraph.

(b) The monies available for graduate medical education programs pursuant to this subdivision shall not exceed
the fiscal year 2006-2007 appropriation adjusted annually by the increase or decrease in the index published by
the global insight hospital market basket index for prospective hospital reimbursement. Graduate medical
education programs eligible for such reimbursement are not precluded from receiving reimbursement for
funding under subdivision (c) of this paragraph. Beginning July 1, 2006, the administration shall distribute any
monies appropriated for graduate medical education above the amount prescribed in subdivision (a) of this
paragraph in the following order or priority:

(i) For the direct costs to support the expansion of graduate medical education programs established before July
1, 2006 at hospitals that do not receive payments pursuant to subdivision (a) of this paragraph. These programs
must be approved by the administration.

(ii) For the direct costs to support the expansion of graduate medical education programs established on or
before October 1, 1999.  These programs must be approved by the administration.

(c) The administration shall distribute to hospitals any monies appropriated for graduate medical education
above the amount prescribed in subdivisions (a) and (b) of this paragraph for the following purposes:

(i) For the direct costs of graduate medical education programs established or expanded on or after July 1, 2006. 
These programs must be approved by the administration.

(ii) For a portion of additional indirect graduate medical education costs for programs that are located in a
county with a population of less than five hundred thousand persons at the time the residency position was
created or for a residency position that includes a rotation in a county with a population of less than five hundred
thousand persons at the time the residency position was established. These programs must be approved by the
administration.

(d) The administration shall develop, by rule, the formula by which the monies are distributed.
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(e) Each graduate medical education program that receives funding pursuant to subdivision (b) or (c) of this
paragraph shall identify and report to the administration the number of new residency positions created by the
funding provided in this paragraph, including positions in rural areas.  The program shall also report information
related to the number of funded residency positions that resulted in physicians locating their practices in this
state.  The administration shall report to the joint legislative budget committee by February 1 of each year on the
number of new residency positions as reported by the graduate medical education programs.

(f) Local, county and tribal governments and any university under the jurisdiction of the Arizona board of
regents may provide monies in addition to any state general fund monies appropriated for graduate medical
education in order to qualify for additional matching federal monies for providers, programs or positions in a
specific locality and costs incurred pursuant to a specific contract between the administration and providers or
other entities to provide graduate medical education services as an administrative activity. Payments by the
administration pursuant to this subdivision may be limited to those providers designated by the funding entity
and may be based on any methodology deemed appropriate by the administration, including replacing any
payments that might otherwise have been paid pursuant to subdivision (a), (b) or (c) of this paragraph had
sufficient state general fund monies or other monies been appropriated to fully fund those payments. These
programs, positions, payment methodologies and administrative graduate medical education services must be
approved by the administration and the centers for medicare and medicaid services. The administration shall
report to the president of the senate, the speaker of the house of representatives and the director of the joint
legislative budget committee on or before July 1 of each year on the amount of money contributed and number
of residency positions funded by local, county and tribal governments, including the amount of federal matching
monies used.

(g) Any funds appropriated but not allocated by the administration for subdivision (b) or (c) of this paragraph
may be reallocated if funding for either subdivision is insufficient to cover appropriate graduate medical
education costs.

10. Notwithstanding section 41-1005, subsection A, paragraph 9, the administration shall adopt rules pursuant to
title 41, chapter 6 establishing the methodology for determining the prospective tiered per diem payments that
are in effect through September 30, 2014.

11. For inpatient hospital services rendered on or after October 1, 2011, the prospective tiered per diem payment
rates are permanently reset to the amounts payable for those services as of October 1, 2011 pursuant to this
subsection.

12. The administration shall adopt a diagnosis-related group based hospital reimbursement methodology
consistent with title XIX of the social security act for inpatient dates of service on and after October 1, 2014. 
The administration may make additional adjustments to the inpatient hospital rates established pursuant to this
section for hospitals that are publicly operated or based on other factors, including the number of beds in the
hospital, the specialty services available to patients, the geographic location and diagnosis-related group codes
that are made publicly available by the hospital pursuant to section 36-437. The administration may also provide
additional reimbursement for extraordinarily high cost cases that exceed a threshold above the standard payment.
The administration may also establish a separate payment methodology for specific services or hospitals serving
unique populations.

H. The director may adopt rules that specify enrollment procedures, including notice to contractors of
enrollment. The rules may provide for varying time limits for enrollment in different situations. The
administration shall specify in contract when a person who has been determined eligible will be enrolled with
that contractor and the date on which the contractor will be financially responsible for health and medical
services to the person.

I. The administration may make direct payments to hospitals for hospitalization and medical care provided to a
member in accordance with this article and rules.  The director may adopt rules to establish the procedures by
which the administration shall pay hospitals pursuant to this subsection if a contractor fails to make timely
payment to a hospital. Such payment shall be at a level determined pursuant to section 36-2904, subsection H
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or I.  The director may withhold payment due to a contractor in the amount of any payment made directly to a
hospital by the administration on behalf of a contractor pursuant to this subsection.

J. The director shall establish a special unit within the administration for the purpose of monitoring the third-
party payment collections required by contractors and noncontracting providers pursuant to section 36-2903,
subsection B, paragraph 10 and subsection F and section 36-2915, subsection E.  The director shall determine by
rule:

1. The type of third-party payments to be monitored pursuant to this subsection.

2. The percentage of third-party payments that is collected by a contractor or noncontracting provider and that
the contractor or noncontracting provider may keep and the percentage of such payments that the contractor or
noncontracting provider may be required to pay to the administration. Contractors and noncontracting providers
must pay to the administration one hundred percent of all third-party payments that are collected and that
duplicate administration fee-for-service payments. A contractor that contracts with the administration pursuant
to section 36-2904, subsection A may be entitled to retain a percentage of third-party payments if the payments
collected and retained by a contractor are reflected in reduced capitation rates. A contractor may be required to
pay the administration a percentage of third-party payments that are collected by a contractor and that are not
reflected in reduced capitation rates.

K. The administration shall establish procedures to apply to the following if a provider that has a contract with a
contractor or noncontracting provider seeks to collect from an individual or financially responsible relative or
representative a claim that exceeds the amount that is reimbursed or should be reimbursed by the system:

1. On written notice from the administration or oral or written notice from a member that a claim for covered
services may be in violation of this section, the provider that has a contract with a contractor or noncontracting
provider shall investigate the inquiry and verify whether the person was eligible for services at the time that
covered services were provided. If the claim was paid or should have been paid by the system, the provider that
has a contract with a contractor or noncontracting provider shall not continue billing the member.

2. If the claim was paid or should have been paid by the system and the disputed claim has been referred for
collection to a collection agency or referred to a credit reporting bureau, the provider that has a contract with a
contractor or noncontracting provider shall:

(a) Notify the collection agency and request that all attempts to collect this specific charge be terminated
immediately.

(b) Advise all credit reporting bureaus that the reported delinquency was in error and request that the affected
credit report be corrected to remove any notation about this specific delinquency.

(c) Notify the administration and the member that the request for payment was in error and that the collection
agency and credit reporting bureaus have been notified.

3. If the administration determines that a provider that has a contract with a contractor or noncontracting
provider has billed a member for charges that were paid or should have been paid by the administration, the
administration shall send written notification by certified mail or other service with proof of delivery to the
provider that has a contract with a contractor or noncontracting provider stating that this billing is in violation of
federal and state law. If, twenty-one days or more after receiving the notification, a provider that has a contract
with a contractor or noncontracting provider knowingly continues billing a member for charges that were paid or
should have been paid by the system, the administration may assess a civil penalty in an amount equal to three
times the amount of the billing and reduce payment to the provider that has a contract with a contractor or
noncontracting provider accordingly. Receipt of delivery signed by the addressee or the addressee's employee is
prima facie evidence of knowledge.  Civil penalties collected pursuant to this subsection shall be deposited in
the state general fund. Section 36-2918, subsections C, D and F, relating to the imposition, collection and
enforcement of civil penalties, apply to civil penalties imposed pursuant to this paragraph.
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L. The administration may conduct postpayment review of all claims paid by the administration and may recoup
any monies erroneously paid. The director may adopt rules that specify procedures for conducting postpayment
review.  A contractor may conduct a postpayment review of all claims paid by the contractor and may recoup
monies that are erroneously paid.

M. Subject to title 41, chapter 4, article 4, the director or the director's designee may employ and supervise
personnel necessary to assist the director in performing the functions of the administration.

N. The administration may contract with contractors for obstetrical care who are eligible to provide services
under title XIX of the social security act.

O. Notwithstanding any other law, on federal approval the administration may make disproportionate share
payments to private hospitals, county operated hospitals, including hospitals owned or leased by a special health
care district, and state operated institutions for mental disease beginning October 1, 1991 in accordance with
federal law and subject to legislative appropriation. If at any time the administration receives written notification
from federal authorities of any change or difference in the actual or estimated amount of federal funds available
for disproportionate share payments from the amount reflected in the legislative appropriation for such purposes,
the administration shall provide written notification of such change or difference to the president and the
minority leader of the senate, the speaker and the minority leader of the house of representatives, the director of
the joint legislative budget committee, the legislative committee of reference and any hospital trade association
within this state, within three working days not including weekends after receipt of the notice of the change or
difference. In calculating disproportionate share payments as prescribed in this section, the administration may
use either a methodology based on claims and encounter data that is submitted to the administration from
contractors or a methodology based on data that is reported to the administration by private hospitals and state
operated institutions for mental disease. The selected methodology applies to all private hospitals and state
operated institutions for mental disease qualifying for disproportionate share payments.

P. Disproportionate share payments made pursuant to subsection O of this section include amounts for
disproportionate share hospitals designated by political subdivisions of this state, tribal governments and
universities under the jurisdiction of the Arizona board of regents. Subject to the approval of the centers for
medicare and medicaid services, any amount of federal funding allotted to this state pursuant to section 1923(f)
of the social security act and not otherwise spent under subsection O of this section shall be made available for
distribution pursuant to this subsection. Political subdivisions of this state, tribal governments and universities
under the jurisdiction of the Arizona board of regents may designate hospitals eligible to receive
disproportionate share payments in an amount up to the limit prescribed in section 1923(g) of the social security
act if those political subdivisions, tribal governments or universities provide sufficient monies to qualify for the
matching federal monies for the disproportionate share payments.

Q. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, the administration may receive confidential adoption information to
determine whether an adopted child should be terminated from the system.

R. The adoption agency or the adoption attorney shall notify the administration within thirty days after an
eligible person receiving services has placed that person's child for adoption.

S. If the administration implements an electronic claims submission system, it may adopt procedures pursuant to
subsection G of this section requiring documentation different than prescribed under subsection G, paragraph 4
of this section.

T. In addition to any requirements adopted pursuant to subsection D, paragraph 4 of this section, notwithstanding
any other law, subject to approval by the centers for medicare and medicaid services, beginning July 1, 2011,
members eligible pursuant to section 36-2901, paragraph 6, subdivision (a), section 36-2931 and section 36-
2981, paragraph 6 shall pay the following:

1. A monthly premium of fifteen dollars, except that the total monthly premium for an entire household shall not
exceed sixty dollars.
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2. A copayment of five dollars for each physician office visit.

3. A copayment of ten dollars for each urgent care visit.

4. A copayment of thirty dollars for each emergency department visit.

U. Subject to the approval of the centers for medicare and medicaid services, political subdivisions of this state,
tribal governments and any university under the jurisdiction of the Arizona board of regents may provide to the
Arizona health care cost containment system administration monies in addition to any state general fund monies
appropriated for critical access hospitals in order to qualify for additional federal monies.  Any amount of
federal monies received by this state pursuant to this subsection shall be distributed as supplemental payments to
critical access hospitals.

V. For the purposes of this section, "disproportionate share payment" means a payment to a hospital that serves a
disproportionate share of low-income patients as described by 42 United States Code section 1396r-4.
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